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PREFACE.

The following pages contain the substance of some

articles on Plato, which were permitted by the

kindness of the Editor of the British Critic to

appear in that Review. They were intended princi-

pally to assist students in forming a right judgment

on the general scope and object of the Platonic

Dialogues
;
and the subject may be continued here-

after in some other form. But they are now re-

published at present with the same hope
;

and

broken up into chapters for the greater convenience

of the readers.

Appended to them is another paper, which I have

been kindly allowed to reprint from the Quarterly

Review, containing some remarks on the rise of the

new Platonism, which were thrown together, in per-
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VI PREFACE.

haps too light a form, hut with a view to lighter

readers. It is added here in the hope of drawing the

attention of the student to the distinction between

the old and new Platonism, of warning him against

repudiating the old on account of the faults of the

new
;
putting him on his guard against the revival

of a Pantheistic system with which the present age

seems threatened, and suggesting to him the proper

mode of studying history, whether of states or of

philosophy, by placing side by side analogous periods

and events.

I cannot but fear that in some places opinions have

been here expressed in too decided a tone
;
which,

however, was naturally suggested by the authoritative

character of a Review. But I should deeply regret,

if any thing I wrote tended to encourage in young

students a habit of presumptuous dogmatism, or of

pronouncing too positively, except where the state-

ments put forward are declarations of a higher and

competent authority. In this case, to hesitate

and falter is to abandon our first duty, both as

men and as Christians, of witnessing boldly to the

truth.
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PREFACE. vii

As these remarks have already been made the

subject of various misconceptions and censures on

their first appearance, I may be permitted to say,

that in publishing them I had no wish to supersede

religion by metaphysics, or Christianity by Plato-

nism, or the Church of England by Popery. I have

endeavoured to take every opportunity of warning

the yoimg reader against removing philosophy from

its proper place of subordination to Revelation and

the Church; and to distinguish carefully between

that Catholicism which is essential to Christianity,

and of which the Church of England makes its boast,

and Popery, which in its real nature is most un-

catholic, and little but the spirit of Dissent under the

form of a Church.

If, however, any expression has escaped me which,

either in a natural or forced interpretation, can imply

an opinion at variance with the spirit or the doc-

trines of that Church to which I have the happiness

to belong, I beg at once to retract it, not only

nominally, but from my heart.

Oxford,

October 29, 1841.
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HORiE PLATONICS.

CHAPTER I.

It has become a trite observation of thoughtful men,
that in all around us in the present day there is a

sound and a movement—a working in the human
mind—a stirring in the waters, which betokens the

approach of some great change. Not only in this

country, but . throughout the civilized world, there

are symptoms of a crisis in opinion as well as in

society. The two cannot be separated. Old forms

are breaking up, and new are thickening on each

other. Wider scenes of action seem opened to prac-

tical minds, and deeper mines of thought for specula-

tion. There is in the many an eager restless craving

for some vague good, which all anticipate and none
define

;
an exultation at coming prospects

;
a con-

tempt for the poverty of the past, and the imperfec-

tion of the present
;

a sense of newly awakened
powers

;
a passion for new sympathies and combina-

tions
;
a general baring and exposure of the human

mind, as among men who have cast off restraint, and
are about to enter together on some great enterprise.

And where the current is not rushing forward with

an accelerated movement, it is turning in an extra-

ordinary way, and remounting back to its source.

B
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2 REVIVAL OF THE

Those whift think, and those who think not, all seem

impressed ^with something of a mysterious action.

And even the few who take no part in the crowd, are

sitting with anxious eye watching for the end.

To a philosophical observer, the symptoms of this

singular state of the human mind are full of interest

;

though they may appear in seemingly very insulated

facts, and the connexion of them with the general

principle may seem forced.

One of them is a remarkable phenomenon, which

cannot have escaped the observer ofgeneral literature.

Within the last few years, simultaneously, and with

little connection, a general tendency to revive the

study of Plato has sprung up in the most intellectual

parts of Europe, in Germany, France, and England.
In Germany it is returning after a short suspension.

In France appearing for the first time. In England
recovering slowly, and perhaps never likely to assume
a very prominent position, from circumstances, happy
circumstances, which supersede its necessity. In
Germany, one of its most eloquent advocates. Van
Heusde S has expressly stated the feelings under

which he is anxious to restore it. He describes the

weariness and disheartened apathy which has foUowed
from the rapid succession of modem theories, each

rising on the wreck of its predecessor, each standing

firm and domineering for a time, and then sinking

suddenly into ruin. He seems to feel rather than to

acknowledge, that the only security against this dan-

gerous and miserable oscillation of sects and opinions,

must be found in the predominance of authority ;
and

he proposes to revive the study of Plato as the philo-

sopher who concentrated most perfectly in his system

the excellences of the schools that preceded him, and
the sanction of those that have followed. In France,

’ Init. Phil. PI. vol.iii. ch. 1.
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STUDY OF PLATO. 3

as might naturally be expected ' from the state of

that unhappy country, where depth of thought has

been so rare, and philosophy is just beginning to run
the career which in Germany it seems to have com-
pleted, the supposed sceptical and eclectical character

of Platonism appears chiefly to have excited attention.

And by a most remarkable mistake, not indeed un-
common, but which proves how little men have
entered into the real spirit and object of Plato’s

writings, the name of a philosopher, whose whole
efforts were systematically and energetically addressed

to the establishment of an immutable belief in immu-
table truths external to man, and guaranteed by the

testimony of men, has been chosen as the index of a
spirit which treats all former systems with contempt,

and proposes to raise upon their ruins a new structure

of belief based on that, which must overturn itself,

the reason of an individual, or of a sect.

In England the study of the Greek philosophy has

been chiefly confined to the University of Oxford,

which providentially has been saved from setting the

seal of its sanction to either Paley or Locke
;
and

has adhered firmly to Aristotle as the text-book in

her plan of education. In addition to the soundness
and depth of his views, the technical and systematic

form of the Ethics of Aristotle renders it far fitter for

such a purpose than any extant work of any period

;

and no greater mischief could be done than to abandon
it for any other less formal treatise, even for the

nobler and more elevating philosophy of Plato him-
self. Within the last few years, however, more atten-

tion has been gradually drawn to the writings of

Plato. Unconsciously, and without recognizing

fully the extraordinary afllnity of his views to the

y principles which are once more forcing themselves

* See Cousin’s Lectures.
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4 POPULAR OPINIONS OF PLATO.

into life, and struggling against the errors of this day,

young men especially have been captivated by the

grandeur, the warmth, and even the mystical pro-

foundness of his thoughts, so unlike the meanness,

and coldness, and barrenness of our prevailing

materialism and rationalism. Plato has been to them
in philosophy, what the records of the middle ^es
are to chronicles of dry facts, and to the inventions of

fiction, as a middle term between truth and falsehood

—

reality and poetry. He has amused, elevated, and
kindled them into many good affections, but without

inspiring confidence. They look on him as a noble

enthusiast, full of high feeling, and magnificent

fancies, but often condescending to subtleties, which
are a mere exercise of ingenuity, and indulging in

abstractions too high for any practical application.

They do not venture to call him in the words of

Bacon “ Tumidus poeta, cavillator urbanus, theologus

mente captus,” but they regard him, as so many
writers have done before them, more in the form than

in the matter of his works
;
more as the “ Homer of

Philosophy as “ speaking in the language of

Jupiter*,” as the “master of Demosthenes*,” “in
irridendis oratoribus orator summus * or to descend

still lower, as the biographer of the most interesting

character in antiquity, as the Boswell of Socrates

—

than as the Ille Deus Noster" of the creator of

Roman philosophy*, as “ the truth-loving Plato” of

Clement®, as the “Maximus Philosophorum” of

Ambrose*, as the “Grecian Moses” of Numenius

—

as, in the words of Augustin, “ ille inter discipulos

Socratis, qui non immerito excellentissima gloria

claruit, qui omnino casteros obscuraret ®,” as the

* Quintil. lib. x. 1. * Cicero.
* Plutar. in Vit. Mag. p. 1555. '* Cicer. Orat. 1, 11.

* Cicer. ad Att. iv. 16. ® Clem. Alex. Strom, lib. v.
’’ De Obit. Theod. s. 14. * August, de Civit. Dei, lib. viii. c. 8.
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INFLUENCE OF PLATONISM.

“ prudentissimus philosophorura” of Jerome, as the
“ omnium sapientissimus” of Lactantius *, as the
“ apex columenque philosophomm” of Amobius, as

he who, in the words of Eusebius *, “ alone of all the

Greeks reached to the vestibule of truth and stood

upon its threshold”—as the “ former of Athanasius ®,”

and “ the converter of Augustin

It requires indeed considerable knowledge of the

history of philosophy to appreciate the whole influ-

ence which Plato has exercised upon the human
mind

;
and, still more, a thorough acquaintance with

his works to comprehend their real scope and depth.

It is therefore not surprising that such an erroneous

estimate of his character should generally prevail ; so

that, as Schleiermacher well observes *, his brilliant y.

passages should have dazzled the eyes of students,

until they forgot that in the mind of Plato these were
but resting-stones and reliefs (necessary concessions

to human weakness) to enable the mind to ascend to

a far higher range of thought.

And yet there are certain eras in the history of

human reason, in which the operation of Platonism

comes out in a form too striking to permit any doubt
of its power, or disrespect to its memory. It was
something more than eloquence and fancy, which
Cicero, perplexed as he sometimes seems to be with

the dialectical manoeuvres of Plato, discovered in

those theories, through which he proposed to conduct

the spirit of philosophy into Rome. It was not mere
ingenuity and abstraction, which induced the Re-
formers of heathenism to adopt his name, so that, in

the words ofAugustin®,“recentiores quique philosophi

' De Fals. Rel. lib. i. * Prtep. Evang. 1. xiii. c. 13.
* Vit. Athau. edit. Bened. vol. i.

* Confessions of Augustin.
® Preface to Introduction to Dialogixes.

* De Civit. Dei, lib. viii. c. 10.

B 3
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6 INFLUENCE OF PLATONISM.

nobilissimi, qiiibus Plato sectandus placuit, noluerint

se dici Peripateticos aut academicos, sed Platonicos.”

Something more than ordinary reason (and so the

wisest Christians always thought) must have informed

that spirit which, after lying dormant for three cen-

turies, was resuscitated in tlie first age of Christianity,

and entered into that body of Rationalism, which,

whether under the name of Gnosticism, or the Alex-
andrian School, rose up by the side of the True
Faith to wrestle with it in its untried strength, and
to bring out its full form, in precision, by struggles

with an antagonist like itself. Once more at the re-

vival of literature Plato was selected as the leader of

the new philosophical spirit which was to throw off

the wretched yoke of Romanism, and with it too

often the law of Christianity

The revival of deep thought in Germany was in

the same manner marked with his name. And in

our own country the battle with Hobbes, and the

worst forms of philosophical infidelity, was carried on
by Cudwortli and Smith, and by the deepest of our
sound theologians, with the weapons of Plato. A
minuter view of the history of human reason would
still further illustrate his infiuence, wherever his phi-..

losophy has prevailed. It would suggest also a
remarkable contrast between the effects of his sys-

tem and of that of Aristotle. ^^Tierever Plato has
led, he has elevated and improved the human mind.
He has been followed too far—farther than Christians

may follow him
;
and many fatal errors have been

sheltered under his name. But those which have
really sprung from him have been errors of the heart

—

errors which have not degraded human nature, nor

' See Preface of Acciaolus to his translation of Theodoret,
Curat. Grsec. Affect, and Prwfatio of Marsilius Ficinus act

Plotinuin, Creuzer edit. vol. i. p. 19.
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CONTRAST WITH ARISTOTLE. *r

Stifled the principle of virtue. Even the scepticism

of the later academies offers no exception, for it had
no authority whatever in the genuine principles of

Plato. Enthusiasm, mysticism, and fanaticism, have
been the extravagances of Platonism

;
coldness,

materialism, and scepticism, the perversions of Aris-

totle. Each, when retained in his proper subordina-

tion, has been a useful servant to the cause of Chris-

tianity. But the work which Plato has performed is

far higher than that of Aristotle
;

one disciplined

the affections—the other drilled the intellect
;
one

aided in sinking deep the truths of Christianity, and
expanding its form—the other complicated and en-

tangled its parts by endeavouring to reduce them to

system
;
one supplied materials—the other lent in-

struments to shape them
;
one fairly met the enemies

of Christianity upon the ground of reason*—the other

secretly gave way to them, without seeming to desert

the standard of authority
;
one, when he rebelled, re-

belled openly, and threw up heresies—the other never

rebelled, but engendered and supported corruption.

Notwithstanding these characteristic distinctions

—

and Degerando in an eloquent passage ' will point out

still more—it would be as erroneous to oppose the two
systems to each other as contradictory poles, as to

assert, in the words of Cicero, that their differences

are purely verbal. In fundamental principles they

agree, as all must agree who study one common na-

ture. They spring from one base, but separate into

two heads, rising far above all others, meeting us at

every turn as we trace the stream of thought in later

ages, the fathers as it were of all the great subordinate

groups which lie around them—the “ two twin peaks,”

the ‘‘ bifidum cacumen” of the Greek and of human
philosophy.

In the empire which Aristotle and Plato severally

‘ Systcraes de la Philosoph. vol. ii.
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8 CONTRAST WITH ARISTOTLE.

and successively enjoyed over the human mind, they

possessed many advantages in common. They were
both, to use even Bacon’s words as taken from the

midst of his coarsest abuse, among the most gifted of

mankind, “ inter maxima mortalium ingenia.” Both
were profound observers, and observers of those facts

which come home to all our bosoms, and interest all

ages, because they lie at the root of all science and all

life, the facts of human nature. Both, more or less,

were thrown upon the resources of their own reason

—cut off by local revolutions and the “ spirit of the

age” from immediate connection with the great de-

posits of Oriental tradition, and compelled, like men
upon a desert island, to ftume a habitation for their

reason from chance materials on the spot, and frag-

ments of scattered wreck. Greek philosophy is in

fact ^e perfection of pure rationalisiri-—

f

rom mis it

"delved its energy, and in dm, righ^ empl^ed, we
find ite value.

rationalism, it necessarily took the form of

system, at least in the mind of its author. Every
part which did not fasten into and cohere with the

primary hypothesis was necessarily rejected. Every
connection between truths was marked and brought

to light. The whole chain of dependent facts was

evolved and laid out to be examined
;
the most deli-

cate shades of truth and falsehood were scrupulously

distinguished
;
and since, for the satisfaction of reason,

and in the absence of external authority, no science

could exist without demonstration, not only was the

whole building solidly and formally cemented, but

every stone was rung before it was fixed in its place.

It is this accurate, technical, systematic form, which

gives the Greek philosophy its great utility in educa-

tion, or rather makes it essential to any sound scheme

ofeducation. It can be found no where else
;
and with-

out it we could no more teach the science of morals, in a
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CONTRAST WITH ARISTOTLE. 9

scientific form, even possessing, as we do, all its great

truths laid down in the Scriptures, than we could

instruct in philology by the works of orators and poets

without grammars, or teach religion to the young by the

Bible without catechisms and articles. To speak of

system, indeed, as applied to the works of Plato, will

sound very strange to those who have only seen them
bit by bit, and probably from a false position. They
seem a collection of firagments—here a line and there a

line—hint and hypothesis, doubt and dogmatism, feel-

ing and reason, cold mathematical abstraction and the

most gorgeous poetry, the drama and the lecture, the

serious and the ridiculous, aU thrown together with a

band careless in the profuseness of its riches. They
bearno more resemblance to the rigid form, determinate

proportion, and sharp clear outline of the treatises of

Aristotle, than the rough shapeless splashes of scene-

painting, to the finish and precision of a miniature.

And yet there is art in each—more art and more
system in the scene, than in the miniature. In the

one indeed it lies open to every eye
;
in the other it

is concealed in the artist’s mind
;
and not till he places

us in the position from which we are intended to see

it, and the portions are properly arranged, and the

lights are duly thrown, will those rude unsightly

daubings shape themselves into life and beauty

* This illustration is borrowed from a fact : a person went
behind the scenes of Drury Lane on the night of a splendid

melodrama. In crossing the stage he stumbled over a great

board, over which some one apparently had emptied a bucket
of red paint, and mopped it off with ink and water. He was
on the point of kicking it away, when the scene-shifter cried

out in an agony, “ Sir, Sir, take care, what are you about
there, that’s the bridge. Sir—Mr. Stansfield’s bridge—it’s

the thing that draws the houses.” And when he went back
to the boxes, he discovered the ruin which he was on tho
point of causing, by destroying the most striking feature in a
landscape worthy of a Claude. Let men, yoimg men espe-
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10 BEAUTY OF FORM

This remark leads to another advantage in the
Greek philosophy, the exquisite beauty of its form.

Whether it was climate, or natural temperament, or
education, or social circumstances, that gave to the

Greeks their delicate perception of universal beauty,

no people ever existed in whose happiness it was so

necessary an ingredient, or to whom it was so pro-
fusely ministered by the genius of their composers.

Their whole nature was in some sort sensualized.

And truth stripped of grace and music could no more
reach their mind, than religion could touch their heart,

except as veiled under a gorgeous mythology. Much
of what has been called the poetry of Plato is a con-
cession to this popular weakness. Its occasional

extravagance, especially as exhibited in the Phaedrus,

is an intentional and avowed satire. But the dra-

matic vividness of the dialogue, the harmony of
rhythm, the full calm flow of thought and language,

and the burst of passionate inspiration which make
Plato the “ Homer of Philosophers”—these are all

his own— a simple unafiected effluence from his

own nature—the instinctive, unconscious creation of

an ardent and susceptible mind, gifted not only with
a national acuteness of taste, but brought, by the very
theory which possessed it, to that feeling and temper,

from which neither discord nor meanness can flow, and
by which every word is grace, because every thought is

goodness. Even Aristotle is not destitute of this grace

of external form. But in him it is of a totally different

character,—cold, colourless, and still, like the oldest

and grandest Grecian sculpture
;
nothing rich, nothing

superfluous
;
the words clinging to the thoughts like

moistened drapery to a marble statue, and giving

beauty by transparency alone. Still there is beauty

cially, remember that there are many such bridges in Plato,

and place themselves in the boxes before they purpose to kick
them away.
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IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY. 11

of form, and beauty in perfect harmony with the

thoughts which it clothes. And how entirely this

principle of correspondence prevails, cannot be better

seen than by imagining tlie syllogisms of Aristotle

loaded with the robings of Plato, and the grand flow-

ing thoughts of Plato left bare beneath the thin veil

of Aristotle.

This beauty of external form is not the least—it is

perhaps the greatest source of the influence of the

Grecian philosophy. It is also a peculiar condition

required in an instrument of education. Those at

least will acknowledge this, whq_believe with Plato

in the close harmony of soul andTo^ : in~the ana-
log of beauty to iteeiryherever^iT^ally exists, in

sound or liiiguage^'lcorour or feeling proportion or

virtue
;
in the identity of real heauty and real good-

ness, and therefore in the necessity of providing for

the young, as our Maker has provided for us, an
external creation of loveliness to be the tjrpe, and
monitor, and preparation for an internal creation of

virtue.

“We must seek out,” he says in the Republic “for
those who are to supply us with the forms of art, men
who, by instinct, can trace out the springs of grace and
beauty; that dwelling as in a sanctuary of health, the
young may imbibe good from all around them—from
every work, and sight, and sound, whence aught may
strike their sense—^like airs that are^wafting health from
purest climes, and step by step from childhood are chang-
ing them into the image of goodness, and into likeness,

and love, and harmony with the beauty of truth.”

«
' Lib. iii, p. 102.



12 CONNECTION OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY

CHAPTER IT.

These few observations may point out generally

why the state of Grecian philosophy in our great

schools of Christian education requires to he diligently

watched
;
and, in some degree, why the course, which

it takes, indicates, like a float upon the water, the

direction of the current of the times. It is the great

instrument of education still. It always has been the

great stimulus to the activity of the human mind.

The study of it has gone hand in hand with advanc-

ing civilization. The loss of it has been followed by
decay not only in science, but in art, and in all things

to which art ministers.

It would be interesting to trace out this remarkable

fact historically, and also to examine the various re-

lations, which have at different periods existed between
the Greek Philosophy and Christianity

;
and to ascer-

tain the true principles, upon which an alliance may
be established between them with safety and advan-
tage to each. The former inquiry would supply the

answer to the wretched and ignorant clamour in be-
half of “ physical science and useful knowledge” as a
substitute in education for the Greek Philosophy.

The latter will not be necessary so long as the Church
of England retains her true position, and insensibly

preserves the balance between her several faculties

and functions, by recognizing external authority as a
control over individual opinion. It is the operation
of this great maxim which has easily and secretly

hitherto, but most efficaciously, enabled the Univer-
sity of Oxford to exercise her students in the very
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WITH CHRISTIANITY. 1.3

centre of scepticism—in systems founded wholly on
rationalism, and therefore full of poison, without risk-

ing any infection. She has taught them to reason

and prove, without making reason and proof essential

conditions of belief. She has inspired them with re-

verence for heathens, without forgetting themselves

to be Christians. She has put into their hands the

weapons which have so often been turned against the

truth, without tempting their employment against

herself. And the humility, sobriety, and thoughtful-

ness, which her course of study tends to stamp upon
their characters, both in religion and in social life, is

the best answer to the problem of Tertullian, which
can be solved in no other way :

“ Quid ergo Athenis et Hierosolymis ? Quid Acade-
miae et Ecclesise ? quid haereticis et Christianis ? Nostra
institutio de Porticu Salomonis est, qui et ipse tradiderat

Dominum in simplicitate cordis esse quserendum. Yide-
rint qui Stoicum, et Platonicum et Dialecticum Christi-

anismum protulerunt.”

—

Tertull. de Prcescript.

Without however entering further into this question

at present, it may not be uninteresting to point out

some of those peculiar principles in the philosophy of

Plato, which seem in England to have found a con-

genial soil in the spirit of the present day, and which,

simultaneously indeed, but under far other circum-

stances than in Germany and France, will probably

take root and spread.

In England, Plato will not be selected as our guide,

because we want authority for moral truth
;

for we
possess such authority already, far higher and far

more conclusive than any testimony of his—in the

witness of the Church. Nor will his name be ad-

vanced as a sanction for that foolish eclectical vanity

which would place itself in the centre of all systems,

like a low-bom usurper in the midst of conquered

sovereigns, to judge, condemn, applaud, or ridicule,

c
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14 ECLECTICISM.

taking from each what we choose, and casting off the

rest in scorn
;
while all truth is subjected to the test

of our arbitrary fancies, and far wiser men than our-

selves are insulted by our contemptuous independ-
ence. This is the eclectical spirit which it has been
proposed to revive in France— very different from
the eclectical maxims of the Alexandrian school,

which sought in different systems for one common
acknowledged stock of truth, rather than for com-
munity in error

;
and directly opposed to Plato, who

combined indeed much from others, but never lost

sight of an hereditary doctrine, on which all others

were to be engrafted, whether he traced it openly
to the East, or revived it without name from
Pythagoras.

To take from a competent authority a system
which may afterwards be enlarged, or modified, or

defined by experience and by the testimony of others,

but which in every inquiry is the basis upon which
the enlargement proceeds, is a wise, and a necessary

rule. It is the process of nature in the development
of the understanding, just as much as in the expan-
sion of the embryo body. The whole oak lies hid in

the acorn
;
but its fibres shoot out, and spread, by

assimilating to themselves the nutriment which lies

about its roots.

This is sound eclecticism. But to acknowledge no
leading system—to receive nothing from authority

—

to become what Bacon erroneously longed to see, while

he confessed that it had never existed, “ of so constant

and severe a mind as to have determined and tasked

ourselves utterly to abolish theories and common
notions, and to apply our intellect altogether smoothed
and even to particulars anew this, which is the

plan contemplated in the rationalistic eclecticism of

France, and is very much affected by men in this

age, in pure wilfulness, without the pretensions of
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philosophy, is as impossible from the nature of man,
as it would be destructive to all knowledge whatever.

We may as well expect a tree to spring up except

from a seed, or a merchant to accumulate wealth with

neither capital nor credit to commence with.

In England, at least so long as the education of

the English nation is carried on by the Church, we
shall not tolerate any such absurdities. We shall

not prohibit, but rather encourage all experiment, all

reasoning, all proof, all additions to our knowledge,

which really are additions. But we shall not launch

men upon the sea without giving them charts, and
compasses, and sounding lines. We shall not expect

them to move on without some firm foundation to

move upon. W'e shall not call upon them to grow
while we are cutting ofi* their roots, or to become rich

while we are reducing them to poverty. We shall

ensure them a capital of knowledge, and that know-
ledge will be Christianity—and Christianity as it is

countersigned, and guaranteed by the best of all

possible securities, the witness of the Church.

This then is the spirit in which all philosophy may
be made a most valuable instrument of education

—

Grecian philosophy especially, in an education, whose

subject is man in his relation to the spiritual world

—

and Platonism most of all, at a time when a vast

harvest of follies are springing up in the country,

precisely the same as those, against which his highest

powers were directed, and which must be crushed

and rooted out by the whole force oftruth and reason

—

by the truth of God in revelation, and by the reason

of man in philosophy.

r 0
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16 PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF PLATO.

CHAPTER III.

No men have more mistaken the nature of Plato’s

system, than those who have regarded it as as a spe-

culative fabric, such as men of powerful intellect

have wrought out at times in schools and cloisters,

when the tranquillity of society enabled them to

think, without any necessity for action. Much, if

not all, of the Eastern philosophy was of this cast.

It sprung up like a tree in the desert, very beautiful,

but very useless, under a fixed and changeless atmo-
sphere, and perfect in all its outlines from the absence

of any thing to disturb it. Such also was much of

the new Alexandrian speculations, until Julian

brought them to bear practically upon the purifica-

tion of the Heathen Polytheism. Such also was
scholasticism, and many of the rival theories which
have since sprung up in Germany under the stimulus

of a craving curiosity, which found nothing to do but
to think. The questions which would naturally form
the materials of such philosophers are candidly and
almost ludicrously stated by Kant ^

:

“ Utrum mundus initium habeat, et terminum quem-
piam extensionis in spatio ; utrum uspiam, et fortasse in
memetipso cogitante mdividua qusedam unitas sit, atque
incorruptibilis, an nihil sit, nisi dividuum et caducum ;

utrum in actionibus liber sim, an quemadmodum naturae

caeterae, ad lilum naturae ducar fatique ; utrum denique
suprema mundi causa exstet, an res naturales, earumque
ordo in re object^ ultimo versentur, in qu& in omnibus
deliberationibus nostris consistendum nobis sit, quaes-

’ Artis Element, pt. 2, lib. ii. c. 2.
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PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF PLATO. 17

tiones sunt illae quidem, cum quarum solutione universam

scientiam suam mathematicus libenter commutaret,

quippe quae ratione summorum sravissimorumque finium

generi humano propositorum, nil quidquam potest aperire

in quo acquiescat.”

One might have thought that this was but a poor

and barren field for a mighty genius to expatiate in

—that but one answer could be found to these

problems; and one very simple and brief, within

our own consciousness, or our own ignorance—that

life, which is short to learn in, is very long to feel in,

and an absolute eternity to act in— and that in the

miseries of life, and the agonies of death, what we
may feel and what we ought to do, are the high and
awful questions, the “summi gravissimique fines”

proposed to the curiosity of mankind. Even the

heathen Persius could tell us better the end of man’s

philosophy :

—

" Quid sumus, et quidnam victuri gignimur ? ordo
Quis datus ? et met% mollis quis flexus, et unde ?

Quis modus argento ? quid fas optare ? quid asper

Utile nummus babet? Patriae charisque propinquis

Quantum elargiri debes ? Quem te Deus esse

Jussit, et humand qu& parte locatus es in re.”

Pers. Satir.

And Plato thought so likewise
;
and to these

abstract speculatists themselves, and to others who
have ranked him with them, the Ritters, and
Schleiermachers, and Cousins, and Degerandos, who,
valuable as their commentaries are, seem all to have
fallen into this error, he would answer in the words
of Augustin :

—

“ Quo pacto anima tua, tarn docta et ingeniosa (ubi te

multum dolemus) per haec mysteria doctnnie ad Deum
suum, id est a quo facta est, non cum quo facta est, nec
cujus portio, sed cujus conditio, nec qui est omnium

c 3
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18 PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF PLATO.

anima, sed qui fecit omnem animam, quo solo illustrante

£t anima beata, si ejus gratiae non sit ingrata, hoc inodo

potest pervenire * ?”

We shall never understand the value of Plato’s

philosophy, and still less the arrangement and de-

pendence of its parts, without viewing it in this

light, as a practical, not a speculative system. Even
considered as a revival of the modified doctrine of

Pythagoras, which probably is the true point of view,

it is still practical. Pythagoras was full of other

thoughts than the abstract relations of numbers,when
he organized his wonderful society to restore some-
thing of right government and religious subordination

in the republics of Magna Grascia. He was as far

from dreaming away his reason in empty metaphysics,

though high and abstract truth was a necessary con-

dition of his system, as Loyola was from resting in

the subtleties of scholastic theology, when he created

his singular polity for upholding the Romanist
faith *.

Plato’s great object was man. He lived with man,
felt as a man, held intercourse with kings, interested

himself deeply in the political revolutions of Sicily,

was the pupil of one whose boast it was to have
brought down philosophy from heaven to earth, that

it might raise man up from earth to heaven
;
and,

above all, he was a witness and an actor in the midst
of that ferment of humanity exhibited in the demo-
cracy of Athens. When states are at peace, and pro-

perty secure, and the wheels of common life move on
regularly and quietly upon their fixed lines, men with

active minds may sit and speculate upon the stars, or

* De Civit. Dei, lib. vii.

* See Meisner, Histoire de I’Origine des Sciences dans ia

Grecc, for an interesting view of the school of Pytha-
goras, and one which gives a useful introduction to the school
of Plato.
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PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF PLATO. 19

analyze ideas. But it is not so in the great convul-

sions of society. The object constantly before the

eyes of Plato was the incorporated spirit, the j^iya

dpififia * of human lawlessness. He saw it indeed in

an exhausted state, its power passed away, its splen-

dour tom off, and all the sores and ulcers * which
former demagogues had pampered and concealed,

now laid hare and beyond cure. But it was still a

spectacle to absorb the mind of every good and
thoughtful man. The state of the Athenian demo-
cracy is the real clue to the philosophy of Plato. It

w'ould be proved, if by nothing else, by one little

touch in the republic. The republic is the summary
of his whole system, and the keystones of all the

other dialogues are uniformly let into it. But the

object of the Republic is to exhibit the misery of man
let loose from law, and to throw out a general plan

for making him subject to law, and thus to perfect

his nature. This is exhibited on a large scale in the

person of a State
;
and in the masterly historical

sketch which in the 8th and 9th books he draws of

the changes of society, having painted in the minutest

detail the form of a licentious democracy, he fixes it

by the slightest allusion (it was perhaps all that he
could hazard) on the existing state of Athens

;
and

then passes on to a frightful prophecy of that tyranny
which would inevitably follow. All the other dia-

logues bring us to the Republic, and the Republic

brings us to this as its end and aim.

* Repub. lib. vi. p. 219. * Gorgias, p. 109.
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20 THE PRACTICAL OBJECT

CHAPTER IV.

Under the preceding view every part ofPlato’s system
will fall naturally into place. Even questions appa-
rently farthest from any practical intention are thus

connected with his plan. If in the Sophist he indulges

in the most subtle analysis of our notion of being, it

is to overthrow the fundamental fallacy of that meta-
physical school which was denying all virtue by con-

founding all truth, and thus poisoning human nature

at its source, and justifying the grossest crimes both

of the State, and of its leaders '. If he returns again

and again to his noble theory of Ideas, it is to fix

certain immutable distinctions of right and wrong,

good and evil
;
and to raise up the mind to the con-

templation of a Being of perfect goodness, prior in

existence, superior in power, unamenable, in his in-

dependence, to those fancies and passions of mankind,
which had become, before the eyes of Plato, in in-

dividuals, unbridled lusts, and in ihe State, an insanity

of tyranny. If in the Parmenides he takes us into

the abstnisest mysteries of metaphysics, the nature of

unity and number—this also was rendered necessary,

not only to obviate objections to his own theory of

ideas, but to fix the great doctrine of unity in a

Divine Being—unity in goodness—one truth in action

and thought,—as opposed to that polytheism of rea-

son which makes every man’s conscience his god.

It grappled also with a mystery, which meets us at

the foundation of every deep theory, and in the forms

of every popular belief, in Christianity as well as in

1 Gorgias, 1.
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heathenism
;
a mystery, which, true in itself as wholly

distinct from man, has yet a corresponding mystery
in the constitution of the human mind—and which

compelled even the heathen philosopher to state the

same seeming paradox for the very foundation of his

system, which Christianity lays down at once as its

grand and all comprehensive doctrine. All unity

implies plurality—all plurality must end in imity.

So also the inquiry in the Theaetetus into the nature

of science bore no resemblance whatever in its object

to any mere speculative theories of Kant or his fol-

lowers. It was a necessary part of that system which
was to become the antagonist of the Sophists, and to

contend for the preservation of truth against a ruinous

sensualism and empiricism, which was sapping all the

foundations of society. Even the seemingly frivolous

and often wearisome subtleties which occur in the

Sophist, the Euthydemus, and the Politicos, are in-

tended as dialectical exercises for the pupil whom
Plato is forming to become the saviour and guardian

of a state. Even the philological absurdities of the

Cratylus are to be explained in the same way. He
perpetually suggests this fact in the dialogues them-
selves. And in the Republic' he gives at length the

principles on which these seeming anomalies are intro-

duced.

Very much of the plan of his dialogues, for reasons

which he himself supplies, and which it will occur to

mention hereafter, is purposely left in obscurity. And
the test of the statement here made must lie in a care-

ful reference to the works themselves. But it is im-

possible to believe that Plato, the “ first of philoso-

phers,” who made practical goodness and duty the

one great end of life, whose whole history, as well

as Ms theories, is full, not of speculative fancies,

• Book vii.
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22 THE PRACTICAL OBJECT

but of views of practical improvement to society*,

—

the friend ofDion, the adviser of Dionysius, the pupil

of Socrates, the writer of the Republic and the Laws,
who recognized indeed intellect and truth as ne-

cessary conditions of man’s perfection, hut made “ the

good and the heautifiil,” his heart and his affections,

the main-spring of his actions—who never looked

down upon minds beneath him without thinking of

the task of education
;
and never raised his eyes to

that image of the Deity, which he had formed from all

imaginable perfection, without seeing in it, not merely

an abstraction of intellect, unity, identity, eternity,

but goodness and love, and justice—the * Maker of

the world, because he delighted in the happiness of

his creatures
;

the Dispenser of rewards beyond the ®

grave*; the Cause of all good things—the Father and
King of all ;—it is impossible to believe that such a

man, with strong affections, consummate devotion to

his end, absolute unity of purpose inculcated in all

his doctrines, and exhibited in the outlines of his

works, should have stood before any scene of hu-
manity, least of all before the spectacle ofan Athenian

democracy, without having his whole soul possessed

by man and the relations of man, instead of things

and the relations of things—that he should have
wasted those powers, so elevated and so pure, in idle

subtleties—that he should have thrown out Ids fancies

in fragments, as one whose life was aimless—or that

wrought as they are in every line with a consummate
art, linked together to the observant eye by ten thou-

sand of the finest reticulations, they were not intended

as a system ; and as a system will come out to us
when the focus is rightly adjusted, and the whole is

regarded as a mighty effort to elevate man to his per-

' Conviv. p. 260. * Timseus.
® Phfed. * Republic, b. x.
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fection, and his perfection where only it can be
reached in a social and political form.

I am most anxious to fix attention on this point,

(let it be a fancy—take it as hypothesis, only try it,)

because wherever it has been lost (and the commen-
tator cannot be named who has distinctly found it)

the whole of Plato’s works have been viewed in in-

extricable confusion. Even Schleiermacher has failed

in his clue. Men seem to have wandered about as

in a maze—here admiring, there perplexed—there

completely at a stand. No order—no limits—no
end. Fragments have been dealt with as wholes,

and wholes as fragments
;
irony mistaken for earnest-

ness, and earnestness for irony
;
play for the fancy

gravely dealt with as meditation for the reason
;
and

exercises for boys treated as the serious occupation of

men. Spurious pieces have been admitted, which
destroyed all consistency of thought. Doubts raised

to remove error or rouse curiosity have been carried

off as final decisions, until Plato, the very dogmatist

of philosophy, has been made the ringleader of Pyr-
rhonists and Sceptics. And even the holiest and
purest of ethics, which never stopped short of its ob-

ject till man’s mind was withdrawn firom * sense, and
his heart was fixed upon its God, has been calunmi-

ated and perverted.

But take this central- position—look as a philoso-

pher on man, and on man in his whole personality, as

a living immortal soul, instinct with affections and
feelings, which cannot rest except in beings like him-

self. See him vainly struggling to realize that noble

creation, for which he was formed at first, and to raise

up a polity or church in the faculties of his ovra na-

ture, and from the members of civil society—then

contemplate the wreck of such a plan in the contami-

1 Phied.
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nated youth and remorseless tyranny of the Athenian

commonwealth—all that was noble in its nature, its

“ lion heart” and “ human reason “ starved, ema-
ciated, and degraded;” and the “ many.-headed
monster of its passions,” iro\vKefa\oy dpifi/sa, “ howl-

ing round and tearing it to pieces”—and then a new
light will fall upon the meaning and order of those

works, which were intended to do all that mere phi-

losophy could do—to raise a solemn protest against

the sins which it witnessed
;
to overthrow the sophis-

tries which pandered to those corruptions
;

to open a

nobler scene
;
and to create some yearning for its at-

tainment in those few untainted minds, which nature

had prepared for its enjoyment.

In this view all will be clear—the grand close of all

the dialogues in the Republic and Laws
;
the striking

mode in which all the rest are worked into these two ^

the commencement of them in the Phaedrus, and the

perfect consistency of that piece, in any other view so

wild and heterogeneous
;

the deep melancholy tone

which pervades every allusion of Plato to the scenes

before his eyes
;
the anticipation of coming evil

;
the

sort of prophetic elevation as he opens his “ dream”
of that city, wherein all goodness should dwell

—

“ whether * such has ever existed in the infinity of
days gone by, or even now exists in some regions of
the East far from our sight and knowledge, or will be
perchance hereafter”—^but “ which®, though it be not
on earth, must have a pattern of it laid up in heaven,
for him who wishes to behold it, and beholding re-

solves to dwell there.”

So also we shall enter into the educational cha-

racter of his works
;
their high practical morality, the

mode in which every question is carried up into the

* Rcpub. b. ix. p. 345. ^ Ib. b. p. 228.
® Ib. b. ix. p. 349.
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nature of truth, and through truth is connected with

virtue—the position which theology occupies, and the

practical mode in which it is applied
;

the absence of

those abstract metaphysical speculations on the na-

ture of the Deity, into which human reason always

falls when it analyzes mental conceptions beyond
what practical duty requires

;
and into which the

Neo-Platonicians did fall, and still more the Gnostics,

while they boasted of their own ingenuity, and ridi-

culed Plato as one, who had not, like them, pene-

trated “ into the depths of the Intelligible Essence

Even the form of Plato’s works will derive new
light and beauty from considering them as instruments

of instruction, not vehicles for speculation. The
mode in which curiosity is roused by the fractured

lines of the dialogue
;
the arresting the attention by

demanding an answer to every position
;
the gradual

opening of difficulties
;
the carrying of the eye and

imagination to the truth by portions of broken wind-

ing-stairs of argument, leading to dark recesses, and
ruinously hung together in masses, rather than the

throwing open before the reader an easy ascending

plane, which requires no labour, and stimulates no
thought. So also the successive overthrow of opi-

nions—the sudden starting up of doubts in apparently

the most open ground—the skill with which the

drama of the argument is broken up into scenes and
acts, lieightened by a stage decoration, and relieved

with the solemn or the grotesque—the rich melo-

dramatic myths which so often close them—the cha-

racter of Socrates himself embodjdng the attributes

and duties of the Greek chorus—the selection of the

parties among the young—the tests which are applied

to ascertain if they possess the qualities of mind,

which, in the Republic *, are declared to be necessary

1 Porpli. Vit. Plat. c. 14. ® Book vii.
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for those who are to make any progress in goodness

—

the gradual development of the system in exact pro-

portion to the industry and ingenuity of the hearer

—

and the order of the sceptical dialogues, all more or

less destructive of errors without any declaration of

the truth, and forming series of enigmas, to lead like

an avenue of sphinxes to the grand open portal of

the Republic—all these and many other points will

assume a wholly different character, whether we con-

sider Plato’s work as intended to declare his opinions,

or as constructed for the purpose of extricating, by a

tried and thoughtful process, the minds which it was
still possible to save from the follies and sins and
miseries, in which the madness of the age and a

vicious system of education were plunging them.
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CHAPTER V.

All this to persons who never read Plato, or read

him carelessly and contemptuously, as men in this

day do read whatever they do not tmderstand, at the

first glimpse will appear exaggerated and enthusiastic.

And no answer can be given but a demand that the

trial should be made—and the hypothesis taken as a

clue. If it is false, it will fail. But none whom
wise men would wish to follow have ever approached

the name of Plato without reverence and gratitude.

All have been impressed especially writh his exquisite

skill as an artist or constructor of his works *
;
and

none have drawn a plan which gives harmony and
symmetry to them all. Some plan however must
exist. If we want to form a judgment on the

grandeur of some vast cathedral, we do not plant

ourselves in a nook, before some disproportioned

arch, or out of sight of the central aisle. We seek

for that point of view, in which the builder himself

beheld it before he commenced the work, and then

the whole fabric comes out. And the illustration

will bear to be dwelt on. Whoever studies Plato is

treading on holy ground. So heathens always felt it.

So even Christianity confessed *. And we may stand

among his venerable works as in a vast and conse-

crated fabric—vistas and aisles of thoughts opening

on every side—high thoughts that raise the mind to

* Schleiermacher, Tntrod. Preface.
* Clem. Alex. 1. i. p. 39, 316 ; Theodoret, Greec. Aff. lib. i.

et passim.
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heaven—pillars, and niches, and cells within cells

mixing in seeming confusion, and a veil of tracery,

and foliage, and grotesque imagery thrown over all,

hut all rich with a light streaming “ through dim re-

ligious forms”—all leading up to God—all blest with
an effluence from Him, though an effluence dimmed
and half-lost in the contaminated reason of man.
' The early Church never looked on the pure and
elevated truths scattered through the Grecian philo-

sophy, and especially in the works of Plato, without
recognizing in them an emanation, more or less

direct, from the “ Fountain of all wisdom.”

“ If they argue,” says Clement, " it was by accident

the Greeks gave utterance to portions of true philosophy,

that accident was the work of a divine economy ; for,

with all their rivalship against us, no one will make
accident a god. If by some strange coincidence, the

coincidence itself is providential. If they assert that the

Greeks possessed a natural intuition of truth, we know
but one author of nature, even God ; as we know but
one author of righteousness, and yet speak of a natural

righteousness as distinct from the righteousness by
Christ. If that they shared in one common intellect,

who is the father of this ? If they speak of supernatural

enunciations, these are but forms of prophecy. Others
declare that those philosophers saw indeed truth, but
only in reflections and shadows. Is it the less true for

this ? What does the divine Apostle say of ourselves ?

‘ For now we see through a glass darkly.’ And so they •

among the Greeks, who attained to the truths of philo-

sophy, saw the Divine Nature, though only in far

shadows and reflections ; and yet such shadows and re-

flections, which are all that we are now capable of per-

ceiving, partake nevertheless of truth, as reflections

which are formed in water.”

—

Clement. Alexand. Strom.

b. i. p. 3 Id.

This is the substance of one of the most con-

densed views on the relation of heathen philosophy

to revealed truth which occurs in the early fathers.
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A still more eloquent passage is found in Theodoret,

and though long, it is worth transcribing. Any
thing which can bring us to the study of such a
writer as Plato with a sober reverential feeling,

divested of that flippancy and conceit which must
distort all our notions, and render our minds in-

accessible to any sound elevated doctrines, is well

worth a little delay. And the passages are not the

less valuable because, with the respect which they

profess, they carry also the antidote to any exag-

gerated submission to an authority other than the

Church.

“ Go then,” says Theodoret, “ to the Greeks, go to '

your own philosophers, who initiate you before we do

;

and who teach what we would teach you. For they ^re

like to those birds of song which imitate the voice of
man, but know not the meaning of the words they utter.

Even so these reason indeed of the things belonging unto
God, though they know little of the truths whereof they
speak. And yet they are not without excuse. They
enjoyed no succession of prophets, passing the torch of
truth from hand to hand ; no apostolic illumination to
be a light to their feet and a lantern to their paths.

Nature alone was their teacher, though her handwriting,
engraven on the heart by the finger of God, the wander-
ings of a sinful life long since obliterated. And yet
some remains of this. He, who first stamped it on their

souls, renewed at times, and allowed it not wholly to

perish, by displaying to mankind, through his works, his
providence and power. And thus the Apostle has shown
in his sermon at Lystra, where, in addition to much else,

he says, ‘ Who in times past suffered all nations to walk
in their own ways. Nevertheless, he left not himself
without witness, in that he did good, and gave us rain
from heaven, and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with
food and gladness.’

“ The seed of Abraham,” he proceeds, “ received the
oracles of God, and enjoyed the grace of the teaching of
his prophets. The other nations, through the works of
nature and the creation, were led to a knowledge of their

D 3
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God by Him who is Lord of all things. And as in his

wonderful bounty He sends his rain, chiefly indeed on the
cultivated soil, and that for the service of man, and yet,

from the abundance of his goodness. He waters even the
deserts and the mountains ; and the land which man has
ploughed brings forth a perfect fruit, and that which he
nas not laboured brings forth wild fruit ; and we see at

times the flg-tree shooting forth upon tombs and among
ruins ; even so the grace of knowledge, in a more peculiar

manner, is given to holy men ; and yet even to others it

is vouchsafed, as rain to the wilderness and forest ; and
hence even there fruits spring up that are fit for food,

and are like to the produce of the plough. And yet it is

easy to see that they have never been blessed by the
culture of God’s prophets, for there is a roughness
mingled with them and a gall of bitterness ; and they,

who know how to discern between the good and the evil,

gather that which is fit for use, and the rest they leave, as

they who gather roses leave the thorns behind, but collect

the blossoms. And such also is the instinct of the bees

;

for they settle not only on the sweet but on the bitter

flowers, and the sweetness they extract and the bitterness

they eschew; and from qualities most contrary, bitter

and sour, and rough and sharp, they prepare sweetest

honey for man. And these we also imitate. And from
those fields of your philosophy, so full of bitterness, we
provide the sweet honey for your salvation. And as they

that heal our bodies concoct from venomous beasts drugs
that will heal their wounds, and even from the flesh of

vipers can extract antidotes to disease, so we also take

in hand the works of your poets, and historians, and
philosophers, and rejecting some parts as noxious, and
concocting others with the sound word of our doctrine,

we apply the healing medicine to your souls.”

—

Theodoret.

Greec. Affec. Curat, lib. i.

It would be easy to collect many more passages of

the same import, and others still more immediately

connecting the great truths of the Platonic pliilo-

sophy with an anterior revelation, and especially with

the books of Moses. Justin, Clement, Eusebius,
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and others, speak of it as an acknowledged fact.

Aristobulus, the Jewish peripatetic, asserted the same^

thing. And although both Jerome and Augustin
have chronologically refuted the notion that he had
enjoyed direct communication with certain of the

prophets, there are scattered throughout his works
such singular coincidences with Scripture, not merely

such as might spring up spontaneously in different

minds, viewing human nature from one common
point, but seemingly borrowed and transferred, as

might at least easily reconcile an attentive reader to

an hypothesis of the kind.

f
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CHAPTER VI.

My object, however, at present, is to apply the

suggestion, which has been thrown out as to the

practical character of Plato’s writings, to a more de-

tailed examination of the writings themselves, in the

conviction that no little good may be done by assist-

ing in turning the attention of the generation now
entering into life, to the largest and noblest treasure-

house existing in human literature, whether of

eloquence, of beauty, of elevated moral principles,

of profound metaphysics, or of political wisdom.
Schleiermacher has done more than any one to throw
the dialogues into an intelligible order. If it is thought

that he has not perfectly succeeded in obtaining the

precise clue to their perplexities, something must be

allowed to a prejudice in favour of a different hypo-
thesis. No admirers of Plato can be insensible to

the assistance which Schleiermacher, Ritter, Ast,

Tenneman, Van Heusde, and many other foreign

critics have rendered to the study of his system. But
there is something in the atmosphere, which we
breathe, that modifies all our views, as it colours the

objects of vision. And the deep metaphysical cha-

racter of the later philosophical schools of Germany
seems to have given an undue bias to their mind
when examining the philosophy of the Greeks. Van
Heusde has some sensible remarks on the necessity

of guarding against this tendency to see all things

after one fashion, and to interpret the writings of

others, of men often in the most opposite circum-

stances, as if they had always looked through our

own eyes. He compares it, not infelicitously, to the
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romance-writers of the middle ages, who represented

Caesar and Alexander the Great travelling the country

as knight-errants.

Schleiermacher has well pointed out the utter

futility of all the old attempts to arrange the dia-

logues in any consistent plan. The forms of trilogies

and tetralogies which could not even be generally

completed, and which, in the few instances of com-
pletion, brought together the most opposite subjects

without even a common plot, may be rejected at

once. The idea is valuable only in one point of

view, as expressing strongly a conviction of the

dramatic nature of the dialogues.

The classification of them by their logical cha-

racter, as “ dogmatic, refutative, or tentative,” is in-

deed by no means to be despised. On the contrary,

it is one of the most important clues to a full under-

standing of their relative.position. But it is not suffi-

cient, because it embraces only the form of the works
without touching on the matter. And although in

Plato’s system the two are inseparably connected, al-

most as body and mind, the matter must occupy by far

the most prominent place. It must supply the basis of

the arrangement.

The attempt to form a chronological series is

still more vain. We have no external testimony to

guide us, except in one or two cases. Intenial

evidence there is none, for the narrative is full of

anachronisms so glaring as to be evidently in-

tentional
;
and the conjectures which may be drawn

from an altered tone of sentiment or style must be
open to all the vagueness of the rashest criticism.

How little any such judgment can be trusted may be
gathered from the extreme difficulty of distinguish-

ing between the spurious and the genuine dialogues,

and also from the glaring mistakes which have

occurred in them already, from a misunderstanding

1
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of the object of the several parts. Even if we knew
the dates of the publication of each dialogue, it would
assist us but little in fixing the order in which they

should be read
;

for any writer with a system ready

formed in his mind will throw it out portion by por-

tion, according as the train of thought may happen
to present itself. Such a work is not like the

erection of a house, in which the foundation must in

time precede the walls, and the walls he raised before

the roof. It is rather like the planting an estate

;

and where we begin, and where we end, may depend
on the accident of the moment, without any departure

from the original plan.

The artist-like development of the philosophical

system is the principle in which Schleiermacher, with

great skill and insight into the character of the

Platonic writings, has proposed to arrange them
;
and

this consideration must have,weight in every attempt

of the kind. The main outlines of such a plan must
coincide with that which would be formed in more
direct reference to the practical object of Plato.

Still I think that the connection will be more easy,

and the series more natural, and, in particular, (that

which constitutes the great difficulty,) the parts of

each several dialogue will arrange themselves in

greater consistency by bearing in mind throughout
that the young men of Athens were the persons to

whom they were expressly addressed
;
that the puri-

fication of their morals—the refutation of their cor-

ruptors, the Sophists—the elevation of the standard
of private and political morality—the laying a firm
foundation for a new national character—the cleans-

ing, or endeavouring to cleanse, the Augean stable

of the Grecian democracy—and the opening a new
world of thought and feeling, as yet hidden behind
the veil of a gross sensualistic polytheism,—that
these, and not merely the foundation of a meta-

7
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physical school, or the development and propagation

of barren truth, were constantly before the mind of

Plato, guiding his thought and his pen throughout,

and offering the only explanation to those innume-

rable mysteries and anomalies which meet us in

every page of his works—which have made many
men abandon them in despair, some play with them
as a complicated enigma, others ridicule them as an
unintelligible chaos, a whole succession of philo-

sophical schools claim him as the champion of their

scepticism, and even Cicero himself declare that

“ Plato never hazards an assertion, but argues on

both sides of the question, and then leaves the reader

in his doubt.”

*' La morale en un mot est rdpandue comme un par-

fum exquis, dans toute I’atmosph^re des notions, que
Platon a embrass^es ; on la respire incessamment alors

m£me qu’on croit ^tudier seulement les principes qu’il

impose aux sciences, ou les r^les qu’il donne aux arts.”
—bejerand^s Hist, de Systhnes, vol. ii. p. 258.

It is this view also of the subject which places Plato

in such direct contrast to Aristotle, especially in their

ethical treatises. Aristotle expressly declares that

he writes not for the young but for the old \ Plato’s

argument is chiefly carried on in the form of conver-

sation with youth. Hence Aristotle’s reasoning is

synthetic, commencing with principles too high for

undisciplined minds to understand. Plato’s is wholly

analytic, grappling at once with prejudices and fol-

lies, and purifying
_
truth from error, by'^sifting it and

bringing it to the light. The form of Aristotle is

grave, simple, and such as would become a philo-

sopher addressing philosophers. Plato is full of

every art to captivate the fancy, winning, dramatic,

eloquent, full of digression, now relieving the mind.

* Nieoni. Etli. b. i. e, 3.

,ar>
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by the most playful humour, now rising into so-

lemnity and poetry
;
always striking, always im-

pressed with the necessity of condescending to an
unformed hearer.

There cannot be a more striking instance of these

characteristics, nor a more complete argument in

proof of the hypothesis suggested, than the first dia-

logue, with which, by common consent, the series

must open—the Phaedrus. Historically we know
from Diogenes, tHaF tMs was the first in order of

publication. Internally it contains the germ of all

the others. And there is no part of the Platonic

philosophy, of which the seed may not be found care-

fully introduced into this singular, and, at first sight,

perplexing composition. The early publication has

been also inferred from the poetical and overcharged

style of several portions of it
;
but, as in many other in-

stances, the commentator (Dionysius) has entirely mis-

taken an intentional caricature for a serious and elabo-

rate production. Even Schleiermacher seems to have
fallen into the same error. The conclusion is just,

that the Phaedrus is the first of the dialogues
; the

premises are false, that the date is betrayed by a
juvenile extravagance of style. Such an extra^va-

gahce undoubtedly exists
;
but when the object of

the dialogue is examined on the principle, which it is

proposed to employ, it will be found perfectly con-

sistent with the utmost severity of thought. From
the Phaedrus all the other dialogues run out through

a series of sceptical unconclusive disputations, to four

great works of an entirely different character, grave,

massive, dogmatic, and final— the Republic, the

Laws, the Timaeus, and the unfinished fragment of

the Critias. These four form one grand group openly

ponnected together. And there is not a question left

unsettled in any one of the former dialogues, w'hich
thv,, not find its solution here—a solution unmixed
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with a particle of doubt
;
thrown off frequently in a

single sentence, without condescending, as it were, to

inquire if any doubt ever had existed
; at other times

carrying back the mind by some little touch, which

only an attentive reader would observe, to former

unfinished discussions on the same subject, and by
completing them, developing the whole, just as in

some well-planned illumination, a dark and shapeless

building will run into a blaze of light at the touch of

a single torch.

In selecting the Phmdrus as the point from which
the reader of Plato may commence, and so work his

way to the Republic, it must not be forgotten that

there is another course, in which we begin with the

Republic, and end with the Phmdrus. It is the pecu-

liarity of all analytical reasoning, that it admits of

this double process, like reptiles that can advance

with their tails just as well as with their heads. In

synthetical reasoning, as for instance in Aristotle, we
commence with a certainty, and follow on to a cer-

tainty. In analytical, we commence with a doubt,

and so try our way to a certainty. In the one case

we go by a known road from a place, which we know
to be York, to London, which we never yet saw

;
in

the other, we start from York, and go off on a journey

to discover by the places, to which we arrive at last,

whether the place from which we started was York or

Dublin. In the one case we know we are on a eon-

tinent, and journey on steadily and quietly till we
choose to stop. In the other, we want to know
whether we are in an island or not, and we strike out

in all directions till we meet the sea in every part.

Analytical reasoning, therefore, necessarily presumes
a return *to the principles from which we started, and
which were, in fact, assumed merely as hypotheses

and questions. If they are true, it is felt they will

lead to such and such results, and if the results appear^

E
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the premises are held to be true. And of falsehood

the same. '

It is evident, also, that when the journey has once

been made, we may easily return upon our steps by
ourselves, and make it a second time, with far more
leisure to examine the scenery, and note down the

direction-posts. Whereas the first time that we issue

out on speculation, we shall require some guide to

assist us, or be compelled at every step to ask where

we are going. In synthetical reasoning this is not

necessary, and the whole process may be performed

alone. Without stopping to do more than suggest

the important difierence thus established between the

two plans of teaching, with respect to the encourage-

ment of a docile and trustful, or of a presumptuous

rationalistic spirit—effects very strongly marked on

the two schools of Plato and Aristotle—it may now
be seen why there are wholly different modes of read-

ing Plato, according as we are provided with an ex-

ternal clue to his meaning, or not. A young man
who takes up Plato, without the slightest conception

of the gener^ scope and plan of his works, and with-

out assistance from without, must begin with his dog-

matic works. Tenneman proposes the Republic, and

he is perfectly right
;
only it must be accompanied by

the Laws, the Tiraaeus, and the Critias. He will

then see clearly the general principles which are to

be developed gradually in the preparatory dialogues,

and they will serve, not indeed as a perfect clue, but

as a guiding point, like a distant spire to a traveller

bewildered in a forest. He will be able to watch,

in those dialogues, their development with interest,

and to join Ids own exertions in unravelling the plot

of an argument, when he knows something of the

coming catastrophe. But even with such assistance,

the task will be difficult, and often tedious ; and re-

quires far more attention and pow’cr of mind than can
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be commonly expected. The most obvious mode of

facilitating the study of Plato, is, therefore, to supply

the student, from an external quarter, with a general

outline of the principles intended to be established

;

to tell him, in fact, where he is going, and then to ac-

company him in the journey, commencing with the

Phaedrus and the other sceptical dialogues, and gra-

dually bringing him to the clear and expansive pros-

pect which opens in the Republic. In this way his

mind will be placed in the position contemplated

throughout by Plato himself. He will work out

truth in a great degree by his own energies, evolve

right conclusions from the mixed truth and falsehood

of his own original notions, and borrow only so much
aid from his teacher as is required to bring to light

the original conceptions of his own nature *. To do
this thoroughly, we require, first, a clear intelligible

outline of the Platonic philosophy, which every young
man may imderstand

;
then distinct introductions to

each of the dialogues, pointing out the course of the

reasonings, and fixing attention on the thousand

minute delicacies and incidental hints, which give

shape and animation to the whole. Something of this

kind, but, it must be confessed, very briefiy and im-
perfectly, has been attempted by most commentators.

Cousin’s are short headings, where the subject is

treated in a bold, off-hand, sketfchy French style, too

pleasing to be very deep, or to create much confi-

dence in the writer. Schleiermacher’s are profoundly

obscure
;
and not sufficiently detailed to initiate the

student into the whole art and beautiful coherence of

the several structures. And until some person tho-

roughly inspired with the soul of Plato, viewing things

with his eyes, and devoting his whole mind to that

one object, shall have examined the minutest point

* Thesetetus.
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with the same confidence in their use and design, with

which an anatomist regards some newly discovered

fibre, or apparently superfluous vein—and has thus

mastered and can explain the whole arrangement—
we shall still encounter infinite perplexities, and the

study of Plato will continue what it always hitherto

has been, and what Plato perhaps mainly intended

it to be, a mystery to exercise thought, and to

elicit sparks of right feeling from the reader, rather

than a channel for pouring into his mind a whole
train of ready-made speculations.

Far as we are at present from possessing, even in

the profoundest critics of Germany, any such guide to

his works, any resuscitated Socrates, we may evidently

obtain more insight into their true nature than any
former age of philosophy

;
and the reason is, that we

are ourselves living in a period corresponding, most
remarkably, with the times for which Plato wrote.

We are beginning to feel his wants, to be perplexed

with his difficulties, to witness the evils and enormi-

ties with which he was surrounded
;
and these are

the best interpretations of the course which his

thoughts took. They throw light upon the workings

of his mind, as the facts foretold in a prophecy best

explain the prophecy itself. And this is the clue

which it is proposed to employ.
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CHAPTER VII.

One, therefore, of the best preparations, which may
be recommended to the student, is an accurate and
thoughtful examination of a class of works very dif-

ferent from those of Plato in their outward form, but

very similar in their aim and spirit, the Comedies of

Aristophanes, and especially the Clouds. Men smile

when they hear the anecdote of one of the most vene-

rable Fathers of the Church, who never went to bed
without Aristophanes under his pillow. But the

noble tone of morals, the elevated taste, the sound
politi^l wisdom, the boldness and acuteness of the

satire, the grand object^which is~ieen throughout, of

correcting the follies of the day, and improving the

condition of his country—all these are features in

Aristophanes, which, however disguised, as they in-

tentionally are, by coarseness and buffoonery, entitle

him to the highest respect from every reader of anti-

quity. He condescended, indeed, to play the part

of jester to the Athenian tyrant. But his jests were

the vehicles for telling to them the soundest truths.

They were never without a far higher aim than to

raise a momentary laugh. He was no farce writer,

but a deep philosophical politician
;

grieved and
ashamed at the condition of his country, and through

the stage, the favourite amusement of Athenians,

aiding to carry on the one great common work, which
Plato proposed in his dialogues, and in which all the

better and nobler spirits of the time seem to have

concurred as by a confederacy—the reformation of

an atrocious democracy. There is as much system in

E 3
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the comedies of Aristophanes as in the dialogues of

Plato. Every part of a vitiated public mind is ex-

posed in its turn. Its demagogues in the Knights,

its courts of justice in the Wasps, its foreign policy in

the Acharnians, its tyranny over the allies in the

Birds, the state of female society in the Lysistrate and
the Ecclesiazusae, and its corrupt poetical taste in the

Frogs. No one play is without its definite object

:

and the state of national education, as the greatest

cause of all, is laid open in the Clouds. Whatever
light is thrown, by that admirable play, upon the cha-

racter of Socrates, and the position which he occupies

in the Platonic Dialogues—a point, it may be re-

marked, on which the greatest mistakes are daily made
—it is chiefly valuable as exhibiting, in a short but

very complete analysis, and by a number of fine

Rembrandt-like strokes, not any of which must be

overlooked, all the features of that frightful school of

sophistry, which at that time was engaged systema-

tically in corrupting the Athenian youth, and against

which the whole battery of Plato was pointedly di-

rected.

The existence of such a school is no longer, in this

age, a matter of history. It is rising up again among
ourselves, and though it has not yet attained its full

deformity, no wise man will venture to say to what
lengths it may finally proceed, unless we are warned
in time.

It originated, like all other corruptions of human
reason, in two distinct sources. It had two parents,

one an error of the head, and the other a perversion

of the heart. Neither of these by itself will ever pro-

pagate a very extensive mischief
;

for dry specula-

tions will not spread without some passion to inflame

them
; and passion by itself, unless apparently coun-

tenanced by reason, will appear too gross to be imi-

tated or avowed. It is the same in our daily vices
;
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and an evil wish never starts on its career of action till

it is propped on some sophistical excuse.

It is to be observed also, that in the formation of

all such schools, the error and the vice (vice, that is,

in the language ofthe world) generally exist in distinct

parties. The leaders are often so-cdled moral men.
The followers only are thoroughly depraved. Of Pro-

tagoras, for instance, Plato always speaks with some
degree of respect

;
Epicurus was by no means a pro-

fligate
;
Hobbes was a man of decent regularity of

life
;
Locke was never accused of any of those crimes

to which his theories led in the French revolution

;

Paley, with one exception, does not seem to have

been palpably corrupted by his miserable doctrines of

expediency
;
and it has not been heard that either

Bentham or Mill ever fell into the hands of the police.

The fact is well worth attention. It may guard us

against tolerating errors, because they are not yet

ripened into crimes. And it is a proof of the homage
paid to virtue, that the absence of glaring vice is ne-

cessary for all exercise of authority.

The head of this sophistical monster was thus

formed of minds cool, penetrating, and commanding,
provided with a fair array of various accomplishments,

and aided by a persuasive eloquence. The intellec-

tual error raised as the standard of the party, was the

uncertainty of knowledge. But it branched out into

a multitude of others, which may easily be anticipated

;

and far from being primary itself, it was a conse-

quence of a whole train of falsehoods, lying hid in a

disordered imagination. Its conclusions are easily

deduced. And we have only to take up a news-
paper, or look over a debate in parliament, to find

abundant illustration of the practical logic, which
forced this metaphysical principle through all the

veins and channels of Athenian life, private or public.

The argument ran thus : if there is no certainty in
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the individual, there is to him no truth,—if no truth,

no falsehood,—if neither truth nor falsehood, neither

also is there right or wrong, which are but intellec-

tual perceptions of agreement or disagreement with

some fixed standard of law. Therefore there is no
law external to our own feelings. Our own feelings

imperatively bid us pursue pleasure and avoid pain.

Pleasure and pain, therefore, are the only rule of

moral action, and the criterion of goodness.

It was~here that the deep current of abstract

thought burst out at once into day in a marvel-

lously intelligible form. It was like some apt musi-

cian passing from the dead dull labyrinths of scien-

tific discords to an old familiar strain
;
and no sooner

was it caught by all the unclean beasts of human
kind, that lay battening in a stupid sensuality, than,

to use the illustration of Plato, they pricked up their

ears *, flourished their tails, and pranced off, over

land and sea, after the metaphysical Orpheus, until

he led them to the darling abode of intellect and vice,

the democracy of Athens.

Never was a field so well prepared for the reception

of such a crew. On the one hand, a rising genera-

tion, full of genius, passion, and imagination—in their

infancy brought up in a harem amidst women with no
pretensions to the dignity of wives or mothers *—in

their boyhood managed by slaves, and left destitute

of any instruction but a little music, a little grammar,
and the exercises of the gymnasium®—and in their

youth let loose into the forum to listen to the profligate

lessons of the demagogues of the day, and to have
all truth and conscience obliterated from their minds

* Protagoras.
2 See the Lysistrate and Eccles. passim ; and compare them

with the account given by Dr. Clarke of the interior of a
Turkish seraglio.

® Alcibiades, Theages, Amatores.
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amidst the whirl ofa daily revolution. Living, as we do

at this day, with security for the permanence of moral

principles in the permanence ofthe Church, and amidst

at least the forms of old established laws, we can

scarcely realize to ourselves the frightful vortex of

things and opinions which involved the young men
of Athens. The council ruled by the will of a mob,
the assembly swayed by every breath of passion, as

the revengeful or the ludicrous prevailed—its orators

boldly casting off every restraint upon human will,

and not a voice that dared to wrestle with the popu-

lar frenzy, except by appealing to their interest

—

the courts of justice loosed from the restrictions of

statutes, and banishing or pardoning, fining, and poi-

soning, at the whim of the moment—no private pro-

perty safe for a day from the extortions of the public

—sycophants and informers on all sides ready to
'

seize on the most innocent, unless bribed to give them
a respite—the favourite of the day becoming the exile

of to-morrow—men rising suddenly from the dregs of

the people to the lordship of the Athenian empire

—

generals who were sent out to protect allies, returning

enriched with their plunder—the population of whole

cities swept away by the hand of the public executioner,

or removed bodily from place to place ;—now a war
to devastate their borders, and brought into their very

homes by the jealousy and hostility of their slaves

—

then a pestilence bursting from heaven on all alike,

and confounding all sentiment of religion, by its in-

discriminate destruction—then a political convulsion,

ejecting a whole class of the population, or ripe with

assassination, and massacre, and pillage
;
and in the

midst of this frightful tumult, sufficient to bewilder

and confound the strongest mind, no voice from laws,

or teachers, or parents, or priests, to speak of a test

of truth, or rule of conscience, or order of nature, on

’ See a passage from the Tjehou of Antiphaucs, Athenajus,

lib. iii. 02.
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which their heart might rest, and find something like

a shelter from the whirlwind *. Even religion aided

the corruption, and scarcely a crime could be named
which did not find its sanction in the theology of

Hesiod or Homer *.

“ Think,” says Plato, in a long and noble passage in

the 6th book of the Republic, p. 219,—“Think of the

many causes of destruction, that now await even those few
gifted minds, which nature so rarely produces. Think
not of sophists by profession, who are said to corrupt and
deprave them, but of a people of sophists—a whole nation

gathering themselves together in assemblies, and courts,

and theatres, and camps, and there clamouring out their

censure or their applause till the very walls and the rocks

re-echo. Think what, in such a tumult of wild and
senseless tongues, a young man must feel, and ask if any
discipline, any lessons of his home can resist the outcry,

and save him from being deluged with the uproar, and
swept away headlong down the torrent. Look at the

dealing of the people with those who refuse to follow

them. ITiey confiscate, they disgrace, they put to death

—and how can any reasoning resist these fearful influ-

ences? Be assured,^’ he adds again and again, “there'

is not, and never has been, and never will be in the midst

of such an education a mind that can be raised to virtue—

except it be more than human. Be assured, that if a single

soul in the present constitution of our states be saved, and
become what it should be, it must be by a miraclefrom God.

They hear the public voice speaking the same language

with the sophists, preaching the same doctrines, calling

the same things wisdom : just as if a man had a monster

that he fed, and had learned its temper and its lusts, and
how he might approach it safely, how stroke it down,

what would tame, and what would make it furious, the

sounds which it is used to utter, and those which will

soothe or exasperate it ; and having learned all this by
living with the beast, and studying its habits, he should

call it wisdom, and form it into an art, and proceed to

teach it—knowing nothing of these notions or tnese lusts,

which are noble and which are mean—which good and
_

* Repub. bk. vi. * Laws, p. 360.
^
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which evil—which just and which unjust ; hut naming
every thing after tHe fancies of the monster hnite ; what
it liked calling good, and what it disliked, evil. Then
turn,” he proceeds, “ to the very advantages which nature

may have given to a high minded, favoured young man

—

talent, and courage, and taste, and strength, and fortune.
’

"Will not even these cause his ruin, when he sees the

whole empire of Greece placed within his grasp, even the

barbarians exposed to him—and his heart swells, and his

fancy is puffed up ; and when those who love him best

would admonish him of the care of his soul, others, who
scorn such a thought, spur him on in the race of ambition,

and strain every nerve to drag him from the influence

which would save him from destruction.”

This is but a wretched abridgment of a passage

which, more than any other, lays open the real state

of Plato’s mind. It is in the original, full of the

most noble eloquence, the eloquence of deep, simple,

indignant melancholy, at the spectacle of vice and
ruin which lay before him in his degraded country.

And it should be studied again and again, to show
that the thing uppermost in his thoughts, was the

condition of the young men of Athens, and a last

desperate struggle to save, if it were possible, a few.

One part of the quotation has anticipated a remark
of no little importance in explaining the influence

which the Sophist possessed over the minds of the

young. Ignorant and uninstructed as they were,

they were yet placed within reach of the most tempt-

ing prizes which could stimulate covetousness or

ambition. The place of popular orator was open to

all, and the popular orator of a democracy is for the

time its lord and master. To become a Pericles, a
Cleon, or an Alcibiades, with the mob of Athens and
the treasury of its allies at their command, and all

the dreams of power, which Athens cherished, capable •

of realization for the aggrandizement of its lexers,

^was within the reach of every citizen. One thing
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only was wanting—Oratory. There were few books,

which speak to men in their more sober and
thoughtful hours

;
no fixed laws to supersede

new daily appeals to the popular will
;
no pres-

criptive authority of rank, or natural reverence for

virtue
;

things which in other constitutions render

eloquence superfluous, or counteract its mischief.

Without oratory no influence could be obtained.

In this state of things the sophists made their

appearance. Gorgias, with his wordy, florid, panto-

logical tautologies, to take captive an Athenian House
of Lords

;
Protagoras, with his political economy,

and expediency morals
;

Hippias loaded with an
encyclopaedia of physical science and useful know-
ledge

;
Prodicus, the Home Tooke of Greece, with

an etymological hair-splitting power of purism, at

which the careless colloquialist of Athens looked on
with wonder; together with Polus, and a host of

other strangers who form the back-ground of the

* We are afraid that Hippias would have put to shame the

most encyclopedistic Penny Magazine sophists of the present

day,
“ Tell me,” says Socrates to him, “

is this not the case in

f every science, I ask you, as an universal-knowledge man, as

one who knows every art and every science, as I heard you
boasting the other day in the market-place. You stated that

you went to the Olympic games with every thing about you,

the work of your own hand,—your ring cut by yourself, a seal

^graved by yourself, a smelling bottle and oil-cruse made
with your own hands. You had tanned your own shoes,

woven your own shirt, spun your own cloak, and even your
Persian girdle was your own embroidery. Besides this, you
came loaded with poems, epic poems, and tragedies, and dithy-

rambics, and a whole catalogue of speeches and novels, all

your own. You professed yourself also a thorough master of

all other arts and professions, especially of rythm and har-

.
monies, and orthography

;
and many other things beside,

as I well remember, I had nearly forgotten your art of

memory, the most brilliant of all your accomplishments,”

—

Hippuia, 324

,
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singular groupe which is sketched in the beginning

of the Protagoras. The whole stage decoration of

that dialogue is worthy of great attention. Socrates

is wakened in the morning before it is light, by a
young friend, who finds his way into his bed-room
in breathless haste, to announce the happy news that

Protagoras is arrived at Athens. They proceed both
to the house of Callias, a rich and distinguished

Athenian, who gave dinners to the Athenian Sophists,

and where the chief of them are supposed to be lodged.

On being admitted with some difficulty, after a parley

with a surly porter, wearied out with the succession

of visitors to the newly arrived prodigies

—

We found,” says Socrates, “ Protagoras walking in

the vestibule. Walking with him in a line on one side

were Callias and his brother, and Charmides—all ofthem
men of the first rank : on the other Xanthippus, the son
of Pericles, and Philippides, and Antimsenus, one of the

most promising of Protagoras’s disciples, and who in-

tended to become a professor himself. Behind and
listening to all that passed were a number of others,

chiefly strangers,” (specimens of the herd who were men-
tioned before as charmed by this Orpheus of metaphysics,

and following the sound of his voice from city to city).

** At the sight of this band of attendants, I was delighted,”

says Socrates, “ to obsetv'e how carefully they avoided
getting into the way of Protagoras. Whenever he turned
and his party, the disciples fell back and divided them-
selves, wheeling off" to the right and left in admirable order,

and scrupulously arranging themselves behind him.
After Protagoras I observed Hippias of Elis, sitting in the

opposite vestibule on a sort of throne, and around him
aoout the steps were sitting Eryximachus and Andion,
and a number of others, who appeared to be putting
questions to Hippias on Astronomy.and physical science;

while he, sitting aloft on his throne, dispensed to them
their several answers. Prodicus was also there in a little

room, which was formerly used as a butler’s pantry, but
now from the influx of guests, Callius had been obliged

to empty it and turn it into a bed-room. He was lying

F
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there in lied wrapped in a quantity of sheep-skins and
blankets. On sofas near sat rausanias and Agathon, the

two Adimantus’, and some others. But what they were
talking of I was unable to catch, notwithstanding all my
anxiety to hear Prodicus—for he seems to me a man of

universal knowledge, and more than human; but from
the gruffness of his voice there was such a buzzing in the

room that I could not distinguish what he said.”

Then follows his introduction to Protagoras, and
an account from Protagoras himself of the profession

and character of a Sophist.

No little mistake has been caused by giving to

this word itself a wrong etymological signification.

It neither means, as a modem Sophist supposes, who;
knowing nothing of Greek, has pronoxmced Aristotle

and Plato to be fools—the wisest of men—still less

what is denoted by the term in English, artful and
illogical reasoners. The Sophists were the persons

who professed to make others wise ; they were the

great instructors, the London University, the Useful
Knowledge Club, the New National Education
Society of Athens. Undoubtedly the ofiice they
assumed implied their own personal wisdom

; and
the necessity of maintaining appearances without any
real stock of knowledge, coupled with the principle

of pleasing without any regard to truth, seduced them
into those habits of ingenious trickery, which have
since been known by their name. But, as Protagoras
himself states, it was as the original introducers of a
wholly new scheme of education that they took their

stand, made their money, and incurred, in no few
instances, odium as political innovators. In this

light they were regarded by Plato.

Nothing could be more tempting than the condition

of the youth of Athens, for clever, conceited, ambitious
men, by their own theory disencumbered of a con-
science, and obliged, as by a sense of duty, to provide
for their own indulgences, to undertake the task of
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fitting them for those public duties of life, which in a

Grecian democracy occupied the whole field of action.

And rhetoric, as the main engine ofpolitical eminence,

they were thoroughly capable of teaching. The
habit of disputation, which sent Hippias every year *

to the Olympic games to challenge a run upon his

pantological budget, and to improvise on all possible

questions, just as scholasticism in the middle ages

sent scholars up and down Europe to post their

themes and syllogisms at the gates of universities,

had given them a thorough command, not over

language alone, but over all the arts of concealing

ignorance, and misleading weakness, which were
necessary to a popular demagogue. Language as

the instrument of power over minds—language as the

imperfect medium of communicating ideas, and,

therefore, the readiest means of mixing and embezz-
ling them in the transfer—language as the art of

pleasing—language as the never-failing subject for

et)miological ingenuity to anatomize—language, again,

as the natural transcript of the human mind, and the

human mind in that low vulgar form, in which alone

a popular leader or an expediency-philosopher can

see it, or wish to see it—language in all these lights

was to the Sophists everything. It was their stock

in trade—the nostrum they offered for sale, the ready

unblushing witness to all their paradoxes
; the forms

through which these moral magnetisers manipulated

their somnolent victims
;
the gaudy tinsel stage which

was to attract to the raree show within
;

the hand-

bill of the mountebank
;

and the apparatus for his

thimble-rig. Hence the prominence given in so many
of Plato’s dialogues to the subject of language,

—

and especially the invariable connexion between the

practical abuse of rhetoric and metaphysical discus*

. ' Hippias.

F 2
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sions on the nature of pleasure and of truth. This

also is the key to the Cratylus—a dialogue which,

by the most singular misconception, has been searched

by Greek critics for etymologies, but which is a serious

extravaganza to expose the Home-Tookism of the

day, and its connexion with the metaphysics of

sophistry.

The advantages held out to the teachers of this

new art of politics were not few. Courted, admired,

and pampered by the rich
;

stared at, at an awful

distance, by the poor
;

their levees thronged with

daily votaries
;

their names wafted from city to city

;

— crowds gathering round them in all places of pub-
lic resort, to witness their skill in disputation, and
applaud the triumph

;
the day filled up with the

excitement of the contest, or the enjoyment of victory,

and business suspended during their presence, as in

England at the announcement of a sparring-match or

cock-fight *—they yet reaped still more solid advan-

tages from these labours in the diffusion of useful

knowledge.

Unlike the great philosophers of ancient Greece,

the modem sophists did not disdain to receive a com-
pensation for their labours. They were anxious to

disseminate learning, and to found for it an itinerant

college, but, like their modem successors, they still

were not indifferent to the dividends. “ Think,” says

llippias to Socrates *, “ of the sums of money which
Protagoras and Prodicus collected from Greece. If you
knew how much I had made myself, you would well

be surprised. From one town, and that a very small

one, I carried off more than 150 minae, which I took

home, and gave to my father, to the extreme astonish-

ment of himself and my townsmen. In fact I think

that I have cleared as a sophist more than any two
others put together.”

' Apply Clouds, the Two Logia. * Hippias Major, p. 78.
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, To this solid advantage was added no little political

consideration in their respective cities. Nearly all

the most eminent sophists are found as ambassadors

at Athens, and in that capacity they took the oppor-

timity of delivering their lectures. The influence

also which they exerted on the people was a fresh

source of power and profit. And still other oppor-

tunities there were of indulging baser passions than

ambition, on which it is impossible to dwell. They
lie before us indeed in hideous deformity in every

page of Grecian history. But we must cover them
up and pass on ;

only, painful as the task is, bearing

them in mind, when we would understand the fright-

ful struggle in which Plato was engaged, and no more
joining in the clamour against his noble and pure

mind, than we would charge with the crime ofmurder
the finder and helper of a murdered man, because he

had blood upon his clothes.

Such were some of the circumstances, under which

the new system of national education was introduced

into Athens. The consequences were such as might

be expected. Take away truth from the mind of

man, and external law from his conscience, and
abandon him in the midst of temptation, and en-

couraged by the only persons he respects, to the

opinion and passion of the hour, and we know what
follows. Give then by a natural constitution extra-

ordinary activity to his intellect, and violence to his

passions, and you make a monster. And the picture

drawn in the Clouds of the metamorphosis effected

by a Sophist in the character of a young, high-spirited*

thoughtless Athenian falls very little short of one^

Instead ofmusic, gymnastics, field-sports and religious

ceremonies, his time was now occupied in captious

quibbling, bad metaphysics, or bombastic rhetoric.

His open-heartedness was changed into cunning—

-

his simple affectionate feeling hardened into entire

F 3
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abandonment even of filial duty, and not rarely into

parricide. Human nature was degraded to a level

with the brute, and a system of morals founded on
the analogy of their instincts. His unreflecting re-

verence for the gods was laid aside for atheism, or * a
theology which made the Divine Being himself sus-

ceptible of bribery, or an accomplice in his crimes.

His obedience to the laws of his country was cast to

the winds
;
and his country looked on only as a prize

for the most crafty plotters, and society as a state of

war *, in which might was the only rule of right, and
to become a tyrant the supreme happiness of man.
The simple unsophisticated instincts of right and
wrong were obliterated in the coarsest shamelessness.

The very language of morals was confounded, till

honesty was cdled folly, and goodnature weakness,

and cunning wisdom, and he was thought wisest and
best who could impose most cleverly on others,

whether by word or deed, by falsehood or assassina-

tion, by solemn promises, or still more solemn per-

juries ®. Even the boon which nature showered so

profusely on the Greek races, personal beauty and
strength, was lost in the general ruin

;
and instead

of the open walk, the manly figure, and countenance

flushed with health and ingenuous modesty, the eye

fell on every side upon paleness, emaciation, and
efieminacy, and deformity, betraying the wreck of the

mind within.

Those who are familiar with the comedies of Athens,

its orators and its historians, will not accuse this

sketch of any exaggeration. It is not a picture of

what might follow, but of what had followed in the

time of Plato. And upon this spectacle he was
looking when he wrote his dialogues.

* Laws, X.

* See the theory well drawn out in the preface to Hobbes’
dc Give. ® Thucydides.
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CHAPTER VIII.

And let us pause for one moment to reflect on the

feelings with which he must have regarded it. We
must not indeed elevate the character of Plato to a

level with that of Pythagoras, so far as existing re-

cords enable us to judge. He had not the boldness

or decision of character to organize an extensive con-

federacy, and thus obtain the command of the political

movements of his country. Practical as his object is,

there is a want of energy about his measures—a rea-

soning, didactic, speculative tone of mind which would
fit him for writing in the closet far better than for act-

ing in the assembly. His indignation, strong as it is,

permits him still the use of irony, and irony rarely co-

exists vidth the highest intensity of feeling. He seems

to play and dally with human nature, as a timid physi-

cian trifles with palliatives, instead of crushing it in

the full blossom of its sins with a hand of iron. Even
the elaborate polish of his words, the art with which
every stone is fitted into its proper place, indicate a
thoughtfulness and design, and a thoughtfulness

slightly diverted from his practical object to a specula-

tive production, which is scarcely consistent with the

vehemence of a bold energetic reformer *.

* Dans Socrate on admire I’hommc, le modele du vrai sage ;

dans Platon on admire I’artiste heureux, qui a voulu repr^-

senter ce modele, quoiqu’il I’ait trop souvent alt^r^ en pr^ten-

dant I’embellir. Le sublime de I’un est dans sa vie
;
celui de

I’autre, dans ses travaux.

—

Degerando, Hid. de Syd, vol. ii.

p. 212.

Plato lived till 80 years of age, and according to Dionysius

of Halicarnassus, he was engaged to the very last moment in

^combing and curling, and weaving and unweaving hie writings
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His writings are not like the passionate outbursts

—

the rapid, vivid sparks showered off by a gigantic hand,

welding, blow upon blow, a red-hot mass of human
corruption. If Luther, instead of popular tracts,

rough, coarse, but full of fire, which kindled the

populace in a moment, and engaged even the printers

in a conspiracy to publish them with scrupulous ac-

curacy, while they filled the answers of the Roman-
ists with the absurdest blunders—if he had sat down
in his closet, and left Platonic dialogues as a legacy

to the world, or, like Erasmus, had written praises of

folly, the Papacy, as far as he was concerned, would

,
have been in vigour to this day. It is passion, and

’ not intellect, which effects revolutions. And the

most perfectly finished works of literature tell least at

a time of excitement. They keep the light burning

for future generations, but do not diffuse it at the

moment.
When we add to this natural bias of Plato’s mind,

the catastrophe of the Pythagorean schools, the mur-
der of Socrates, the jealous passions of the Athenian

tyrant, and perhaps the hopelessness of the case, we
may be prepared for that, which undoubtedly occurs

in his writings, more of a lamenting, melancholy tone,

more of sarcasm, contempt, and remonstrance, than

of that intense indignation and energy, which we
might expect from the purity of his heart. And yet

his feeling cannot be mistaken. Read the sixth book
of the Republic, the end of the Convivium, the Alci-

biades, the Lysis, the beginning of the Theaetetus,

after a rarldy of fashions.''* Krtvltiwv Kai fioarpvxii^oiv Kai

iravra rpSirov avairXeKoav. After his death there was found
a tablet, in which the few first words of the Republic were
varied and aiTanged in a number of forms. KaTijStjv *t’c

Ileipata fitrd rXavKtovoQ rov 'Apiartovog. Dionys. Halicar.

ITtpi Sun0«T. 25. p. 242. The same anecdote is related by
Quintilian, Demetrius Phalereus, and Diogenes Laertius.
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and especially the whole of the Phaedrus, and every

line is full of the deepest compassion and sympathy.
Not a dialogue but young men are introduced as the

persons to be taught, or corrected, or encouraged.

Education is the first thought throughout, and the

sophist, their deadly enemy, to be expelled from his

rule over their hearts. From Socrates, lying at noon-
day under the plane tree on the banks of the Ilyssus,

and raising up the thoughts of the corrupted Phaedrus

to another world above him, to the same Socrates

sitting in the dungeon, with his hand playing with

the hair of Phaedo, before he entered on that world

himself, it is still the friend, and guide, and moral
father of the young, not a mere eloquent poet or

speculative philosopher, that is foremost in the pic-

tures of Plato.

And let us learn the feelings, with which he re-

garded them, firom himself, and not from others.

Neither bad-hearted nor cold-hearted men can under-

stand the depth, and holiness, and power, of that affec-

tion which God himself inspires in the best of hearts,

for young souls placed within their reach to be reared

up in goodness and truth. Their weakness, and
tenderness, and blindness to the perils that surround

them—their warmth of feeling unchilled as yet by the

cold hand of a selfish world—the trustfulness with

which they surrender themselves to the guidance of

others, who know themselves to be fallible and frail—
their unsuspecting earnestness, their energy and spirit,

their open candour and joyousness of heart, hopes
which we sigh to think are vain, and fears at whose
simplicity we smile—these and many, many linea-

ments of a nature originally divine, not yet worn out

by sin, but bearing still upon them faint gleams of a
light firom heaven, which fade and die away too often

as they descend into the world ;—even that wliich

nature intended to be the symbol of the soul within.
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the eye full of openness and joy, the brow unfiirrowed

with care, the cheek still aUve to shame, the frame

erect in manliness, and vigorous for the duties of life

•—all these are not placed before us by Him who
formed our heart, as things to be looked on with

apathy and coldness, or suffered to be crushed and
trodden on, as we trample on the flower of the field.

Give to such beings moreover great powers of good
or evil—wealth, talent or rank, on which the fate of

thousands may depend, and their own souls go down
to the grave, covered, according to their deeds, with

the blessings or curses of mankind; and a young man
becomes to any thoughtful mind not merely an object

of interest, but a spectacle of awe. Not merely the

length of one life, but the eternity of many souls, is

involved in the acts of his earliest days
;
and there is

One engaging him in a game, of which he knows and
can know little, with this frightful stake depending
upon its issue. But add to this the thought (we use

the language of Plato, not language borrowed from
Christianity), that all which is beautiful in nature

came from God, and is a type of God, and was seen

by Him at the beginning to be good, and was showered
in profusion upon earth that it might rejoice our
hearts, and bind us to his works and to each other,

and lead up our affections through the shades and
imagery of a glorious creation to a still higher world
above us, and to Him who is its Maker and King.
Remember that men are not as stocks and stones,

but living souls bound to each other by one common
origin, engaged in one common struggle to rise up
from the dungeon of this life, and the slavery of
passion, into a pure and holy region, where they may
see God face to face—that in this race they are com-
panions of angels—when they fall, falling together,

and when they rise, rising together—that they bring

into this world together spirits written over with the

7
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tniths and hieroglyphics of a nobler state of being,

and pass from it to retain beyond the grave the affec-

tions and communion cherishedhere. Think how these

affections at our birth are wrapped up in the inmost
recesses of our nature, not to be stifled and killed,

but to be called out, and expanded, and consecrated

each on its proper object '—that minds and not mat-
ter are those objects—that these affections are the

springs to all noble actions, the cement of social life,

the sweetener of our sorrows, the heightener of our
joys, the restorer of energy, and hope even to the

d3ring spirit—that no man ever lived as a saint who
was not full of the sympathies of his nature, nor died

as a hero without some one, either friend, or home,
or country *, for whom to shed his blood.—Think of

our affections, in one word, as the very “ wings of the

soul raising us up from this dull, dead earth to Him
whose name is Love. Then ask by what arm and
power we have been saved ourselves from ruin, and
raised to heaven, and how we can requite it but by
going back and saving others from ruin likewise *

?

Remember that here upon earth, and in the heart of

man, God has his image
;
and wherever that image is,

there is an object for our love ®
;
and wherever there

is a human soul, there also is a being which we may
form and fashion after the model of our God, and be-

come to it its spiritual parent in all holiness, modesty,

and virtue ®. And lastly, when a yearning rises up
for an existence longer than this short space, even for

immortality—remember that one way only is left to

obtain it upon earth
;

if others can be left behind us

to whom we have given life, new forms be prepared

to take the place of those which must soon decay,

and an eternal inheritance of virtue be thus propa-

' Phsedrus. * Laws. ® Plisedrus.
* Republic. * Plitedms. ® Republic.
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gated from soul to soul Bear all this in mind, and
then it may be said to a young man, you may ap-

proach in innocency and elevation of heart, even to

those seeming mysteries of Plato, the oft-recurring

questions of human affection, which (mixed up as

they are in concession, as he himself declares*, to the

necessities of the age), with much to make us tremble,

are nevertheless in substance holiness and purity it-

self. We know how holiest things in holiest places,

even in God’s own word, have been profaned by man’s

impurity. Let us not commit the same sin on the

memory of the wisest of heathens
;
or wantonly defile

a spring from which the best of men have drunk
goodness, health, and strength, and lifted up their

heads for a battle with their passions, and a triumph.

And these thoughts, so like what Christianity con-

secrates by blending them with the most solemn of its

mysteries, and the consummation of its perfection,

were in Plato not mere metaphysics. They formed

a necessary part of his practical system. All philo-

sophies whatever may be divided into two heads,

those which contemplate things, and those which
establish relations with persons. This is the leading

distinction. And Platonism, like all other sound
and noble theories, was in a peculiar degree a philo-

sophy of persons. The heart occupied its natural

place in the structure of humanity. Feelings and
affections were encouraged as well as ideas arranged.

A spiritual world on all sides was seen behind the

veil of a material world, and to this the affections

passed on, and there rested in their natural objects.

To have left out the theory of the affections, or not

given it a most prominent place, would have belied

the whole character of Plato’s mind.

It was necessary for many other reasons. If men’s

* Convivium. * Phtedrus.
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hearts were to be raised and purified, and tuned to

higher energies, this could only be effected by ap-

pealing to the common sympathies of their nature.

Cold, lifeless reason, could do nothing. If the cor-

rupting infiuence of the sophistical school was to be

met and overcome, it was necessary to rouse up an

antagonist power in good and pure emotions, to take

affections which nature has firmly rooted in the best

of minds, and to train them on right objects, instead

of permitting them to run wild, or endeavouring to

extirpate them wholly. There is a beautiful sermon of

Dr. Chalmers on this important law of moral educa-

tion. If the evil spirit is to be driven out, do not

leave its old abode empty and garnished for a time,

but fill it at once with a good spirit, ready to keep
and defend it. And this was never forgotten by
Plato.

Once more, as an educational system, his philo-

sophy could no more move without the spring of

affectionate feeling, than a locomotive engine, with

all its wheels and boilers, can start if you put out

the fire. Let not men suppose, as they do suppose

in the present day, that you can educate by steam
;

that acts of parliament, and joint stock companies,

and meetings at Exeter Hall, and commissions of

inquiry, and mechanics’ institutes, and Lancastrian

schools, and doses of useful knowledge, diluted to

the meanest capacities, and patchwork of Scriptuie

stitched together, that the child may not know whence
it comes, that all this bustle of cosmopolitan dreamers,

and political mountebanks can train up a single child

in the way in which he should go. There must be

affection—strong, natural, unconscious affection—and
affection as He intended—the one all-comprehending

Being, who has appointed for us each, in his wisdom,

but one Father, one friend, one wife, one master,

bound us to one country, sanctioned but one king,

G
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permitted to us but one Church—as He himself has

taught us, affection, concentrated in one object.

Draw up before a child, or a young man. the whole
portentous array of an educational police, teachers

and subteachers, commissioners and committees,

houses of parliament and convocations of preachers,

and the child will turn away in terror, and run to

hide itself in the bosom of its mother
;
and the young

man will laugh in his sleeve, and go off to consult a

companion no wiser than himself, if what they have
told him is true. There is no certain access to the

head except through the heart
;
and no access to the

heart except through the authority of individuals.

Even the Church cannot make herself visible, or

secure her right place upon men’s minds, except in

the person of her ministers. And as natiue has

given to the young affections which thus look up
and fix themselves on some one personification of an
excellence superior to their own, so she has also pro-

vided for them, from their earliest years, a number of

such objects around them
;
and accident, or rather

Providence, for the most part, rarely a predetermined

arrangement on the part of man, decides the particular

point to which they are carried and adhere. You
cannot arrange men, least of all young men, and drill

them into processional order, and bind them together

as friends, by a will of your own. Affection is spon-

taneous, and defies compulsion, and takes finght at

interference. So that aU which an extensive system

of corporate education can do, is to remove out of

the way all wrong objects, supply as many good as

possible, leave the heart to its own natural play, and
wait the result. And such were Plato’s views. His
great fundamental scheme, piercing through every

subject and fully developed in his Republic, is a

Polity for the education of man, just as the Church
is a polity, so far as mere human nature is concerned.
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constructed for the education of Christians It was
to have laws, superintendents and teachers. But
Plato no more thought of practically working his

system and conveying his lessons to the heart,

through his central committee of phylaces, or any
subordinate functionaries, than he would have pro-

posed to teach loyalty to a nation by garrisoning

their towns, or honesty to the thieves of London by
an establishment of police. By such a plan he se-

cured stability in the maxims of education. He gave

support and authority to individual influence. He
regulated movements, and removed obstacles, and
insured a supply of virtue, but the particular channels

through which that supply was to flow, he left to the

instincts of nature, and accidental combinations of

society. He left it, as we must leave it, with all our

parade of machinery, to the voluntary zeal, or the

unintentional infection of individuals—to that moral

influence of example and personal attachment, which
can neither be forced by acts of parliament, nor en-

sured by endowments, nor remunerated by salaries,

but without which the whole system of education,

however orderly and beautifully branched out by its

contriver, is but a dead tree, and will bear no fruit.

We know how this spirit is engendered and fostered

by Christianity. The very facts of Christianity sup-

ply it. But Plato had no such facts. He wished
that every old man in the state might look on every

young man as his child *, but to obtain the ground-

work for this feeling he was obliged to imagine

(imagine only, for he never proposed to realize) a

state of things, which might give to all a community
of interest and life, such as the Church literally fulfils

in the spiritual world. He felt, as Christianity feels,

the difficulty of the problem—how with man’s tend-
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ency and duty absorbed in the contemplation of per-

fection *
;

his eye may be forced downward, and his

affections be engaged in an inferior object. And he
used the same arguments with Christianity, that such a

task is a duty devolved on us by the will of the great

Legislator of the world
;
that the society which reared

us from our infancy demands this requital at our

hand *
;
that w'e are to look to the good of the whole,

and not allow selfish enjoyment to interfere with the

general interests. But Plato knew how little such

reasonings would tell, without some feeling to carry

them to the heart. And therefore, like Christianity

itself, he permitted particular attachments, and in-

dulged and encouraged that universal instinct of pa-
ternal affection which, in the words of Clement*,
makes all who teach as fathers, and all who are

taught as children
;
and never allows a good man a

single superiority over others, without compelling him
to use it as means of raising them to a level with
himself, and of finding his own highest enjoyment in

accomplishing their perfection. It was this spirit

that actuated himself.

“ He that speaketh to others through his wTitings,”

says Clement, in another passage (p. 2/3), “is bound as
by a solemn oath to God, and registers this vow—not to

write for lucre, not for vain glory, not to be vanquished
by prejudice, not to be enslaved by fears, not to be elated

by pleasure ; to think of but one enjoyment, the salvation

of those that read. And not even to think of sharing this

at the present, but to wait patiently in hope for his re-

ward, from him that hath promised to pay his labourers
according to their hire.”

* Repub. * Ibid. ’ Stromat. lib. i.
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CHAPTER IX.

I HAVE been led on this point much farther than I

had intended. But it is not a digression. It is ab-

solutely necessary in a preparation for understanding

the main features of Plato’s philosophy, and espe-

cially for approaching the Phsedrus, with which the

study of the system must commence. And there are a
few more preliminary remarks which it will be ex-

pedient to make first.

In the first place, returning to the statement which
was made respecting the fundamental doctrine of the

sophist and its logical conclusions, we may now
understand the principle on which Plato arranged his

plan of attack. For instance, as the conclusion must
follow, if the premise be granted, he never attempted

to stem the torrent of mischief anywhere but at its

source. Every question of vice and virtue, politics

or morals, pleasure or pain, is carried up by him at

once to the original ground of dispute, the certainty

of knowledge. It is treated, and treated most pro-

perly, as a question of science, never of mere feeling,

still less of expediency. If there is a doubt as to the

right or the wrong of an action, we must look for

some standard of right. At the very least the dis-

covery of such a standard must be an intellectual

process. If none can be obtained, our moral princi-

ples are gone. If any can be obtained, we have only

to observe it. This accounts also for the perpetu^
recurrence of the doctrine of ideas (o dpvXXovgev,

Phaed.), on which his standard of morals was founded.

It accounts also for the unsparing severity, with which

he cut away from the human mind every thing like
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fancy, poetry, mere emotion, casual opinions, sensa-

tion, and the like. These formed the empire of his

adversaries. And until he could take his footing on
a sure ground of truth, he was wholly unable to com-
bat with them. Hence it is that the nature ofhuman
knowledge, of science, and of opinion, occupy so

large a portion of every dialogue, not as an abstract

metaphysical question, but as constituting in fact the

very root of the sophistical doctrine, which he was
endeavouring to eradicate. His end was not like

that of other theorists, speculation, but practice. His
practice involved his speculation.

This accounts also for the comparative gentleness,

with which, as was observed before, he deals with the

greatest delinquencies, and for which he throws out

an early apology in the Phaedrus

When men can trace faults to errors, and excuse

absurdity or vice as ignorance of truth, it is astonish-

ing how their indignation subsides. Want of skill

in dialectics is the source to which Plato refers for

the follies and sins of the day. It seems at first

sight folly and sin to assign any such misnomer.

And Aristotle, and other moralists, who have either

purposely perverted, or have misconceived the theory

of Plato, make themselves very merry with the

thought of thus turning crimes into mistakes. A
little consideration would prevent all such thoughtless

criticism
;
and opportunities may occur hereafter of

pointing out the real relation, in which, according to

the view of Plato, and to the facts of human nature,

the head must stand to the heart. At present this

forgiving spirit is mentioned to account for the studious

adaptation of his writings to an undeveloped, or per-

verted, or careless condition of the intellect
;

for the

minuteness with which he draws out every link in

a chain of reasoning
;

for the effort to awaken and

‘ P.60.
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retain the attention
;

for the little indulgences of

humorous and dramatic action, for at times the florid

and gorgeous description, all addressed, as he dis-

tinctly says in the Phaedrus, to Phaedrus himself,

that is, to the class of readers of which Phaedrus was
the type—the gifted, profligate, and corrupted youth
of Athens.

Still this was not all that was required for the ex-

tirpation of the sophistical school. Their fundamental

doctrine of the uncertainty of knowledge, branched

out, indeed, into these corruptions
;
but it had also

its roots—roots very deeply sunk
;
and it was little

to lop the boughs, and leave the stock alive, to send

forth a fresh succession. To cut this stock out of the

ground was the main design of Plato, and perhaps

no effort of the. human intellect is more astonish-

ing than this to a thoughtful mind, not frivolously

ridiculing things which he does not understand, but

penetrating into the real meaning of Plato, and alive

to the difficulties of his position.

The origin of the sceptical theory, traced histori-

cally, is to be found in physical science
;

and the

origin of physical science is to be found in a stage of

society, when the principle of faith is abandoned for

that of self-will, and men are released from the sense

of a moral influence above them, embodied in human
authority. It was so in the Ionian school of old, and

it was so in the Baconian philosophy. Thales paved

the way for Heraclitus and Pyrrho, Bacon for Hobbes

and Locke, and the Sophists of the present day. And
the course of human reason has run through similar

channels, and fallen down the same succession of de-

gradations in the Heathen and the Christian era.

There are but two objects on which men can ex-

ercise their reason, mind and matter, or to use a dis-

tinction made before, “ persons and things." So long

as we fix our eyes upon minds, or persons, or spiritual
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agents within and without us, so long our moral affec-

tions come naturally into play, and the moral relations

of life will be maintained and obeyed. There will be

no question of a law without us, for we shall recog-

nize it in the very existence of every moral agent.

For no moral agent can exist without prescribing

limits to the actions of others, deserving affections, and
reciprocating duties, without therefore being to us a

law. There will be no question of a law within us, a

law of conscience, because the act of self-reflection will

exhibit our twofold nature, reason and goodness on

the one hand, passion and vice on the other, and the

two cannot be placed side by side, without our at

once recognizing where lies the imperative authority.

The natural superiority of virtue over vice, when
virtue and vice are both before us, is as much a ne-

cessary perception, as that four are more than two.

If it is not perceived, we may be sure the comparison

has not been made. When we are accustomed thus

to believe in, and to act up to, relations with other

moral beings within our own experience, we shall be
docile, and even credulous, when we are told by
them of other moral beings out of sight. Religion

will become part of our nature. It will be only an
expansion towards God of feelings already existing

towards man. Upon this moral vision, joined to the

consciousness of our own infirmities, and our instinc-

tive conception of something better than ourselves,

we shall build our faith in man, and upon our faith

in man we shall rest our belief in God. On this

follows our belief of a future state—of rewards and
punishments ;—of moral responsibility

;
and all the

other views which give definiteness to our choice of

actions, and by practically influencing our conduct,

do more than all the reason in the world to harden
and anneal our fancies and opinions into enduring

subjective realities. Fancy paints pictures on the
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mintl, but it is action that burns them in, and hope
and fear, pleasure and pain, that kindle the fire.

In this way, wherever there is an abiding sense

of spiritual and moral agents surrounding and acting

upon us, there we shall find no place for moral scep-

ticism, no ingenious cavillings about the distinctions

of right and wrong
;
and where there is no scepticism

in morals, there will be none in any thing else. You
may prove to a good man, that the whole of the

material creation is, according to Heraclitus, in a per-

petual flux. It no more affects him than the decay
of a house interests the lodger for the day

;
it is no

part of himself. You may throw doubts upon every

sense
;
but they are quite faithful enough to support

life, and it is not with the eye or the ear that he
becomes acquainted with moral realities. You may
exhibit vacillations and discrepancies in the senti-

ments of the world
;
but the world is not the standard

to which he appeals
;
he is quite beyond the reach of

any such vicissitudes and convulsions. If he is

weak himself, he has strength elsewhere
;
and as the

very notion of a Deity is necessarily that of perfec-

tion, his strength cannot be impaired. Nothing can
shake him, which does not shake God. From Plato

to Descartes, from St. Paul to the humblest Christian,

it is still but one simple act of faith. There is a
God

;
God is goodness

;
goodness will take care of

me ‘. And the ground, the only ground for this

belief, and all its consequences, is to be found in an
instinctive, a Christian will say a supernatural, power
of vision, by which spiritual beings are brought under
the eye of our consciousness, hidden, as they maybe,
behind a veil of flesh, or wholly removed from sense.

Sight and obedience, obedience and certainty follow

together, the moment a Power above, whether by the

’ Timoeus, Repub., Phfed.
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instinct of a warm, affectionate, trustful heart, or by
the quickening of a dead nature within us, bids us,

as Eneas was bade,

—

“ Adspice, namque omnem, quae nunc obducta tuenti

Mortales hebetat visus tibi, et humida circum
Caligat, nubem eripiam : tu ne qua parentis,

Jussa time, neu praeceptis parere recusa.”

And then follows the vision of Deity,

—

" Apparent dirae facies, inimicaque Trojae

Numina magna Dedm.”

—

{Virgil, lib. ii.)

Now, then, reverse the case. Close up this spiri-

tual eye, and thicken the darkness laid upon it, even

in its natural state, by a course of vice or frivolity,

or the absence of reflection, or conceit, or self-will,

or self-indulgence, or contempt for others, or any
other passion or folly by which man is shut up into

himself, as in a dungeon
;
and if his reason is to be

employed at all, it will turn naturally, at first, upon
the material world. He loses sight of mind, and
becomes wholly conversant with matter. The ma-
terial world, we know as a fact, is but a series of

changes. If by an experimental philosophy, such

as the present day delights in, we reduce its move-
ments to general laws, and so give it unity, fixed-

ness, and eternity, and therefore a semblance of

power, we shall undoubtedly run the risk of making
it our God. It will possess the main qualities re-

quired by the cravings of human reason to satisfy its

contemplation
;

and in the case of which we are

speaking, the heart has no place, and reason is every

thing. Thus Aristotle’s physical science led him as

naturally to the eternity of the world, and something

approximating to Pantheism, as the same science

before our eyes is encouraging the same absurdities,

though while the Church maintains her ground, they

dare not openly appear. But remove experimental
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philosophy, as was the case in the Ionian school, and
leave men nothing hut the perpetual changes before

them of outward objects, their fallible senses to

watch those changes, and very imperfect metaphysics

to explain their physical experiences, with about as

much propriety as the price of a chaldron of coals is

taken to measure the cost of a ton ofhay
;

put man
in this position, and nothing on earth can save him
from the most frightful scepticism. There is nothing

uniform without—no order, no law
;

nothing stable

within—for the nobler spirit of his nature has never

been heard speaking with the stem voice of unaltera-

ble uncompromising duty. Testimony is suspected

because it varies. Human opinions are full of doubt,

for virtue alone is one, and vice many. And men,
in the eyes of such a sceptic, are nothing but vicious

machines, swayed about by every impact of sense.

Religion, ofcourse, there is none
;

for there is nothing

from which to infer it,—no order of nature, w^here

nature is a heap of disorder ; no voice of conscience,

where a moral being within is unfelt
;
no authority

of tradition, where all testimony is full of suspicion

;

no moral influence of example, where moral agents

are unknown. What is true of physical knowledge
and religion, applies equally to morals. And thus

the whole of nature is unsettled, and the fabric of

man and of society falls in one chaos to the ground.

Such is the connection between the doctrine of

Heraclitus, asserting the perpetual flux of matter,

and the demoralization of the Sophistical school.

And we may be well alarmed at the example, when
every day physical science is rising into undue pre-

eminence, and withdrawing men’s eyes from that

moral world, which alone can fix our duties, and re-

alize our perfection.

It is very true, that at present it is not taking pre-

cisely the same line of mischief, in which the Ionian

school terminated. The uniformity ofnature, which has
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been proved by our experimental philosophy, rather

engenders dogmatism than doubt at first

;

but ulti-

mately the result will be the same. This very uni-

formity, so wonderful, so attractive, and so full of

power, will absorb men’s minds, and withdraw them
from holding communion with the moral world. In
this way they will lose sight of the moral world, and,

with the moral world, of the only stable ground ofposi-

tive certainty. For after all, experience is not like in-

tuition. The bond which holds together the series of

material changes, is not like the indissoluble union of

our moral sentiments : experience may fracture the

one, but it cannot touch the other. We can believe that

the sun, which rises in the east to-day, may, by an
altered law, rise in the west to-morrow

;
but we can-

not believe that goodness will be hateful, or vice be
rewarded, or virtue be indifferent to a virtuous being,

or disobedience to superior wisdom become a duty,

at any time, in any place, under any convulsion of

nature. The whole universe of the physical creation

may be overturned without any destruction to our
real being. Rivers may run backward to their

sources, fire descend downward to the earth, the

courses of the stars be reversed, the poison of to-day
become the food of to-morrow, the very elemental

law of all outward things be repealed, and instead of
all things following as they have been, what once
has been may never be again

;
but even in this vast

ruin, moral truths would still remain unaltered and
unalterable, on which a good and holy mind would
rest as on a rock,

—

“ Si fractus illabatur orbis,

Impavidum ferient ruinae.”

But if man has no such rock, even without such a
physical convulsion there is much to shake his belief.

There is the possibility of changes
;

the suspicion,

and more than suspicion, the common belief of man,
of disturbances in the order of nature : there is the
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ignorance of the individual ;
the multitude ofapparent

anomalies
;

the succession of rival theories, rising

and falling upon each other, like the sand hills in an

hour-glass. And after all we know but little, very

little, of the physical world
;

and our conviction of

its immutability is an exercise of faith, not the forced

result of experience. We believe that all things will

continue in order, because He that made all things

is good. Any other reason is, indeed, vain. Re-
move, therefore, the sense of an overruling Being,

by thinking too much of his works
;

lose sight of the

Creator in the creature, and this ground of certainty

goes likevpise, But then think of that which must
come sooner or later, the “ crux ultima" of human
belief—the weary mind, the aching heart, the sick

solitude, the bed of death, those hours when men can

no more drown themselves in the intoxication of ex-

periments,—cannot pick roots, or sort flints, or ana-

tomize beetles,—when though the whole physical

world were thrown open to us, not all its mysteries

together could All up one comer of a desolated heart,

nor all its treasures purchase one drop of cold water

for the burning of the tongue
;
and in those hours, if

nothing is left to animate and quiet, but the uniformity

of matter, what is to become of man ? He may pass

through life as a piece of machinery, conforming him-
self to the machinery of nature, and consolidating

himself into it as a part
;
and when he triumphs by

succumbing to its laws, and cleaves through the

water without winds, and flies into the air, though

nature has chained him to the ground, and is swept

along by a little vapour over raised-up mountains, of

rubbish, and through dark holes fathoms under-

ground
;
he may stand in the pride of his heart, by

the black, panting, steaming, monster which drags

him along, and rejoice that, after all, he himself is

the great locomotive of the world, and that the order

II
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of nature is nothing but a tram-road for him to work
on. And all this will do very well, till the engine

blows up, or breaks down, or till he reaches to the

end of his journey, cold, comfortless, and solitary

—

with a night, and a dark night, before him. It will

be happy, very happy, for such a man, if nothing

worse than a sense of desolation follows upon such

an absorption of thought
;

if even then, Avhen men
still in their strength would cheer him by the miracles

of art, he only turns, like a weary child, worn out

with the wonders of a play, and cries himself to sleep

upon the breast of his mother. But if his mother is

not there to receive him, the case is, indeed, hopeless,

and utter despondency must follow. In one word,

let us not suppose that the passion for physical science

is at all less likely now than hitherto to end in a

moral scepticism. The end will he one step removed,

hut that is all. We may think that we have moored
our belief to the side of an island, hut the moment
the fire is lighted we shall find that, like Sinbad, we
have cast anchor on the back of a whale.

Many other symptoms might be collected to show,

that as a nation we are in danger of rapidly losing that

power of moral vision, without which a nation perishes.

The sophistical doctrine, that every man is the measure

of all things
;
that the feeling of the moment, under the

name of conscience, is the only standard of right and

wrong
;
that a numerical majority of voices is not in-

deed the test of truth, for truth is supposed to he be-

yond the reach of man, but the guide to be followed

both in morals and religion
;

that the fancy of each

individual, as to possible expediency, is to be the rule

of political conduct, instead of old written laws, and
still older inherited maxims

;
these, and many other

similar things, are fatal indications of an approaching

plague. In both the great divisions of erring Chris-

tianity, the sophistical doctrine is fully developed.
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In Dissent, indeed, it is openly avowed ;
in Roman-

ism openly repudiated and secretly followed. In

both there is the same departure from external law

and Catholic antiquity
;
only in Dissent every indi-

vidual is a sophist
;
in Romanism the whole society

collectively in the person of its heads. In like man-
ner our views of education are veering round to the

same point with the notions of Hippias and Prota-

goras. We hear much of a variety of accomplish-

ments, indiscriminately accumulated, and ostenta-

tiously displayed. The same problems regarding

education meet us now, as in the days of Plato

—

whether it is education or instruction, a discipline

for the whole man, or a pouring in of facts into the

sieve of his memory : whether it is to be conducted

on the old maxims of our forefathers, or new mo-
delled by some sophist of the day

;
whether it must

be connected with religion, or tom from it
;
whether

truth be a necessary ingredient in it, or practical

knowledge only be required
;
that is, so much know-

ledge as may serve to fill a man’s pocket in the

world, as the rhetoric of Gorgias enabled the young
Athenian to become the pampered demagogue of

Athens. If oral instruction is diminishing, so it was

at Athens
;

if books are multiplying upon us, and
books of the most frivolous kind, so it was at Athens

;

if a shifting and changing of opinion has destroyed

all confidence in public men, so it was at Athens
;

if

the infection has been spread from abroad, and

smuggled in, like other diseases, through the wares

of Germany and France, so it was at Athens. Their

sophists were also foreigners. And if their young
men were the first to catch the plague, we may well

look to ours *.

’ Of those who are safe under tlie protection and guidance

of the Church, it is happily unnecessary to speak ;
but there

is a class elsewhere, and a very numerous and important

H 2
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It is a painful parallel, which renders the revival,

at this moment, of the study of Plato a matter of no
little interest to a philosophical observer. It indi-

cates a sense of the evil, though perhaps not of its

definite form. It promises subsidiary aid,—so much
aid as sound philosophy can give to sound religion,

—to the efibrts of the Catholic Church, which only

can save the country from the same ruin of its people

and its liberties, its morals and religion, which befel

the Athenians.

class, the medical students of the metropolis, who, we fear,

would little bear a scrutiny into their condition
;
and, there

is reason to believe, are at this moment falling a prey to one
of the worst forms of sophistry, under a recognized teacher of

materialism. We hear much of the slavery of negroes, and
the duty of converting the heathen

; it is to be hoped that

some Christian mind will soon rouse the attention of the

country to this most alarming point in the present condi-

tion of the metropolis, and the necessity of creating some-

thing like a collegiate system for our great Medical Schools

and Hospitals.
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CHAPTER X.

And now' wo may proceed to observe the means
which Plato adopted to destroy the mischief at its

roots
;
and they may not be uninstructive to our-

selves in our present very similar condition.

He began, then, w’ith destroying the authority of

the teachers of this new school. He knew that no
doctrines can spread, unsupported by a personal in-

fluence
;
and the influence of ostentatious knowledge,

and real powers of intellect, was only to be imder-

mined in three ways,—by exposing the fallacy of

their pretensions, and humbling them by ridicule

;

by exhibiting equal powers, and very similar accom-

plishments in his own works
;
and by attracting from

them to himself the personal respect and attachment

of the young.
Hence, in the first place, the irony, sarcasm, and

elenctic character of all his preliminary dialogues, in

which sophists are introduced and exposed, before

the iriind of the reader is transferred to the positive

instructions of Plato himself. To give full scope to

this design, as well as to embody his reasoning in a

dialectical and dramatic form, it was necessary to

adopt some character which should unite the powers
of ridicule and grave teaching, and blend the comedy
and tragedy of philosophy in that dramatic form so

congenial to the Athenian taste. The same principle

which led to the exhibition of living characters on
the stage, pointed to Socrates as the man to repre-

sent this part. We know from the faithful, affec-

tionate account of Xenophon, who seems to have

II 3
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written with a view to vindicate the character of his

master from the travesties to which he was exposed,

that mere human reason rarely rose to a purer

practical morality, than the ethics of Socrates.

It is clear, also, both from the Clouds, and from

Plato, that there were about him many personal

peculiarities, oddness of appearance, coarseness, at

times, of illustration, and habits of life, which made
him a very fitting subject for this ethical caricature

;

not a caricature intended to ridicule, but necessary

for carrying on a plot, and just sufficiently heightened

to excite a smile without destroying the resemblance.

We know as a fact, that the Lysis, which was pub-

lished before his death, contains things which by his

own declaration he never said. The metaphysical

arguments of Plato also are wholly unlike the plain

practical ethics, on which the fame of Socrates had

rested *. Anachronisms, studiously introduced, prove

that the dialogues themselves are not narratives of

facts, but historical fictions
;
and the very name given

to them by Aristotle, Swcparticol Xoyoi, as ranked

with the poetry of the drama, proves that they were

works of imagination,—creations, not relations. We
are therefore not to look in the Socrates of Plato for

the real living Socrates. He is rather a more serious

personification of the Greek comedy, with its deep

solemn truths within it, and a strange face of mockery
without

;
or, to use a common illustration, the model

of moral beauty encased in a corporeal Silenus *. It

is remarkable, but in perfect consistency with the

object assumed, that all his irony and jesting, the

solemn dissimulation of his meaning, the grave, in-

genious, ignis-fatuus-like trickery wdth which he

plays on before an unsuspecting disputant, and draws

’ De^^eraiido [Ilistoire dc Systenies, vol. ii. p. 129] says

the Sill lie.

“ Alcibiades i. Convivlum.
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him, step after step, into the middle of a quagmire,

is reserved wholly for the sophists. It never enters

into a dialogue, where young men are the immediate

learners, or old men the inquirers after truth. He is

always far from personal pretensions ; more anxious

to stimulate curiosity than to indulge the indolence

of learning
;
but he never displays the slightest ap-

proach to a heartless sneering cavilling
;
nothing but

honest unaffected endeavours to bring minds to the

knowledge of truth. Nothing can be more grotesque

than the writhings of the angry sophist, once en-

tangled in the meshes of Socrates. Sometimes it

ends in silence
;
sometimes in a humbled confession

;

not unfrequently in charges of unfairness, and no
little violence of language \ But the effect is com-
plete,—the sophist exposed, and the spell broken.

To the second object mentioned, that of raising a

counteracting attraction to the brilliant shop-window
of the sophist, we must attribute much of the poetical

embellishment and elaborate finish of the Platonic

writings. The so-often censured flcrtddness of the

Phaedrus is avowedly employed for this purpose.

The Menexenus, instead of being, as supposed, a

grave panegyric on that Athenian democracy, which

Plato never thought of without compassion for the

people, and indignation and disgust at their leaders,

is an exhibition of popular rhetoric, to show how
easily he might excel in a style of rhetorical flattery,

which he expressly repudiates and disdains. All

minute attention to language he censures, both in

the Politician and the laws
;

and yet the language

of Plato is the perfection of style. Consider this

as a practical effort to win the attention of the young,

and every thing is consistent
;
look on it merely as

an exhibition of taste, and it is perfectly unintel-

ligible. On the same principle the recurrence is

* llcpubl. b. i.
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, to be explained of his gorgeous myths, which
) appear to have been imitated after a practice of

) Protagoras'.

The foundation of the Academy and the plan for

perpetuating a school, both projects unknown before

at modern Athens, are indications of the third mode
mentioned, in which he proposed to counteract the

personal influence of the sophists.

His next object was to attack their theory in its

vital point, and to raise up some solid foundation for

a structure of human knowledge, something to resist

scepticism
;
a sort of hurricane house, against the

whirl of sensation, opinion, and feeling. For this

purpose, and not as a mere hypothetical speculation,

he built up his doctrine of Ideas. I hope to enlarge

on this more fully in another place
;

it is sufficient

at present to point out its three grand features.

In the first place it asserted the existence of certain

fixed forms and shapes in the material world, laws

which regulated its movement, types after which its

combinations were formed, in opposition to that view
of it which considered it as a jumble of atoms, or a

chaos of shapeless accidents, or fluctuating move-
ments. It gave what the Baconian philosophy gave,

under precisely the same name of forms, system and
order to the visible creation

;
and a system founded,

whether rightly or not, at least in perfect agreement
with almost every theory of physical science, on a
scheme of classification.

In establishing this system as something prior to,

and distinct from human conceptions, and as fixing

limits which human sensation could not pass, it

placed over even our sensations an external law

;

something which modified sense, but which sense

could not modify, and which, therefore, is the basis

' Protagoras.
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for physical truth—a fixed standard, existing, even
if not found, to which we must bring our conceptions

of the physical world, and by which they may be
tested.

He extended the same assertion to the moral

world—declared that by the very constitution of the

mind certain notions and feelings were so intimately

associated together as to be wholly incapable of sepa-

ration. For instance, the perception of truth, enjoy-

ment of truth, and desire to attain it
;

in the same
manner, the rightness of justice, its agreeableness to

a law within us, its beauty, and a conviction of its

expediency—in the same manner particular percep-

tions following unerringly and universally upon the

placing before the mind certain objects in certain

connection with each other, in other words, ideas of

relation— these formed a second class of the ideas or

forms, or groups and shapes of things, created by
nature, stamped upon the soul indelibly, which man
cannot break or dissolve, which are wholly beyond
his power to change, which never do change, and
which we cannot conceive it possible to change,

which fix, therefore, an immutable standard, and give

a foundation and test for moral truth.

Still these latter were subjective certainties
;
that is

;

they were immutable combinations existing in the

human mind
;
and even the eternal forms of the mate-

rial world, in a certain sense, were subjective, inas-

much as the perception of external objects may be
reduced wholly to states of mind, and therefore are

ultimately subjective.

But subjective certainty, however strong and
universal, does not satisfy the demand of men for

necessary, unalterable truth. Unless we believe in

something above, and beyond us, wholly unmoved by
,

our fancies, and independent of our sensations, we do
not feel that we possess a sure and solid ground for
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belief. The mind must be anchored somewhere, and
that somewhere must be a solid rock, not part of the

ship itself. This rock and anchorage for the mind is

to the Christian the whole spiritual world, revealed

to his sight by Christianity. He never saw this

world, has no proof of its existence, no proof that is,

which, if he choose to cavil, he may not be able to

dispute. We may dispute every thing. But he has

been told that it exists, and he believes the tale,

because it is natural that he should believe the state-

ment of others
;

and his belief remains firm, because

nothing adequate occurs to make him distrust his

informants
;
he believes upon their testimony. In

the same manner Plato proposed to realize to the

minds of his hearers an unseen world, a place higher

than the dim sight of men, untouched by sublunary

changes, prior to the creation of the visible world, in

which men’s thoughts were to be fixed, and where,

when his perfection was accomplished, he was here-

after to dwell. The existence of some such world is

a necessary anticipation of man’s nature
;

it forms a

part of every mythology, and of the creed of the

savage. It is not till we have penetrated far into

the depths of metaphysics, and thrown such light

upon the formation of our ideas, as to reduce all

things else to total darkness, that man dreams of

a subjective existence, and a subjective existence

only, as true or possible.

But rationalism necessarily leads to this tendency

to subjectiveness. It does so in the present day.

Men who have lost their perception of other moral

beings commanding their belief, and engaging their

thoughts and affections, if they do not throw them-

selves upon the world of matter, busy themselves in

scrutinizing the nature of themselves. Hence so

much of our literature, which is not taken up with

physical science, is made up of a display of feelings

;
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of confessions, and autobiographies, of descriptions of

distempered minds, of anatomical preparations of sins

and follies put into glass-cases, and exhibited by the

diseased parties themselves. Every man is thinking

of himself
;
and so it was at Athens. But we have

a ground to fall back upon in bringing men back
from this miserable state of self-consciousness, which

Plato had not. We have the Church
;
and her ex-

istence and her testimony fully and boldly put for-

ward will restore men to their senses. It will rouse

them from this moral somnambulism in which they

are plunged at present, by the vivid action of an
object external to themselves, against which they can-

not close their eyes, or from which, when once seen,

withdraw their senses. But Plato was compelled in the

first place to go to reason. He could find little in

the popular religion, which could be consecrated to

such a purpose as the creation before the eye of the

mind of an unseen and perfect world. All that he
could do was to argue from the visible to the in-

visible, from the imperfect to the perfect. This

world, he reasoned *, is the work of design *
;
design

implies an end, and an end existing before the means
by which it is accomplished. This end requires a

form or model for the machinery which creates it

;

therefore, prior to the creation of the world there

must have been types and patterns somewhere before

the eye of the Creator, after which all things were
formed, and up to which, as we find from experience,

all our observations of nature lead, because we find

its productions classified under certain heads, and
reproducing unity of plan, in an infinite variety of

shapes. Great, very great obscurity rests upon the

objective character of those ideas or examples of the

physical creation. But those who study him most,

will, we think, recognize most clearly a picture, un-

* TimsDus. * Laws, b. x.
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defined indeed, but brilliant and very real, of a sort

of heaven—of locality and relations, and objective

reality, which a Christian will not fail to compare

with the more positive but not more distinct enun-

ciations of the Scriptures.

But such a heaven, even the heaven of the Phaedo,

the treasure-house of all physical glories, is not

enough to satisfy the heart. There must be also

within it an Informing Spirit, by whom the heavens

themselves were made, and in whose eternal immu-
table nature, anterior to all things and the cause of

all things, the germ of the whole universe, spiritual

and physical, lay hid, before it pleased him to call it

into existence ‘
;
who made it all for good

;
shaped

it after types of good
;
impressed his character upon

all
;
and therefore to whose character alone all good-

ness and all truth must be referred. And Him, the

Maker of the world, the King of all fiesh and of all

spirits
;
who is to the world of spirits what the sun is

to the world of sense, the ruler of its movements and

cause of its life *
;
who gives truth to outward things,

and faith to the soul that perceives it
;
who is the

source of all power, beauty of all beauties, truth of

all truths, law of all laws, goodness of all goodness,

—Plato, with that trembling awe, with which aU good

and holy minds fall down in the presence of such a

mystery, endeavoured to reveal to his corrupt and

blinded age as the last and only hope of saving a few

souls from the wreck. How he proposed to realize

it to them is the next question to be answered. How
does he accord or not with Christianity, on the fun-

damental problem of the mode, in which truth is to

be taught and engrafted on the mind of man, whe-

ther by authority or by rationalism ? The answer

will follow.

* Timeeus. * Republic, b. vi.
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CHAPTER XI.

That unhesitating, uncompromising grasp of prin-

ciples, which Plato, as well as Christianity, declared

to be necessary not only to human knowledge, hut

to human action ‘, he endeavoured to confirm in this

point, as in others, by a dialectical process, which

tested every hypothesis advanced by its concordance

with acknowledged truth, especially with the order

of nature, and the moral constitution of man. What
faith is in Christianity, science, so far as science im-

plies positive undoubting belief, is to Plato. They
are both modes of obtaining absolute subjective cer-

tainty. But Plato was compelled to make this belief

rest on demonstration ;
that is, on the seeming agree-

ment of truth with itself
;

that seeming agreement

depending on the constitution of each individual

mind, and requiring a logical process wholly beyond
the reach of all but the educated few. Now Chris-

tianity demands it as a duty
;
fixes it by repetition as

a habit
;
demands it upon authority, not on demons-

tration
;
upon the testimony of many others, not on

the testimony of our own single self
;
justifies the de-

mand by the weight and vastness of the testimony

produced
;
appeals to man’s heart, before his head,

and to those affections of the heart which are the

soonest developed, and the last to be corrupted,

—

the trustfulness of a mind conscious of its own weak-
ness, and docile under the guidance of superiors. It

thus ensures its possession over the child from his in-

• Repub. passim.

1
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fancy
;
never leaves him alone in a world of doubt

without some fixed habitual principles
;
makes his

certainty independent of the perpetual fluctuation of

daily opinions without, and of passing fancies and

feelings within him
;
does not exclude demonstration,

but never renders it necessary
;
obtains for him thus

a hold over a whole world of truths, which are either

beyond the reach of demonstration, or which demon-
stration could never bring home to his heart

;
and

makes the very act of belief a moral virtue, by re-

quiring in it an exercise of principle, which may be

entirely wanting in the most perfect conviction of the

reason. It gives to the child and the peasant, with-

out any stipulation for those talents which are the

rarest gifts of nature, knowledge, which the wisest of

heathens vainly sought for
;
so that, in the words even

of a French philosopher *, “ a la faveur des lumieres

qu’elle a communiquees au monde, le peuple meme
est plus instruit, et plus decide sur un grand nombre
de questions interessantes que ne I’ont ete les sectes

des philosophes.” And without waiting the slow and
precarious process of raising the trees of truth from
chance and thinly scattered seeds, it covers with them
the whole field of human nature, and plants them at

once full grown and full of blossom, to bring forth

their fruit in due season.

This instrument for implanting knowledge in the

human mind, was not within the reach of Plato. His
belief was the belief of an individual, worked out to

outward eyes by the energies of his own mind.
There was no joint voice of an established society,

no prejudice of early years, no habitual reverence of
office, no connection with an organized system of tes-

timony, preserving his doctrines, as one common de-
posit in the most remote regions, and transmitting

* Coudorcet.
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them as the inheritance of ages. He stood before

those whom he would teach, with no power of appeal-

ing except to their own reason. And he could re-

cognize no certainty except where that reason ap-

proved ^ And yet (it is one of the most important

features in his system, and one which renders it so

applicable to uphold truth in the present day), Plato

does recognize the principle of faith wherever he
can possibly employ it.

In the first place, on the subject of religion

—

“ Of the nature of the other deities,” he says in the

Timaeus, “ to speak or to describe their generation is

beyond our power. We must believe those who have
spoken to us of them from days of yore—children as they
were, and as they called themselves, of the Gods, and
knowing well their own forefathers. As children of the

Gods we may not dare distrust them, even though the

truths they tell us have no correspondences in experience,

nor admit of a necessary demonstration. They tell us of

things they knew, and have heard and seen and felt, and
we must obey the law and believe ®.”

So also in the education of the young

—

“ Supposing,” he says in the Laws (B. 1) “ that you
have framed your statutes with even moderate prudence,

one of the best and noblest of them all will be this—that

you prohibit any young man whatever from inquiring

curiously which laws are good, and which are bad. And
that you all, with one voice and mouth, unanimously pro-

claim that all alike are good, because the Gods established

them. If any one speak otherwise, close your ears, and
do not endure to listen. And if an old man be conscious

of a defect in them, let all conversation upon it be con-

fined to the magistrates and the old, and no young man
be allowed to overhear it.”

* Theaetetus.
* The word is still stronger in the Greek, and would suggest

many solemn Christian thoughts, rd oUiia—things relating to

their own Lome and family.
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And again, in the Laws (B. 2), where he speaks of

the departed taking an interest in the afiairs of this

life.

“The statements which contain these doctrines are

true but long. But on all such matters we must trust

both to the traditions which relate to them, numerous as

they are and of vast antiquity, and trust also to the

framers of our laws, unless they teach what is wholly

senseless.”

In another passage of the Laws he says

—

“ He that is to take his place amongst the perfectly

blest and good, must be partaker of the truth from the

very beginning of his life ; that all that is possible of life

may be spent in enjoyment of truth.”

In other words, truths must he engrafted in the

mind of the child long before he is able to under-

stand them
;
and no dreary blank he left, no previous

state of darkness before he is admitted to the light.

His eyes are closed at his birth, and we are not to

leave him in a dungeon, till he opens them and calls

for light, but to pour the light gradually upon them,

and couch them at the same time in order to admit it.

It is the principle of infant baptism in heathen phi-

losophy.

Such a process as this necessarily requires faith in

the child, that he may submit himself to the hands of

his instructor, and receive from him unexamined the

doctrines which are afterwards to he unfolded. The
same principles are indicated by the very form of in-

struction, into which the Dialogues of Plato are cast

a form which is constructed on dialectical principles *,

and those principles intimately connected with the

very foundation of his system. The essential feature

in the Platonic dialectics is the intervention of a

’Repub. b. vii.
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second person to give birth to, and shape, and test the

spontaneous creations of the mind of the pupil. It

might be very possible for a student in his closet to

master and apply the whole logical system of Aristotle,

using his formularies ofargument, and carrying on long

processes of synthetical reasoning, as a child can play

the game of patience by himself. But the analytical

process of Plato, which insists on arriving at truth

by overthrowing preliminary errors, and the principal

object of which * is to bring men to a sense of their

ignorance, before it communicates knowledge—this

can no more be carried on by ourselves than any
other exercise, the value and interest of which con-

sists in the possible defeat of the performer. It is a

game of chess, and cannot be played single-handed.

A more direct enunciation of the principle is con-

tained in the crowning part of the Constitution of the

Republic—a body of aged men, placed at the head
of the state as the depositories of great truths *, and
those truths the truths of religion. For whatever be

the veil of metaphysics thrown over this part of

Plato’s writings, cautiously perhaps to avoid the jea-

lousy of the Athenians, we must never forget that

philosophy and religion were with Plato indissolubly

connected. “ Cujus scientise,” says Lactantius,
“ summam breviter circumscribo, ut neque religio

ulla sine sapientia suscipienda sit, nec ulla sine re-

ligione probanda sapientia By them the educa-

tion of the state is to be conducted
;
they are to dis-

cipline and form a perpetual succession of such

teachers, by a long course of experimental instruc-

tion, and thus to transmit unimpaired their treasures

of original truths, as the very palladium of the state.

These are the “guardians and conservators of the

* Thofetetus. * Protagoras. * Republic, b. vi.

* Lactant. de Falsa Religionc, lib. i.
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society and such a system could be maintained only
by holding together all the parts of the state in a
permanent and regular subordination through faith,

or a childlike confidence in the authority of the in-

structors.

Even in the personal character of Plato’s thoughts,

with all his necessary rationalism, there is a constant

vein of trustful feeling running throughout—a wil-

lingness to receive truth for granted when coming
from competent authority—a tendency to cast himself

for support upon the guidance, testimony, and con-

trol of others, looking to their moral superiority as

the fit guarantee, rather than to the assent of his own
individual reason. It is seen in his constant allusion

to those old traditionary streams of ancient revelation,

the TraXaioi \6yoi of his ancestors
;

in his fond and
reverential returns to the mysteries * and myths of the

East
;
in the stem and authoritative tone, with which

he supports the dictates of the laws of his country,

whether Socrates * is commanded by them to die, or

an hereditary mythology is enforced If a ceremo-

nial of religion is to be established, it is referred to

the oracles of his ancestors. If the real ground is to

be stated of his hopes of immortality, as distinct from
the possible arguments, which reason might bring to

their support, it is rested on the spontaneous belief, a
belief of the heart rather than of the head, that God
is good, and, as good, is a rewarder of goodness.

But the noblest and most decisive passage is found in

the tenth book of the Laws.

I
" How,” says he, when about to enter on the argument

' of natural theology, (and it might be well for those who

' Phajdo, Critias, Phsedrus. * Crit.

* Laws. So in Repub. lib. iv. p. 136, speaking of the esta-

blishment ofa ritual, &c. rd ydp Toiavra ovr‘ STriffrdfieOa

oiKi^ovrtc ri ttoXiv, ovSfvi uWqt iTtta6fitQa,^kdv vovv

HtVf ovSi nXA’ rf Tif Trarp/y.
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are giving undue weight to that theology to see where Plato

laid the real foundation of belief)
—“ how without passion

can we reason to prove the existence of God ? It must be
with bitterness of heart—with hatred and indignation

against men, who compel us to engage in such an argu-

ment. ITiey who once trusted to the tales, which from
their childhood, when lying on the breast, they used to

hear from their nurses and their mothers —tales told to

soothe or awe them, and repeated like charms above their

cradles— who heard them blended at the altar with

prayers, and all the pomps and rituals so fair to the eye

of, a child ;
— while those same parents were oflFering

up their sacrifices with all solemnity— earnestly and
awfully praying for themselves and for their children, and
with vows and supplications bolding communion with

God, as indeed a living God ;—who, when the sun and
the moon arose, and passed again to their settings, heard

of, and witnessed all around them the kneeling and pros-

trate forms of Greeks and barbarians alike—all men in

all their joys and all their sorrows, clinging as it were to

God, not as an empty name, but as their all in all
;
and

never suffering the fancy to intrude, that God has no ex-

istence ;—they who have despised all this—and without

one justifying cause compel us now to reason as we do

—

how can such men expect, that with calm and gentle

words we should be able to admonish and to teach them
the existence of a God ?”

Such is the decision of Plato on the fundamental

question in the education of man, the use and import-

ance of authority
;
not that Aristotle would have

answered otherwise or any other sect worthy of the

name of philosophy. Even the Pyrrhonist recognised,

authority as the foundation of his unbelief, and by
the common consent of mankind endeavoured to prove

that no such consent could be trusted *. In the same

manner the still lower school of Sophistry, which

made each man “the measure of all things,” had,

notwithstanding, its teachers and pupils, and held out

‘ Ethics, b. i. c. 3. * Sec Sect. Empir. passim.
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its promises of instruction, with a demand of confi-

dence in their wisdom. And in its most degraded
and vitiated form of a Callicles ' or a Thrasymachus *,

it only transferred the authority from a reason with-

out to a passion within, and still gave up the indivi-

dual as a slave to a power which impelled him blindly,

he knew not whither.

Undoubtedly, wherever we turn, this is the ques-

tion, the question of authority, that meets us, and
re-appears in every difficulty which embarrasses either

the Church or the country. Every age has some one
principle, or, to use a phrase very current in the new
speculations of France, “ represents an idea of its

own,” which it is the business of the philosophical

observer to detect, and of those who are appointed to

watch over the minds of men to regulate or expel

;

and' this is the idea of the present day. Our legisla-

tion, year after year, is a series of concessions to the

people, because no one, it is said, but the people has
a right to pronounce on their own interests or duties.

The state is to be desecrated and unchristianized,

because no human power may decide between con-
tending opinions in religion. The polity of the

Church is set aside, because man must not bend to

man, but must be left in independence and solitude

to judge of the mysteries of Heaven by the taper-

light of his own reason alone, and to worship his

Maker as he chooses. Our old schemes of education

are to be remodelled to meet the wishes and opinions

of those, to correct and control whose opinions all

education is appointed. And when a new system is

established, as in Ireland, for a whole nation to be
won over to the truth, the same fatal idea rises up,

and, as if by special contrivance, the very notion of

authority is extinguished in the minds of the young,

* Gorgias. ^ Republic.
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by bringing their teachers before them in direct and
perpetud collision, on the most solemn of subjects

;

and by exhibiting in their daily tasks a conflict of

difficulties and doubts *, which can end but in an
alternative of evils—either absolute unbelief on the

one hand, or absolute subjection on the other, to the

boldest assumer of a spiritual despotism. How is it

that we have fallen into this gulf ? How is it that we
have forgotten not only the arguments of reason, but
the first and best instincts of our hearts

;
instincts

that rise up before our face, at the very moment we
attempt to belie them, and which we may misuse and
calumniate, but cannot extinguish ? We are un-
settling the foundation of Christianity by resting

it on the false support of an unsound natural theo-

logy—^because we distrust the true basis on which
it was placed by its Founder—the testimony of its

teachers. We are admitting into our philosophical

schools, cold, feeble, undigested novelties, to engross

and mislead the public mind, if the word leading can

be applied to an influence, which only retards and
embarrasses—because we are ashamed to acknow-
ledge our adherence to the guides of antiquity. We
are directing both public measures and private duties,

measuring our politics and our ethics by the most
false and fatal standard that human ingenuity ever

devised, the standard of expediency
;
cutting off all

reference to the past
;
denying the providence of Him

who in making goodness the law of the world, made
it also the preservation of the world

;
stifling our

natural affections
;
annihilating the very essence of

virtue
;

converting life into a business of calcu-

lation, and of calculation without data or end

—

simply because w'e are afraid of walking humbly
by the precedents of our forefathers, of taking old

* See Scripture Lessons of the Irish Education Board.
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lights to guide us in old ways, of trusting to the pre-

judices of nature, and boldly replying by her voice,

as it is echoed by the mass of mankind, to those

cavils of a curious casuistry—“ why is this right, and
this wrong ?—why are we pleased, or why are we
pained ?” as if it were not enough to say, that we
approve and censure, and love and hate, and believe

and obey, because nature has formed us thus ; be-

cause such are our natural feelings, and we know
they are true to nature, because no warning voice

from the rightful interpreters of nature has risen

to condemn them—as ifnothing was true which did not
come within the range of our own knowledge—nothing

to be admitted as the witness of a power above our-

selves—nothing believed until proved, instead of

all things believed until disproved. And all this

arises from one and the same source, our contempt
or distrust of authority.

Such was not the language of the old apologists,

when they were called on to defend Christianity

against the charge of a credulous faith. Even with

far less advantages than ours—their persons despised,

their polity not yet consolidated, their supernatural

power denied, or paralleled with those of adversaries ;

with no support from the confession of the civilized

world, or the tradition of eighteen centuries, they still

met the charge face to face, and even in the midst of
the most powerful appeals to reason, directed to the

refutation of heathens, they upheld the principle of
faith as applied to the education of Christians.
“ How,” say they, “ can a physician heal the sick, if

the sick will not trust to his skill * ?” “ How can
grammar, or geometry, or astronomy, or any other

science or art, be taught, unless men, on the autho-

rity of their teachers, receive lessons which they do

’ Euscb. Pncp. Evang. lib. i.
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not understand * ?” Who waits till he has examined
opinions before he allies himself to a sect, or could

even select his party, if he thus shrunk from commit-
ting himself to a teacher, in the fear lest his confidence

should be abused? Such is the dictate of nature.

All men, in the words of Cieero, “ Ante tenentur

astricti, quam quid esset optimum, judicare potuerunt.

Deinde infirmissimo tempore aetatis, aut obsecuti

amico cuidam, aut una alicujus quern primum audi-

erunt oratione eapti, de rebus incognitisj udicant, et

ad quamcumque sunt disciplinam quasi tempestate

delati, ad earn tanquam ad saxum adhaerescunt*.”

And without such a happy law of attraction, to give

order and stability to the world, society would be

reduced into atoms ; and those atoms left fluctuating

about in a chaos of doubt and darkness
;
or rather

sinking into stagnation, because in reasoning beings

no part can move where none is at rest, and may
serve as a resting-place to others. On this principle

of faith depends the whole activity of life.

“ Who,” says Origen, “ embarks upon a voyage, who
marries a wife, who begets children, who cultivates the

soil, except in the trust of good to come
;
though evil

still may come, and often does come ? And yet this hope
and faitn sends many courageously on deeds, where none
can tell the end ; how much rather for a cause far other

than a voyage, a marriage, or a harvest, shall we repose

this faith in Him, who endured such sufferings for us,

and sent out his disciples upon earth, braving danger,

and exile, and death, for the salvation of man.”

—

Origen,

cont. Cels. lib. i. c. 11.

* Theodoret. Graec. Affec. Cur. lib. i.

* Cicero, Acad. Quaest. lib. ii.
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CHAPTER XII.

I HAVE now finished this rough sketch, not of the

philosophy of Plato, for that would require a very
different kind of discussion, but of the plan on which
his philosophy seems to have formed itself, to meet
the exigences of his melancholy times. If any other

can he framed, which serves more clearly to open the

many acknowledged cyphers in his works, and give

aim to their meaning, and order to their seeming con-

fusion, this must be still more near to the truth. But
no theory, which leaves them as they are in the eyes

of the world—an undigested mass of oratory and
poetry, scepticism and dogmatism, irony and serious-

ness, more like the wreck and ruin of a nohle mind,
than a system organized and revised by him to the

last moments of his life, can do justice to the inten-

tion, or can interpret the sentiments of him who, by
common consent, is the father and king of philo-

sophy.”

I have wished to show that his aim was practical,

not idle speculation—that it was directed, in all its

parts, against a most false and pernicious school, the

natural product of the rationalistic licentious age in

which he lived. If his system is to be revived now,
let it be revived in this form, and directed against

the same nuisance, and it may do the Church and
the country infinite service. In this view it appears,

in England, men are beginning to feel, if not to un-
derstand it. And my object is, as much as lies in

my power, to bring it more fully to the light.

I propose therefore to follow up these observations
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on the general tendency ofthe philosophy of Plato, by
an examination of one of his principal Dialogues, the

Phaedrus. It may not be useless, if opportunity

offers, to provide the general reader, and particularly

young students, with a similar introduction to all his

genuine writings. No part of Greek literature stands

in such need of interpretation and preface. But the

Phaedrus is the first Dialogue to be examined, not

only firom its obvious relation to the others, as con-

taining the germ of them all, but from its chrono-

logical date, and the peculiar complexity of its

structure.

* In many of the older editions it is placed much
out of order. Fabricius *, following Laertius, presses

it into the third Tetralogy
;

Petit into the seventh.

In the little Leipsic edition of 1829, to which for con-

venience our own references are made, it is rejected

almost to the last. But Sehleiermacher, with Bekker,

and others, have restored it to its proper position, as

the introduetion to all the rest. This is not done on
account solely of the priority of its publication.

Both Laertius, indeed®, and Olympiodorus in his Life

of Plato, assert, on the authority of Aristoxenus,

that it was composed before any others. But Laer-

tius’s statements are not always to be trusted
;
and

both critics seem to argue its early date after all

upon the internal evidence of a seemingly juvenile

and florid style. In this view they are followed by
Sehleiermacher, Van Heusde, and Ast

;
but Stal-

baum* has properly denied its correctness. The
Phaedrus contains too much of the whole system

of the Platonic philosophy, and bears too close an

' Proclus makes the Alcibiades the first dialogue, as being

that which unravels the principle of self-knowledge as the be-

ginning of all purification.—Proclus in Alcibiad. Cousin, t. ii.

* Biblioth. Grsec, * iii. 25, sect. 38.

* Prsef. ad Phsedr. p. 19.

K
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affinity to the Republic, to have been written before

that system was fUlly matured. It contains evident

references to Pythagorean doctrines *
;
a fact which

would seem to place its date subsequent to Plato’s

journey into Sicily and Magna Graecia. And its art

and skill, when seen in the right point of view, are

too admirable to have been exhibited in a mere youth-

ful exercise. The fact is, that we know little, or

rather nothing satisfactory, of the order in which the

Dialogues were written. And even if we had a re-

gister before us, it would very little assist us, in dis-

covering their philosophical arrangement. The most
perfect system is often wrought out by very desultory

efforts. The preface to a work is commonly the last

part written. And other portions are taken up and
laid aside according to the fancy or occasion of the

hour.

But the internal evidence which places the Phae-

drus first, as an intended introduction to the whole

series, is very strong indeed, and contributes much to

confirm the tradition of Laertius. An attentive eye

may trace in it a completeness and compression, like

the reduction of an extensive landscape into the lens

of a telescope *
;

or rather it seems the embryo, in

which all the lines and limbs of Platonic philosophy

lie wrapped in their crude form, to he drawn out in

subsequent dialogues, and fully developed in the per-

fect organization of the Republic.

There is also another reason why the Phmdrus is

the first Dialogue which claims attention. It is the

most striking of them all, most singular, at the first

view most incoherent, most strongly marked with the

peculiar character of Plato’s thoughts and style of

* Hierocles in Aur. Car. ad v. 69.
* Proclus says tlie same of Alcibiades i, vol. ii. Proclus,

Cousin, j). 29.
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composition, most perplexing in its structure, and at

the same time most startling in its ethical tone. In
a rhetorical point of view, in which men have too

long been accustomed to lose sight of Plato’s philo-

sophy, the Phajdrus has evidently been the sample, on
which philologists have justified their animadversions.

Laertius censures it as puerile, fiEipaKiuoec
;

Dicae-

archus as vulgarly extravagant
;
Olympiodorus as

dithyrambic. Plutarch ‘ ridicules its description of

landscape scenery'
;
Hermeas * repeats the criticism

of his day upon it, as “ coarse, inflated, bombastic

and artificial Longinus alludes to similar censures

on the “ wild extravagant diction, harshjmetaphors,

and forced attegOTles” imputed "generally to Plato,

bur-Whi^h'are scSfceTy to he found except in_ the

Phmfinis ^;'Dion^ms of Halicarnassus * hints at the

s"ame errors of Plato’s style “ wherever his philosophy

carries him into subjects of a lofty and supematur^
character.” And every one who fails to see the real

drift of the composition, notwithstanding all his pre-

judices in favour of the “ Attic Homer ®,” “ the master

of Demosthenes ®,” the man whose language would be

the language of Jupiter, if Jupiter spoke Greek
will rise from it with a similar impression of turgid-

ness and ostentatious pretension.

He will rise with another impression also, of a far

more painful and perplexing nature. And it is to be
hoped that he will. The Phasdrus, more than any
other relic of ancient literature, more even than the

Comedies of Aristophanes, tears aside the veil which
taste, and poetry, and learning, and ignorance of his-

tory in many men, and the cant of liberty in still

* Amal. 746, A. * Ast’s Phred. p. 63.
® Longin. c. 3. 32. 7- * Htpi ^vv9. c. 18, p. 140.
* Longin. c. 13. 1. 3. ® Cicero, Orat. 4.

^ Cicero, Brut. 31.
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more, have combined to throw over the hideous de-

formities of Athenian life. It lays bare scenes and
things, which, shocking as they are, we are yet hade

by God’s own word to look upon at times, that we
may learn to hate them. And it is no slight lesson

to find them, W’here inexperienced human fancy is

most inclined to imagine perfection, in the midst of

unbounded freedom, and philosophy, and refinement,

and all the other vanities, on which man’s reason

prides itself, and which become vanities the moment
they are let loose firom the control of faith and self-

denial. Addison tells the story of a father, who
crushed in his son the first seeds of passion and sin

by taking him round to their haunts, and laying open

to him at once the whole mystery of iniquity. Some-
thing of the same kind was undoubtedly contemplated

by Plato in the composition of his Phaedrus. And
benefit may be derived from it to Christians, if it

merely exhibit a picture of the miserable state of

heathenism, even in the most intellectual portion of

the most intellectual age of the most intellectual

people in the ancient world.

The young reader will also find in this Dialogue

another difficulty, which has perplexed all commen-
tators alike. Where is the unity and regularity of

structure, which we should expect from the acknqw-

ledged skill of Plato in giving form to his writings,

and which on iViTnute examination is so obvious, that

Schleiermacher has not hesitated to take it as one of

the leading clues to their right arrangement? At
first sight, the Dialogue splits into two parts, the

former on the nature of Love, and the latter lin

Rhetoric. And such a binary structure is very'cdm-

mon in Plato’s writings. Tt occurs in the Gorgias,

which commences with Rhetoric, and ends with^J^us-

tice
;

in the Republic, which introduces into the

midst of a discussion on Justice (and that too merely
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as an illustration) a theor}’’ of a social system, which
occupies more than three-fourths of the work

;
in the

Sophist, which throws in an inquiry into the nature

of abstract being as a parenthesis to a humorous
caricature of the Sophist’s profession

;
in the Pro-

tagoras, where the conversation diverges from its

ethical subject to a"criticism on poHry
;

* and in the

PliilbbuT, by the same marsuplan structure

carries a metaphysical analysis of unity and plurality

in the pouch of a treatise upon pleasure. It is evi-

dent, from many observations thrown out by Plato

himself on the occasion of these digressions, that they

are not accidental, but intentional. These seemingly

strange and heterogeneous juxtapositions are not to

be regarded, as if a careless flow of conversation had
forced its own way without thought, taking up every

thing which happened to lie in its bed—pebbles, and
twigs, and insects, and clay, and hardening them to-

gether into one concretion—but they are evidently

designed for various purposes. In many instances

the one subject is not merely inclosed, but enwombed
in the other

;
is connected with it, that is, by a vital

link of thought
;

is born from it
;
and very often left

almost an embryo in one dialogue to be taken up and
fully developed in another. Thus, even to the most
careless observer, the commencement of the Phaedrus
leads on to the Lysis^ and the Ly^ to the ConvnvrunPT
The latter part again canies on, as it were7 a*propa-

' The connection between the Phsedrusand the Conviviumis
most intimate. But we need notsuppose with Stalbaum that the
verses of Alexis quoted by AthenBcus are sufficient to establish

the fact that they were regarded as one work, except as bear-

ing on one subject. Alexis’s play is named the Phmdrus, and
his reference is to a passage in the Conviviura. But Phiedrus
is one of the principal dramatis personae in both dialogues.

The counection is formed by Plato more distinctly, by the re-

ference in the Convivium (p. 182, edit. Stalb.) to the censures

upon Love contained in the Pluedrus. (See Stalb. Praef. p. 21.)

K 3
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gation of subject from itself to the Gorgias. and the

Gorgias another to the R^ublic. “In other cases a to-

tilly distinct vein oTtFoughtTs'thrown up to dislocate

a train of inquiry, just as in geological language beds

of rock are interrupted by faults. And on such oc-

casions there is a playful apologetic irony accompany-
ing the process, just such as we might imagine would
play upon the face of nature, if she amused herself

with thus perplexing the labours of the miner, in

order to try his patience, and give scope for ingenuity.

Still more frequently, especially in the Sophist, the

Republic, and the Phaedrus, the two subjects are con-

nected by a chain, which can only be traced clearly

in the accidental circumstances of the day. They
are as two buoys floating side by side, and the cable

which ties them together has disappeared under the

water, and can only be recovered by diving some-
what deeply into the history of opinions and practices

which are now lost to sight.

Not understanding those principles of arrangement,

ordinary commentators (and such perhaps must be

considered all but the Alexandrian Platonists and
later German critics) have been as much perplexed

in the attempt to give a title to the Phaedrus, as an

unscientific anatomist in determining the species of

an ornithorhyncus or a tadpole. Some have named
it, from its beginning, a Dialogue on Love

;
others,

from its conclusion, a Tr^llsc on' Rhetoric. Some
have taken the head, othters the" taiir And as the two
parts in their eyes are only sewed together, and not in

the most ingenious way, the work exhibits to them a

very singular specimen of the monstra or lusus of a

philosopher’s brain. The Alexandrian commentators

have penetrated far more deeply into its organization.

They were too strongly impressed with the consum-

mate skill of their adopted master, and with his grand

fundamental law of unity, to admit such a phenomenon
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in his works as an amorphous structure. And in the

high generalizations of their metaphysics they had
the means which mere philologists had not, of tracing

resemblances and connections in seemingly the most
widely separated subjects, and thus harmonizing them
together. Much of this process was undoubtedly
strained and fanciful

;
but much also was rational and

successful. At any rate they attempted to give unity

to the work. Some ’ fixed for its subject the Soul

—

others the SupreOie.~.Good—others the BeaiitifuT—

lambliclius Univers^. Beauty. Others~'made’ it a
theological work. According to others it treated of

the two emotions of the soul one which carries our

affections to heavenly things, the other, which fixes

them upon earth
;
love being the former, rhetoric the

main instrument by which the latter grasps at the en-

joyment of sense. And thus, says Hermeas, it may
be entitled Iltpl 'I'uxvc ’Apx^e, On the Principle of

the Soul.

Of German critics Schleiermacher considers it as

the first sketch and outline of Plato’s artist-like work-
manship in the development of the true dialectical

philosophy. And he establishes, what undoubtedly
exists, a connection between the two parts of the Dia-

logue, by considering the main subject to be Rhetoric

;

the speeches in the former part to be thrown in as

illustrative specimens
;
and the subject of them, in-

stead of being casually adopted, to be selected with a

view to lay the foundation for a subsequent develop-

ment of the principles of beauty and desire. In this

view there is much of truth, but it seems to fall short

of a perfect explanation, and leaves much unaccounted

for*. Ast* regards it as an exhibition of the true

‘ Herraeas, Comm. Ast’s Edit. Polit. & Plucd. p. C3.
* For an illustration of this, see a little woih of Norris on

Divine Love.
* Schleiermacher, Introduction. * Do Vit. Plat. p. 97.
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philosopher in the character of Socrates, compared
with the sophistical sciolists of the day. Bekker * in

his summary of the argument treats it as an elucida-

tion of that true beauty, which is the right object of

human reason, and of language by which reason ex-

erts itself. He terms it very properly in this point

of view “ mystical.” And his idea is evidently drawn
from the Alexandrian Platonists.

Stalhaum interprets it as an gj^positiqn of the truth

that all rhetoric must be false and vain, which is not

coupled with that true philosophy, from which all

right reason must proceed*.

Severed manuscripts and Marsilius Ficinus inscribe

it Tlfpi KaXoC. And in the older catalogues of the

Dialogues given by Laertius and borrowed by Fa-
bricius and Petit from the arrangements of Thrasyllus

and Aristophanes, the only information to be obtained

is, that it may either be ranged in the third Tetralogy

as an ethical work on Love, or be thrown into the

heap of refuse dialogues, which, according to Aristo-

phanes, were to be taken one by one, and without

order, Kad' tv kuI aruKrtog *, as impossible to be re-

duced into any of the regular trilogies. It must be

confessed that none of these accounts are very satis-

factory clues to the labyrinth of this singular work.

And if it is to be considered, as even from the earliest

time some critics did consider it \ the first of the dia-

logues, and the vestibule through which we are to

pass into the interior of the noblest temple ever raised

by mere human reason to truth and goodness, we
must not complain at a strange mixture of surprise,

and disgust, and admiration connecting itself with the

student’s first entrance on the Platonic philosophy,

especially if he enters without a guide.

‘ Pint. Oper. vol. i.
i>.

2.

' Stalhaum, Prief. a<l Pliaed. p. 18.
’ Lacrt. Vit. Plat. p. 21. * Ibid.
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CHAPTER XIII.

The first view which a young reader takes of it is

probably something like the following. It opens

with an amusing little conversation between Socrates

and Phaedrus, of which the drift may be easily over-

looked, and which is apparently a mere superfluous

by-play. It then proceeds to a^speech assigned in-

deed to the orator Lysias, but introduced by Plato,

W'hich professes to be a grave and elaborate recom-

mendation of the most atrocious crimes in the grossest

form—that of cold-blooded, dispassionate sensuality,

carried on upon calculations of expediency. It is

followed by a speech of Socrates on the same subject,

very different fhdeed iiTtehdency, but treating it with

a strange mixture of levity
,
and florid inflated attempts

at pbeficaTprose, very unlike the grave indignation

and abhorrence to be expected from a philosopher

and moralist. Then occurs a long and wild alle-

goncaTImyth
,

bordering, as Socrates IntnseTT'con-

fesses, on olthyrambic writing, and raising a sort of

phantasmagoric-show, relating to the immortality of

the soul, its state after death, Plato’s intellectu^

wdrlfl'brideas, and the spiritual beings” tliat range be-

tweenTFand the earth
;
and all this mixed up with a

dialectical classification of different kinds of madness,

a fanciful theory of the origin of ouT“sense of beauty,

and a rather coarse picture* of the human soul

struggling between passion and duty. After this

siri^lar but striking melo-dramatic scene, the dia-

logue sinks quietly down into a tranquil inquiry into

the proper principles of rhetoric, and closes withjin
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Egyptian fable on^ thejnischievous effects the .{Ht

of^ntihg.

SuclTis something like the general impression left

by a first and superficial perusal of the Phaedrus.

The view which it is proposed to take of it here,

and which to be correct must throw together all these

seemingly incoherent features into a natural and
satisfactory outline, is to be found generally in some
previous observations on the character of Plato’s

writings. It is not a mere jeu d’esprit, as some sup-

pose it to be
;
nor a mere metaphysical allegory, as it

was interpreted by the Alexandrian school
;
nor an

exercise in rhetoric and dialectics, as some later

writers have endeavoured to represent it. It is a

practical exhibition of the good and wise man com-
mencing his grand undertaking to rescue the Athe-

nian youth from their lost and degraded subjection to

the fascinating corruptions of the sophists. This is

the first and natural key to the cypher—Phaedrus is

the young man
;
Socrates the philosopher

;
and their

characters are each beautifully etched out in a few

fine but decided touches. And Hogarth, had he been

capable of grand and pure conceptions, might have

taken from Plato’s sketch the first of a series of pic-

tures on the reformation of a profligate.

To limit however either the intention of this dia-

logue or Plato’s plan of ethical reform to insulated

cases of individuals, would be very much to misre-

present the scope of his works, and the comprehen-

siveness of his mind. It would be to charge him
with the same narrow, short-sighted views, with which

too many Christian teachers in the present day ad-

dress themselves to individuals as individuals, and
endeavour to purify the mass of society by taking

and trying to cleanse it atom by atom, without think-

ing of tlie great end of all such labours, and dealing

with men as parts of a body, as members of the
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Church. No such mutilation of our nature or of our

duties is to be found in any part of Plato’s system,

as would separate ethics from politics, or permit us

to consider man in any other light, than as necessarily

and essentially, by the very constitution of his nature,

a social being. Give Plato a state, and his first

thought is to employ it in the education of indivi-

duals
;

give him an individual, and his ambition

is to make him an instrument for forming a state.

But astate or polity was the final end of his efforts,

as it must be the end of every philosopher, whose
mind can grasp the whole extent of man’s moral
relations, and comprehend his real powers and con-

dition.

If the Phaedrus, therefore, is a specimen of the

moral teaching of Plato as addressed to an indivi-

dual, it must also have a close connection witli the

Republic, in which the same Plato appears as the

moral teacher and former of a whole people. There
must be in both a reference to the same fundamental
principles—an outline of the same system of truths,

—

highly coloured indeed and thrown out in myths, and
figures, and personifications, and adorned with a pro-

fusion of beauties, when addressed to the taste of the

young and vitiated Phaedrus, and chastened into

colder abstractions, when Plato appears as the com-
panion of grave legislators discussing instead of en-

forcing the rules of virtue—but still substantially the

same. And this is still more obvious, when we re-

member, that the whole plan of the Republic is

formed upon the analogy which exists between the

state and the individual. Every polity in the eyes

of Plato, as in the eyes of every wise man, must be
as one person. Every individual person has a polity

or combination of powers within his own heart. His
mind is a little kingdom. Each bears upon it the
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“ same inscription in the same letters but in the

one these letters are large, in the other small.” This

connexion between the education of the individual and

the formation of a polity, is stated most strongly in

the sixth book of the Republic *, where he is speak-

ing of the few minds that, under the existing state of

government, could be saved from the general corrup-

tion, and preserved to devote themselves to philosophy.

And, in using the word philosophy, let us not so

mistake the word or Plato’s views as to suppose that

with him it meant a bare intellectual rationalism, and

not the conversion of the whole soul from false and
earthly objects to the knowledge of God *.

TTEpiaytoyi] ek yvKTEpiyrjc nyos fjfiEpac eic aKrjdiyrjv

Tov oyros lovtrrjQ EirdvoSoy, fjy St) <f>i\oao(j)iay d\t}dfj

^t'lOOfiEy Elyai,

“ Even of the few,” says Socrates, ** the very few
spirits formed by nature for the study of philosophy, and
devoted to it by choice—some left behind in the general

flight, and abiding in it by the nobleness of their own
instincts—some disdaining to engage in the affairs of a
petty state—some raised up to follow it from a meaner
art—some chained to it by sickness—or in a solitary case, it

may be, checked” (like himself, Socrates,) “by a heavenly

voice within—of these few, even he, who tastes and feels

how blessed a possession it is, and who has seen the

madness of the many—that not one sound act of one
single individual can be found in public life—that not a
single man exists with whom to ally himself in support of

right, and to save his soul—that like a man fallen into a

den of wild beasts, when he is neither willing to be accom-
plice in their crimes, nor able by his single arm to resist

the fury of them all, before he can benefit his country or

his friends he must perish, and all his plans of usefulness

must perish with him—when these thoughts and these

sights occur to him, all that he can do is to retire into

• Repub. lib, xi. p. 59. * Page 225. * Ibid. lib. vii. p. 256.
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privacy, and never move beyond himself; and like a
traveller in a storm, while dust and foam is swept past

him by the whirlwind, to take shelter under some low
wall, and when he sees all around him gorged and choked
with sin, to bless his fate, if he himself may live in this

life clear from iniquity and ungodliness, and may depart

from it, when his hour arrives, at peace with himself and
with his God.
" And such a man,” is the reply, “ would accomplish

no slight work. Not a slight work,” answers Socrates,

“yet far from the greatest. The greatest he cannot
achieve, unless aided by a suitable polity, ttoXi-

rei'ac TrpoffTjeowffjjc- • • •

“ For of this wreck and ruin of noble minds, one great

cause,” he proceeds, “ is this, that of all the forms of

civil society around us, there is not one worthy of a phi-

losophic mind. And therefore it turns and degenerates

within them ; and just as a foreign seed, sown in a strange

soil, is overpowered and passes away into the weed of the

country, so these minds, destitute of power within them-
selves, degenerate into an alien species. But if ever they

should find, and take root in that best of polities, as they

themselves are the best of natures, then will they show
that wisdom is indeed a godlike work; and all things

else but earthly, whether in minds or institutions.”

This passage is interesting, not only as recognizing

in Greek philosophy, as well as in Christianity, that

Church principles, that is, principles of duty and
affection towards a polity, under which we are

governed, are absolutely necessary to the formation

of our moral character
;
but it also shews, how Plato

was looking to individuals, searching about Athens,

as it were, to find any single person of talent, power,

and natural goodness, who would assist him in his

views—a Theages, an Alcibiades, a Theaetetus, or

even a Phaedrus—in the conviction, as he himself

expresses it, that * until either kings became philo-

sophers, or philosophers kings, no state could be re-

> Repub. lib. vii. p. 282 ,

L
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formed
;
and without such a reformation no goodness

could be secured. His life, as well as his writings,

confirm this view. His intercourse with Dion, his

visits to Dionysius, and even the story so often

quoted, that he had endeavoured to obtain from the

latter a territory, on which he might realize his

theory of a state are the best interpretation of the

views, with which, as said of Socrates in the Convi-

vium *, he addressed his “ syren strains to individuals,

fascinating young and old, woman and child,” and
avowing himself in the strong language of a passionate

people, not merely the friend, but the tpaorz/c * of the

person, in whom he traced the seeds of virtue, and a
capability of being won to his purpose. If but a
few, if even a single man \ could be raised from the

sins and mean ambition of the day, he avowed his

hope, that some reformation might be effected
;
and

some approach be made to the establishment of his

polity.

Without, however, entering farther at present into

the important question of the connexion between

ethics and politics, or the value and necessity of a

Church, considered as an instrument of education, it

is evident that the formation of such a Church could

never be out of Plato’s sight, when attempting to

form the minds of individuals. And thus the princi-

ples employed in the Phaedrus must be viewed as

political as well as ethical, and will lead us for a

fuller explanation of them to the Republic.

There is still a third view to be taken of the

Phmdrus. It exhibits dramatically in an example,

not only the general principles of Plato’s system of

' Laert. Vit. Plat. Bekkci-, p. If), vol. i.

* Ibid. vol. vii. p. 272.
® Sympos. p. 216. 177 1

Mono, 76 ;
Chamiides, 157 ; Xeno-

phon, Sympos. viii. LH.
* Repub. lib. vi. p. 232 ;

lib. vii. p. 282,
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education, but, as included in them, the principles of

his written compositions, which were intended to be

subservient to that his one great end. It. is in this

light a preface to the other dialogues, and a key to

their structure. And, lastly, it must be not only

possible but easy to interpret the work allegorically,

as was the practice of the Alexandrian critics. It is

probably presumptuous and false to assert that a
mystical meaning was uppermost in Plato’s mind,
when he composed the Phaedrus

;
or that it was a

mere case and shell painted over with figures and
hieroglyphics for the popular eye, while the real

mysterious doctrines were wrapped up and embalmed
within. The Disciplina Arcani, which is so gene-

rally assumed, as a distinguishing feature of Pla-

tonism, must be received with considerable caution.

That a certain degree of reserve was practised by him
in the communication of his doctrine is evident as a

matter of fact, and may be inferred not only from the

principles of education avowed by himself, but ante-

cedently from the necessities of his position, as a

reformer of morals, religion, and government, under

the eye of that most jealous of tyrants, the Athenian
mob. But to represent his written works as purely

typical and symbolical, is an extravagance of fancy

—very amusing, but by no means sound. To what
an extent this was carried by the Alexandrian Pla-

tonists may be seen in the Commentaries of Hermeas h
With them every word and touch is an enigma. The
opening question of Socrates, IIoI »:at TroOey

;
Whi-

ther and whence ? becomes, in their eyes, a hint of

the change and flux of all things in this visible

world. Phaedrus is the soul of man sunk in sense,

and about to be raised by a spiritual aid to the con-

' They have been published by Ast in his edition of the
Phtedrus.

L 2
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templation of the intellectual unity. If he is de-

scribed as taking his walk out of the walls, it is to

signify the escape of the mind from the dungeon of

matter into a freer and purer region. If he sits the

whole morning with Lysias, it is to indicate man’s

grovelling propensity to earth and earthly things.

He carries a book hidden under his cloak to mark
the darkness of the soul hidden from the light of

truth, under the veil of sense. Socrates and himself

cross the Ilyssus, that is, the material world with its

fluent and transient phenomena. Socrates dips his

foot in the water to hint that this world of matter

should only be touched and sounded with the tips, as

it were, of the fingers of the mind, that is, warily and
fearfully with its external and least contemplative

faculties. Socrates has no shoes, but Fhsedrus has,

for the mind of Socrates is evXvrov, easy to be released

from the chains of sense

—

direpiTTov, unencumbered
with matter—etc dyaytoyilv imTi}htiov, in a fit state

to be extricated from earth and lifted up to a commu-
nion with the Deity

;
while Phaedrus, on the other

hand, is still entangled with the vanities of the flesh.

So, also, in the description of the scene of the Dia-

logue, it is remarked, that Plato, in speaking of the
“ whispering breeze,” the “ cool river,” and “ the slop-

ing hank,” treats of the three elements—and that his

enumeration of the plane tree, the withy, and the

grass, contains a logical division of the species of the

vegetable creation.

The first thought to a careless reader will he, that

such a system of interpretation is wholly puerile and
silly : Cousin in referring to the Commentaries of
Hermeas, from which the above specimens are ex-
tracted, would seem to think so likewise, at the same
time that he allows much value to some of the meta-

* (Eu^’^•es dc Plat.
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physical comments of the same school. And it is

indeed not very easy to draw the line where the

sound analogy ends and the fanciful commences.
And yet there is something very remarkable in

this application of allegory by the Neo-Platonicians,

particularly when compared with the same mode of

interpreting the Scriptures, as used by old Fathers of

the Church, and instead of being entirely rejected

without inquiry, it will deserve great consideration in

another place.

At present we must adhere to the Dialogue itself.

L 3
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CHAPTER XIV.

The best and only preparation for understanding its

drift and structure is to be found, as was previously

remarked, in the existing state of Athens, and espe-

cially in the tenets and influence of the Sophists.

We must remember the command which they ex-

ercised over the young, their selfish sensual ethics,

their ostentatious display of language, their sceptical

or rather infidel metaphysics, the popular power,

which they proposed, as the object of their education,

and last to he here mentioned, though foremost

among the recollections forced on us, while we study

the Phsedrus, a state of gross corruption and profli-

gacy introduced by them into Athenian society, and
especially into the relations of teacher and pupil,

which happily in the present age it is scarcely pos-

sible to realize to our belief.

The Phsedrus, however, brings us also into the

midst of a peculiar class of men, very often con-

founded with the Sophists under the same name, and
closely allied with them in principle, but distinguished

from them in some important particulars, and well

deserving a separate inquiry. We mean the Greek
Rhetoricians. It is the rhetorical branch of the pro-

fession, which is attacked in the Phsedrus. And
as a rhetorician of the present day is a harmless,

inoffensive specimen of our literary race, it may ex-
cite some surprise to see the genius of Plato selecting

such an antagonist for its first battle. The rhetori-

cian of Athens, however, was a very different per-

sonage from the authors, to whom in modem days we
owe our philosophical theories of the principles of
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eloquence. He was equally above those ingenious

compilators of hard words, which, under the name of

figures of speech, so tantalize unhappy schoolboys,

by exhibiting the unbounded license allowed to

writers in days of old, for altering and mutilating,

and transposing and elongating, and using verbs for

substantives, and substantives for verbs, and dispens-

ing, in short, as they chose, with every rule of gram-
mar, while in the present day every such sport of

fancy, even under the stem necessity of an inexora-

ble pentameter, is cut short and proscribed.

The Greek rhetorician was the original Sophist,

curtailed by a natural process of those large and
superfluous accomplishments, with which the first

Sophists commenced their work of education, re-

stricted to the one study of oratory,, and installed as

public professors in the universities of antiquity.

The beginning of this process is pointed out in the

Phaedrus. By what means it was carried on, so that

all the pretensions of the first sopliists ended in mere
rhetoric, and yet rhetoric by itself was allowed to

occupy nearly the whole field of education, deserves

explanation
;
and the inquiry is not only necessary to

enable us to understand Plato fully, but it is also in-

teresting as leading us to a state of things, in which
we may see realized certain projects of the present

day for reforming the education in our English uni-

versities. The Sophists of London are very anxious

to raise up a tribe of Sophists in Oxford and Cam-
bridge. They wish to revive the character in many
essential features of the Athenian rhetorician. Pre-

cisely the same principles, wliich have resuscitated

a genuine sophistical school among ourselves, a

school of sensualism in philosophy, of expediency in

morals, of scepticism in reason, and of rationalism in

religion, have suggested also the resuscitation of the

same mode of instruction, and the same external
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scholastic forms as prevailed among the original

sophists at Athens. The history of these schools at

their rise is comparatively little developed in contem-
porary authors. It is to be found principally in later

Greek writers, who are not generally studied, as

Eunapius, Philostratus, Maximus Tyrius, Themistius,

Julian, Libanius and Synesius. And to these may
be added St. Basil and Gregory Nazianzen. And
although the system, of which these writers speak, was
considerably later than the times of Plato, it is evi-

dently the same in most essential features with that

which Plato witnessed, and denounced in its first rise

under the authority of Lysias. And it will be de-
sirable to give a sketch of it at some length, not only
as a necessary introduction to the Phaedrus, but as

the basis of a future arrangement of the Platonic

Dialogues.

The history of Athenian education generally is very

curious. It illustrates most strikingly the difficulty

of providing even for the instruction of a people with-

out a Church
;
and we shall probably see a repetition

of the same problem in France before long, and per-

haps even in this country, if the State succeeds in

casting off the assistance of the Church, and under-

takes to educate the nation by itself. A little gram-
mar *, a little music, and the exercises of the gym-
nasium, and most of these taught by slaves, was all

the instruction originally ensured by the general

system to the Athenian youth. An interesting and
detailed account of it is given by Protagoras * in his

conversation with Socrates. The child was placed at

first under the care of a nurse, and a slave who acted

as a sort of upper nursery-maid, Trai^aywyoc, and

attended him in his walks. He was then sent to a

grammar school, £ic ^iSaaKdXtjy, where he learnt his

* Alcibiadcs, i. * Protag. vol. ii, p. 160.
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letters, and was “ mounted upon the steps to read

some of the best Grecian poems the moral influ-

ence of which, according to Protagoras, consisted in

the virtuous precepts and exhortations contained in

them, and their panegyrics of good men of old. From
the grammar-school he passed to the music-master,

tudapiarri^, who, upon the principle familiar to all who
have read the Martinus Scriblerus of Pope, was to

infuse harmony, and order, and sobriety into his soul,

through melody and rhythm. He was also sent to

the Trai^orplfirii, who discharged duties something

like those of a drill-seijeant, and who was to disci-

pline the body, as the music-master disciplined the

soul. “ And this,” adds Protagoras, “ was the edu-

cation adopted by the richest men in Athens, who
only were able to afford it

;
and their sons com-

menced their course earliest, and quitted it latest in

life.” He does indeed mention a still further educa-

tion carried on after the young man had been released

from his teachers. “ The laws of the state,” he says,

“ stand over him like the writing-master over the

pupil, and compel his hand to move as it should

move, and teach him to govern and be governed.”

But it requires little knowledge of human nature

or Athenian history to comprehend the inefficacy of

this last instrument for forming aright the mind of

the young.
In all this system, it is to be observed, there is

absolutely nothing which exercises the intellect.

Memory, taste, and bodily strength, are the only

faculties of which the improvement is attempted.

The most jealous government might contemplate

without alarm the utmost extension of such an edu-

cation. And, accordingly, any scheme to interfere

with or enlarge it was viewed with suspicion, as

threatening not only the government as a govern-

ment, but in an especial manner the democracy. No
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higher and better principles, whether of religion, poli-

tics, or morals, could be introduced into the minds of

the young, without endangering a political system
made up of sensuality, self-will, and tyranny. This
seems to have been the real cause, and not any sound
attachment to an hereditary faith, which exposed so

many of the philosophers of Greece to persecution.

Anaxagoras was imprisoned and nearly stoned ‘

—

Protagoras was banished and his books burnt *—Aris-

totle was compelled to leave Athens—Diagoras was
put to death—Damon ostracised—Socrates poisoned.
“ When a stranger,” says Protagoras to Socrates *,

“ comes into great cities, and, in these, endeavours to

persuade the noblest and best of the youths to aban-

don the society of their countrymen, whether friends

or strangers, old or young, and to live with him in

the hope of becoming better by his communication
;

when he does this, he must be very cautious, for he
is in great danger.” And therefore, he proceeds,

those who formerly undertook the task of education

covered their real design under some inoffensive

profession. Homer, Hesiod, and Simonides, called

themselves poets. Orpheus and Musaeus pretended

to mysteries and rites. Some described themselves as

professors of gymnastics, as Iccius of Tarentum, and
Herodicus of Selymbrium. Agathocles, Pythoclides,

and many others, affected to teach music. And Plu-
tarch* says the same of Damon the instructor of

Pericles.

Upon the same principle of guarding the state from
innovation through a change of education, the Egyp-
tians enforced that remarkable law mentioned in the

Laws * of Plato, by which all sculptors and artists

were prohibited from painting figures, except in par-

ticular postures, and from making the slightest alter-

' Euseb. Pra*p. Evang. xiv. 5. * Laertius.
“ Protagor. p. 147. * Plut. Yit. Peric. * Lib. ii. p. 45.
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ation in musical tunes. So also the Cretan as well

as the Lacedemonian laws prohibited even the admis-

sion into the territory of a Sophist or rhetorician '.

And in accordance with this principle Cephisophon

was ejected from Sparta*. And the same jealousy

extended to Rome, and led in a considerable degree at

a much later period to the persecution of Christians.

Every government, in fact, from the tyrant in the

one, to the tyrant in the many, is conservative—con-

servative, that is, of the state of things, under which

it possesses power. Whether it be so from self-

interest or upon principle it matters not. In each

case the problem is to reconcile a general intellectual

cultivation with the preservation of the state from

the rashness and conceit of half-enlightened active

thinkers. And few, if any, legislators seem to have

attempted this, or even to have conceived it possible,

until the Church, came in and undertook to give in-

creased light, activity, and independence to the mind
of the governed, and at the same time to increase the

stability ofgovernments. It effected this by imposing

additional moral restraint, and by opening a new field

of thought where reason might expatiate, without

temptations to vanity or discontent. It multiplied

the power of the steam, but it also opened a safety-

valve. It is proposed in the present day to discard

the Church, and still to continue education. An en-

lightened self-interest is to supply the place of a

moral check, instead of the fear of God. General

knowledge, chiefiy of physical facts, is to be the field

now opened for the emancipated reason to range in

;

without fear of its intruding where it cannot be ad-

mitted with safety. We are about to take precisely

the same step in advance to ruin, which was made at

Athens by the first appearance of the foreign sophists.

* Plut. in Lyc. * Pint, in Lacon. Inst.
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And if all history were not a succession of parallels,

it might surprise us to see the similarity, or rather

identity of the principles, upon which both Athens
was, and England is, tempted to alter her system of

education. Only let us remember that Athens had an
excuse, England has none. Athens had no intellec-

tual education, nothing at least worthy of the name.
England possesses her Church, and her Church has

been for centuries not only the great depository of her

knowledge, but the strong lever, with which the

public mind from the lowest class to the highest has
been roused to constant activity, and roused with

safety.

But the principle of the change proposed was the

same both in Athens and in England, and if we wish
to realize days gone past by facts before our eyes, we
may imagine Mr. Protagoras and Mr. Gorgias, accom-
panied by Messrs. Polus, Prodicus,, and Hippias, as

a deputation from the Central Society of Sophists,

waiting on the chief secretary of the Athenian Demus,
at his office in Pnyx Street, and stating their views
and proposals for founding a new University in

much the same language which is now conveyed to us
through a London newspaper. They would expati-

ate on the general ignorance of the people, on the

defects of existing schools, and the want of range and
freedom for the intellect, where attention was almost
exclusively given to ancient poets and moral training.

They would talk largely *, as both Protagoras and
Gorgias talked (and we have little reason to suppose
dishonestly) on justice and virtue

;
on the necessity

of enlightened views of right and wrong as conducive

to happiness and misery
;
on the value of knowledge

;

on the possibility of the general diffusion both of
virtue and wisdom *

;
on the facility of making men

* See Protagoras, p. 150, &c.
; Gorgias, vol. iii. p. 1C. 18.

* Protagora.s, p. 156.
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good by instruction
;

or, in the phrase so common in

Plato’s words, apirtjv SiSoKToy tJvai
;
and on the ^

necessary connection between government and edu-

cation And even on the subject of religion they

would speak without irreverence as a proper becom-
ing thing, if not carried to excess, nor terminating in

narrow-minded restrictions upon reason, or in exclu-

sive privileges *. If it was objected that knowledge
by itself was a dangerous thing, they would argue

that so also was bodily strength. And yet, Gorgias

would say *, “ we teach men to box, and wrestle, and
fence, though it is possible that they may employ
their powers to knock down their fathers, or stab

their mothers.” And the prayer of the petition would
then come that they might be allowed to remain in

the city, and establish their new scheme of education

—ov Tov ^iEd^avTa Set fiiaelv re Kat iicfldWetv ck tu>v

woXtwv

It is not difficult either to imagine considerations,

which might relax and lull even the jealous vigilance

of the functionary above mentioned, if large and pom-
pous promises were made by really clever and ingeni-

ous men. And in such promises and professions the

Sophists abounded. They were to make men good
citizens

—

dyaOovg TroXtrag ®
;
they gave the benefit

of their society to young men from their regard to

virtue

—

to iirayyeWo/jievov wg aptr^g eyeKa rag ofxi-

Xtag iroioifieyoi ®
;
and they were the only teachers of

virtue

—

fiovoi ^iSdoKaXoi dperijc^. That they would
make men wise was implied in their very name. They
went farther, and according to Isocrates claimed all

but immortality

—

fiovov ovk ndavdTOVQ tlvat.

Again, these proposals would seem fair, if there

was something really deficient in the existing state of

1 Protagoras, p. 156. * Ibid. p. 155.
® Gorgias, vol. iii. p. 16. * Ibid. p. 17.

* Protagoras. * Sophist. ^ Mono, Euthydemiis.
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education
;

if opinions of the day happened to be
rather lax on the value of ancient institutions, and
the danger of innovation

;
if the principles of the

sophistical system, instead of opposing, favoured and
seemed likely to diffuse the principles ofthe party then

in power—if they established, that is, a theory, which
naturally flowed out in practice into the unlimited right

of conscience, universal suffrage, the downfal of esta-

blishments, and civil and religious liberty all over

the world, while it protested at the same time against

carrying itself out to a dangerous extent, and pro-

fessed largely a reverence for prudence and order.

—

Some weight might also be given to the popular voice,

applauding the new accomplishments—to the rich

patrons, and amateur pupils of the foreign professors

—to the thought of the popular orators, and the voters

in the Athenian House of Commons, who were likely

to be raised up by the new education, and inspired by
its means with liberal sentiments. And especially if

the opponents of the new system were also the oppo-

nents of the reigning democracy—and very trouble-

some opponents
;
powerful by their connection with

old and still reverenced institutions, and by their active

zeal and talent, it would not be a subject for wonder,

if eyes were closed for a time to final consequences,

and Gorgias, Protagoras, and the rest, were formally

incorporated and chartered as a Society for the Diffu-

sion of all Useful Knowledge, with the single excep-

tion of religion.

The reader, who will turn to the commencement of

Plato’s Protagoras, will see how these remarks come
in to explain the rather sudden transition from the

old system of Athenian education to the new. And
they will understand the complacency, not unmixed
with surprise and alarm, with which Protagoras him-

self looks round, as he finds himself formally installed,

and recognized in his new office of instructor of the
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Athenian youth—a complacency not perhaps unlike

the feeling, which must have played on the faces of

the first council assembled within the walls of the

London University College.

And if these observations seem to run too close a

parallel between ancient and modern days, let it be

remembered that there is still, we may thank God, in

this country, a class of men, with whom history is

not an old almanack—and history, let it be repeated

again, is composed of a series of parallels
;
and we

are at this time in this country descending through

the same stages into the same depths with the Athe-
nian people. The evils and wretchedness of their

end it has pleased a merciful Providence to reveal to

us by eye-witnesses. And we make an unworthy
use of the great writers of Greece, who almost with-

out exception raised their voice for the very purpose

of testifying against the follies of their day, unless we
listen to them as the prophets of nature set there to

warn us from the like.

M 2
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CHAPTER XV.

The first phase of the sophistical education was its

profession of universal knowledge. “ Veteres iUi,”

says Cicero *, “ usque ad Isocratem omnem omnium
rerum, quae ad mores hominum, quae ad vitam, quae

ad virtutem, quae ad rempublicam pertinent, cogniti-

onem et scientiam cum dicendi ratione jungebant.”

Arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy, grammar,
criticism, dancing in armour, logic, politics, military

tactics, oeconomics, and rhetoric, besides all arts and
crafts of whatever kind, occur in Plato as part of their

encyclopaedic instruction. liavtituTTtiixoavvr) <pi\o(rofiKr)

is the term used by Dionysius Halicarnassus ;—ro rwv
ao<pi(Triiv yivoc, says Maximus Tyrius *, ro rroXw/iaflcc

rovro, Ka'nro\v\oyov, Kai ttoXXwv heotov fiadTifidriav—
and the same boast was continued to a very late date.

It was maintained by the later sophists, or heretics

of Gregory Nazianzen’s days ®, who alike claimed

TravTO el^ivai rt Kai SiSdarKeiy Xiav vEaviKdc Kai ytv-

valtuQ, to know and teach every thing in a very spi-

rited and high-minded way. We cannot wonder that

these animated encyclopaedias should have made a
great impression on young men at any time

;
on the

young men of Athens especially, bom as they were
with natural activity of genius, drilled from their in-

fancy to the songs of a few Greek poets, a little life-

less grammar, and the strains of a harper, of which
perhaps we may form the fittest notion by recalling,.

* Dc Orat. lib. iii. * Dissert, xvi. * Or. xxxiii. p. 5.30.
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if we can, to our memory the inspiring tones of a
dancing-master’s violin

;
and which perhaps derived

but few additional charms from the grave and moral
lessons, which were intended to be conveyed through

its strings. General knowledge is, in fact, one of the

greatest snares and temptations of a young active-

minded man. Even in the best regulated under-

standing question opens question, and all the lines of

study run into each other by so many tempting by-

paths, that scarcely any thing is more difficult than

to confine the mind to one subject, and pursue it to

the end. To this is added the weariness of continu-

ally following one object, and the assistance often

derived to our main subject from the accidental di-

gressions, which enable us to see it in a new light.

But the principal temptation is vanity. And the more
the means of communication between man and man
are multiplied, and we are taught to live for society

instead of for God and our own improvement, the more
this vanity will be fostered. It would be well to

impress upon young men of the present day the value

of ignorance, as well as the value of knowledge
;

to

give them fortitude and courage enough to acknow-
ledge that there are books which they have not read,

and sciences which they do not wish to learn
;
and to

make them feel that one of the very greatest defects

of mind is want of unity of purpose ;
and that every

thing which betrays this, betrays also want of resolu-

tion and energy. It is painful for those who are

watching the state of education to observe in the

present day a tendency to revive the old sophistical

error. Even the University of Oxford, sound as her

principles are in theory, is not free from this error

in practice. Instead of limiting her students to par-

ticular studies during the several portions of their

residence, by fixing examinations at certain intervals,

she allows them to wander over history, philology,

M 3
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philosophy and theology, for four years, and at the

end they are called on to produce their budget. It

is unnecessary to describe the probable result. With
the exception of the very few who have strength of

mind enough to impose upon themselves the restraint,

which should be imposed on all by the University, or

who have been been rightly directed by the system

of their colleges, which is in fact only an accident, the

rest too often diverge at will from one subject to an-

other, picking up at random facts and theories, gram-
mar and metaphysics, without interest to follow up
any train of inquiry, or time, as they suppose, to

think on what they read
; and at the end their med-

ley is discharged into the examiner’s lap, much as

an expansive carpet-bag is emptied at the end of a

long and hurried journey. It is true that history,

and philology, and philosophy, and divinity, should

all have a place in a preparatory education, which is

to form generally good habits of mind
;
and it is this

very combination which forms one of the most distin-

guishing excellences in the Oxford system
;
but in

the study of them they should be kept distinct. And
the only mode of securing this would be to divide the

examinations, and spread them over the four years,

and thus allow the student to pursue them separately

and undistracted. The Oxford plan is free in other

respects from any sophistical taint
;
and in this in-

stance the evil seems to have arisen more from a

delay in perfecting in all its parts a system com-
menced upon trial, than from any principle

;
and

therefore it may the sooner be remedied. But a

remedy is undoubtedly required.

Beyond the walls of Oxford the evil lies more, it

may be seen, in the clamour for universal knowledge,

than in the pursuit of it. In the present state of

society men are taken up as soon as they leave the

university, and tied down to some one profession.
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Few have the leisure or means to dissipate their

minds in a variety of studies
;

and those few are not

worth much anxiety. It is by changing the system

of education that the sophistical principle will take

effect, if it prevails generally in this country. And
the only way to resist it, is by diffusing right views of

our intellectual powers, and placing all their opera-

tions under the control of Christian duty. We must
show men that he who knows a little of many things

can know much of none,—that ^t is deep knowledge,

and deep knowledge only, which can command re-

spect or ensure usefulness,—that power of mind, not

accumulation of learning, faculties not facts, are the

real object of instruction ;—and that this power is

more a moral patience, and control over the thoughts,

than an instinctive readiness in combining ideas,

—

that it is dissipated and destroyed by indulging every

caprice of thought, and by giving way to each temp-

tation of knowledge, instead of rigidly maintaining

one definite course. If they say that the use of

reason is to generalize and extend our views, and

that this can only be done by comprehending a

variety of subjects, remind them that such high gene-

ralizations are only to be obtained by following one

course of thought to its fountain-head, not by striking

oflF into many. The lines of knowledge all converge

as they ascend. And there is indeed a point, which

the greatest intellects have struggled to reach, from

which all knowledge radiates, and may all be com-
prehended at a view. But this region of abstractions,

the “ philosophia priraa” of all philosophies, lies at

the top of a mountain, not scattered about along its

roots and sides. And any one ascent steadily followed

will bring us to it at last.

Sir Isaac Newton’s falling apple led him to the

revolutions of the planets and the most abstract laws

of motion
;
and Bishop Berkeley’s tar-water carried
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him through the whole range of Greek philosophy up
to the analysis of unity and being.

But the practical check to this dissipation of the

mind among a multiplicity of subjects is to be found

in the Church. Men smile, some incredulously,

some in contempt, when they hear the Church thus

brought forward as the panacea for all the evils of

man’s nature. And yet if the Church be the one

great work of God,—if it be the end of ends, the

legislature of legislatures, the great incorporation of

all societies into one Catholic form, and under one
head,—a philosopher need not be surprised that in

this should also be found the law and motive for re-

gulating aright all the movements both of our hearts

and understanding. It was a wise principle of the old

monastic institutions that each man was to have his

own work, not to be taken up or left without the

command of the Superior. Let men remember that

in the same manner ‘ they are under the command of

the Church, are her servants to fulfil her work—that

this work is sure of completion because it is in the

hands of God, and therefore they need not fret about

in a vain bustle, as if nothing could be done without

an interference from themselves ;—let them take the

peculiar talent, or the bias impressed upon their

mind as a notification from their Creator, of the one
task which he appoints them to fulfil—let them, if

pride is to be indulged in the accumulation of know-
ledge, take pride in the accumulations of the whole

body, in which they have all a share, as every se-

parate limb partakes of the general health ;—and

let them learn that no accumulation whatever can

take place except by a subdivision of labour, and an

inequality in employments. “ You ask me,” says

Plato *, “ why I condemn the best and noblest minds

* Repub. lib. vii. 254. * Ibid. lib. vii. 253.
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to sacrifice themselves to inferior labours ? I do it

because I am forming a body, looking to the good of

a body, and the perfection of the whole cannot he
attained without inequality of the parts.” “ If the

whole body were an eye,” says St. Paul ',
“ where

were the hearing ? If the whole were hearing, where

were the smelling ? But now hath God set the mem-
bers every one of them in the body, as it hath pleased

him. And whether one member suffer, all the mem-
bers suffer with it, or one member be honoured, all

the members rejoice with it. Now ye are the body
of Christ and members in particular.”

* 1 Corinth, xii. 17.
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CHAPTER XVI.

From this digression (and yet the study of ancient

philosophy or history is of little use without such

applications to ourselves) we must return to the Athe-
nian Sophists, and their course of education.

The first change, which appears to have taken

place in the Sophistical school, was from this pretence

of general information to a captious, disputatious

logic. From pantological, if we may use the word,

it became eristic. It is not intended by this latter

word to speak of that particular section of Greek
philosophy which, according to common statements,

was founded by Euclid of Megara, and passed from
him through Eubulides, Alexinus, Euphantus, Cronus
of Apollonia, and Diodorus Cronus, till it expired

with Stilpo *. That the Eristic school, properly so

called, might be considered a lineal descendant from
that of the Sophists, is well known. Euclid, its

founder, was a pupil of Gorgias
;

and Dionysius *,

Aristotle », Arrian Diogenes, and Suidas, all state

the fact more or less distinctly. But historians of

philosophy too often make the same mistake in clas-

sifying the Greek schools, which physiologists make
in classifying animals. It is impossible to draw
lines distinctly between them. Their characters

form, as it were, in circles entering into each other,

instead of ranging in a series of derivative parallel

lines. And I only wish here to mark the peculiar

features successively assumed by the low, arrogant,

* Bnickcr, Hist. Pare 11. s. 11, c. iv. * In Isocr.

® Do Sophist. Elcuch. c. ult. * Epictet. lib. iii. c. 5.
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falsely-so-called philosophy, which undertook the

task of providing a new education for the Athenian

people.

The first change took place as follows. It is

evident that when the teacher professes to know
everything, the pupil stands a fair chance of learning

nothing. For the comprehensive genius of a Gorgias

and a Hippias is not common, and universal know-
ledge is not capable of universal diffusion. Hence
it became necessary with the Sophist, while he made
a magnificent display of his own omnigenous infor-

mation, to select some one talent, which could be

made over to all students alike—made over in a few

lessons without practice, and preserved by a sort of

technical memory. This talent was also to be some-

thing captivating, if not practically useful, to the

generality of minds. Rhetoric, as an instrument of

commanding the people, was indeed a tempting ware
;

but there were few, who could hope to wield the

thunders of Pericles
;
and “ as a single bush cannot

hold two thieves the Athenian democracy could

not support more than one orator at a time. And
even with all the aid of a Gorgias, eloquence cannot

be taught in a few lectures to all classes of minds.

But there was another use of language of every-day

occurrence, in which the most ignorant might be

easily initiated, which offered amusement as well as

business, and promised, if not the glories of the ros-

trum, the more intelligible triumph of puzzling and
perplexing, beyond the chance of extrication, every

one who could be inveigled into an exchange of con-

versation. Stranger or countryman, father or mother,

clown or philosopher, guests at a feast, idlers in the

forum, loungers in the baths—man, woman, or child

—

all were to be subjected to the conquest of this new

* ArisU^pli. Vc‘s|m;.
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machine of wrangling. It consisted of a variety of

sophisms, properly so called
;

armed with which the

young student proceeded to the places where that

nation of idle gentlemen without riade or business,

the Athenian people, met to pass the day in the in-

dulgence of taste, or the exercises of contention.

Beauty and action were the two paramount objects

of Athenian admiration. They occupied his whole
mind. Hence rivalry of whatever kind was their

favourite amusement. “ Contentionis avidiores quam
veritatis h” From the rival dramas on the stage, to

the pugilists in the arena—from the plaintiff and de-

fendant in a law-suit, to the struggles of political

parties throughout the whole of Greece—from the

propounder of riddles at the supper-table, to the

battle of demagogues on the rostrum—from the

fighting-cocks which they carried about in their

bosoms *, to the pair of grave philosophers sitting on
the stone benches in the exercising-ground, sur-

rounded by a gaping crowd, with head peering above
head, and eager listeners in the far back-ground
stretching themselves out to catch the sounds of dis-

putation ®—every thing was contest. But this con-

test of rival wits was the exhibition most attractive.

And while each new-invented puzzle retained its

freshness, the interest of the conflict, and the glory of

the victory, were unabated
;

and the Sophists never

wanted pupils, who were content to pay largely for

instruction in the intellectual game. Aristotle
* and

other writers have preserved to us the names and
nature of some of these “ fallacies,” “ quibbles,”
“ snares,” “hooks,” “ labyrinths,” “ nooses,” “nets,”
“ instruments of mental torture,” “ juggleries,”

* Cicero de Orat. lib. i. * Plat, de Leg. vi,

® See the beginning of the Euthydemus, which is the dialogue

devoted by Plato to the eristic sophist and the Philebus, p. 150.
* De Sophist. Elench.
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“ rogueries,” “ traps,” and “ stumbling-blocks,” or

by whatever other name they occur to us in ancient

writings, which even the grave Gregory of Nyssa
condescends to call formidable and inextricable,

tpoflepa Kai a<pvKra
;

and Aristotle himself confesses

to have vanquished even the wisest. Puck “lurking

in the gossip’s bowl, or toppling down a wise old

aunt in the shape of a three-legged stool,” was not

more mischievously sportive or more full of triumph

than the young Sophist armed with a new fallacy.

There was the Crocodile, the Nobody, the Electra,

the Homs, the Do-nothing, the Liar, the Covered

Head, the Dominant, the Bald-pate, the Heap of

Sand, the Tumbler, and a variety of others, each dig-

nified with the name of their author—Eubulides, or

Corax, or Chrysippus, or Zeno, who condescended to

invent these intellectual toys for full-grown chil-

dren, just as Sir David Brewster would constmct a

kaleidoscope or magic lantern. The first person who
made his appearance was seized on, and compelled

to answer some simple, self-evident question. One
word led to another

;
statement was drawn out after

statement; the eye of the querist became quicker

and quicker, the smile lurking about his mouth warned
the poor innocent victim that something was going

wrong, till the final stroke was ready, and he found

himself planted in an absurdity, amidst a roar of

laughterfrom the by-standers, and shouts of applause

to the querist, among which he went off in triumph

to surprise and lay prostrate some new antagonist *.

And let us not suppose that this was only an Athe-

* For a clever and spirited analysis of the Euthydemus of

Plato, the Dialogue, as before stated, devoted to the illustra-

tion of the eristic sophistry, see Mr. Mitchell’s Introduction

to the Clouds of Aristophanes, p. 54. But Mr. Mitchell seems
to regard it merely as a jeu-d’esprit, and not to be aware of

its practical bearing on the object of Plato’s writings generally.

N
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nian game. The same kind of amusement, though

under rather a graver form, constituted for many
years the chief exercise and study of our modern
universities. The old scholastic disputations were a

revival of the Eristicism of Greece, and in Cambridge
the term Wranglers still preserves significantly the

nature of the original custom. Minds exercised

their powers by battling with each other. And al-

though our northern natures are not so full of the

spirit of rivalry as the Athenian, nor so well furnished

with that peculiar talent for following on the reason-

ing of others

—

ovveoiq—without which there can be

little interest in standing by to witness this play of

intellect
;

it still formed a large part not only of our

graver studies, but even of relaxation. If a royal

visitor was entertained at Oxford, he went, we are

told by Antony Wood, two or three times in the day
to hear solemn disputations in the schools. But not

content with this, the after-dinner recreation was still

the same, and two masters or two doctors were picked

out to battle over the wine on some frivolous problem

for the amusement of the company.
It is worth while to remark the date of this revival

of Eristicism or wrangling in modem Europe. Here,

as in Athens, it synchronised with the spread of lax

licentious principles, and that movement of human
wilfulness which led to the admixture of much evil

with the Reformation, and its consequences. It

marks the transition from a sound system of educa-

tion, in which tmths are conveyed by the teacher,

and tlie pupil’s mind is exercised indeed, but with a

view chiefly to receive them aright, into an unsound
system, in which the teacher ceases to be regarded as

the depository of knowledge, and the pupil is trained

to seek it independently for himself
; and, as must be

tlie case upon such a principle, is taught habitually to

distrust every thing, to dispute instead of believing.
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to strip his antagonist of errors, instead of clothing

himself with truth. It will be sufficient, in ad-

dition, to point out to the young reader, first, that

this practice of wrangling gave rise to that strict

formal logic, or rules of argumentation, without

which the sophistical fallacies could not be detected,

and which was not invented as an instrument for dis-

covering truth, but as a form or framework on which
an argument might be stretched for the purpose of

more conveniently examining it;—and secondly,

that the Platonic dialectics were apparently con-

structed with immediate reference to this fondness of

the Athenians for such exercises of the intellect. It

was to aid in refuting the sophists, while it indulged

the national taste. "ilffTrcp tcadapriKoy <l>dpfiaKoy is

the term applied to it by Plutarch in making the

same observation

* Plut. Quicst. Platon.
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CHAPTER XVII.

It is evident that the art of wrangling could not

by itself maintain the school of sophistry in power
for any long time. It was a game only, and a game
soon played, and when played often, not a little

wearisome. But there was another ware, which they

exhibited for sale, of more permanent demand, even

more glittering, and absolutely necessary to all Athe-
nians—the art of rhetoric. This, indeed, was placed

prominently forward in the general bazaar of the first

sophists, and to it the art of wrangling was made
subservient. But by degrees it assumed the entire

pre-eminence, and became almost exclusively the

business of one great part of the profession.

In aU popular governments oratory must carry great

weight, because there is a singular passion in common
minds for hearing themselves addressed in set speeches.

Something of this is experienced among ourselves.

But the Athenian constitution was the concentrated

essence of democracy
;
and the demands made by it on

the tongues of its subjects were proportionably in-

creased. So far, indeed, as oratory was required to

obtain popular infiuence, it might be safely neglected

by all those, who were too proud or too timid to ven-

ture on the rostrum, or who had no desire with

Gorgias ‘ “ to have the judges in the court, and the

council in the council-chamber, and the assemblies in

the Pnyx, and in every other meeting all the persons

present under their command
;

so that the physician

should yield his art, and the schoolmaster his ferule,

* Gorgias, p. 10, vol. iii.
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and the merchant his money, up to the orator whose
tongue could manage the people;” or, in the rather

stronger language of Polus *, “ who were content

without being tyrants, or exhibiting the power of

their oratory in killing, plundering, and banishing

from the city all whom they chose.” But besides

the mob in the assembly who were to be solaced by
sweet sounds, there were other mobs in the courts of

law [justice, we had written], with ears equally itch-

ing, and hearts quite as open to passion, flattery, or

pleasure. And from these there was no escape. No
privacy of life, no innocence *, no abstinence from

public business {airpayfioavvrji), not even poverty,

could guarantee an Athenian gentleman in the land

of liberty from being dragged at any moment before

a tribunal of his fellow-townsmen, and there compel-

led to plead his own cause in person, with flnes, im-

prisonment, and death staring him in the face
;
and

neither laws, oaths, evidence, nor records affording him
any solid ground, on which to rest his defence. In-

formers surrounded him on all sides. If offences had
been committed, there were the publi'c accusers. If

none, there were personal enemies, or the enemies of

his father, or a political partizan, or a new fledged

orator, anxious to try his wings, or a hungry syco-

phant, or a needy politician, ready to seize upon him,
to suborn witnesses, to falsify documents, to cajole,

and threaten, and pander to the judges—any thing

to work his ruin. We have used the term judge

;

but the merest tyro in Greek history knows how sadly

such a title, almost sacred in the ears of Englishmen,
is prostituted by its application to the needy, jealous,

half-starved, and profligate old men who gathered

themselves in swarms like wasps “ into the court-

houses of Athens, and sat there day after day to earn

' Gorgias, p. 30. * Lys.—Pro Callid, p. 48.
’ Aristoph. Vesp.
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a miserable pittance, doled out for services done, like

•wages from a poor rate, and to vent their spleen or

caprice upon the heads of all who came before them.

It is a subject trite and hackneyed to every scholar.

And an Athenian trial-case offers at first sight little to

connect it with philosophy or theology. But there is

a practical theology contained in history, even in

heathen history, as well as in the Bible
;
and not even

the last chapters of the Book of Deuteronomy, awful

as the burden of them is, contain to a thoughtful mind
more pregnant denunciations of a Providence, than

the state of the Athenian democracy abandoned to its

own lusts and passions. We have been accustomed
in this country for many years (perhaps some un-
happy change has taken place of late) to regard law
as the basis of our freedom, and our courts of law as

the most venerable and sacred of our civil institutions.

The administration of justice with us has been per-

fected by degrees, each age adding something to secure

it more from partiality, and to give it greater efl5cacy

and equity. For these purposes it has been detached

from the executive, and made superior to any single

branch of the legislature. The judges have been ren-

dered independent in point of income, and venerable

by titles and dignities. Their fitness for such an
office is guaranteed, as far as may be, by the rules of

their appointment. Their decisions are secured from
personal caprice or prejudice by the principles of pre-

scription, and hy the rigid enforcement of written laws.

They are few, and therefore not exposed to that con-

tagion of peission so common in large bodies of men
;

and their movements are tied up and directed by a

multitude of forms and usages, constructed for the

especial purpose of giving to truth and justice the

advantage over wrong. Such has been tlie direction

taken in the gradual formation of our English Law
Courts. In Athens it was just the reverse. Step by
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step they were released from restraints, blended with

the executive, lowered in dignity, multiplied in num-
ber, thrown open to the lowest of the people, entrusted

not only with the interpretation, but virtually with

the enactment of laws, and from a bulwark for the

subject against the excesses of government, converted

into an iron hand, by which, without odium, and with

absolute power, the demagogue of the day might
wreak his vengeance, or the public purse be replen-

ished by fines and confiscations. It must be unne-
cessary to refer for these facts to the Greek orators,

and especially to the Wasps of Aristophanes, which
is the most perfect development of the system. The
Athenian Dicasts were, in fact, the supreme power in

the state—armed with all the dangerous weapons of

such a power, but stript of the redeeming advan-
tages which mitigate or control it;—they were needy,

low born, ignorant
;
impotent in themselves, and yet

omnipotent in the hands of the Cleon of the day.

And against this corrupt, wayward, feeble yet san-

guinary tyrant, there was hut one security, one charm,

to appease his passion—the art of speaking.

That we may realize to ourselves the circumstances,

under which this demand for oratory was made, let us
transfer the scene from Athens to one of our own
country towns of about the same size, and erect the

body of municipal electors, increased by the scot and
lot voters, into a court for trying all offences com-
mitted within the borough. Then relieve them from
any superintendence of the Court of Queen’s Bench,

and control of the statutes of the land. Nothing is

to limit their decisions but their own bye-laws. Place

the date at the time of a contested election. Give the

courts summary power of fining, imprisoning, banish-

ing, or killing
;
only if the fines are inflicted, let them

go into the pockets of the judges. Fix a daily stipend

for tliose who choose to attend. Hoist a flag to sum-
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mon together the idle, the needy
;
men with starving

wives and children at home, or who vary the duties

of the session with parading the streets in mobs under
banners of liberty and reform. Let them be exaspe-

rated in court and out of court by perpetual represen-

tations of the atrocities, tyranny, and conspiracies of

the opposite party. Appoint them to sit by lot, and
let their votes be given by ballot. Then provide a
number of clever active attomies to lay informations,

and harangue the court, and a Cleon to set them on
theirprey,—andyou have all the circumstances needed
for reproducing upon English ground the image of the

Athenian judicature. One thing, indeed, was omitted,

an offender to be tried. And how long a time would
elapse before a conservative alderman, ira^vc Kai

fuaoSrinoc *, would be produced at the bar, we leave

the reader to imagine. But place him there, and
insist on his making his own defence without benefit

of counsel, and if he escaped at all, his first visit, not

improbably, on leaving the court would be to some
friendly Sophist, who would prepare him either by
writing speeches for him, or by lessons in rhetoric

and logic, for the many future appearances, which
awaited him. It would be easy, if there were time,

to amuse ourselves with compiling from the Greek
orators a speech embodying the principles of persua-

sion, by which such judges would be swayed. “ If

you are to judge aright,” says Lysias, (and as he is

the orator selected in the Phoedrus, we may confine

ourselves to him,) “ put yourselves, gentlemen, in

my place
;
imagine yourselves to have been injured

as I have been “ Do as you like, for you are the

absolute lords and masters of all things in the town
“ Be not swayed by argument or evidence, but look

* Aristoph. Vesp. * De Cred. Eratos. p. 1. Leipzig edit.

® De Ca?d. Erat. p. 10.
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at the many kindnesses, which you have received from

the party before you “ The prisoner is charged

with murder
;
perhaps, indeed, this cannot be proved

;

but then he committed a theft ten years ago, and that

is enough “ Have compassion, and acquit us, for

we voted against the Aristocrats in the last election

a fact fully as important in the eyes of a town council

as an attack upon the thirty tyrants was to the Athe-

nian mob ®. “ I charge this man, indeed, with a

public offence ; but, I avow it, my real motive is a

deadly animosity against him ever since his father and
mine^ had a law-suit together*.” “Condemn him,

and condemn him to death
;
show your resentment

as you ought, otherwise you will be thought to agree

with the opposite party, who acquitted him ®.” “ He
is a Conservative, and an Aristocrat, and an enemy to

the rights of the people
;
punish him as your enemy and

mine now he is in your power “ If you acquit

him, it will be thought that you care nothing for the

party which supports you ®.” “ Do not rest on the

offence now charged
;
take his whole life into consi-

deration
;
follow him from his infancy till now, and

see how much he has done to insult and injure you®.”
“ Think what a blessing it will be to rid the town of

such men “ Look at us. Are we not Radicals

like yourself ? Have we not always voted with you
;

how can you vote against us ?” “ We know you
are suspicious of all orators. We are but plain blunt

men, with no powers of speech, nothing to deceive

you “ Be not misled, gentlemen, by the state-

* Lys.—Pro Callia, p. 60. * Cont. And. p. 50.

* Accus. Theonuiesti, p. 89. * Cont. Alcib. p. 141.

* Cont. Erat. In Trigint. Tyr. p. 93.
® De Agorat. p. 140. ’ Ibid. p. 117.

* Cont. Erat. p. 1 13. ® Cont. Alcib. p. 147.

Alcib. p. 152. “ Adv. Foliar, p. 106.

Do Pub. Crim. p. 161.
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ments and reasonings which you have heard this day,

but recollect what you have heard and seen out of

court

“

If the witnesses swear to facts, do you
think only if they were likely “ We intreat your
compassion for the defendant

;
for his father spent all

his money in giving away beer to the people “ If

he is charged with embezzlement, yet consider what
vast expenses he has incurred in supporting the cause

of his party
;
so much for ribands at elections

;
so

much for local charities
;

so many subscriptions to

mechanics’ institutes. Do not inquire too rigidly into

the nature of his income
; he holds it in trust for you.

And it will fructify far better in his pockets than in

the public exchequer.”—Tuiy ifiQv iyu> iroXv

Ti(t>v vp.7y tffofiai rafiiac ruty ra rijc irdXewc vfx'iy rafii-

evoyriav*.

We must not, however, trespass farther. In this

sketch there is nothing new, or which is not familiar

to all scholars. But I am writing principally for

those who are not masters of the real state of Athens,

and who are likely to be blinded by those dreams of

past purity and happiness, as delusive as the dreams
of future profit, both of which, as may be remembered,

were brought forward on the occasion of the Greek
loan to stimulate the English appetite for a renewal

of an Athenian system both at Athens and at home.
It is needless to point out the importance of the

art of speaking under such a state of things. It was
not only the instrument, by which the worse was made
to appear the better cause, through the ordinary arti-

fices of perplexing the judgment, and exciting the

passions
;
but the speeches formed no small part of

the perquisites of the judges. They sat and listened

as spectators in the theatre, and no road to their

* Pro Ron. Aristoph. p. 1B4. * Plato.
* Pro Bon. Aristoph. p. 183. ^ Dc Criniin. Largit. p. 11)8.
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favourable decision was so easy, as through their

taste and fancy. “ They tell us stories (says the old

Dicast in the play) when they are brought to trial

or some laughable fable of ^Esop’s. And others jest

and jeer that I may laugh and relent. And when
jEagrus (the famous tragic actor) is brought to the

bar, we never acquit him till he has picked out and
recited the finest speech in the Niobe

;
and if a flute-

player is acquitted, he pays us with a tune on his

instrument as we go out of the court.” So also De-
mosthenes *— “ You permit,” says he, “ the greatest

criminals to escape, if they only utter one or two
clever things, av tp Ji Bvo atTrela tivuiai

;
or if you

are persuaded to condemn them, you fine them only

five and twenty drachmas.” And thus it is that we
are to account for the care and finish bestowed even

on the temporary speeches furnished by the rheto-

ricians to the parties who were called on to plead,

and which were even the more elaborately wrought
in the style, in order to compensate for a probable

defect in the delivery.

* Aristoph. Vesp. 578. * Page C80, 0.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

The mention of these written speeches in judicial

rhetoric brings us now to another stage of the sophis-

tical school
; and one which is especially dwelt upon

in the Phaedrus. This was the introduction of a

written popular literature into Greece. And it formed

a remarkable aera, analogous to the invention of

printing in modem days, or rather to the introduction

of novel writing, penny magazines, and family libra-

ries. Accustomed as we are to the swarms of books

that now issue out, month by month, from the press,

we can scarcely realize to ourselves the state of a

people without them. At Athens originally, as in

other countries in the same condition, it was neces-

sary that all which was to be known should be trea-

sured up in the memory
;
just as a man, travelling in

a desert country, where there are no shops, must
carry with him all the articles he may want. To
enable the memory to retain it, it was necessary to

throw it into metre
;
and to fix the attention, it was

natural to embellish dry facts and principles with

the ornaments peculiarly called poetry. Hence the

literature of every people, however barbarous, is ori-

ginally poetry
;
and the composition of prose is one

of the first symptoms of the art of writing, as the art

of writing is the first indication of the rise of a popu-

lar infiuence. The student must bear this in mind,

when he meets with those numerous passages in Plato,

which denounce the mischiefs of Homer, and of the

lyric poets of Greece

* Leg. lib. ii. p. 65 ;
Repub. lib. x. p. 351 ;

Ion. p. 124.

vol. iii.
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To us Homer is little more than a work of art.

We read it without any danger of being infected with

polytheism
;

still less with any expectation of finding

in it that treasure-house of all art and science, which
it was declared to be by admirers, not less enthu-

siastic or erroneous, than the Christians who would
trace out in the Bible whole systems of physical phi-

losophy. We admire it, as we admire the statue of

a heathen god, or the saints of Raphael and Correggio.

But Homer to a Greek was, as the same statue to a

heathen idolater, or Raphael’s picture in a Romish
chapel. His poems, in fact, joined with the other

early poetry of Greece, stood to the popular religion,

not as the Bible, but as the Acta Sanctorum, the

Lives of the Saints, to the religion of the middle ages.

They were the traditionary legends dressed up by the

popery of the heathen world, for the purpose of con-

veying in a palatable, striking, and intelligible form
to the vulgar mind, so much of religious knowledge
as it was thought could be divulged or received with

safety
;
while the mysteries still preserved and trans-

mitted the purer Deism, and something more than

Deism, which had come into the world not through
the reasonings of philosophy, but through an early

revelation from heaven. And Plato, the Luther, or

rather perhaps the Cranmer of his age, was compelled
to aim one of the first blows of his Reformation at

these idle and corrupting fictions.

The mode by which this popular poetry was con-

veyed to the mind was through the memory. It was
taught to boys at school *. And one of the ordinary

amusements at entertainments was to recite or sing

it, or interweave song with song, so as to try the

memory, like the school-boy’s practice of capping

verses, or to produce ludicrous juxtapositions in

‘ Protagoras.

o
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something the same way as the cross-readings of a
newspaper. The practice still continues in Persia at

the present day.

“There were seated,” says a distinguished modem
author, giving an account of entertainments in Persia,
“ at the lower end of the room three or four persons pos-

sessed of the best voices in Shiraz, and of the most cele-

brated performers on the kemooncheh, or Persian lyre,

who were to be procured. Before the supper was brought
in, these persons at intervals were called on to sing and
play some of the odes of Hafiz, or some of the Mirza’s

own lyric compositions. After supper the Mirza’s reader,

who had an excellent voice, came forward and read por-
tions either from the Shah Nameh, or from prose histo-

ries of Persia and Arabia, until the Mirza called out
‘ Bareek—ulla. Well done.’ Twice, I think, I saw
Mirza Bazurg’s children brought in ^ter supper to en-
tertain the company with what is called capping verse

;

and the quantity of Persian poetry these children could
repeat appeared to me quite astonishing.”— Sir H. J.

Brydges’ Dynasty of the Kejars, p. 150, Prelimi. M.

But in addition to this there were a class of men,
resembling the Mirza’s reader, whose business it was
to recite poetry in public, and they form an important

link in the history of the rise of the rhetoricians.

These were the rhapsodists. And Plato, who omitted

in his reformation no one of the popular follies, has

devoted to them one whole Dialogue, the Ion. They
appeared at the public games and assemblies in bril-

liant dresses, with crowns of gold, and elevated on a

rostrum, from which they could command the whole
body of the audience, and watch every movement of

their countenance *. They threw themselves with

enthusiasm into the poetry, which they recited, till

“ in the pathetic part,” says Ion, “ tears burst from

my eyes
;
and my hair stands on end, when I come

* As <lie Dialogue is short, it is only necessary to iTfer to

it generally.
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to the horrible and sublime.” And the audience was
not slow in catching the contagion. They wept, they

applauded, they stamped with all the violence of

Eastern fervour
;
and followed the successful reader

from the pulpit with substantial marks of their satis-

faction in the shape of bags of money and crowns

of gold. “ I look down upon them,” says Ion

—

KXaiovTag re Ka'i Stivov efifiXiiroyTag (cat £,vvdafx(iovv-

Tag rote Xeyofiivoig. “ And I must keep an eye upon
them sharply, for if they weep I shall laugh, when I

get the money
;
and if they laugh, I shall have to

cry

The rhapsody was a monologue of the drama, and
the drama was only an expansion of the two great

principles of Athenian taste—harmony and action.

Music in all its forms of measured rhythm, of con-

cordant sounds, of graceful outlines, of elegance in

gesture, symmetry in proportions, unity and variety

of figure, and richness of colouring (for there is a

music to the eye as well as to the ear, and the

principles of beauty in each are the same), was
the soul of the Athenian drama. And to place it

bodily before the senses, the theatre, with its living

dialogue, and vivid appeals to the eye, brought out

the whole series of movement, of which human na-

ture is capable, to animate the scene. All the stage

decorations were formed to give stir and reality to the

tale. As Aristotle observes, the very word drama*
implies energy and activity. Not only were men,
talking, and moving, and acting, placed before the

spectator instead of dead letters, or motionless pic-

tures, but the same minds were thrown into the

highest degree of exertion
;
and brought forward like

some ancient torsos, with every muscle thrown out

into relief, and power either of action or of endurance

stamped upon every lineament.

• Ion, p. 133. vol. iii. ^ De Poetic, ii.

o 2
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The definition of goodness, given by Plato in the

Philebus, comprising the three elements of KaWog,

avfi[UTpia, and aXi'iOeia is an abstract statement of

this theory \ A more practical observation occurs in

Isocrates “ It is manifest,” he says, “ that those

who wish to write any thing which will please the

people, either in prose or verse, must seek, not for

such compositions as are most useful, but for those

which have most story in them—roue fivdwBetrrdTOvc.

For the common people delight in hearing such stories,

and in witnessing rivalship and contests, deojpovyrec

rove dydiyac kui rag &pi\\ag." “ For this reason,”

he proceeds, “ we must admire both Homer and the

first inventors of tragedy.” The subjects of the

former are the battles of demigods
;
the others re-

duced tales into dramas, that they might not only be

heard, but realized to the eye.

It is the union in fact of these two principles, which

gives to Athenian art its undoubted pre-eminence.

And whether the theory was reached by a philoso-

phical analysis, or was, which is far nearer the truth,

the instinctive perception of natural taste, it pervaded

all the creations of their genius. If their ethical

system defined right and wrong by the preservation

of a mean it also made the first excellence of mind
to consist in energy or action. If truth, or the har-

mony of facts and principles, was pursued by their

intellect, the pursuit took the form of Eristicism, or a

battle of doubt and disputation. Even their relaxa-

tions were energies. The very word ffxoXi), which

w'e have borrowed from them to describe restraint

and discipline, and therefore labour and exertion,

with them signified rest and ease. Their architec-

ture partook of the same character. The frieze of

the Parthenon, with its long moving line of pro-

' PliUeb. iii. p.224. * 24, be. ® Arist. Ethics.
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cession, was necessary to balance the repose and still-

ness of its unbroken colonnades. And if they pre-

served in their sculpture the severest quietness and
simplicity, they relieved it, though in a mode not

quite reconcileable with modern taste, by filling the

lifeless eyes, d/u^drwv a’^z/vtac S with precious stones.

Thus it is that when Aristotle sits down to write a

treatise on the whole art of poetry or imitation, he

confines himself to that branch, which unites in the

most perfect manner music of thought, sound, and
figure, with energy or action. He scarcely speaks of

any thing but the drama, and in that of tragedy
;
be-

cause comedy, however full of amusement, is a dis-

cord rather than a concord, a combination, as he him-
self says, of inconsistencies, startling* and surprising

the hearer, not harmonizing his affections and senti-

ments. And if comedy nevertheless did possess

charms for a Greek mind, we must remember that

the audience were themselves, during the festival of

Bacchus, in a state of mental disorder, let loose from

all restraint, and not far from intoxication, so that

the very incongruities which they witnessed on the

stage formed a concord and harmony with their own
extravagances.

It is necessary for the student to bear these prin-

ciples in mind, that he may understand not only what
we are now sketching out, the progress of Greek edu-

cation, as Plato watched and endeavoured to reform

it, but the peculiar character which Greek literatme

assumed in the hands both of the sophists and of

Plato himself. And not to lose sight of the bearing

of these remarks, he must keep before him in the use

of the word sophist its real meaning of a professor of

education.

He will then be able to explain the extraordinary

* zEschyl. Agamem. 408. * De Poet,

o 3
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passion of the Greeks for dramatic exhibitions, and
the determination into that channel of so large a pro-

portion of its literature. Two hundred comic writers,

and upwards of one hundred and eighty tragedians

are enumerated by Fabricius *, whose works have

been wholly lost
;
and among these occur several of

the profoundest philosophers of antiquity. The few
plays which have been preserved to us from jEschylus,

Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes, are but as

planks from the wreck
;

in the case of .Slschylus, 7
out of 96 ;

of Sophocles, 7 from 168; of Euripides, 19
from 103 ;

of Aristophanes, 11 out of 752 ;
and other

authors were equally prolilic. Alexis is known to

have written upwards of 240 comedies; Anaxandrides,

65; Hermippus, 40 ;
Menander, 109; Philemon, 97

;

Antiphanes, 260. Of tragedians, again, Anaxandrides

exhibited no less than 65 plays
;
Ion, about 40 ;

Isocrates, 37 ;
Rhinthon, 38.

And the moment a written literature crept in, it

assumed the same dramatic character. Herodotus

wrote, as is well known, for recitation
;
and the best

key to the peculiarities of his history is to regard it

as a prose Homer—combining in real facts the sub-

lime features of the Iliad, and the amusing tales, the
“ speciosamiracula*,” of the Odyssey. Now Homer
was the most dramatic of all epic poets *

;
and the

recitation of the work by Herodotus himself at the

Olympic Games, “ chanting his stories and lulling

the hearers with his music”—“ rdc tarroplac, Kai

KTjXioy TovsTrapvyTas *,"—added to its dramatic effect

:

Athenaeus even asserts * still further, that detached

passages were recited in the theatre by Hegesias as

part of a dramatic entertainment. The same practice

^ Biblioth. Gtoc. lib. ii. c. 19 and 22,
* Ilorat. Ara Poet. * Aristot. de Art. Poet.
* Lucian, t. i. p. 572. * Lib. xiv. p. 620.
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was observed by Prodicus, who used to travel about

reciting in every city his Choice of Hercules, and
taking money at the door*. In the same manner we
are to account for the dramatic character given even

to the grave philosophical history of Thucydides, by
the insertion of its speeches. But the tendency is

seen still more in the early prevalence of the form of

dialogues for the written literature, more directly

addressed to the popular taste. There existed, in-

deed, a fair library, not of useful, but of recondite

knowledge, in the didactic works, chiefly physical, of

Heraclitus, Democritus®, Anaxagoras, Pherecydes,

Zeno, Melissus, Antisthenes, and others which, as

hearing was gradually supplanted by reading, and
oral instructions by writing, crept in under the form
of prose, and superseded the rather heavy heroics

and elegiacs, to which Pittacus, Periander, Bias, Em-
pedocles, and others, had consigned their moral and
physical science. But when a popular literature was
wanted to be read, as well as one to be seen on the

stage, it still retained as much as possible of the dra-

matic character both in the form and eristic nature of

the subject. According to Laertius, dialogues were
composed, among others, by Stilpo, Simias, Simon,
surnamed Coriarius, who was the first to publish

them, Phaedo of Elis, Glauco, Plato’s brother, Euclid,

./Eschines, and Zeno the Eleatic, whose dialogues

bore the name of tpiSac. And it is important to bear

this in mind as showing the skill, with which Plato

adapted the form of his writing to the popular taste,

’ Philost. Vit. Sopho. p. 482.
* Democritus was a very voluminous wTiter.—Lacrt. ix. 45.

He wTote five works on ethical subjects, twenty-four on phy-
sics, eleven on mathematics, seven on music, seven on arts

and sciences, as agriculture, painting, &c. and nine miscel-

laneous.
* Fabric. Biblioth. Greec. c. 23.
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though not without perfect conformity to his own
interior principles of education.

But there was still a lower kind of composition,

dramatic, indeed, but falling short of the dialogue in

this point, as the dialogue fell short of the tragedy

or comedy. And this brings us to Lysias and the

later rhetoricians. It was an easy transition from
writing practical speeches for the unhappy victims,

who were compelled to plead their own cause in an
Athenian court of law, to writing speeches for imagin-

ary characters under imaginary circumstances, and to

pour out upon them all those treasures of rhetorical

ornament, which the correct taste of an Athenian
audience (for correct, with all its faults, it was com-
paratively with most such bodies) would not tolerate

in the common business of life. We may even trace

the link, which connected the two practices together,

in the common-place book, “ infinitas qumstiones,”

which Antiphon, the first, as it is said, who wrote

speeches for the courts, and sold them, kept by him,

according to Cicero *, and of which it appears that we
possess large extracts, especially in the speeches in

cases of murder, which pass under his name *. Anti-

phon was followed by Lysias
;
and in him we first

meet with those imaginary orations set forth as a part

of the popular literature Why he was selected by
Plato as the leader of this new school of rhetoric, and
a speech put into his mouth, or borrowed firom him-
self, so full of atrocity and corruption, may be seen

from the catalogue of his works. According to

Plutarch, the number of speeches which passed under
his name amounted to no less than 425, and of these

* Clem. Alex. Strom, p. 308.
® Fabric. Biblioth. Gnec. lib. ii. cap. 26.
® Pliilostratus (Vit. Antiph. p. 500) however mentiona some,

sophistical as well as judicial speeches by Antiphon, especially

one on Concord.
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upwards of 230 might fairly be considered genuine.

But besides these, Suidas mentions six Epistles, five

of them of precisely the same pernicious character

with the speech, or, as some have understood it, the

epistle, assigned to him in Plato’s Dialogue, and the

sixth on a similar subject. We are therefore to re-

gard Lysias as the first author who endeavoured to

do for the popular literature of Athens, what has been
done for the literature of this country by Moore,
Byron, and other panderers to the worst passions of

the young, under the garb of poetry ; or, if we look

to the unblushing profligacy of his publications, he
may be compared more justly to the wretches em-
ployed in the same way, though in a lower grade of

life, who are occasionally dragged out and punished

by the Society for the Suppression of Vice. Upwards
of sixty writers are enumerated by Fabricius*, as

having followed in the same train, with more or less

grossness. Two of them, and one especially, the

worst of all. Polycrates, are expressly called sophists,

and Gorgias, with several other names still higher,

and connected with Greek philosophy, occur in the

list. Cresollius * has collected sufficient evidence to

prove the connection between the profession of elo-

quence and the practice of vice, in the persons of the

Greek sophists
;
and we need not dwell upon it

further than to take it as a clue to the most perplex-

ing problem in the Phaedrus, and the one which must
naturally startle a young and pure mind.
One point may be remarked before we proceed,

which may give interest even to these fictitious de-

clamations. They were the germs of our modem
novels

;
and the genealogy may be clearly traced.

The rhetorical sopliists of the age of Lysias rose up

* Bibliotli. Grajc. lib. v. c. C.

* Theatr. Rhetor, lib. v. c. 8.
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again to eminence under the early Roman emperors,

in the persons of Polemo, Herodes Atticus, Aristides,

Himerius, and others The declamations of these

rhetoricians were for the most part on hctitious sub-

jects, or on passages in history, which gave the same
scope for the mixture of truth and falsehood as an
historical novel. As it was easy to pass from the

dramatic epic of Homer to the pure drama of

.ffischylus, so by a retrograde movement it was
equally easy to transfer powers of picturesque de-

scription, pathetic excitement, and rhetorical orna-

ment, from a speech to a story. Fiction was the

basis, and mere amusement or pleasure the end of

each. It is singular that Heliodorus, a Christian

bishop, about the time of Arcadius and Honorius,

was the first author who made the digression. His
.®thiopica, which is a perfect love story, containing

the history of Theagenes and Chariclea, but without

any thing unworthy of a Christian bishop, is sup-

posed to have been founded on facts, though mixed
with extraordinary adventures. It was the Herod-
otus of novel writing, and it seems it was taken as a

model by Achilles Tatius, Longus, Eumathius, Cha-
riton, and other erotic writers. From this source*

we may trace the romance of the middle ages
;
and

from this the genealogy is clear to the modern
fashionable novel—not, indeed, openly profligate

like its germ in the speech of Lysias, but perhaps

scarcely less mischievous in its ultimate effect, or less

indicative of a vitiated taste in the public mind.

* Fabric. Biblioth. Grrcc. lib. iv. c. 31.
* Ibid. lib. V. c. 6. p. ^80.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Our present business, however, is with the character

of the Greek rhetorician. It was, indeed, in an im-
perfect, unfledged state when Plato attacked it in the

Phaedrus and the Gorgias. It was then only one

among the many ofiensive features of the new school

;

but it developed itself very rapidly
;
absorbed in itself

the duties of education, and became almost exclusively

designated by the title of Sophist. It will not be

out of place to give a brief sketch of it, as exhibited

in an age much later than that of Plato. We shall

be able to appreciate more fairly the efibrts made by
Plato to crush it in its birth, when we see it in its full

form
;
and we shall scarcely be guilty of an anachron-

ism, since aU the features may be traced distinctly

even in the time of Plato ^
Some little interest also is attached to the subject,

from two facts : flrst, that the rhetoricians at Athens
were the originals of the professors in our modem
universities, and that many of the forms now in use

in Oxford and Cambridge are distinctly derived from
similar usages in the Greek and Asiatic schools : and
secondly, that the sermons of the Christian Church,
if not directly imitated from the practice ofthe schools,

partook, at least in early ages, of their character.

Bingham seems to connect them rather with the

practice of the Jewish synagogue *
; but even the

' For a brief but amusing outline of the same character see

Lucian’s Rhetorum Prsocoptor, vol. hi. p. 1.

* Book xiv. c. 4. s. 24.
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Jewish custom may probably be traced to the influ-

ence of Greek philosophy. And considering that

the great antagonists of Christianity, in its early ages,

were the schools of philosophy, it was natural 5iat

beneflcial usages should be reciprocally adopted from
each other by them both. The bishop’s chair, the

posture of sitting while he preached, the style of

many of the homilies, and particularly the practice of

applauding, all seem to indicate at least a comparison

in the minds of the congregation between the sermon
and the oration of the rhetorician*. Laymen also

were on special occasions permitted to preach *,

seemingly on the same principle. Augustine and
Jerome often speak of sermons under the name of

disputations. To this we may add two facts : first,

that the Church of Rome, whatever appears to have
been the practice in the time of Justin Martyr, cer-

tainly had dropped the use of sermons in the time of

Sozomen, and until Leo revived it
;

and after him it

was discontinued again for five hundred years, till

restored by Pope Pius V. ® And this fact is in

accordance with the different feelings entertained by
the Greeks and Latins respectively on the subject of

oratory. The other fact is, that even in the time

of Chrysostom, preaching was chiefly confined to

the cities *
;
and that it was not till the beginning of

the sixth century that it was established generally

in country parishes in the Gallican Church *. These
peculiarities seem to point to the rhetorical schools

of antiquity, as having been under the eyes of the

Church, when the system of preaching was esta-

blished : and the constant warning which occurs in

the homilies against regarding them, as they were

* Bing. Christ. Ant. Itook xiv. c. 4. s. 27.
* Ibid. b. xiv. c. 4. s. 4. ® Ibid. b. xiv. c. 4.
* Chrysost. Horn. Ixv. de Martyr.
® Eccles. Antiq, book xiv. c. 4. e. 9.
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too often regarded, as rhetorical exhibitions, shows
the reality of the comparison, though it marks at the

same time the sound sense and piety, with which
their institution was set on foot by the Church. The
same fact should also be remembered, when we are apt

to accuse a homily, especially in the Greek Fathers,

of too much rhetorical artifice. They were writing

for a people of rhetoricians.

To return, however, to the University of Athens, in

the most flourishing period of its formal establish-

ment under the Roman emperors.

The first thing required by a Greek rhetorician,

or, to give him a more intelligible name, by a Greek
Professor of rhetoric, was an audience. And it is

well known by modem professors that this condition

is not easily provided. Athens, however, contained

a very different population from Oxford or Cam-
bridge. And though the pecuniary demands of her

lecturers were far more exorbitant, and the attendance

for the most part was carried on upon the voluntary

principle, there was little difiiculty in filling the

school.

We must imagine a race of men, quick and acute

in intellect, restless in temperament both of mind and
body, eager for any novelty, prompt in admiration,

delighting in excitement, and passing rapidly into

any feeling suggested at the moment. We must
^ve them nothing to do, no public or private business

of any importance, no active employment, either of

laborious study, or commerce, or domestic duties, to

occupy their time. They must be turned out from

day-break into the market, the baths, and the exer-

cising grounds, to spend their morning as well as they

can, in hearing and talking. They must be provided

with an exquisite sensibility to musical sounds, a

passion for splendour and brilliancy, and a habit of

yielding themselves up to every voluptuous indul-
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gence. Two other features in their character must
be strongly marked. The first an extraordinary

readiness to surrender themselves to the influence of

any individual, who assumed the command over tliem.

In the brain of the Athenian, to speak phrenologi-

cally, there was a full development of the organ of

veneration. He had shaken off his allegiance to

laws, to governors, to stem moral principles of duty,

to the gods of his fathers
;
but he could not shake off

the subjection which nature has laid upon us all in

the presence of a superior nature. He worshipped a

wrong object, a mere idol, but he could not live with-

out some worship or another. Trace this in the ex-

traordinary fascination exercised over the Athenian

people by a Pericles or a Cleon, in the very jealousy

and suspicion, with which they ostracised superior

goodness as if afraid of its ascendancy, and endea-

voured to steel themselves against the spells of elo-

quence. Compare with it the strong, and, to a

northern ear, the rhapsodical description given either

by Plato ‘ of the effect produced by the presence of

beauty, or by Sappho * of the symptoms of love
;
and

add to this the extravagant honours paid by them to

the object of their admiration, and we shall be pre-

pared to see them stand in the presence of an orator

as before a superior being, whom they all but adored.

—

“ I attached myself to him,” says Eunapius *, speak-

ing of his tutor Proaeresius, as to a god—“ I believed

him immortal

—

ayrjpuv nva Kai ddavarov avrov

iyofu^oy, Kal irpoae’i'xpy Aanep avroKXrjr^ Kai &yev

Tiyog irpayfiarelas <f>ayivri 0£^ and the language

is common. Then remember, what has before been

mentioned, the musical ear of the Athenian. And
by a musical ear, in order to comprehend the almost

* Plisedr. p. 35. * Longinus.
* Eunap. Prosercs. p. 102 ;

Philost. passim.
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fanatical enthusiasm, which at a well-turned sentence

or favourite cadence spread like lightning through

a whole lecture-room, we must understand a singular

faculty of anticipating rhythm, of running on, as

it were, before the speeches, and of then feeling

exquisite pleasure in the fulfilment of the expecta-

tions indulged. It is this which enables us all to

take more pleasure in a time repeated, than when it

is heard for the first time. It is the principle of

beauty in dancing, rhyme, metre, and all rhythmical

movements or objects. A dull person, who moves
no &ster than the external impressions, derives little

or no pleasure from their correct adjustment*; and
feels no pain when they are out of order, because no
expectation has been raised, and therefore none is

^sappointed. But it was the peculiar genius of the

Athenian to anticipate Before an orator had
finished the first clause of his sentence, they could

tell the end. It was the same in thoughts as in

words : in both a faculty of avveaig, or a ready sug-

gestion of ideas which were coming, and an exquisite

sensibility to pleasure when they feU in aptly with

the expectation.

This talent, which in fact is one of the most strik-

ing characteristics of genius, must be kept in view by
the student throughout the whole history of that re-

markable people. It is shown in the formation of

their language, as much as in their popular delibera-

tions. Every thing had reference to a foreseen end.

Their words were inflected from the end—their accents

regulated by the last syllable—their metrical laws de-

pended on the close of the metre. Their periods ar-

ranged from the termination—their rhythm and metre
infinitely varied, passing in an instant from slow to

rapid, from short to long, yet always finding an ear

ready to slide into it at a moment’s notice—their

* Thucyd.

p 2
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music again extremely simple, made up more of

melody than harmony—every thing from the words
in their mouth to the thoughts in their hearts indi-

cated the same rapidity in the formation of their

ideas, which their great historian thought it neces-

sary to point out at the very beginning of his work,

as a clue to all that followed in the Peloponnesian

war. “ They are quick,” he says *, “ to devise fresh

plans 6U~iz imvoiiaai. And when they have once

imagined them, they consider the accomplishment
certain,—the object already their own,—a failure in

obtaining it as a sort of loss of property, and suc-

cess only a step to fresh fancies, and additional

acquisitions.”

And the same character is given of them by Cleon *.

“ You are of all persons in the world the easiest to

delude with novelties, and paradoxes of rhetoricians, and
the most unwilling to abide by previous determinations.

You are the slaves of every thing which is strange and
extraordinary : and despisers of all that is usual. The
first wish of each of you is to be able to speak yourself;

if this fail, the second is to enter the lists with those that

can speak ; never to seem behindhand in following the
thoughts of the speaker, and when he is making a sensible

remark to applaud him in an instant before he finishes

his sentence. And you are quick as lightning in antici-

pating what men are saying ; but very slow to foresee the

events which will follow : curiously inquiring for any
thing but the circumstances of every-day life, and not

even attending as you ought to the present moment. In
a word, you are mastered and overpowered by the plea-

sures of the ear, and are more like to an audience sitting

in the lecture-room of a sophist, than to an assembly de-

liberating on the safety of a state.”

And with a people differently constituted it would
have been wholly impossible for such a being as the

Greek rhetorician, a dealer in mere sounds and words,

* Tliucyd. lib, i. c. 70. * Ibid. lib. iii. c. 38.
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and rhythm, to have been called into existence, or at

any rate to have flourished. We must not forget to

give our Athenian audience a passion for imitation,

and an ambition for obtaining over others the same
power, wliich they delighted to feel exercised over

themselves. Plato has very forcibly marked this

feature of their character in the beginning of the first

Alcibiades, under his usual type of Alcibiades him-

self
;
but we must pass on and merely refer to it.

P 3
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CHAPTER XX.

To collect such a people as this in the theatre or lec-

ture-room of the rhetorician was no difficult matter

;

but the professor himself neglected no means of attrac-

tion. He published a programme, dispersed placards,

called himself on the principal inhabitants, issued

notes in no very delicate form, ifwe may trust Arrian :

“ ComQ and hear me, Acvre koI aKovaari fiov and
sent round a beadle to the places of resort to announce
that he was ready

;
“ at which intelligence,” says

Philostratus of the sophist Adrian*, “in a moment
senators and knights, and all, sprung from their seats

and flew to the Athenaeum.” If any reluctance was
shown, he did not hesitate to press the matter and
entreat the favour of an attendance, or even took

care * to secure the applauses which were necessary

to maintain his expectation, by hiring and packing an
audience, if we may judge from the practice at Rome,
at the rate of about two shillings a-head.

Varo, a rich young sophist of Smyrna, exacted at-

tendance on his lectures as part of the interest on his

loans ^
;
and what a heavy tax this was, may be in-

ferred from the conduct of Polemon, who had bor-

rowed money from him, and when threatened by him
with a writ, in consequence of his non-attendance,

was at last induced to sit out a declamation, of a

whole day’s length, full of barbarism and absurdities,

till the patience of the older sophist was exhausted,

and he was obliged to cry out. Bring the writ.

‘ Arrian.— Ei)iet. lib. iii. * T.ib. ii. De Vit. Soph.
® I’liu. lib. ii. Ep. 30. * Philostr. Vit. Polem. p. 340.

7
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These efforts indicated no little anxiety for the

success of the exhibition. And it is fortunate for

modem professors that they can look on empty
benches and unapplauding hearers with far more
equanimity than their more ardent predecessors.

“ Sleepless nights

“

pale cheeks,” “ agony like

that of a gladiator perspiring at the prospect of a

death-blow “ the melting away of the very heart

from anxiety,” corrections, and countercorrections,

and revisings, and practisings, and, if others felt

like Julian for Libanius, a broken rest even among
the friends of the professor, were the natural prelimi-

naries to an Athenian lecture.

When the morning of the great day arrived, the

professor took a bath, robed himself in his most
splendid dress, or in his scarlet gown of office *, put

on his most brilliant rings, (even Aristotle, we know
fix)m jElian, was not proof against this piece of vanity,)

and, attended by a numerous body of pupils and fol-

lowers, proceeded to the place of action. This was,

according to circumstances, the public theatre, or

perhaps a temple, or a private lecture-room attached

to the professor’s house. In some instances a basi-

lica was used, in others the great council chamber

;

or a private gentleman lent his house, as is still the

practice in London for benefit concerts. It contained

rows of seats rising against the wall, benches in the

centre, and a raised platform with accommodation for

the more illustrious personages present
;

in the cen-

tre of which, and above them all, rose the professor’s

throne or chair, covered with a canopy, and pro-

vided, I may add, with a soft, copious, embroidered

cushion.

* SynesiUs in Dion. * Philost. in Vit. Polem.
* There is a little question about the colours of the different

faculties at Athens, but the authorities incline to scarlet for

tlje rhetorician, and grey for the philosophers.

jT
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It may be interesting to the curious in such sub-
jects, that the cushion used by Isocrates was of a
bright saffron colour, and excited no little jealousy

and sarcasm. And those who are attentive to minute
touches will recognize the envied easy chair, fJLaXBaicriv

•rard/cXtfftv ', in the soft reclining bank on which
Socrates stretches himself in the Phaedrus, and in

the ample blankets heaped upon Prodicus’ bed in the

Protagoras *. On coming forward to take possession

of the throne, says Themistius ®, the professor gazed
round upon his audience, greeting them with smiles

and bows, and his salutations were particularly di-

rected to the principal person present. His own
countenance, according to his character, was either

grave and thoughtful, or wore a cheerful, and ani-

mated, or even triumphant appearance. Scopelian

was remarkable for the delicacy and gentleness,

dfipoTTfra, of his demeanour. “ His brow was
smoothed,” says his biographer, “ his eyes bright

and sparkling, with an agreeable volubility ; and a
sweet smile played on his lips, to the enchantment
of his hearers.” And all this was not lost upon the

Athenians. The very appearance of the sophist

Alexander, if we may trust Philostratus, caused a
murmur of applause, j36fxj3oy, to run through the

theatre, before he uttered a word. Proaeresius, on
the other hand, the tutor of Gregory Nazianzen,
came forward to the theatre “ like a courser sum-
moned to the plain, Strirep ?mroc elc "Ktiiov

Others, with less taste and self-possession, indulged

in a variety of affectations
;

twisting their limbs,

winking with their eyes, and fidgetting with their

fingers. But Tatian attributes this to a sophist of

* Ileliod. in Althiop. lib. ii.

* Pi'otag. p, 146. So the five blankets in which Phoidip-
pides is w rapped up in the Nubes, v. 10.

* Orat. vi.
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the Cynical school, Crescens, and perhaps it is not

fair to impute such indecorums to the profession in

general.

It is unnecessary to give specimens of the declama-

tions themselves, inasmuch as the Phaedrus contains

three, and among them one of each style of rhetoric,

prevalent in the Athenian schools. The first, which

is put into the mouth of Lysias, so far from being, as

Taylor supposes wholly unlike the genuine works

of that orator, resembles so closely the peculiarities of

his style, particularly as exhibited in his Funeral

Oration, that it is scarcely possible to believe that it

is an imitation. And yet one of the most striking

features in the humour of Plato is his power of

parodying. And he scarcely ever introduces a
sophist without an attentive reader perceiving that

his own full, natural, easy style, passes into some-

thing forced and elaborate, which indicates that a
caricature is intended. It is so, evidently, with the

conversation of Polus, Prodicus, and Protagoras,

with the speech of Antiphon in the Convivium, and

with the two last speeches in the first part of the

Phaedrus. Happily in this country we are so unac-

customed to mere rhetorical displays, that we have

few terms to express the nice ^stincdons of style ;

and it requires a very delicate ear, and considerable

familiarity with the language, even to feel the differ-

ence. Lysias, however, was at the head of the

writers who covered their thoughts, to use the ordi-

nary metaphor, with words as with a sheet, clear,

fine, smooth, and arranged in elaborate folds, with

nothing figured or passionate, and little ornament

except a frequent antithesis of sound rather than of

ideas. The image evidently before the eye ofDiony-

’ Taylor, Vit. Lys. Dionysius of Halicarnassus makes it

a parody. EUad. Pomp. p. 126. So Ast in loco.
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sius, when he describes this style, is that of an ancient

statue, thinly but artificially draped. Gorgias, on
the other hand, whose tone is evidently imitated in

the second speech in the Pbaedrus, which Plato puts

into the mouth of Socrates, was the founder of the

Asiatic schools
;

iv ttoWoIcj says Dionysius *, wdvv
(popriKrivre Kai viripoyKov TrotwK rr^y KaTaaKevtjv, Kai ov

iro/ipix) Sidvpdpfiayy iyia (peyyofievoQ. It resembled an
extravagant caricature of a modem Irish style. If

Lysias drest himself in a sheet, Gorgias wrapt him-
self in a heavy cumbrous piece of tapestry, embroi-
dered with figures, and stiff with tinsel. And as his

gait partook of the same ostentatious pretensions, his

appearance was not unlike that of the old Dicast

in the Wasps of Aristophanes, pompously stmtting

about in his new Persian fur cloak, thrown over his

old thread-bare attire *.

The style of Protagoras, as of a man uniting the

philosopher and the orator, partook of both cha-

racters. It employed illustrations and figures, myths
and metaphors, but for the purpose of conveying

ideas, more than of indulging in mere sound. And
when a philosophical subject was to be stated, he
used a dry, cold, logical, and elaborately plain form
of argument, which contrasted strongly, and not

agreeably, with the “ purple patches” which were
stitched upon it. Whoever reads the Protagoras

carefully, with a view to observe the style, and then

passes at once to the third speech in the Phaedrus, or

the panegyric on Heavenly Love, will at once re-

cognize these features in both. And whoever ren-

ders his ear and his mind thoroughly familiar with
the natural style of Plato, when speaking in his own
person, and even on the most elevating subject, will

protest against imputing to his own bad taste and

• Dc Lys. Judic. vol. ii. p. 131. Hud.
* Aristoph. Vespas, p. 251, Mitchell’s edit.
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ambitious love of ornament the affeeted cadences,

dithyrambs, bombast, stiff periods, frigid metaphors,

and harsh compounds, which he himself carefully

fixes on the sophist, whom he is holding up to

ridicule.

The subject of these declamations, as Plato him-
self hints *, was of very little consequence. An
address to Bacchus, or an eulogium on the city of

Rome, or on “ a well in the temple of iEsculapius,”

or on “ the ^Egean sea after a voyage across it,” or

a panegyric on the Emperor, or “ a lamentation on
the burning of the temple of Ceres,” were the sub-

jects of Aristides and Adrian in later periods. Some-
times it was a feigned judicial case

;
a master accuses

his slave of adultery; a woman is charged with

poisoning *. At other times it was historical :
“ De-

mosthenes advising war with Alexander,”or “Pericles

consoling the Athenians;” and it is needless to add
that Marathon, Plataea, and Salamis, were a never-

failing subject. “ Take care,” says Lucian, “ to

bring in Marathon and Cynegirus, without which
nothing can be done

;
in every thing you say make

Athos navigable, and bridge over the Hellespont,

and cloud the sun with the arrows of the Persians
;

let Xerxes fly, and Leonidas be wondered at.” Even
in a law«suit for the recovery of a sucking pig, the

sophist found it impossible to abstain from Marathon
and Salamis *. And that in the days of Plato it was
the same, may be seen from his own speech, the

Menexenus, and from many passages, familiar to

scholars, in the Comedies of Aristophanes. Some-
times, instead of speeches there was a florid descrip-

tion of the march of Xerxes, or of some picturesque

scenery; and this must be remembered when the

* Phffidr. * Fabric. Bibl. Gnec. lib. iii. c. 30.
® Epig. in Anthol. lib. xi. Lucian’s Rlietor. Prsecept.
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reader of the Phaedrus comes to Plato’s picture of

the scene on the banks of the Illyssus, which Plu-

tarch, not seeing its meaning, as a satirical imitation

of the rhetoricians, has censured as puerile; although

Plato has sufficiently guarded against the suspicion of

his indulging in such a toy as landscape painting, not

only by the evident extravagance of the language,

but by the expression of Phaidrus’s surprise, and by
pleading guilty himself, in the person of Socrates, to

a fondness for the haunts of men rather than for

inanimate nature. It has been often remarked, that

there is comparatively little picturesque description in

the classical poetry. Perhaps the abundance of it in

modem art, whether in poetry or painting, is no very

satisfactory feature in our taste, and may indicate, in

our minds, rather a defect of masculine vigour and
moral perceptions, than a genuine taste for the beau-

ties of nature. At any rate we may trace this feature

in modem literature, as well as our novel writing, to

the schools of the sophists *.

There was a far worse feature in the subject of

these declamations, which is intentionally brought

forward by Plato, in his selection of Lysias’ speech.

The rhetoricians not only pandered to the vices of

the day *, but to display their powers they especially

selected subjects, frequently revolting, generally

frivolous, or paradoxical. And the practice was so

common, that we find a regular classification of them %
under the head of aSo^ot and n-apdSo^oi

;
the latter

merely strange, the former such as recommended

' For one of the most beautiful specimens of ancient land-

scape writing, evidently formed upon the rhetorical models of

the day, see a letter of St. Bazil to Gregory, describing the
scenery of his hermitage in Pontus, Epist. xix,

* See, especially, Athenneus, lib. iv. c. 13, where he speaks
of the dialo^es composed by Persseus of Cittium, out of the
Commentaries of Stilpo and Zeno.

J Tzetzes, Chil. xi.
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some flagitious form of vice. Compared with this,

we may well excuse the panegyrics on mice, flies,

salt, fevers, earthen pots, gnats, fleas, beetles, quartan

fevers, bumble bees, eggs, donkeys, vomitings, and
gout, which occupied no little portion of the works

of the most admired rhetoricians *.

* Cresol. Thcatr. Rhet. lib. iii. c. 9.

A favourite subject was the XiSyof laxqfiaTiafiivoi, or

double entendre ;
where one thing was said, and another

meant.—See Cresol. Theatr. Rhetor. Proclus in Alcib., voL
ii. p. 243.

Q
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CHAPTER XXL

It is evident that the attraction of such compositions

must have been found in the style
;
and the beauty

of the style must have consisted in its musical com-
bination of words. Euripides, the sophist of trage-

dians, commenced this art in poetry. And when we
find him attacked for this, as well as for the falsity

of his sentiments, by Aristophanes, the best of critics,

we may be sme there was no slight connection be-

tween such a depravation of taste, and a still worse
depravation of morals \
We have no words in English to describe the

many artifices of style, which charmed the Athenian
ear, and most of which Diodorus Siculus* and Cicero

assign to the invention of Gorgias. There were the

antithesis, the balanced clauses, the rhyming termi-

nations, the “ turned and rounded” sentence, the

fiow of easy sound, from which even the slightest

roughness was carefully “ pared and scraped” off", the

metrical and almost versicular arrangement of short

periods, which a careful reader will observe in the

imitations of Plato
;

so that the beauties of sound
which had been so studiously cultivated on the stage,

were now to proceed forth from the professor’s chair,

and wanted nothing but the chorus, and the flute,

and a greater monotony of rhythm, to become poetry.

And a reader must be very insensible to music who
does not in some degree understand and make allow-

ances for such a taste as this in a voluptuous age

> Aristopli. Rana\ * Lib. xii.
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of a Greek people, in the possession of the Greek

language.

The want of instrumental accompaniment was sup-

plied as far as it could be by a most elaborate modu-
lation of voice. The recitation was carried on in a

sort of varied chaunt, passing, according to the sub-

ject, from the most “ silvery and honied” tones to

the full bursts of the “ Tyrrhenian or Olympic trum-

pet,” which it imitated by a peculiar metallic sound
;

for such appears to have been the rhetorical Kporos or

or deep sonorous roll of die voice, reserved for

sublimer occasions

It seems singular to the common - place taste

of modern days, that the Greeks could have found

such pleasure in such a frivolous amusement.

But there is a large and splendid building in one

of the principal streets of the English metropolis,

appropriated, at an enormous expense, to foreign

professors, who there deliver, every Tuesday and
Saturday evening during the season, lectures of

a somewhat similar kind with the ancient sophists
;

lectures, indeed, relieved by large instrumental ac-

companiments
;
but of which the great and striking

charm consists in certain elaborate modulations of

voice, either “ silvery and honied,” or “ sonorous and
trumpet-like.” And the charms of these tones are

so great, that they require no assistance from any
words—at any rate, from words with any meaning
or sentiments attached to them. And in this the

Greek had the advantage, as he had the advantage

also in that part of his exhibition which corresponded

with the dance of the ancient chorus. Whatever vice

* Critics have been much perplexed with these words.
I’hilostratus in more than one passage distinguishes between
them. But they evidently both referred to modulations of

the voice.

q2
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was contained in the declamation of the sophist, per-

haps we should not accuse their graceful, decorous,

composed action of any thing resembling the modem
ballet.

In fact, the sophistical declamations were the Greek
Opera, economically curtailed of its scenic decorations.

And Signor Gorgias and Signor Polemo are the ge-

nuine originals of the tribe of foreign singers, with
high pay and higher pretensions, who collect crowds
to hang, with rapture, on a few unintelligible sounds

;

and whose character and profession is held in pretty

much the same estimation by sensible Englishmen,
as it was by sensible Athenians '. We have only to

give the corps of her Majesty’s Theatre a charter for

conferring degrees to make the parallel complete.

The analogy will enable us to form a juster

conception of the intense delight, with which an
Athenian audience listened to the strains of their

rhetoricians. Their eloquence, according to Philo-

stratus and others, was as “ the heavens studded with

stars or “ meads covered with blossoms or “ the

purple robe and girdle, with which Juno adorned

herself to meet Jupiter * or “a mosaic of gems or
“ a stream of gold or “ an embroidery of pearls

and diamonds;” or, as Philostratus describes the

style of the sophist Herod, “ a golden sand gleaming

beneath the eddies of a river of silver,”

—

ypvaov

TTOTafi^ dpyvpoSiyr} vTcavyd^oy. Sometimes
it took a loftier tone, and became the very voice of

inspiration. The professor was seized with the god :

^oi/Sd^eiy— iy^ovffiafffidc— •‘^tofoprjroQ opfit)
—viro-

pa»:j^£U£tv

—

Kopv(iayridy—are the terms used to de-

^ There is an oration of Themistius, Orat. xxiii. clearing

himself from the charge of sophistry, which strikingly illus-

trates the roscmblanco.
* Themist. Orat. v.
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scribe his appearance, when the torrent of super-

natural eloquence burst from his mouth. And the

reader of the Phaedrus must remember this when he

comes to similar expressions, with which Socrates

accounts for the dithyramhic character of his lan-

guage on the hanks of the Ilyssus.

And scarcely less excitement pervaded the audience.

At the close of a well-turned sentence, or some bril-

liant metaphor, they clapped their hands, stamped

with their feet, jumped up and danced with delight,

—e^d\\e<rSai, says Plutarch, Kal Trpotropxeitr^ai' toIq

Xdyotc ;—or in the still stronger language of Chry-

sostom *, “ they uttered all kinds of disorderly voices,

and behaved like madmen, throwing their bodies

into convulsions, and rolling about.” And this was

the case even in the churches, where the practice of

applauding the preacher had been brought from the

rhetorical schools. They “ shook their robes,”

“ threw up their hands and their handkerchiefs,”

shouted out “ well done,” “ admirable,” “ divine,”

“ wonderful,” “briUiant”—“called out the professor’s

name, and cried for crowns upon his head*”—/3on,

jSd^/3oc, fivKTf^fiog, 5dpuj3oc, are the words used to

express their clamours. And in the mean time, it is

said, the orator “ sat on his lofty throne, gazing

round with delight on the enthusiasm of his admirers

beneath.”

Silence, on the contrary, unless it were the silence

of deep and hushed admiration, •&d/i/3oc koI

not only sunk the spirits, but in some cases provoked

the indignation of the mortified professor. Aristides

refused to exhibit before the Emperor Marcus

* Libanius ad eos qui molestum eum appellabant, cap. xi.

Fabric. Biblioth. Giwc., vol. v. c. b‘.

* Honiil. i. Verb. Isai.

* Cresoll. Theatr. Khct. iib. iii. c. 20.
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174 ENTHUSIASM OF HEARERS.

Antoninus, except on the condition that he might
invite a body of fnends to shout and applaud him
as much as they chose Proaeresius “ commenced
his speech gently, and quietly waited at the close of

oach sentence for the applause of the company.”
And one professor mentioned by Philostratus, once

in his mortification forgot himself so far as to box the

ears of a gentleman who had fallen asleep during his

harangue. But such failures were rare. In the ge-

nerality of instances the professor sat enthroned to

inhale the incense of applause. Sometimes “ he rose

from his seat, and stood on tip-toe,” ” spreading him-
self out like a peacock*,” or “ threw himself back
in his chair,” with “ a grand and solemn conscious-

ness of his own magnificence.” Or if his voice was
becoming hoarse, he had recourse to gum arabic, and
a glass of water, which a slave always carried behind

him. But even the most perfect triumph of vanity

must have an end. The declamation came to its

close, and the orator descended from his chair amidst

a roar of applause. The audience crowded round
him *, to praise, to wonder at him

;
sometimes to

embrace him in raptmre, kissing, or rather as it is in

the Greek, licking his breast and his hands, as if he

were a god, while he himself paraded the lecture-

room, asking each person in turn, “ What think you,

how have I succeeded *?” “Wonderfully, my lord,

as I hope to be saved

—

davftatmSc, icvptc, e/xtly

awripiav." “ What thought you of my description

^ Libanius indeed was obliged at the beginning of his

speeches to caution his hearers against expressing their

admiration too vehemently.—Oration cited above, cap. 11.

^ The peacock is the favourite metaphor for describing the

professor.

® Eiinap. in Vit. Promres. p. 215.
* Arrian, Epict. lib. iii. cap. 23.
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of Pan? Was it not a splendid passage on the

nymphs?” “Admirable! Extraordinary! vKep<pvdis”

was the ready answer.

But we must now take the professor back to his

house, accompanied, after a successful effort, by a

triumphant procession of admirers and pupils.
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CHAPTER XXII.

It is a tempting subject to follow him farther into

his school, and point out the curious parallel be-

tween the system of instruction which prevailed in

Athens, and the other universities of the Roman
empire, and the state of the universities of Europe in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. But a few
words will indicate its general character sufficiently

to illustrate the Dialogues of Plato.

It was in the first place conducted on the voluntary

principle. Professors delivered lectures, but attend-

ance was not compulsory. Secondly, it was not

catechetical. The only demand made on the memory
and active thought of the student was to retain a few

rhetorical rules, and acquire a fluency of words by
habits of declamation. Thirdly, it rested on the

teaching of individuals, and those individuals neces-

sarily indulged in dogmatism, and pretensions,

—

Trpooifjua yovy TroiElrai tG)v \6y(OP to ol3a, Kai to

yiywoKii), Kal rraXai ^lioicejjifxai. “ They begin,” says

Philostratus *, “ all their harangues with ‘ I know,’
‘ I am sure,’ ‘ I have examined the question.’ ” And
he adds another phrase, which necessarily follows

individual dogmatism,

—

Kal (^i(iaiov av^puTra ovSey,

“ There is no truth certain in the world.” As at-

tendance was voluntary, the main object of the pro-

fessor was to flatter the popular taste
;
he followed

instead of leading. As his dominion only reached

' Dc Vit. Sophist. Proa*, p. 480.
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over the lecture-room—as there were, unhappily for

Athens, no colleges or collegiate discipline— all

moral training was necessarily omitted. There is a

beautiful, and even affecting speech of Maximus
Tyrius, the Sophist, (we scarcely like to apply the

name to him *,) on this very subject :
“ What bene-

fit,” he says, “ can I derive from all this flow of

eloquence, these frequent orations, these elaborate

lectures? Applause? I have more than enough.

Reputation ? I am sick of the name. What can be

done while there are so many to praise the professor,

and none to follow his counsels ? You have souls,

and you have ears. You praise philosophy, but

will not obey it. All applaud, not one imitates

—

iiraivovat irdvrtc, /ui/ictrai Zk ovSeic- Every place,”

he proceeds, ” is full of teachers
;
the thing is cheap

as dirt, and springs up in a night. I would even

dare to say that of such a philosophy as this, there

are more instructors than there are pupils. And yet,”

he concludes, “ the sum of all philosophy is practice,

and the road to it requires a teacher, to raise up the

minds of the young, rac ruir vewv ypvyag avyeir-

aipovToc ; and to discipline their passions and affec-

tions, ZiaTraiZayuiyovvTOQ avruv rac <f>i\oTifiiac ;
and

to regulate their appetites by the administration of

pleasure and pain, icat ovZey d\\’ ij Xvnais Kai fiZoyatg

Tae opi^eiQ avpfxiTpovjiiyov."

A member of either of the English universities will

sum up the whole complaint in one word, “ They had
no colleges.” And if they can feel grateful for any
bounty of Providence provided for them by past

generations, it will be for these institutions, which
aie intended to save the young men of England from

exposure to a system like that of Athens.

The education, moreover, such as it was, was ex-

' Dissert, xxxvii. p. 386.
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178 EXPENSE OF INSTRUCTION.

tremely expensive. The whole expense of ordinary

college tuition at Oxford is about sixteen guineas a

year. Now although the fees at Athens varied, o fxev

fiia^oc 7/y d'XXoc dXXou, kuI w'c eKaaroQ oLkov eJ^ey *,

according to the wealth of the individual, they

were in all cases very great, even in the time of

Plato. So also Augustin, “ Haec omnia, quando a

magistris docentur, pro magno habentur, magno
pretio emuntur, magna jactatione venduntur*.”

About three hundred pounds seems to have been

the usual payment to the professor in early times ®.

This was the fee of Protagoras, Gorgias, Zeno, and
Isacus. In some instances a talent was given. In

others this was reduced to a thousand drachmas, as

in the practice of Isocrates, Lycurgus, and Aristippus

;

and inferior teachers went even lower. “ They pro-

mise happiness to the young men,” says Socrates,

“ at the rate of four or five minae.” But these fees

seemed to have gained little more than entrance to a

course of lectures
;
and when it pleased a distin-

guished rhetorician to make an exhibition, £TriSd£,Ei<:

cUfitffOovQ TTOulffOai*, the admission ticket was some-

times even as high as fifty drachmas, as in the well-

known case of Prodicus. The consequences of this

system were very injurious. And it would be easy

to collect the charges made against the Sophists of

avarice, meanness, and cruelty in the exaction of

their fees ®. Plato never omits an opportunity of re-

probating this mercenary teaching
;
and in the Re-

public he endeavours to place the system on its

proper footing, and to establish those relations of

duty and affection between the teacher and pupil,

which would render the task of education sponta-

neous and gratuitous. Wholly gratuitous, indeed, it

* Philost. in Vit. Scopdiau. * De Doctr. Christ, cap. 7-

* Laertius, p. C(>3. * Arist. Rhetor, lib. iii.

* See Cresoll. Theatr. Rhetor, lib. v. cap. 4, 5, 6.
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\

cannot be without drawing far too largely on the

contingencies of human disinterestedness. But it is

well, when as in the collegiate system, permanent
fixed incomes can be guaranteed, and little or no
room left for the thought of money to enter into the

office of instniction.

It is unnecessary to point out another vital defect

in the Sophistical education. It made pleasure, the

pleasure of the ear, the end of literature, and litera-

ture the end of life
;
and thus contrived to bring

together the two fatal moral heresies, which in the

Epicurean and Peripatetic schools have drawn men
away from the grand Catholic truth, that duty, not

pleasure, the formation of the whole man, not the

pampering of his reason, is the true law of education

and of action. Few things perhaps have so tended,

as such a theory, to corrupt the mind of a nation.

The mere voluptuousness of the senses can attract

few but the worst class of men. But the voluptuous-

ness of literature, seemingly addressing itself to the

reason, captivates the best. It is free from gross-

ness, provokes no remorse, is followed by no shame,

can face the public eye with the certainty of obtain-

ing applause instead of reprobation. It fills up the

vacant hour, occupies without satiety, apparently

exercises our best and purest faculties, and thus con-

verts even self-indulgence into a subject for pride

and respect. And when pleasurable emotion in any
one case is made the rule of right, it will soon

become a rule of universal application
;
and a taste

for literature will pave the way for the ready gra-

tification of all other tastes alike, the more readily in

proportion to the ardour with which it is indulged.

The state of literary society in France previous to

the breaking out of the Revolution, and the private

history of most merely literary men, will illustrate

the fact, and be the best comment on the view taken

,y
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by Plato in the Phaedrus of a purely voluptuous

literature. But the great and crying sin of the So-
phistical education system, the sin which the satirist

brings forward full as prominently as the philoso-

pher *, was its atheistic character. It left out religion.

Religion, though in the obscured and corrupt form of

Homer’s Mythology, and Simonides’ Hymns, and
Hesiod’s Cosmogony, was an essential element in

the old Athenian system. Children were taught to

worship God, though superstitiously. And super-

stition with all its evils is a million times better Aan *

infidelity. But with the sophists intellect was every-

thing, and God nothing. And thus followed the

natural end :
“ Professing themselves wise, they be-

came fools.” And “ even as they did not like to

retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over

to a reprobate mind, to work all uncleanness with

greediness*.”

This is the last point to be mentioned, but unhap-
pily the first to be remembered, in approaching the

Phaedrus. And unless we can prepare our minds to

judge fairly and candidly® of the difficulties with

which Plato was surrounded—to take, not insulated

passages, but the whole tenor of his writings—to

judge him by the end at which he aims, not by the

means which he deemed necessary to attain them

—

to distinguish his serious protests and denunciations

against vice, from the language which he puts into

the mouth of others, or employs by a sort of moral

economy, in working his way to better things—we
shall only do most grievous injustice to Plato, and
no little harm to ourselves by reading the Phaedrus

at all. We had better abstain from it, as men would

> Aristophanes, Nubes, passim.
* Romans i.

* For a very striking instance of unfairness, see Mosheim
de Turbata Ecclesia, § 43, p. 41.
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close the Bible, because to impure minds every thing

is impure. Above all we must remember that he

was writing for the Athenian people.

Men cannot comprehend Plato, and still less can

they undertake to defend him from the gravest of the

charges brought against him by partial and super-

ficial readers, if by an unpardonable anachronism his

principles and language are transferred from one age

and country to another'^totally different. We may
bless the mercy of Providence, which has preserved

European society far purer in its outward form than

the society of Athens, and in which therefore we
cannot endure to hear language, or to speak of things,

which Plato, as pure as ourselves—more pure, be-

cause pure in the midst of a general corruption—in

endeavouring to reform, was compelled to speak of;

and which he spoke of without reserve, because in

the world around him there was neither shame nor

concealment. But in estimating the character of

Plato, the question to be asked is, not if such things

are spoken of, but how they are spoken of, and with

what object, and under what circumstances. Is it

done to draw men from sin, or to encourage them in

it? And when the mode of withdrawing them is

considered, the question is not, if it be such as we
might be bound to adopt under a different dispen-

sation from God, but if it be the best, which could

be used in the age and by the man who employed
it ‘.

The fear of God, his love to man, our awful

position as regenerated Christians, the presence of

the Holy Spirit, the resurrection, and the judgment

* For some sensible observations on this subject, the reader

may be referred to Mr. Miller’s Bampton Lectures, Lect.

iv. and v., and Preface to Translation of Confessions of St.

Augustin.—Oxford, 18H8.

R
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—these are the spiritual weapons, with which we are

to attack and throw down the strong holds of Satan
in our heart. But Plato had none of these. He
found men with strong passions and misplaced affec-

tions, which he was to raise to their true object
;

to

purify, not to extinguish. He had no better world

to set before them at once, a world like that of

Christianity, which the most uneducated mind may,
under the blessing of God, realize so far as to fill up
something of the wants of the heart, and prevent the

entrance of sin. And though by his own reason he
had conceived a system of truths very noble and very
pure, which occupied the same place in his scheme of

education as the great facts of the Christian creed

occupy in ours, they could be reached only by argu-

ment and induction : and instead of setting down at

once before a sinner the Cross, and the judgment,
and the holiness of God, and a Being claiming and
deserving all the better affections of our nature

—

Plato was compelled ’ to raise the mind by little and
little from the world of sense in which he found it

plunged, to that heaven of heavens, or rather to that

one Spiritual Being, in whose essential nature all the

types of goodness and beauty were contained from

the beginning.

This is the true and equitable construction to be

put upon his strong and frequent panegyrics upon
beauty of external form, as the first object which is

to engage the heart, and lead it on through moral

beauty, and beauty of intellect, to the one true

KaXoy—even God himself. He was necessitated to

use with the heart of man the same process which he

used with the intellect*, when he endeavoured to

raise it to the conception of a spiritual world by

' Conviviiini, Conversation with Diotima, towai’ds the close.

* llepiihlic. lib. vii. p. 2f>4.
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accustoming it first to the abstractions of number
and quantity in geometry and arithmetic *

;
or which

all men must employ in religion, supposing they had

no revelation. They must begin with the physical

world, which lies open already before the senses, and
must lead the thoughts from it to a moral world,

which lies at first unseen beyond it. And though

a Christian, with the testimony of the Church as his

first and easiest instructor, is bound to protest against

this process, no one has a right to condemn,—to feel

any thing but admiration for a heathen,—who has no
other mode within his reach of attaining to divine

truth. But the real cause, why we are startled at

this plan in the gradual purification of our affections,

is, that from unhappy associations, physical beauty

to our minds is connected with but one set of ideas,

and those evil. And, lost as we are in this age to

high generalizations, we cannot understand the ana-

logy, and more than analogy, which Plato, with all

other great philosophers, delighted to trace between

the conformations of matter, and the moral attributes

of mind. With us matter is one thing, mind another
;

and between them lies a great and impassable gulf.

With Plato, matter as it has been shaped by mind,

the mind of its all-wise Maker, is a type and
shadow of that mind,—a cast, as it were, from an

all-perfect mould, rough indeed and shapeless to a

careless eye that looks only on its exterior, but bear-

ing in its minutest lineament the very impress of the

original, to those who look within.

* See lamblicluis in Villoisou Anecdot. Grseca, lib. xi.

p, 207. Hermias in Plat. Phasdrum, p. 05.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

I MAY venture perhaps on a future occasion to expand
the preceding remarks from Plato’s own statements.

At present this long preface may be closed with a few
hints for applying it to the interpretation of the

Phajdrus.

,
The student then must see in the person of Phae-

' drus the type of a whole class of Athenian young men,
as he will find a type of another class in Alcibiades *.

j

The one is a voluptuous, literary, self-indulgent cha-

j

racter
;
the other, spirited, energetic, and ambitious

;

hut both are the victims of corruption under the in-

fluence, the one of the rhetorical Sophist, the other of
that Athenian democracy, which equally in the eyes

; of Plato deserved the name of a Sophist *. The' cha-

racter of Phffidrus is delicately touched. The careful

reader will observe his effeminacy—his avoiding the

manly exercises of the Palaestra*—his consultation of

physicians, with which compare Plato’s general con-
tempt for quackery, yoerorpo<p(a ‘, in the Republic *

—

his afiectation in concealing bis manuscript
;

the

vicious direction of his thoughts in his allusion to

those tales of heathen mythology, which lent the sanc-

tion of the gods to the worst sins of man ®
;
and at

the same time his ardent passion for literature
;
the

* Alcibiades I. Proclus in Alcibiades, vol. ii, ed. Cous.,

p. 288, et ]>assim.

* Republic, lib. vi. p. 218. * Sec Aristojdi. Nubes.
* So in the Conviv. 176. * Lib. iii. p. 108.
® Compare Republic, lib. ii. ^2 .
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zest with which he enters into even the false orna-

ments both of Lysias’ speech, and of the sophistical

style as imitated by Socrates
;

his industry, his me-
mory, his admiration for the talents of Lysias, and his

general attachment to his master—feelings, wrongly

indeed directed, but still capable of being turned to a

right object. And these qualities must be compared
with the qualifications required in the Republic * of

those who are to become fit students of philosophy,

and under a proper discipline may be raised to virtue.

So also the character of Socrates is brought out in

many- minute touches, so that even without any other

dialogue the Platonic portrait of him would be com-
pletely preserved in the Phaedrus. His irony and
playfulness, strong dialectic powers, fondness for in-

tellectual conversation, which would make even Lysias’

speech “ a bait tempting enough to draw him after

Phaedrus as far as Megara, though he walked up to

the walls and came back again ”—the principles of

his dialectics, his sarcasms on the sophists, his high

and noble morality—the ardour and affection, with

which he engaged in the task of education,-—the ex-

periments with which he would exercise the minds
which he was trying to convert and improve *—the

supernatural voice of his genius, and even that little

trait of personal appearance, which by its recurrence

both in Aristophanes and Plato, was evidently indi-

cative of great peculiarity of character—his bare feet,

apviro^Tjaia, which probably made him looked upon
with the same mixed feeling of curiosity and mystery,

with which a dervise is received in the East, or a

monk of old was followed when he came into a city

—

all these are carefully introduced
;
and if the student

turns to the Apology, he will find them also sketched

out there, as if to prepare the reader for the appear-

ance of the chief actor in the future drama.

* Thea2tet. Phileb. lib. vi. p. 21G. * Republic, vii. p. 262.
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And if he is at all impressed with the high finish

of Plato’s writing, he will attend carefully to the mi-
nutest points. Ast has judiciously had the courage,

even in the face of the seeming extravagances of ‘

Alexandrian commentators, to allow that the names
at least, and much of the scenery and by-play, in the

Dialogues have a secret meaning—that nothing ought

to be overlooked—and Cousin, though seemingly with

some surprise, approves the remark. Thus the sen-

sualism and oratorical style * of Lysias is indicated by
his staying at the Morychian ®, probably a species of

luxurious hotel, so called from the notorious volup-

tuary Morychus, who is so frequently satirized in the

comic writers. And it is added, “near the Olym-
pian,” or the Temple of Jupiter Olympius,—Olym-
pius being applied by a rhetorical flourish to Pericles,

the “ thunderer of the Athenian assembly,” and Lysias

having selected the style of Pericles for especial imi-

tation. So also in the patronymics given to Phasdrus *,

and perhaps in the very name Phsedrus. All these

are slight touches, but they fill an important part in

telling the story, like the cobweb over the poor-box
in Hogarth’s print.

With these hints, and the history of the rhetorical

school of sophistry constantly in mind, the student

may then proceed to trace the course of the Dialogue.

It opens with a scene of little playful coquetry

between Socrates and Phaedrus, not unlike the quiet

humour of Addison, which leads to the production of

a speech written by Lysias, and which Phaedrus is

carrying off to learn by rote. To read it at leisure

they both proceed to a retired spot on the banks of

the Ilyssus. Perhaps many little points connected

with the selection of this spot are now lost to us.

But a lover of landscape painting will form a pleas-

' See Procliis in AlcibiaJ. I, p. 40. vol. ii. Cousin.’
* CEuvres de Plat, par Cous. ® P. 1. P. 25.
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ing Claude-like picture from the plane and the withy

—with the fountain gushing out at the roots, the

Ilyssus rippling along under the green hank, and the

images and shrine of the nymphs, which Plato has

studiously introduced, partly to form an appropriate

back-ground to the voluptuous character of Phaedrus

and his manuscript, partly to imitate the rhetoricians

of the day, and partly to prepare for the enthusiastic

dithyrambic tone, which Socrates is to indulge, like

the sophists, under the pretence of inspiration

—

VVfJi(f>6\T)TrTOi.

No one who has read the comic writers, or who
knows any thing of the state of morals in Athens,

will be startled at the subject of Lysias’ speech. And
if he does Socrates justice—the pure-minded though

alfectionate Socrates—of whom an illustrious Chris-

tian scarcely hesitated to say, “ Sancte Socrates, ora

pro nobis,” he will recognize at once his intention to

set forth in a glaring light the profligacy of the so-

phistical school, not to palliate or encourage vice.

Even the quickness, with which he previously turns

the thoughts of Phaedrus from the sensualities of my-
thology to a moral reflection, “ I trouble not myself

with these tales of Typhons and Chimeras, but rather

how I may prevent my own soul from becoming such

a monster,” ought to be a suflicient security against

any misrepresentation.

The speech itself is a full exhibition of the worst

features of Sophisticism. It is elaborate and arti-

ficial in style, and, as before stated, its object is

to recommend upon grounds of calculation and ex-

pediSicy the very worst forms of vice under the

very worst circumstances of dispassionateness and

coldness.' ' How close a connection there is between

sucB"”efKics and the fundamental scepticism of So-

phistry, may be seen by the revival of similar tenets

in many parts of the French sensuistic philosophy
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previous to the Revolution. It is taken up by
Socrates, not with a violent denunciation, for Plato

knew the human heart too well to think of suddenly

changing an inveterate character. And Socrates

could not, like a Christian, stand before a sinner, as

the minister of God, and threaten vengeance. Phae-

drus and himself were both heathens. And the seem-
ing accommodation which he practises, and which
would be unpardonable now, was then at least not a
compromise of positive duty. He commences a

speech on the same subject, in the florid, rhetorical,

dithyrambic style, with which Gorgias and his fol-

lowers had captivated the Athenian youth. And by
degrees, without quitting his subject, he slides into a

striking and affecting picture of the miseries and de-

gradation of vicious affections, gradually lowering his

assumed enthusiasm, and sinking from “ dithyrambics

into simple solemn strains V’ till he appears al-

most in his real character as the grave, pathetic, earn-

est Warner and teacher of the young. The skill with

which this is managed, without any destruction of

dramatic effect, or interruption to the easy flow of the

dialogue, is admirable, and must remind attentive

readers of some of the most interesting peripateias

in the Greek tragedies. Phoedrus is delighted. The
speech closes to his great regret, and it is evident,

from a few observations, that some little effect has

been produced in sobering his mind
;
but still the

vicious tendency predominates. And Socrates pre-

pares to depart. When he is about to cross the

Ilyssus, the voice of his genius bids him return. He

* It is singular that critics, who have mistaken these dithy-

rambics for serious writing, should have overlooked Aristotle’s

account of them. [Rhetor, iii. 07.] Speaking of such a style

he says, it should never be used except either when the subject

is impsissioncd, r/ fitr eipwvtiac, onip Fopyiag tTroUi, KUi rd
Iv Tip ^aiSpip.
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had spoken of affection—of that which an apostle has

told us is the special attribute of God—“ God is Love”
—he had spoken of this without discrimination, as

wholly a sinful and impure thing. And he prepares

to recite a palinode. Not to lose his hold upon the

attention and imagination of Phaedrus, and to secure

him by the same attraction of eloquence, with which
Lysias had tempted him to vice, he still adopts the

rhetorical, sophistical style
; and the elaborate dis-

tinctions, terse clauses, short maxim-like sentiments,

ypwfiiSia, etymologies, musical but monotonous
rhythm, harsh compound words, and high-flown dic-

tion, which marked the oratory of Protagoras And
under this form he introduces a bold. JSgurative. pic-

turesque, bjit somewhat extrava^nt myth, containing

all the_main parts of his ^wn philosophy, and pro-

bablythat of Pythagoras
;

at least so much as stood

to his system as the doctrines of religion stand to us.

He asserts, though under the paradoxical name of

nlSEhgg8§7Th5“'facC of Inspiration from heaven He
fixes the immortality of the soul ®. He acknowledges

the existence of a race of gods, between man and the

one Supreme Being,~whom he recognizes also in the

Kepublic7"and Laws, and Timaeus, under whose im-

mediate influence man is placed, and who occupy in

his celestial hierarchy the place of angels. How pro-

minent this doctrine became, when Platonism was
revived in Alexandria, and subsequently, when it

was made the foundation of astrology, need not be

pointed out. He lays down the great law of moral

retriburion in a luture stutej, and the necessity of self-

jT^nial and constant exertion in this to fit ourselves

for that state. That he should not have fixed a con-

summation of all things, and the final sealing of our

> See these peculiarities marked out carefully in the Nubes
of Aristophanes, ver. 31G, 320, 322, 337, 665, 740.

* See Repub. Ion. ® See Phaedrus.
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fate after death, but have supposed a succession of

existences, moving in a circle from life into death,

and from death into life, like a procession on a stage,

passing round behind the scenes, and coming on again,

(though this is the fundamental error of Plato’s the-

ology,) will not be surprising to those who have exa-

mined the almost insurmountable difficulties con-

nected with this subject previous to revelation

Then follows a summary of his moral and intel-

lectual system, thrown into t^_ figure of the spirit

gu'iding its pair of steeds in a winged car*, and

• “Reason,” says Bishop Butler, (Anal. c. 2, p. 67,) “did,
as it well niif^ht, conclude that it should, dually and upon the
whole, be well with the righteous, and ill with the wicked :

but it could not bo determined upon any principles of reason,

whether human creatures might not have been appointed to

pass through other states of life and being, before that retri-

butive justice should finally and eflectually take place. Reve-
lation teaches us, that the next state of things after the present
is appointed for the execution of this justice : that it shall be
no longer delayed

;
but the mystery of God, the great mystery

of his suffering vice and confusion to prevail, sJiall then be

finished

;

and he will take to him his great power and will

reign, by rendering to every one according to his works.”
* The metaphor is an obvious one. But the resemblance

between the following passage from one of the Hindoo sacred
books, (the Rub’li-opunishud of the Ujoor Ved), and the idea
of Plato, is striking :

—

“ Consider the soul as a rider, the body as a car, the intel-

lect its driver, the mind as its rein
;

the external senses are
called the horses, restrained by the mind

;
external objects

are the roads ; so wise men believe the soul united with the
body, the senses, and the mind, to be the partaker of the con-
sequences of good or evil acts. If that intellect, which is re-

presented as the driver, be indiscreet, and the rein of the
mind loose, all the senses under the authority of the intel-

lectual power become unmanageable
;

like wicked horees
under the control of an unfit driver. If the intellect be dis-

creet, and the rein of the mind finn, all the senses j>rovo

steady and manageable, like good horses under an excellent

driver. He who has not a prudent intellect, and steady mind,
and who consequently lives always impure, caunot arrive at
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mounting in its disembodied state up to the region of

the 'intellectual world ;
there contemplating the arche-

t^paTTdras of all created things, and bringing back

faint reminiscences of those glorious scenes, when it

descends intq^the prison of the flesh. And however

wild and unintelligible such a theory may sound to

ears unaccustomed to a deep philosophy, a thoughtful,

humble-minded student will at least suspect that

Plato had not formed it in a vision, and that it may
be (which we need not hesitate to pronounce it) a

parallel to some of the most positive, though myste-

rious, facts of Christianity. He will also recognize in

this~part that fundamental truth in morals, which

Plato illustrates in the seventh book of the Republic,

tFaT edubgrion IS not the implanting pt new affections

in tli^lhnid, but the withdrawing those which are

inherent universally in man’s nature from evil objectr

to godd^— that our^sehse^Tall things lovely and all

things honourable, and the affections which follow

the perception, come to us from God, and are to be

cherished as the best of his gifts—that “ reverence,

and honour, and awe are due to them,” as being

stamped with the image of their Maker
;

that to gaze

on such things only with an eye of earth, seeing

nothing but outward matter, and profaning that body
which is the shrine of an immortal soul with thoughts

the divine glory, but descends to the world. He who has a
prudent intellect and steady mind, and, consequently, lives

always pure, attains that glory from whence he never will

descend. Man who has intellect as his prudent driver, and a
steady mind as his rein, passing over the paths of mortality,

arrives at the high glory of the omnipresent God.”—Transla-

tion of the principal books, passages, and texts of the Veds,

by Rajah Rammohun Roy. 2nd Edit. p. 69.

The resemblance is still more striking when it is remem-
bered that the knowledge of God, as he is, forms under both

systems the end and jierfection of man, though it is a specu-

lative knowledge in Hindooism, and a practical in Platonism.
• Repub. 1. vii. p. 256.
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only fit for brutes that perish, is a deadly sin against

our Maker and ourselves
;
hut that to liv^without

affection, without any passion for that beauty, of

viTiicTi the fountain-head is the eternal essence of

God, and its stream from thence flows down over the

whole universe of things, even to the skirts of the

robe of nature, even to the dead forms of matter, is to

live a poor, perish^le lif(^ from which nothing greaF
or noble cah”~ever come

—

dyqrd re ical 0ct^(u\a

o'lKoyofwvaa, dptXevdepiay rij flXy tyreicoiaa *.

In all this statement, strong as the language is,

and figurative, and adapted to the corrupt mind of

Phasdrus, and the lamentable circumstances of the

age *, rare dXXa Kai role oyofxatriy i^yayKaafieyri

iroijjrtKoic riai Sia ^alBpoy iipifaBai *, there is but one
part which needs apology. It is unnecessary to

point it out
; and let the excuse be, that it holds out

a hope of heathen repentance and amendment to a

heathen sinner.

The myth now closes
;

and Phaedrus, hanging
with delight on its rhetorical beauties, and in some
degree also touched by its moral tendency, is in a fit

state to be led on to a more sober and grave inquiry

into the real nature of that rhetorical art, by which
Lysias had fascinated him, and drawn his affections

from the true and elevated objects, which Socrates has

unveiled to him, to a miserable and degrading volup-

tuousness. Whoever compares the tone of Phaedrus’

few words now with his previous remarks, will

observe the difference. And “ as the sun is still at

its height, and the cicadae chirping over their heads

in the noon-day heat, seem to invite them to continue

’ Proclus in Alcib. p. 230.
* For the skill with which Plato would suit his mode of

teaching to the character whom he addressed, see Proclus
in Alcibiad. 310. Vol. ii. Cousin.

* Phivd. p. 4il.
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in the shade,” Socrates proceeds to point out first the

absurdity of a rhetoric which has not its hasi^in^

truth— wliich Ts to please tlie e^^^^ inflame the

min37hut withoutItny 'coramjinicad with the rea-

son
;

an3”tKen he passes on to perhaps the most
singular, and to modem ears the most paradoxical,

part of the dialogue
;

that which relates to the art of

writing, as an instrument for conveying’ knowledge.

Tt IS unnecessary to remind the reader that the pro-

fligate speech of Lysias was the type of a new kind of

popular written literature, the first which had made its

appearance in Athens—probably in the world—that

oral authoritative catechetical teaching was the original

form of education—that poetry committed to memory
was the only popular literature admissible under

such a state of things—that when written composi-

tions were at first introduced, they were looked on
with contempt *

;
and that if they were intended for

the popular ear, they still retained even in prose a

strong poetical impress
;
and if they were scientific,

they were framed as memoranda, heads of lectures,

condensed summaries of information, which oral

teaching was to expand.

In the present day, in this country, we have reached

the opposite extreme. Our whole teaching, it almost

seems to be supposed, ought to be through writing.

The supposition is an absurdity, but the principle is

practically maintained. Our histories, philosophies,

sciences, arts, politics, taste, theology, all imaginable

subjects, are transformed into light reading, compressed

into duodecimos, spread through the country by circu-

lating libraries, and laid before every reader of every

description in the same guise, and with no other power
of interpretation but the fancy, or will, or knowledge

of the individual. As books, which every one is to

* Pha;d. p. 44.

s
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read, must be palatable to every one, amusement is

the great object of authors. And as the very notion

of a popular written literature, extending to grave

and profound subjects, implies that the people are fit

judges' of grave and profound subjects, the whole

business of deciding on the truth or propriety of doc-

trines has been transferred from the teacher to the

taught. I have no wish to fix the observation on
any one branch of our studies (one will necessarily

occur to every thoughtful reader). They apply

equally to all. But let Plato’s own words be ex-

amined, and see if they do not contain a striking

prophecy of consequences, which he anticipated from
an abuse of the art of writing

;
and which, had he

lived to see the abuse of the art of printing, he would
have witnessed in a tenfold degree. It is not said

that writing and printing are not good—are not bless-

ings
;

but it is said by Plato, and must soon be per-

ceived by all, that when their use is misunderstood,

when they are taken apart from a controlling per-

sonal authority, when they are indiscriminately

applied, when men are taught to look to them as the

primary vehicles of knowledge, and conservators of

truth, the mischief is incalculable. The passage is

long, but it deserves to be quoted accurately.

“ I have heard, says Socrates, that somewhere about
Naucrates in £g>’^pt there lived one of the ancient gods of

that region, the same to whom the bird which they call

Ibis is consecrated, and whose name was Thoth. He
was the first to invent arithmetic and calculation, geo-
metry and astronomy, with chess and dice, and, ab^ove

all, letters. At that time also there was a king of the
whole of Egypt named 'fhamuz, who dwelt in the great

city, which the Greeks called Egyptian Thebes, and the

god of it Ammon. To this king Thoth came, and ex-
hiliited his contrivances, with a recommendation that
they should be diffused generally among the Egyptians.
'ITiarauz proceeded to ask the use of each, and as Thoth
described it, he praised or censured it. Many were his

i
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remarks on each contrivance, some favourable and others

not. But when the letters were produced, ‘This dis-

covery,’ said Thoth, ‘ O king, will make the Egyptians
far wiser, and their memory far better than it is at pre-

sent. It has been invented as an infallible recipe for the

preservation of knowledge and truth.’ ‘ Most clever

'fhoth,* replied the king, ‘ one man may invent an art,

hut another may judge better what good or harm it will

do to those who practise it. And now you, as the father

of letters, from fondness for your own work, have given
of them precisely the reverse of their real character.

For this invention of yours will destroy instead of
strengthening the memory of those who learn it, since

they will neglect to e.xercise their minds, trusting to the

e.xtemal written symbols, and not rousing themselves to

internal recollection. It is therefore a recipe not for re-

taining knowledge in our minds, but for recalling it when
lost. And you areprovidingfor disciples a show ^wisdom,
but not the reality. For hearing a variety of information,

without any real instruction, they will seem topossess general

knowledge, while in reality the greater part will have no
knowledge at all, and consequently will be intolerant of
others, and very troublesome people to deal with, with an
affectation of wisdom and nothing more '. He, therefore,

who thinks to leave behind him any art or science con-
signed to writings, and he again who receives it, as if any
knowledge could be transmitted with clearness, and fixed

by letters, must be a very simple-minded person

—

ttoXX^c

av evT}9iiag ykfxoi; and in truth knows nothing, if he thinks
that written words can answer any other purpose than to

recall facts committed to writing to the mind of one ac-

quainted with them before.
“ For writing, Phaedrus, is attended with another evil

also, and in this respect it resembles animal-painting;

for the creatures of that art stand before us as if

they were alive ; but if you ask them what they mean,
they look very grave and hold their tongues

—

atpvdt;

irdvv aiyd. And SO it is with letters. You may fancy

* ao(piai Sk role paOrfraiQ So^av ovk d\r}9ttav Tropi'^ttf.

TToXuqjcooi yap ffoi ytvoptvoi dvev SiSu)^iic, TroXtiyvw^ovfC

tlvai So^ovaiv dyvwpovtQ, wf iTri rd 7rXij0oc, ovrtc, Kai

X«Xf TToi Kvvtipai’ So^oaotpoi ytyovdrtQ avri ao<piov.

s 2
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they speak like sensible things, but if you want further

information, and ask what they said, they give again and
again only one and the same answer. And when once
they are written down, they roll about in every direction,

all words alike passing current among those alike who
understand them, and those whom they do not concern.

They cannot know to whom they should speak, and to

whom not, but constantly getting out of place, and very

unjustly abused, they need their father always to assist

them. For of themselves they can neither retaliate on
others, nor defend themselves

Again he proceeds

;

“ Isthere not another kind of speech—X(5yoc—a brother,

but a genuine brother of the former, and far better,

and far more powerful ? That which, with demonstration

accompanying it, is written in the mind of the learner,

having power to maintain its own cause, and discrimina-

tion to speak or be silent to fitting persons.’ ‘You mean,’

replies Phaedrus, ‘the Word, Xoyof, in the mind of the

man of knowledge : that which has life and breath, and
of which the written word would rightly be called the

shadow.’ ‘ I do,’ said Socrates.—‘ And if a husbandman
of sense were interested in his seeds, and wished them to

' come to fruit, would he gravely dig up a garden of Adonis,

and delight to see them springing up in beauty within

eight days ?—or if he did this at all, would he not do
it as the mere amusement of a festival ?—while on the

seeds that he seriously valued, he would employ the

whole art of husbandry, and sow them in the fitting soil,

and be content if in eight months they come to maturity?

And shall we say, that he who possesses the knowledge
of the just, and the beautiful, and the good, in the cultiva-

tion of bis own seeds, is less wise than the husbandman ?

Surely he will not seriously sit down to write them with

ink in water, sowing them through a pen with words
which have no tongue to defend themselves, and are un-

able adequately to teach the truth. But his writings, if

he write at all, will be as gardens of Adonis, sown as it

were, and written as amusement, to treasure up aids to

memory for himself, if he come to old age, and for others

* Phsedrus, p. 6!).
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who follow in his steps. And he will he pleased with
seeing them shoot out in delicacy and tenderness. And
while other men indulge, each in his own recreation, in

watering tlieir minds, as it were, with feasts and wine,

then he the philosopher, methinks, will spend his time in

the amusement and relaxation which I have mentioned.’
‘ It is a noble play,’ says Phaedrus, ‘ compared with a

very poor one ;
when he that can play with words,

amuses himselfwith myths and stories on justice, and the

other subjects which you spoke of.* Socrates.—‘ It is so,

my dear Phaedrus. And yet far nobler is that serious

study, when a man, possessed of the true art of reason-

ing, ry CiaXtKTiKy rkxvy, finding a mind fit to receive his

lessons, plants and sows in it his words, with proofs and
demonstration accompanying them—words able to de-

fend themselves, and him who planted them, and not

fruitless, but having seed within them, from whence other

words springing up in other minds may preserve the race

immort^, and make the possessor happy, so far as happi-

ness is possible for man.’ ”

Such were Plato’s views ofbooks as a primary inde-

pendent mode of communicating knowledge. He did

not exclude them, as Pythagoras did, and others of his

predecessors, the Romanists of philosophy. But still
^

less did he exclude oral instruction. He placed this

foremost, as practically all men do,—as parents do
who teach their children—as the church does, who
sends her ministers to the heathen and the sinner, and
not the Bible alone except as in their hands—as all

arts and all sciences must do, which propagate them-

selves by imitation, and discipline, and practice under

the correction of others, not by abstract treatises.

He made books a reservoir of knowledge, to guarantee

a future supply in case the living stream were cut off.

And he employed them to remind men of truths which

they had learned from the lips of their teachers
;

to

feed and amuse their mind in solitary hours, and to

he a check upon the corruption of truth, by esta-

blishing a second standard, a duplicate copy.

s 3
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And with these views it is evident that he wrote

his own works, and alludes especially to them in these

general observations. They were to contain the same
truths which his personal teaching contained, but which
without person^ teaching would be wholly useless.

They were an amusement to himself, a sort of play-

thing. And thus we account for the irony, humour,
poetry, and dramatic character of many of the Dia-

logues. But they were also a memorandum-book,
fiPT)fU)tTvvov, of his grand doctrines. And thus we
explain the grave didactic tone of the Phaedrus, the

Phaedo, the Republic, and the Laws.
What was true of individual instruction, was true

also of political systems. Written laws, as he repeats

again and again, can do nothing without education.

And education, as he states in the Republic, by
means of a popular rhetoric, without a sure and deep
foundation in religion and philosophy, is an absurdity.

Lysias, the writer of the speech, was also Lysias, the

writer of Athenian psephysmata The rhetorician,

or popular novel-writer, was also the demagogue of

the day. Pleasure was his object in both capacities
;

and vice, the consequence of pleasure, and misery of

vice. And the same reasonings, which were used to

rescue Phaedrus from the toils of his master, were to

be employed in framing a polity as different from the

democracy of Athens as the Church from the anarchy

of infidelity. With Phaedrus, they were not lost.

And that mind must have followed very dully the

course of the Dialogue, and be little sensible to its

change from vicious thought and feverish language to

quiet and moderated reasoning, with glimpses of re-

ligious truths and hopes of better things for the un-

happy profligate, if he is not struck with the con-

> For a strong but not unjust character of Lysias, as a poli-

tical character, sec a note of Mr. Mitchell’s Aristoph. Equites,

p. 204.
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eluding sentence of Phaedrus, almost as with the calm,

and simple, but solemn prayer, which closes our own
Liturgy :

—“ In this world knowledge of thy tnith,

and in the world to come life everlasting.”

It was Socrates, who before had proposed to de-

part, while Phaedrus prayed him to continue the in-

dulgence of his vitiated taste. Now it is Phaedrus
who proposes to quit the scene, perhaps full of un-
hallowed associations.

Phad. “ Let us depart,” he says, “ for the heat of the

day is past.”

Socr. “ Must we not offer up a prayer before we go ?”

Phad. “ Why should we not ?”

Socr. " O beloved Pan, and all ye gods whose dwelling

is in this place, grant me to be beautiful in soul, and all

that I possess of outward things to be at peace with those

within. Teach me to think wisdom the only riches ‘.

And give me so much wealth, and so much only, as a
good and holy man could manage and enjoy. Phaedrus,

want we any thing more ? For my prayer is finished.”

Pheed. “ Pray that I may be even as yourself ; for the

blessings of friends are common.”
Socr. “ Let us depart.”

* Wealth and sensual gratification being the two great
objects of the Rhetorical Sophist.

y'
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CHAPTER XXIV.

After these remarks introductory to the Phasdrus

of Plato, 1 will now venture to ask his attention to

another dialogue, the most interesting and important

of the whole series. The Phaedrus closed with a
view of the use and nature of instruction by writing,

or of what we should call books and literature,—

a

view which must be borne in mind in studying all

the works of Plato. It represented them as second-

ary, and secondary only, to a system of oral education

—as amusements for the author rather than his seri-

ous occupation—as aids to the memory in retaining

or recalling what had been learned,—not as a proper

instrument for originally teaching truths. It de-

scribed books in themselves, and the habit of reading

by itself, as pernicious rather than useful
;
as engen-

dering conceit
;
as misleading the mind without being

able to correct its errors
;
as inspiring a taste for mul-

tifarious information, and a vanity in displaying it,

while real and profound wisdom was despised and
unknowTi

;
and lastly, as creating an infinite variety

of opinions left by themselves to wander over the

world without any guide; and thus as finally de-

stroying even the belief in the existence of truth, by
the Mezentian process of tearing it into fragments.

And whether or not the view is correct, may be easily

decided by our own observation at this day.

And yet books in their proper place, and subordi-

nation, were full of value. And it was Plato’s object

to provide for his followers a philosophical literature,

which should fulfil its purpose with the least possible
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Plato’s writings. 201

risk of being abused. His own exquisite taste, and
that of the people for whom he wrote, induced him
to exhaust in his compositions all the arts of elo-

quence, arrangement, dramatic skill, picturesque de-

scription, vivid and interesting disputation, and as

much poetry of thought, language, and even rhythm,

as the chastened ear of the Athenian would bear at a

distance from the stage. To guard them from super-

seding oral instruction, he threw over them an ambi- 1

guity and even obscurity, which render assbtance

absolutely necessary. They are, if we may venture

to use such a comparison, the Scriptures of Plato-

nism,—that is, the development, in a large and seem-

ingly irregular form, of the grand formularies of his

doctrines, which were given through another channel,

and without which, as a key to his writings, it is by
common confession most difficult, perhaps we may
say impossible, wholly to understand them ^ To pre-

vent them from fostering that habit of indulgent,

passive indolence, which reading without thinking

naturally produces in the intellect, he so constructed

them, that in all but a very few, and to a great degree

even in these few, no subject is proposed without

running up into a problem, and no problem is solved

by the work itself without independent thought in the

reader. To stimulate this thought he threw much,
which he designed should arrest the attention, into the

form of seeming paradox *. Origen, that man of “ sin-

* “ Antiphane, un des amis de Platon, comparoit, en riant,

ses Merits a une ville, oil les paroles se geloient en Fair, des
qu’elles ^toient prononedes, et I’e't^ suivant, quand elles ve-

naient a etre ^chauffdes et fondues par les rayons du soleil,

les habitans entendoient ce qui avoit 6X6 dit I’hiver
; car les

discours de Platon pour Stre entendus doivent etre ^chauff^es,

et comme fondus par les rayons d’une intelligence bien exer-
c6e.”—Dacier, Doctr, de Platon, vol. i. p. 79 *

* For the difficulty attending the explanation of Plato’s

writings, see Meiner’s Gescbichte de Wissensch. tom. ii.
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202 ANALOGY OF THE SCRIPTURES.

gular acuteness has remarked of the Bible (may we
venture once more to use the illustration without ir-

reverence ?), “that the Word of God has contrived by
a species of economy, ifKovoyi-qai, to introduce certain

stumbling-blocks, difficulties, inconsistencies, and
seeming impossibilities into the History and the Law,
lest we should all be led away by the unmixed attrac-

tion and charm of the outward statements, and thus

learning nothing worthy of God’s wisdom to impart,

should entirely fall short of the truth
;
or not being

excited to inquiry by the letter, should fail in obtaining

the knowledge of the spirit*.’’ And we all know how
closely a belief in the easiness and clearness of Scrip-

ture, unassisted by instruction, is connected not only

with contempt for the teaching of the Church, but

with a lamentable insensibility to the meaning of the

Scriptures themselves. F"'". in the mere form of

Plato’s works, a collection of separate discussions,

which no one yet has been able to throw into a re-

gular connected series, there is something which may
remind us of the structure of the Bible, in indepen-

dent and multiform treatises.

We knowhow diffieult it is to fix the precise object

of each portion of these, or to explain why one fact

is inserted, and another omitted. We know also that

some portions, especially the later, are far more full

and explieit than the earlier,—that the truth may be

p. 699 ;
Tiedemann, Prrefat. ad Argument. Dial. Plat. p. 4 ;

Tennenian, System des Platon. Pliilosoph. tom. i. p. 84 ;
Schul-

ziu.s, Commentat. de Summa seeund. Plat. Pliilosoph. fine.

Hclmst. 1792, p. 6 ;
Sigonius de Dialog, fol. 35. Veiiet. 1562 ;

Degemiido, llistoire des Systemes, vol. ii. p. 222.
* Butler’s Analogy.
* Origen, Pliilocalia, cap. 1, where there are several other

remai’ks on the use and structure of the written Word, which
also are singularly applicable even to these human composi-

tions.
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ANALOGY OF THE SCRIPTURES. 203

traced throughout, but, to be seen fully, should be

traced backwards—from the Christian, for instance,

to the Jewish scheme
;

its lineaments at every step

becoming more faint and involved—more buried in

enigmas, and in a shell of outward facts—more re-

duced in compass—more imperfect in development

;

and yet even here clearly discernible by an eye,

which has seen it written elsewhere, as Plato himself

would say, “ in larger and more legible characters.”

It is scarcely safe to pursue the parallel for fear

of irreverence. But that the most elevated human
reason, in providing a written teaching for its fol-

lowers, should have been led to a plan not wholly

unlike to that, which the providence of Almighty God
has been pleased to sanction, is perhaps no more
strange, than the belief of the early Christian Fathers,

that the same reason had by assistance from heaven

reached the shadow of truths, developed in divine

revelation.

I propose then to pass at once from the Phaedrus,

which was taken as a preface, to the Republic, which

is acknowledged to be the fullest, most perspicuous,

and most dogmatic exhibition of the Platonic philo-

sophy.
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204 SUBJECT OF THE REPUBLIC.

CHAPTER XXV.

The first difliculty which perplexes a student in this

dialogue is one, which occurs frequently in Plato

—

the division of the work into apparently two distinct

subjects
;

so that critics have hesitated, which to

assume as the real question under discussion, and
what title the Dialogue should bear. It opens and
^oses with_an inqp^ intq

^
the nature aQustice, and"

The /^ole intervening s^ce, extmi^ing to three-

fourths" of the work, is occupied^ with a political

sketch, which' is professedly ihtroduci^ as a mere
illustraliom The absence in theTPlatonic Dialo^es
of formal explanatory inscriptions by the author is

one of their distinguishing features. It was not the

intention of Plato to give a clue, which should super-

sede instruction, and deaden active thought. And
much cannot be said for the ingenuity of critics, who
have endeavoured to supply them. Stalbaum has

referred, as we may do ourselves, to Proclus, and
modern German writers, for a view of the controversy

respecting the proper title of the Republic \ And
even if there were no historical evidence to decide the

question, it would be a waste of time to discuss it, as

if were possible (the expression is taken from Proclus)

for either title to be correct, which should exclude

the other. But it is evident from Plato’s own words

^ Prod. Comment, ad Plat. Polit. p. 149, 309 ; Klenker,
Pnefat. ad Polit. Plat. Germ. Vers. p. Ill ;

Tiedemann, Ar-

f
ument. Dialog. Plat. p. 171 ;

Morgenstem, Comment, de
'latoa. Repnb. 1794 ;

Tenneman, System des Plat. Philosop.

tom. iv. p. 173 ; Schleiermacher, Op. Plat. vol. iii. p. 1. p. 3.
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POSITION OF THE REPUBLIC. 205

in the Tiraaeus that he referred to the Republic, not

as a mere ethical, but as a political treatise, just as

Aristotle calls his own Nicomachean Ethics a political

work
;
and the ancient writers, including Aristotle,

knew it by the name IloXtret'a *. And though it is

easy to understand how the sceptical individualizing

tendency of modem philosophy, especially in Ger-
many, should give an undue prominency to the merely
ethical discussion, the whole scheme of Plato’s philo-

sophy points upwards to the political theory. The
tie between them, avowedly put forward, is indeed

slight, if illustration is the only purpose to be an-

swered. But, as is usual in Plato, it contains within

it a very strong and indissoluble chain—the chain,

which, in both history and speculation, binds together

ethics and politics, the individual and the state
;

making the man the microcosm of the State, and the

State the development of the man, and which cannot

be cut asunder without ruin to both.

But to this point we may return hereafter.

The next question for the student is, the position

of the Republic with reference to the other Dialogues
;

and in this there can be little mistake. It forms,

in the first place, one of a distinct peculiar group,

which Plato has openly and carefully linked together

—the Republic, the Timaeus, the Critias, and the

Laws. These are all stamped with a peculiar dog-

matic character. The dialectic argumentation, which
in the other works was intended to exercise the

powers of the young reader, is now changed into a

clear decisive enunciation of tmth. The characters

in the drama pass from the teacher and pupil into

* Timceus, Leips. ed. 1, vol. viii, p. 1.

* Aristotle, Theophrastus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Plu-

tarch, Alcinous, Athenieus, Di^enes Laertius, Suidas, Sim-
plicius, Origcn, Justin MartjT, Eusebius

;
and, among Latins,

Cicero, Macrobius, Lactantius, and Chalcidius.

T
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206 POSITION OF THE REPUBLIC.

grave and matured debaters The irony ceases.

The quaint grotesqueness of Socrates’ character is

softened down and disappears
;
or rather the Silenus

mask is dropped, and reveals the whole noble unaf-

fected expression of the philosopher’s heart and mind.

And whatever was the labyrinth of reasoning before,

the course now runs clear and open. To determine

exactly the mutual connexion of these four Dialogues

would require a long discussion, foreign to the present

purpose. But the Republic exhibits an ideal view
of a _^hudy politic

;
such, we must especialTy^~r^'

member, asPlato earnestly longed to see established

in his own native region. Athens was the spot, and
the Athenians the people, to which his eyes con-

stantly turned, when any hope arose of realizing his

noble visions of human perfection in an age of corrup-

tion. It was here, he says *, that Minerva established

her state at first,—choosing it from all tlie earth as

“the soil and the clime most fruitful in brave and
intelligent minds,”— such minds as Plato required

as the materials for his own polity. To restore the

democracy of Athens to such a constitution, as heaven
itself had fixed for it at first, he expressly declares to

be his aim. And to revive something of an ancient

spirit, some thought of better times and nobler deeds,

than even those which drove back the Persian from
the shores of Greece, and let loose a far more fearful

monster upon them in the person of an unbridled

mob,—to cover the severity of the satire on the exist-

ing state of things by a flattery, which would soothe

the ear without injuring the heart—and to balance

the mischievous adulation, with which the demagogue
used to load the vanquishers of Xerxes, the Mapa-
duvofjidxovQ of democracy—he seems to have invented

* See Tirarcus, vol. vii. p. 5.

* Critiafl, vol. vii. p. 128 ;
Tiinceus, vol. vii. p. 1 1.
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CONNECTION WITH THE CRITIAS. 207

the myth of the Great Atlantic Isle, the invasion of

Greece by its armies, and the repulse of them by the

valour of an ancient Athens—such as it was, before

democracy corrupted it. ITiis myth is partially de-

veloped in the fragment of the Critias. If it was ever

intended to be finished, probably it would have been
wrought into a finished portrait of the second of those

four societies, which are sketched in the eighth and
ninth books of the Republic, the Oligarchy of Wealth.

But, as it has come down to us, we can discover in it

little but a grand, gorgeous drop-scene to something
—which we have lost. It may be, this was all which
Plato required. And when sufficient vividness and
reality had been given to the main fact, which he
wished to throw forward, he might think it neither

safe nor necessary to venture further into historical

fiction *.

The two remaining Dialogues are to be placed on
either side of the Republic. The Timaeus sketches

out, as far as Plato would presume to do so by mere
reason, the probable system of the universe, especially

in its relation to God
;

or, in other words, a view of

that city or voXic—the Civitas Dei—to which he
alludes in several parts of the Republic, as the model
and type of the body politic on earth, and far nobler

even than his own ideal polity :

—

KaXXlta en
ehrilv TToXiy re kuI dvSpa^—iy ovpayy 'iffwc Tcapd-

htiyfxa dyaKtirat rw l3ovXofxiy(t) op^y, Kai opuyn eavruv

Karou-<^£tr *.—And the Laws are an adaptation of the

principles of the Republic, to a practical case, so far

as it seemed possible to realize them. And if the

two systems are compared, this will probably account

for the chief discrepancies between them. What the

Jewish polity was to the Christian, the Laws seem to

* In support of this, see the Apology at the beginning of

tlic Critias, vol. vii. p. 126.
* Ucpub. lib. viii. p. 284. * Ibid. lib. ix. p. 349.

T 2
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208 POSITION OF THE REPUBLIC.

lie to the Republic,—a machinery for the government
of man as he is, not as he should be—with his pas-

sions and vices requiring discipline, and without the

aid of that perfectly wise government, which Plato

acknowledges could scarcely be formed without a

miracle. The miraculous gifts of Christianity, and
the absence of them in the Jewish system, probably

afford the best clue to interpret them both. And so

in the two systems of Plato*.

Without delaying, however, on this point at pre-

sent, interesting as it is, the student will next have
to fix the relation of the Republic to the other Dia-

logues. And even a slight view will show him, that

it is the crowning work, the corner-stone of them all

;

and that it contains in itself the answers, however
briefly, and as it were accidentally, dropped to the

enigmas and problems raised through the preceding

inquiries. If the discussion on Justice is opened in

the Gorgias, it is completed in the Republic. If the

immortality of the soul is dubiously proved in the

Phaedo, it is assumed as demonstrable here. If the

Philebus leads the mind through contending theories

of human happiness subjectively considered, and only

hints at an objective good, upon which it must
really be based, the Republic constitutes this grand
truth the foundation of its whole system, making
all goodness depend upon wisdom, and wisdom to be

the knowledge of God *. The Parmenides, which
by many little touches is connected with the Repub-
lic, is a dialectic development of the first principle

of a polity, perhaps of something even grander and
more mysterious, the co-existence of unity in plu-

rality and plurality in unity—a principle denied both

by the Sophists, who rejected unity, and by the

Eleatics, who rejected plurality,—and which, how-

* See Leg. ix. p. 320, v. 138 ; Arist. Polit. iv. 6.

* Lib. vii. p. 270.
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ever abstruse it seems, lies in reality at the root of

all moral as well as logical systems. The Politicus

and the Sophist in the same manner are examples

of the dialectic art, on which Plato lays so much
stress '. The Ion and Hippias find their real deve-

lopment, cleared from their subtle irony, in the begin-

ning of the tenth book of the Republic. The doubts

respecting education in the Meno are solved in the

Republic by a direct theory of education. The Sym-
posium is an analysis of the principle of human affec-

tion here transferred to a divine object. The Protagoras

is placed in obvious contraposition to the Republic,

as the Sophistical school was placed to the Platonic,

in morals, and metaphysics, and politics. Even the

Cratylus falls into its place under that main principle

of the Republic, the existence of immutable truth

—

rd ovra, as opposed to rd yivofieva. And perhaps

no better framework could be found for a right dis-

tribution and arrangement of the Dialogues than the

plan of the Republic, assisted by that of the Phas-
drus

;
the Phaedrus containing the germs of all the

others, as the Republic contains their results. These
remarks, however, are thrown out merely as hints

for directing the student
;
and we must turn to a

question more immediately belonging to the Dia-
logue.

' Lib. vii. p, 272.

T 6
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CHAPTER XXVI.

The first object which attracts attention in this, as

in all other works of art, is the outward fonn. In all

higher works of art it is the last which is understood.

Until we feel the sentiment intended to be expressed

by a picture, we cannot read rightly either its

colouring or its drawing. Till we know the rationale

of a building, we are no fit judges of its architecture.

And in the same manner, to appreciate the exquisite

skill, with which Plato throws his thoughts into

shape, and groupes and drapes his characters, we
must understand his internal theory. Again and
again it must be repeated, that the scenery, the stage

decoration of Plato’s Dialogues, has an essential in-

herent conformity to the subject matter. Modem
writers of dialogues think no more of this than the

monopollologist, who hires a stage, and makes his

appearance with a green baize table and pair of wax
candles in the midst of a canvas forest, or a set of

furbelowed waves. They propose to say something

:

they fancy it will be more intelligible, perhaps even

suppose it is more lively, if said by another person

than by themselves, and by two instead of one : and

then, as this seesaw must have a locality, they

stitch on at the beginning a “ purple patch,” gene-

rally of scenery or anecdote, which with equal pro-

priety suits any subject, and only distracts the eye

without assisting the thought. But nothing of this

kind is found in Plato. The place, the persons, are

all in harmony with the plot of the argument, and

help to unravel it. Every touch contains its idea

;
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and in some Dialogues, as in the Parmenides, this

may be traced even in the apparent unmeaningness
of a most elaborate and artificial introduction. The
real object may be difiicult to find

;
but so much

pains, such forced contrivance—by such a writer as

Plato—could not be employed for nothing.

The two points of chief importance in the external

form of the Republic are, first, the scene, and then

the characters. And here also as in the Phaedrus,

and especially in the Parmenides, the Alexandrian

commentators’ have carried the grand truth, that

every touch in Plato has a meaning, into a minute

metaphysical allegory, as surprising in its ingenuity,

as, we fear it must be pronounced, unfounded, both

in its principle and application. Perhaps the follow-

ing suggestion may seem liable to the same charge.

But, agreeing with the Neo-Platonists in the neces-

sity of some key, it takes for that key, not a meta-

physical theology, which never occupied a prominent

place in Plato’s system, but the practical view which

he took of the Athenian democracy, and his efibrts to

reform it.

It is remarkable that the whole of the Republic,

ten books in length, is put into the mouth of Socrates,

and supposed to be repeated at a sitting, as the nar-

rative of a conversation held the preceding day. We
learn this from the opening of the Timaeus. Some-
thing of the same kind, but even more singular, is

found in the Parmenides, where a young gentleman,

named Antiphon, probably a half-brother of Plato,

and devoted to the pursuits of the stable, is found by
some morning visitors in the act of arranging with a

harness-maker about the mending of a bit
;
and is

induced by them, with little difficulty*, to repeat,

* See Proclus Comment, in Polit. Comment, in Parmenid.
* Parmenid. vol. vii. p. 148.
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word for word, a long and most mysterious dialogue,

which many years back he had learned from Pytho-

dorus, who had heard it pass between Zeno, and
Parmenides, and Socrates, on the logical and meta-

physical analysis of unity and being. With the Parme-
nides, however, we are not concerned at present. The
key to the form of the Republic is probably to be

found in the wish to extricate Socrates from the per-

plexities and labyrinths of controversy, when taking

the gravest character which a philosopher can assume,

that of a religious and civil legislator
;
and to place

him free and independent, that the flow of his

thoughts may follow their course in quiet, undis-

turbed dignity, like Virgil’s bird escaped from the

cave,

—

“ Mox acre lapsa quieto

Radit iter liquidum, celeres neque commovet alas.”

^neid. v. 215.

A difference of this kind is easily perceptible in

the tone of the eristic and that of the dogmatic dia-

logues. The whole spirit of the philosophy seems
to have escaped like a stream from a narrow rocky
channel, and to spread itself out calmly and clearly

to the light. Proclus has made the same remark.
Perhaps also Plato might have a meaning in fixing

the dialogue on two days
;

the first, when it took
place, was the festival of the Bendidea

;
the second,

when it was repeated, was the Panathenaia, the same
festival, on which the Parmenides is placed. He
expressly connects the higher subject with the occa-

sion of the Panathenaea in the Timaeus—oc rij re

Trapovarj rijc Oeov dva'uf. lia Tj)y olKeiorriTa of TrptVot

fidXiara *, and the lower with the Bendidea in the

' Tiiniius, vol. vii. p. 15.
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Republic *—ravra Brj aoi, E<j>ri (o Bpaffu/zaj^oc), w
Dwk'parec, el(mdadit> ev to~is BevSiSeiotc, Proclus

has not lost sight of the trait. Now the Bendidea*
were a Thracian festival in honour of the goddess
Diana, or, in the Thracian language, Bendis. It

typified to the eye of Proclus the influx of a deluge

of barbarism and confusion

—

(iapfiapiKov KkvStovoe—
into the region of the divine unity®. May it not

rather hint at that, which Plato evidently regarded

as the source of all moral and political evil, and the

very contradictory of which is made by him the key-
stone and crowning point of his political system—

I

mean the confusion in religious doctrines, which had
crept into Athens by the abandonment of what
Plato so repeatedly and energetically supports, its

hereditary and national worship, and by the admis-

sion into its bosom of the creeds and ceremonies of

all countries? Strabo® notices this tendency in

Athens, as being a standard subject of satire on the

nation
;
and Plato might well compare the novelty

of the ceremonies on the Bendidea—&t£ yvv irpwroy

oyovrcc*

—

Kaiyoy ye tovto—with the ancient national

feast of the Panathenaea, which concentred in

itself the patriotic spirit of the Athenians—gather-

ing to the city, as to a common home, its scattered

citizens, and tribes, and colonies,—uniting them for

’ Lib. i. p. 41,
* See Meursius, GrscciiE Feriatse vol. iii. Op. p. 822.
^ Proclus Comment, in Timseus, p. 1 ;

Muret. Comment,
in Repub.

* Lib. X. c. 18.

* The mention of the kapiradiji^opia will recall Plato’s

beautiful metaphor, so often borrowed shice : yevvtiiVTdg re

Kai iKOpti^oyrag -TralSag, KaOdirep Xa^indSa rov jStov Trapa-

CiSoyrag dWoig ili aWtov.—De Legib. lib. vi. No cere-

mony could be more appropriate to a discussion on the moral
formation and education of man.
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at least a day and preserving in its mystic rites

the connexion so lost, and so deplored by the philo-

sopher, of Grecian mythology, with the traditional

truths of eastern hierarchies and a primitive revela-

tion. Let us keep in view the strong national bias

of Plato’s mind,—his longing to make Athens the

seat of his moral and political reformation—his lay-

ing the foundation of his state in the high, pure,

immutable truth of the unity of God—and his seek-

ing for the support of this truth in the testimony of

antiquity
;
and we may see no little propriety in his

fixing the repetition of the dialogue on a festival,

which embodied so many similar principles, and of

which the presiding deity was the type of an ancient

Theism. Minerva, we know from Plutarch*, was
the same with Isis

;
and the attributes of Isis are

best described in an ancient inscription in her honour
—Una, quee es omnia.”

The locality of the Dialogue, as it first took place,

may also be noticed. Themistius speaks of Plato

lecturing himself in the Piraeus, whither he was fol-

lowed by a confluence of people from the city, the

country, the vineyards, and even the silver mines.

They listened to him with attention until he entered

on his doctrine of the one true Good,—the very

doctrine which is made the corner-stone of the Re-
public,—and then their heads became confused—
iktyyiaat u ttoXvq ofuXoQ, and they gradually melted

away, leaving him alone with his friends®.” The
point has not escaped the ingenuity of Proclus. He
makes the Piraeus a type of those confines of the

intellectual world most near to the chaos of matter,

and therefore to the seat of evil,—rote e<r)(ciToiQ Kai

^ Meursius, Panathenoca, 0pp. vol. ii. 55G.
* In Iside ct Osirid.
^ Themist. Orat. xxi. p. 245.
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irpo(Tv\oic and thus makes it an appropriate stage

for the exhibition of a theory, which was to recall

the soul of man from disorder and darkness into

order and light Perhaps a similar ingenuity might

also apply this trait to our own more practical view.

The Piraeus was the focus of every evil which had
gathered round the Athenian democracy. It was the

seat of the overgrown kiriBvpiai of the body politic

—

the great mart of luxuries—the resort of strangers

—the usual residence, it would seem, of those who
sought in life only for indulgence of all kinds—and

the refuge of that well-known curse of the state,

over which both poet and philosopher indignantly

lamented, the vavriKoc o^Xoc *• It was the fit type

of every thing which Plato in the Republic proposed

to rectify.

Another explanation must not he omitted of the

assignment of such a voluminous narrative to So-

crates, as in the Parmenides to Antiphon, in the

Phaedo to Phaedo himself, and in the Convivium to

Apollodorus (where, by the bye, there is precisely a

similar circuitous mode of reaching the narrative with

that in the Parmenides). One of the chief intellectual

faculties, which Plato, like other ancient philosophers,

proposed to exercise and develope, was memory*

—

fivrifioyiKriy avrily ^rfrCifiev Sely tlvai— a faculty of

importance at any time, both for practical purposes,

and as exhibiting strength of mind, but absolutely

necessary in the deficiency of books
;
and the decay

of it, which he anticipates from the multiplication of

a written literature, he laments over in the Phaedrus.

Undoubtedly, if the specimens given by him in the

above Dialogues are anything like fair samples of the

* See also Muretus, Comment, in Plat.

* Proclus, Comment, in Timteum, 1.

* Meursius, Pinuiis, Op. vol. i. p. 542.
* Nubes, V. 465, et passim

;
Kcpub. lib. vi. p. 210.
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average powers of memory exhibited in his own day,

they would put modern students sadly to the blush.

We can scarcely imagine a greater trial for it than

the dry, abstract, logical metaphysics of the Parme-
nides, in which, if one link in the reasoning fails, the

whole chain will drop to pieces : and yet Plato does

not hesitate to draw it out in all its length, and
without a fault, from the mouth of the dissipated

Antiphon, who had abandoned the philosophy of his

youth for riding and driving—whose whole thoughts

ran on saddles and bridles.

One more hint must be noticed. It is not till we
turn to the Timaeus, that we learn who were the

persons, to whom Socrates made the narration. They
are the same as occur in the Critias. But in the

Timaeus one without a name is said to have been
present at the delivery of the Republic, who is then

absent. “ One, two, three,” says Socrates * ;
—“where

is the fourth, who was with us yesterday ?” “ He is

ill
”

—

daQivtid tlq awry avviirtaiv—answers Timaeus

:

“ he would not willingly have been absent.” Was
this anonymous person meant for Plato himself ? It

is curious that the same reason is assigned for his

absence in the Phaedo. IlXdrwi' ^adevei.

With this clue and no other, it may seem idle to

throw out any conjecture as to the object of a trait so

slight and worthless in itself, and yet introduced de-

signedly into a work of consummate art. But the

Timaeus opens with obvious allusions to a practical

design of realizing the principles of the Republic, by
reforming both the polity and theology of the Athe-

nians. Was Plato the absent person who had heard

and assented to the theory, but wanted the nerve and
courage—i)n6ivti—to carry it into execution,—who
shrunk, as we know he did shrink*, from encounter-

* Timffius, vol. vii. p. 1.

* Diogen. Laert. vol. i. p. 213 ;
Platon. Epist. vii.
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ing the rough battle with a democracy, and lamented

over the crimes and ruins of his country—dvapairriTa

vpdyfiara—inrepj3dWov<Tav ciatpopdy crifiov,—point-

ing out the path of safety, but not daring to enter

into it at the risk of “ banishment or death.” The
whole character of his writings is in unison with this

trait of character, as expressly given in his biography.

The confession, or hint of a confession, wovild come
naturally as an answer to the question, with which
every thoughtful reader must rise from the Republic—^Vhy, with these views and principles, was Plato a

mere speculative reformer ? And the repetition of

the hint recurs, just where we should expect it, in

the prison, where his master Socrates was about to

die as a martyr to reformation, and a warning to

reformers’. It may be unwise to lay any stress on
a suggestion, which rests on grounds so slight as to

be almost none at all ; but the principle of searching

for a meaning in all these little touches ought to be

deeply impressed on the reader of Plato. A painter

has been known to confess, that in copying one of

Rembrandt’s portraits hundreds of the most delicate

lineaments were taken off, and still the likeness was
not caught : a microscope was applied, and another

line, scarcely perceptible to the naked eye, was dis-

covered about the mouth : it was transferred to the

copy, and the expression came at once. And there

is no line in Plato so slight as to be despised, or

without its use in giving tone and expression to his

writings, if we can but discover it.

* Plato once more mentions himself in the Aj>olof;y (vol. i.

p. 67) as bearing witness to the pure character of his master,

Iiut this only. And in the introduction to the Protagoras

there is a young boy mentioned without a name, whom
Socrates and his friend turn out of his seat—IKavaortfaag rbv
iralla rovrovi,—and by whom I cannot help suspecting was
also meant Plato.

U
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CHAPTER XXVI.

We now come to a part of the form into which the

Republic is cast, of far more importance—the dra-

matis personce. And the student must be expressly

cautioned against mistaking these for such men of

straw as modern dialogue-writers stuff and set up,

when they propose a mock tilting-course of logic.

The characters of Plato ‘ are living persons, em-
bodying definite principles

;
they are real characters,

as in the old comedy, slightly masked, perhaps, and
caricatured, but not disfigured; and though much
obscurity rests on their history, there is enough light

left to confirm the skill shown in selecting them.

Five characters appear in the foreground of the scene

of the Republic, Cephalus, Polemarch, Glaucon and
Adimantus (for the two support their argument

jointly), Thrasymachus, and Socrates
; and to each

is assigned the exhibition of a separate system of

morals, and as necessarily connected with this, of a

distinct scheme of political society. The first and a

great part of the second book are thus to be con-

sidered a classification and review of the various

schools of ethics
;
and instead of a vague rambling

conversation on the nominal definition of a single

virtue, they contain really a strict logical analysis and
summary of the whole science, with a loose flowing

drapery thrown over it to hide its formality. There
are the school of feeling under its two branches of

affection and ambition, the kmQvpia and dvpoc, de-

* The subject has been treated in a separate work by Groen
van Prinsterer : Prosopograph. Platon.
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veloped respectively in the forms of Epicureism and
Stoicism—^e school of expediency, of which we
have admirable specimens before us in the present

day—and the school which inevitably follows it, that

of the unbridled lusts and passions of man
;

all the

schools bad, all successively generated by the human
will, when once let loose from the control of those

iBiai, or forms of law, objective, eternal, emanating
from God himself, the only true object of philosophy,

the only true standard of right and wrong, the only

true rule of legislation and of government, under
which Plato was endeavouring to reduce them.

Cephalus is the first character who appears
;
and

though no reader of feeling can be insensible to the

calm, simple portrait of the good-hearted old man,
sitting by the altar, crowned with fiowers, surrounded

with his family, and discoursing on the blessings of a
tranquil old age, and the hope of a future life, Ast and
other commentators must not mislead us to think

that this is the chief part of the picture contemplated

by Plato, or that the scene itself is only “ the rich

and solemn porch to the interior of the work.” Look
more minutely into the details, and the character of

Cephalus will come out with far more distinctness as

the representative of a whole class of moralists, espe-

cially when compared with Socrates. The old man
gradually released from his passions by their own
decay—not by any conquest over himself; substi-

tuting in his age the pleasures of reason for the plea-

sures of sense—but still as pleasures, not as duties
;

claiming kindred and connexion with Socrates, the

real and profound philosopher—but with an air

of patronage, and for the secondary purpose of

benefiting his sons, and evidently not respected by
Socrates, who seldom visits him

;
surrounded by

comforts and luxuries
;
disposed to gentleness and

benevolence by natural instincts
;
bom to riches, and

u 2
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only in this way freed from avarice and from tempta-

tion to crime
;
looking on vice, and virtue, and another

life, only in a superstitious reference to future rewards

and punishments ;
centering all his duties to man in

paying a debt, and forbearing to deceive, and his re-

ligion in ceremonial sacrifices—this is the character

contemplated by Plato. It is sketched out, in Plato’s

usual mode, in the three first touches. Cephalus sits

crowned, to denote his religious, but imperfect religious

feeling
;
on a soft cushion, to mark the easy indulgent

nature of his life
;
and on a low seat, diippov ‘—very

different from the elevated throne, dpovo^, which

typifies a lofty and commanding mind. He is the

faAer (and the trait is most important) of Polemarch,

the high-spirited, energetic, but unphilosophical cha-

racter who appears next on the scene, ovkovv u

Ho\tfiap\oQ TiSv ye ffiav KXrfpovofioe \— of Euthy-
demus, who appears in another dialogue in the form

of a sophist *, and of Lysias, the profiigate demagogue
and rhetorician, of whom we have a sketch in the

Phaedrus. And when we bear in mind the genealogy

of human characters given subsequently by Plato *,

and the effect which he traces of a low indulgent

standard of morals in the father in producing a rapid

degeneracy in the sons, we shall be satisfied that this

family group is not without its symbolism. If we
knew more of the private history of Cephalus, this

might be still more clear. He was a rhetorician, pro-

bably of Thiurium, and it may be suspected, l^th

from the statement respecting the Cephalus of the

Parmenides, and from a passage in the Euthydemus*,
that he was also connected with Ionia. He migrated

* AUienteus, lib. v. p. 192.
* Euthydem. vol. ii. p. 81, See particularly his extraction

from Thurium
; but the identity of tlie two may be disputed.

* Lib. viii. and ix.

* Euthyd. vol. ii. p. 82 j
Parmcnid. vol. vii. p. 147.
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to Athens at the request of Pericles
;
and Pericles,

the demagogue and corrupter of Athens, as we have

seen in the Phaedrus, was no favourite with Plato.

And thus we establish his connexion with the sources

of the principal mischief, which Plato was striving

to reform—with the low sensualistic philosophy of

Ionia, the vitiated morals and politics of the demo-
cracies of Magna Graecia, and the popular sophistical

politics of the Athenian republic, together with its

false literature and debasing system of instruction *.

Not that Cephalus exhibits the development of these

seeds of evil—on the contrary, his character is, what

the world calls, moral, amiable, and enlightened, free

from gross offences, regular, respectable, pious
;
but

it is the creature of accident and external circum-

stances
;

it has in it no root of principle
;

self-

indulgence, however moderated by age, is the main

spring
;

literature and philosophy are amusements
;

and virtue is not sought for, but followed as a path

naturally leading where there is nothing to encounter,

and much to enjoy. But the chief defect, which

Plato wishes to mark, is the absence of deep philo-

sophy, and immutable truth and law, as the basis

both of morals and religion. To the loss of this he

afterwards traces the first deflection both of the in-

dividual and of the state from the perfect standard of

a polity, and Cephalus is the type of this deflection.

Cicero * has remarked® that Plato removes Cepha-

lus from the scene at the commencement of the

* See Plutar. Orat. x. Vit. t, ii. p. 835 ;
Taylor, Vit. Lys. p.

103 ;
Mui’etus ad locum.

* Cicero himself is perhaps a fair example of the same
character ;

Nicias is a still better
;
and perhaps the intro-

duction of Niceratus, his son, as one of the bystanders, without

taking any part in the dialogue, is intended to draw attention

to the likeness.

® Epist. ad Attic, iv. 16.

U3
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dialogue, and he has himself done the same with

Scaevola in the De Oratore
;
but he assigns a reason

not quite worthy of Plato, that Cephalus was too old

to be present at so long a discussion. The trait in

Plato has probably a deeper meaning. No sooner

does Socrates lead the way to a logical philosophical

examination of the nature of justice, than Cephalus

loses all interest, passes over the argument to the

rest, Trapaii^utiu vp tv rop \oyov, and pleads the neces-

sity of attending to the sacrifices. Popular external

religion was every thing to him
;

its foundation in

truth and reason—strictness, and accuracy in its doc-

trines—were matters of indifference. He abandons the

argument with a smile, kuI fi/ta jfct Trpoc ra itpd *.

It must be unnecessary to ask the student to trace

the same features in society around him. Our wealth,

comforts, refinement, and civilization—our national

sobriety, and respectable tone of public opinion—our

religious feeling, let loose from Uie rule of a strict

definite creed—the transference of all authority over

us from a power and a law without, to a reason and will

within us—our habits of indulgence without grossness

—our literature, elegant and various, but destitute of

deep thought—above all, as Plato would say, our loss

ofa profound, attested, immutable theology, have raised

up Cephaluses on every side
;
and even the best-inten-

tioned politicians of the day seem content with the

prospect of raising up another in the person of the body
politic. Their notion of the very highest perfection

of a state reaches only to the point where Plato saw
its first stage of deterioration, and the seeds of ulti-

mate but inevitable ruin. They think society may be

made to hang a few yards over the edge of the

cliff, without being precipitated to the bottom. Plato

thought otherwise
;
and the same quiet ironical smile,

> Rejiub. lib. i. p. 8.
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half of compassion, and half of contempt, with which

he obviously follows the good-natured amiable old

man, would play upon his lips now, if he could listen

to the political dreams of modem conservative re-

formers—dreams of a people ruling over themselves

—of governments made not to clash with any pre-

judices or feelings of the governed—of laws repre-

senting the will of those, whom they are required to

control—of national objects concentred in wealth,

and national goodness and prosperity tested by the

receipts of the excise and customs—of order and
peace maintained by the decency of public opinion

—

of public opinion kept pure by the circulation of

general sentiment—of virtue made so attractive in

itself, in the expansion of the heart and satisfaction

of the affections, that neither constable nor ex-

ecutioner will be required, except for a few hardened

monsters— of education by literature alone—and of

piety so vague and diffusive as to spread itself and
live without a creed—or, at least, of a creed so self-

evident as to contain no mysteries, and provoke no
dispute.

But we must proceed. On the retirement of Ce-
phalus the conversation passes into the hands of

Folemarch, his eldest son.

When the student has reached the eighth book of

the Republic, in which Plato commences his sketch

of the declension of society, and of man, from a state

as perfect as can be realized upon earth, to vice and
ruin, he will find, that as the first stage, where a

deep philosophy is lost, is typified by Cephalus
;
the

second is one, in which the better part of our animal

nature, the irascible principle, dvfiog of the Greek
Ethics, begins to acquire an ascendancy, and to de-

stroy the balance of the constitution. And this

character is personified in Polemarch. He is young,

ardent, energetic, carried away by good natural im-
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pulses, without discriminating them by reason—hating

violently and loving violently
;
guided by poets *, and

poets of no good school, rather than by philosophers

;

thinking that to benefit friends and to revenge our-

selves on enemies is the sum and substance of justice
;

and yet not without docility ; willing to acknowledge

his errors—quick in following an argument—always

ready for a contest on the side of the cause which he

espouses, tToifioc Kotviopely rrjg —and wanting

only the iSiat of truth, and a guide and instructor

such as Socrates, to realize a noble character. The
careful reader will not overlook the playful violence

and abruptness of his first address, the eager part

which he subsequently takes in supporting Socrates,

the earnestness with which he follows the debate, and
even his name. He will observe also the kind and
dexterous process, by which Socrates leads him
onward to the truth

;
and which offers one of the

most clear and compendious exemplifications of

Plato’s dialectical plan of education

:

a plan, which

recognizes in almost every opinion a root of truth,

and professes only to clear it and bring it out to

light, by extending views too narrow, limiting too

hasty generalizations, and compelling the mind to

fix definitely the meaning of the language which it

employs, and to reject its erroneous opinions by
forcibly submitting them to the test of principles

acknowledged to be true. In this way Polemarch is

led oh7^lejTby' step, to confess that his theory of

justice or relative virtue is far from correct; that,

though there is in the mind a principle of requital

—

^ Simonides is not introduced carelessly. His poetry and
character were evidently of a bad tendency, and had pre-

]>arcd the way for the influence of Sophistical princi])les. See
Aristoph. Nub. v. 1359 ;

Scholia in Pacem, 696 ; Suidas, Art.

Simonides
; Athenseus, lib. xiv. 656, x. 457.

* Kepub. lib. i. p. 14.
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good for good, evil for evil (the Greek Nc/ncfftc), or,

what modem moralists term, a sense of good and ill

desert, which forms an essential part of our moral

nature—still there are other modes of benefiting our

friends than the young man’s natural thought of

fighting for them, and paying debts of honour
;

that
“ friends” is too lax a term—it must be real friends

—good friends—(and thus we are brought near to

the thought that goodness is the real title both to

afiection and respect)
;
and then that the latter part

of the definition must be left out, or the meaning of

fiXdirrtit’, requiting evil on our enemies, be much
restricted, for no good man can do evil to any
one.

Still we are far from having reached the real defini-

tion of justice, or in other words, the tme principles

on which to rest the relative rights of persons, on
which relative rights the system of society must be

constmcted. If Polemarch thinks for himself, he will

be led to work his own way to it, now that his crade,

careless, youthful impulses have been shown to be

incorrect. And this is the point at which he would
be left in any other dialogue. We must not pass from

his character without pointing out its accordance with

the sketch in Aristotle of the irascible principle

in man, listening to reason, but listening wrongly
;

zealous, open, and impetuous, but wanting in distinct-

ness of views, and therefore in propriety of action.

Plato evidently looked to such characters as the

materials for constructing the second most important

part of the fabric of his state, or as the nursery

from which to supply his legislature and rulers

—

rulers both spiritual and temporal. Both Cephalus

and Polemarch represent good natural characters

unformed and undisciplined by reason. In Cephalus

* Nicomacbic Eth., lib. vii. c. vi.

r
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the soft, easy, indulgent affections and appetites

—

the Greek ewidvfila— have developed themselves

under favourable circumstances, and in the absence

of temptation
;

in Polemarch the high-spirited, ele-

vated instincts, which constitute the irascible princi-

ple or dvfjLog. But the latter principle is better than

the former. There is a voice of conscience within

us, telling us even to be angry, and sin not. But
there is none to encourage or sanction, to do more
than excuse, as relaxation, an indulgence in pleasure

as pleasure. Pride, self-respect, even the principle

of resentment, may be so directed as to be trained

into virtues. Self-indulgence never can. The one
is active

;
the other passive. One looks upwards

;

the other downwards. One contains a sense of

djgiity ; the other none. One acts as a safeguard,

not only on our lives and property, as a modem
theorist has shown ‘, hut on our virtues, our improve-

ment, our very Christianity itself

;

the other risks

them all. One makes nieii'Tiol37 hardy, endming,
keenly sensitive to shame, alive tbwfohg, ambitious,

aspiring the~olher 'makes effeminate, dull,

.gi^elJing, and weak.
~ ^Shd these are the reasons

\my~fhe one^can be m^e to take part in governing

bo^ the individual and the state
;
the other cannot

be raised beyond a slave. It must obey and obey
only. But neither of them'will I'lato allow to be
sufficignt"^lth&ul ’ reason Tou cannot' tfust to

tttefm They have ho permanence, no security. And

* Adam Smith’s Moral Sentiments,
* Koi yap at So^ai at dXijOttf oaov piv av %p6vov fcapa-

pivovai, KaXbv rb iravra rdyaGd ipyd^oyraf
TToXvv Sk XP®’’®*' IGtXovai rrapapivtiv, dXXd SpairtTtvox>-

aiv Ik Trig \frvxr}c rov dvGpibnov wart ov iroXXoC d^iai tiaiy,

twg dv Tig avrdg Sqay alriag Xoytapip. . . . .iTTuSdv ii

btdwat, trpwrov piv Imarripai ylyvovrai, iirura pbvtpot.—
Menu, vol. iii. p. 270.
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in this, Christian^ confirms Plato, but with this dis-

tineiisn=lhat aTChristians. we reach the knowledge

of TEes^mmutabIe~pnncipIes which give stability to

npifiion, and consistency to conduct, by a process far

better than that of the heathen philosopher. W

e

receive them whole and entire in our very childhood,

as undisputed principles. He worked his way to

them as conclusions from the experience and obser-

vation of man. We believe them true, because re-

vealed
;
and revealed, because they come to us on a

testimony, which our minds are disposed to receive

without questioning, and which, when questioned,

cannot be overthrown. He was compelled to rest

them on other principles within himself, which no
induction however wide, and no certainty of con-

viction however strong, could place wholly beyond

the reach of those changes, to which the internal

constitution of man, both moral and intellectual, is

necessarily subject. And he could look to reasoning

only, or the logical concatenation of principles, to

strengthen and mature belief. We look to the action

of the heart as well as of the head—to practice

—

to the steady discharge of duty even in the face of

doubt— and especially to that exercise of prayer,

which more than any other, forces the mind into a

posture lit for the perception of truth, rouses it

actively to seize, and realize, and hold fast the

things which are unseen, and thus covers it, gradually,

but perfectly, with a faint but indelible picture of a

world of truth, as substances are now made to be

painted on by the simple silent action of light.

But to pass on to the next ethical character brought

upon the scene by Plato—the bold bad man with-

out principle and without affection, personified by
the Sophist Thrasymachus ’. Mr. Mitchell has oh-

>

* Lib. i, p. 15.
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served \ that in the Daetaleis of Aristophanes, the

representative of the modem dissolute times is also

termed Thrasymachus. It was not unnatural that

Plato should wish, as modern writers wish, to employ
names for his persons, which indicated their character

—as Phaedrus, Polemarch, Timmus, &c. The sin-

gularity is that he should have found real characters

with suitable names. And in attributing a meaning to

the names, we are only following the best commen-
tators. It must be unnecessary to point out Thrasy-

machus as the type of the tyrant state, and tyrant

passion in the in^vidual, which closes the series of

constitutions given in the eighth and ninth books.

If the touches in this sketch are not so delicate as

those of Cephalus, they are more bold. His impa-

tience to interrupt the conversation, and prevent

Polemarch, who was not improbably under his

tuition, from being won over by the influence of

Socrates—his violent burst at last, ovorpt^/ac iavrdy,

ai(nrcp dripioVf ^Ktv i<f fffiaQ J»c Btapiraaofitvoc— the

assumed dismay of Socrates, “ who is nearly strack

dumb with his savage outbreak, and unable to look

him in the face”—his imperious imposition of rules

for the answer to his question—his demand of money
—his anger at the irony and power of the Socratic

arguments, which points to the real cause of the

persecution of Socrates *—his bold, shameless asser-

tion of the lawlessness of will, and the goodness of

vice—the dogged, sullen reluctance with which he
is dragged to the conclusion of his premises—his

fear of exposing himself too much to the indignation

of the by-standers, when he finds that they are

siding with Socrates—and the picture of him when
thoroughly defeated, absolutely, “ it being hot wea-
ther, in a stream of perspiration with shame and

' Nubos, V. 884, see note. * Apolog. p. 47-
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anger, and for the first time in his life guilty of a
blush”—form one of the most masterly portraits in

the Platonic Dialogues *.

The attentive reader will at once refer Thrasyma-
chus to the same class of theorists with Protagoras,

Gorgias, Polus, and Callicles*. But they are not to

be confounded indiscriminately together. There are

many steps between the assumption of a subjective

standard of truth and goodness in a mind morally dis-

posed, and the yet inevitable issue of it in open pro-

fligacy where the heart is corrupt. It is possible to

hold the sophistical doctrine, and yet acknowledge
an universal perception of right and wrong, as Prota-

goras ® did ; or the criminaUty and moral responsi-

bility of injustice, as Gorgias did *
;

or the natural

preferableness of virtue to vice, as Polus did *
; or

the expediency of virtue, as Callicles did ®. We may
make man “ the measure of all things,” and yet

philosophers cannot but draw certain general princi-

ples of morals and of truth from the acknowledged
consent of mankind—and politicians will allow the

necessity of exercising political power by some other

rule than the mere will of man—and moralists will

be compelled to listen to the voice of their own
conscience, .telling- them of good and of evil—and
even the lowest and most worldly mind will see

that honesty is the best policy, and “ godliness may
be great gain.” And these are the characters which

Plato has drawn in the Protagoras and Gorgias.

But Thrasymachus advances a step farther. He is

the full-blown Sophist, uncontrolled, and undis-

guised
;
and exhibits the last stage to which sooner

* 'EXic6/i€vof, Kai fioyic, furd iSpCiroc Oavftaffrov otrov, tire

Kai OtpoVQ ovTOQ, . . Tore Kai tldov iyu/, irporspov Sk ovwu
Opaavfxaxov ipvOpiuvra .

—

Lib. i. p. 36.
* See particularly the Gorgias. * Vol. ii. p. 156.
* Gorgias, vol. iii. p. 17. •' Ib. p. 44. ® Ib. p. 59.

X
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or later society and the individual must fall, as we
see them fall, when they have once lost sight of a

rule of duty external to themselves, and look for

guidance to their own reason, their own experience,

their own conscience, their own will. Like a man
descending into a pit in a bucket, we may cling very

fast to the rope, but the rope is descending with us.

We have thrown off our moorings, and the tide is

carrying us away, and all efforts to keep still near

the land by remaining at the end of the vessel, will

be vain. If there is vice already existing, it will

soon spring up without restraint, and have full sway.

If there is virtue either in the individual or the state,

it will become weaker and weaker, and each succes-

sive generation will degenerate from that which
preceded it—and, finally, a Thrasymachus will de-

velope himself, denying all truth, all moral distinc-

tion, all moral responsibility, fearless, seared, and
reckless in the indidgence of passion. This is the

progress of society, which Plato wishes to describe in

the eighth and ninth books, and which may also be

traced in his several characters of the Sophists.

Break the first commandment, which prescribes re-

vealed truth as the foundation of religion, and the

steps are sure and regular, by which murder, and
theft, and adultery, and misanthropy, and avarice,

will take possession of society. Can we not trace

back our own present crimes and miseries as a nation

to the hour, when first we abandoned the only true

standard of external truth, by losing sight of a

Catholic (not Romish) Church as the external wit-

ness of an external revelation ? May we not well

be on our guard against any theory however specious,

however full of justice, and piety, and benevolence,

and appeals to mor^ principles and an universal

conscience, and the beauty and happiness of virtue

(and there are many such circulating around us).
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which has no foundation except in the mind of man,
and which, though it approach as a Protagoras, will

infallibly turn at last into the monster (dijp/ov)

Thrasymachus.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the ingenuity with

which Socrates extracts from the lawless profligate,

a general intimation of some of the principles, on
which Plato’s scheme both of morals and politics is

framed,—of morals and politics, let us repeat, in

mutual connexion,—just as we have seen the ethical

errors of Protagoras, in mistaking the standard of

morals, end in the uncontrolled passions of Thrasy-

machus, craving for indulgence by the establishment

of a political tyranny. These principles are the

following ; that there is an immutable distinction

between virtue and vice—that virtue possesses by
nature an authority which entitles it to command

—

that this command and all power whatever is to be

exercised for the good of the subject—and that the

reward is to be found in itself, without dependence

on external contingencies. But before these hints

are developed fully in the enlarged sketch of a

society, a fourth ethical system is introduced in the

persons of Adimantus and Glaucon *.

* A reader alive to the minute touches of Plato will bo
struck with the momentary, and only momentary appearance
in the dialogue of a Clitophon, not noticed elsewhere

;
but

who comes to the rescue of Thrasymachus. It gives liveli-

ness to the scene by making the battle as it were more
general, and relieving the principal combatants, as the Irish-

man proposed to do in the duel, by an interlude of a few shots

between the seconds. Some assistance was also necessary

to extricate Thrasymachus from his difficulties sufficiently to

enable him to stand a second attack. In the Gorgias the
same office is performed for Gorgias by Polus, and for Polus
by Callicles

;
as if every descent in tne sophistical chain of

errors was the result of an attempt to escape from the diffi-

culty of a false position by taking a lower ground. And that

this is the natu^ progress of falsehood is seeu sufficiently in

X 2
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the history of modem speculations and modem politics. But
Ciitophon is to be noticed chiefly as referring us to a dialogue

of the same name, attributed to Plato, but by many critics

considered spurious. He is there again introduced as the
friend of Thras^onachus (vol. viii. p. 262). The dialogue is of

little interest
;
but Diogenes Laertius recognizes it as genuine

;

and Bekker has followed him
;
and it is satisfactory to see

him putting a check on that hypercritical German ingenuity,

which will end in mutilating, and perhaps in destroying, the

. canon of Plato’s writings by imaginary internal difliculties, of

which at this day we cannot be competent judges. The pro-

cess now in use for distinguishing by internal hints the genuine
and the spurious in ancient works is suflicicnt to reason an
author out of the evidence of his own handwriting.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

Adimantus and Glaucon are generally supposed to

have been Plato’s brothers, and half-brothers of

Antiphon, the young gentleman in the Parmenides,

who is so familiar with metaphysics and horses.

And Plutarch has recorded the introduction of their

names as an instance of fraternal affection '. All

this however has been overturned by a late theory

from Germany. Means, not perhaps very satisfac-

tory means, have been taken to fix the date of the

Republic at 430 or 431 *, a.c. Glaucon, it is urged

from the testimony of Xenophon, may have been

bom about 428, and such an obvious anachronism

must have been too gross even for the acknowledged
licence allowed to a writer of dialogues. “ Nostis

morem dialogomm,” says Cicero *, in excuse for a

similar liberty. The celebrated Hermann has pro-

posed to remove the chronological difficulties both

of the Republic and the Parmenides, by the easy

process of finding for Glaucon aud Adimantus the

brothers of Plato, two doubles, never before heard of,

in the persons of two hypothetical uncles of the same
name *. To an English reader it will seem an easier

thing to admit any anachronism, however large, in

works professedly not of history, but fiction—which

* De Prater. Amor. t. ii. p. 484.
* See Stalbauin, Prolegom. ad Pannenid. lib. iii. s. ii.

® Epist. ad Varr. de lib. Academ.
* In a Review of Stalbaum’s Edition of the Republic.

Darmstadt, Noe. 8), 82, anu. 1831.
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every one knew to be fiction—in which living per-

sons were introduced, who publicly protested that

they knew nothing of the words put into their

mouths, as Gorgias did of the Gorgias, Phaedo of

the Phajdo *, and Socrates of the Lysis—which, in

ceasing to be fictions, ceased to be what they were

intended to be, the exposition of a philosophical

system in a poetical dramatic form—which were to

be read by Athenians, who thought, with modem
Englishmen, that history was an old almanac, and
never troubled themselves, as we know from their

orators, with occurrences ten years old, still less, sat

down to calculate dates, or to scrutinize inconsisten-

cies either in what they saw or heard, provided the

immediate grouping of events satisfied the fancy. The
Athenians probably knew no more the date of Zeno’s

visit to Athens, or the age of Cephalus, than they

did in the time of Demosthenes of the Peloponnesian

war; or than modem frequenters of circulating

libraries know of the biography of Schelling or

Hobbes, Kant or Cudworth. If indeed the intro-

duction to the dialogue is a mere patch, and any
names would have answered as well, provided words
were put into their mouths, then indeed Plato might
have taken the trouble to pick out the requisite

number of speakers from the streets, and might have
synchronized them without difficulty. But if he
wanted for his purpose peculiar real characters to

exemplify peculiar principles, and such a number of

distinct principles as are required to be exhibited in

the Republic (and this was the genius of the old

comedy which he followed in his Dialogues), to have
found a whole group ready-made in the family of

Cephalus—Cephalus himself, Polemarch, Euthyde-
mus, Lysias *, Thrasymachus—each, to those who

' A then. lib. xi.

* Thrasymachus is elsewhere coupled with Lysias (Phee-
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knew them, a living example of Plato’s doctrines

—

and to have parted with it in dread of some minutest

critic with his stop-watch and twelve-inch rule, would
have been a sacrifice unworthy and unpardonable.
If the anonjrmous fourth hearer mentioned in the

Timaeus is intended, as it was suggested, for Plato

himself, this would at once settle the question. He
would scarcely be afraid of introducing his brothers,

where he was supposed to be present himself. And
the shadows of uncles summoned up by the wand of

Hermann may be permitted to return to their non-
entity.

Why Plato selected his two brothers to take the

part allotted to them, it may be hard to divine.

But it would appear that there was something in

their character peculiarly appropriate to their share

in the dialogue. This share is very large. Cepha-
lus has retired. Polemarch appears only once more,
in the attitude of stretching out his hand, and pulling

Adimantus to him by the cloak, then pushing him
forward with a whisper, “ Shall we let him go '

?”

preparatory to a demand that Socrates would enlarge

on the subject of education and marriage. Thrasy-
machus has been silenced, and is amicably disposed *.

And the remainder of the conversation through more
than eight books is carried on between Socrates and
the two brothers. They relieve each other. Now
are we to suppose that all dramatic effect—all discri-

mination of character has ceased—and that the dia-

logue passes henceforth from hand to hand, without

some rule more artist-like than that of mere alterna-

tion ? May we not be able to discover some traits

of character which may give point and vivacity even

dru8, vol. viii. p. 61), and appears to have been an habUut of

Cephalus’ mansion
; to bis uistructions, probably, Lysias and

Euthyderaus owed their characters.
• Lib. V. p. 162. * Lib. vi. p. 227.
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here? And if the attempt seems fanciful, let us

remember the canon of criticism laid down for the

readers of Plato by one of the most judicious com-
Vnentators on his works *.

Morum autem notationem in omnibus dialogis Flatonis

elegantissime adhibitam, sive ad ornatum referas, sive

majus quiddam insuper auctorem ist& notatione quaesi-

visse putes, earn ego in compendio meo .... non negli*

gendam esse censeo In Platonis dialogis, non
disputatio solum philosophica exhihetur, sed dramatics
etiam imitatio, neque igitur nexus solum logicus reperitur,

sed ethicus etiam. Quum in illis igitur dialogis seriem
sententiarum philosophicarum nonnunquam tarn arete

copulatam cum ill^ morum notatione Aoderem, quia

moribus eorum, qui secundas dialogi partes ferunt, ejus

3
ui in omnibus psene ^uasi 7rp<urayojviarr)c est, Socratis

isputandi rationem et mdolem turn universe, turn sin-

gulis locis toties definiri animadvertebam, ut morum
notatione a relic^uo orationis corpore plane resect^, nec
quodammodo significata in dialogorum Platonicorum
adumbratione nonnunquam desiderari videretur aptissima

singularum rerum junctura.”

The Latin is obscure, but the criticism is most
just. And one of its chief uses is to encourage a

habit of thoughtful, accurate observation, in reading

not only Plato, but any master of composition *.

'Wliat then can we discover of Glaucon. Xeno-

’ Morgenstern, Comment, in Polit. Platon. Prsofat. p. 3. It

is singular that he himself, in common with other commen-
tators, neglected to illustrate and apply his rule. He says

scarcely any thing of the dramatis personie of the Republic.
* Sous le regno de Trajan ils (les Dialogues de Platon)

dtoient encore si cstim^s a Rome, qu’on introduisit une cou-

tume, fjui fut refue avec beaucoup d’applaudissement. On
choisissoit Ics plus beaux de ces dialogues, et on les faisoit

apprendre par coeur aux enfans, afin qu’ils les refeitassent a
table dans les festins, avec les diff^rens tons, et les differens

gestes, qui coiivenoient au.x mmurs, et aux caracteres des dif-

f^rens personnages, que Platon fait parlor.—Dacier, (Euvres
de Platon, vol. i. p. 1.
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phon * has recorded one solitary fact, that at the age

of twenty he insisted on appearing on the rostrum,

where he exposed himself, and was hissed. And no
one could induce him to abandon his taste for a

political life, except Socrates, who was aided in the

task by Charmides and Plato. The anecdote is but

short; but aided by the hints in the Republic, it

becomes full of meaning.

In the first place Glaucon was a favourite pupil

of Socrates. It is with Glaucon that Socrates went
down to the Piraeus. The favourite pupils of

Socrates were remarkable, as we have seen, for high

spirit, manly bearing, and other marks of the pre-

dominance in their character of the Ovfidc, or irascible

principle. And whenever an allusion is made to

this kind of temper, there is a direct address to

Glaucon It might be suspected that he was pas-

sionate to his slaves, fond of contention, violent in

temperament. And when we turn to the eighth book,

p. 291, we find this expressly asserted. There are

also no few indications of his being devoted to plea-

sure, at least in early life *. He takes singular in-

terest in every allusion to the table *, and to personal

indulgences *
;

and there is a significancy in the

allusion of Socrates to the proper functions of the

physician, which might seem to imply that he recur-

red often to the medicine-chest to remove the effects

of his easy living
;

that he laboured under what Plato

terms voaoTpofia, or a mania for quacking himself,

instead of preserving his health by abstinence and
exercise ®. He seems to sigh over diflSculties, while

* Memorabilia.
* See lib. ii. p. 67, 68 ;

iii. 122 ;
iv. 148 ;

vii. 257, 256,

260, 263 ;
viii, 291 ; ix. 333, 347.

» Lib. V. 176 ;
iu. 105. * Lib. x. 371 ;

iv. 153, 161 ; ii. 65.
» Lib. iii. 1 15 ;

vi. 237, 241 ; ix. 340, 341.
* Lib. iii. 108.
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he acknowledges the duty of surmounting them*.

There are no symptoms of indifference to external

advantages, but more than one allusion to a fondness

for money *. A long and elaborate metaphor, taken

from field sports, and addressed to him pointedly by
Socrates, might suggest a suspicion of his inclination

for them *. On rea^ng on, we find that his house
was full of dogs for the chase, and birds of all kinds

And still nearer the end this taste is one of the fea-

tures expressly marked in the character which is said

to resemble Glaucon’s—^tXddi/poc®. There can be
little doubt that he was partial to music, or that he
had been taking lessons from Damon. At least there

are appeals made to him on the subject, and one or

two metaphorical expressions and confessions of

knowledge, which imply as much ®. To poetry he
was certainly addicted, perhaps without much discri-

mination
;
for whenever poetry is mentioned, Glaucon

comes forward in the didogue *. And we might not

be surprised to find that he was a patron generally of

the fine arts—perhaps a buyer of statues *
; for illus-

trations are drawn from this subject frequently and
pointedly

;
just as Aristotle, when he used so repeat-

edly the illustrations from the physician and the shoe-

maker, was thinking of his medical father, and his

own fine slippers. That arithmetic also had engaged
his attention is not improbable®. But philosophy

seems to have captivated him most strongly, though
without inducing him to follow it steadily and deeply *®.

And mixed with aU this variety of pursuits, of which
many hints are given **, reappears the old passion for

* Lib. iv. 248 ;
viii. 282. * Lib. ix. 348 ;

viii. 291 ; vii. 250.
* Lib. iv. 143. ^Lib. iv. 176. * Lib. viii. 291.
® Lib. v. 166; iii. 117, 103,101.
7 Lib. X. 369, 367, 357 ;

viii. 290, 286 ;
v. 190.

* Lib. X. 353; vii. 281 ;
iv. 121. ® Lib. vii. 260, 262.

»» Lib. X.373 ; vii. 271 ; vi. 237, 208 ;
v. 197 ;

»v. 165.
»' Lib. vu. 273 ;

v. 169 ;
iv. 159, 157.
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politics, of which we hear from Xenophon Two
good traits occur, of no little importance in a pupil of

Socrates, docility * and a good memory *
;
nor must

we omit that warmth of heart *, and susceptibility of

the impressions of the beautiful, which both in the

Phaedrus and Republic are expressly said to he essen-

tial to the mind which is to be perfected by educa-

tion. But the character as a whole is mixed and
faulty. Great natural gifts* have been abused in

early life. And though some hope remains of a de-

votion to true philosophy in more advanced years ®,

Socrates seems always to have before him the image

of the sea Glaucus (the name is to be remarked)—ra

fiev eiCK£K\d(rdai, ra Se <rwKT£rpt^0ai Ka't TTctvrwc

firiaBai vtto rdv Kvfxdnjv—^with its divine nature

mutilated and defaced, and “ shells, and weeds, and
pebbles, hardened into a concrete around it And
yet Glaucon had high qualities, and was a favourite

pupil. “ Dear Glaucon” is the expression again and
again used to him, and him only. And whenever

the ruin of a noble character is hinted at, or the

struggle necessary for virtue, or the misery of sin,

Socrates turns to him, as with a solemn warning and
admonition, full of anxiety, but full also of affec-

tion *. We may conclude with an hypothesis, that he

was unmarried. There are statements which seem to

imply this. And all those parts of the conversation

are placed in his mouth, which show the least ac-

quaintance with domestic life, and with the true prin-

ciple of family union.

Of Adimantus less can be traced. But his cha-

racter is evidently contrasted with Glaucon’s. There

> Lib. X. 3C9 ; ix. 333, 327 ;
viii. 290 ;

vii. 254.
* Lib. viii. 291. * Lib. viii. 284.
* Lib. V. 176 ;

iii. 105. * Lib. ii. 58.
« Lib. vi. 227. ^ Lib. x. 373 ;

iv. 155, 148.
* Lib. X. 378, 374, 387, 383, 368.
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is less in it of high spirit and daring, and more of
worldly prudence *, with no great fondness for philo-

sophy *, or talent to follow it ®
;
with little taste either

for poetry or music *
;
and an aversion to that variety

of pursuits, political and'private, (the voXvTrpayfioavvti

of Athens,) for which Glaucon was evidently remark-
able. An attentive reader will observe that whenever
the conversation turns on education *, or the misery
of an undutiful child, or the care to be taken of his

first years, Adimantus’s interest is roused, and So-
crates turns to him pointedly. We might suspect

that he had a child, perhaps an only one, perhaps
one in whom his uncle Plato took an interest. And
on turning to Plato’s supposed will *, we find him
leaving his property to the child of Adimantus.

If there is any truth in these suggestions—(and
that Glaucon’s character was really such as is sug-

gested, we know from the full-length portrait ofhis

acknowledged counterpart in the eighth book ’’)—we
can at once account for the introduction of the two
brothers, not merely to immortalize their names, but
as dramatic characters, who might naturally draw out
the conversation into that great variety of topics dis-

cussed in the Republic, and sustain it with historical

propriety
;
and probably with a deeper feeling in

Plato’s mind, who, in his eflForts to save those around
him from the corruption of the Athenian democracy,

could not have overlooked his brothers, and probably
felt no little disappointment that, with natur^y good
characters, they were incapable of steady application

to a profound philosophy, and were drawn ofiF

—

Glaucon to his pleasures, and Adimantus to his busi-

> Lib, vi. 229 ;
iv. 133, 128, 127, 126 ; ii. 71.

‘

* Lib. vi. 214. * Lib. vi. 211 ;
iiL 89 ; ii.,64.

* Lib, ii. 74 ; iv. 132.
» Lib. ix. .324; v. 163 ;

iv. 133, 131 ; ii. 51.
® Diog. Laci't. i. 188, ^ Page 290.
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ness, as Antiphon, his half-brother in the Parmenides,

had thrown away the labours of his youth, and be-

taken himself to riding. And there is a sketch in the

eighth book * of the circumstances which lead to the

formation of the Timocratical character that of Glau-

con—a sketch so minutely touched, and closed with

such a pointed address to Glaucon himself, that it is

difficult not to suspect that it is a family picture

—

that Plato had before his eyes his own home, the

good, quiet, retired father, the ambitious indulgent

mother, the flattering slaves, and the bad society,

which had corrupted his brother. And thus the

Republic acquires a family interest, and the details

of it are brought out into life and meaning, instead of

being passed over as a mere useless shifting of names
and persons.

It is unnecessary to say that the ethical system

brought forward by the two brothers is that of expe-
diency. Glaucon undertakes to recommend virtue from

the fear of punishment,— Adimantus, for the hope of

reward. Glaucon exhibits the views of the ambitious

high-spirited man kept back from crime by the im-

possibility of concealment,—Adimantus the principles

of worldly parents educating their children to be vir-

tuous from interest. Probably from a natural delicacy,

Plato puts into their mouths sentiments not their

own, and which they avowedly repudiate for them-

selves
;
and he couples their names with a high pane-

gyric, and a reference very touching to their and his

own father Ariston. Thus the series of characters

is closed. The two moral passions, the imdvftia and
Ovfioc, are seen severally in Cephalus and Polemarch,

subdued by nature, and nature only. In Adimantus
and Glaucon they are controlled by worldly prudence

;

bartering, as Plato indignantly describes in the Phaedo,

' Pago 291.

Y
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pleasure for pleasure, and fear for fear, in order to

become good In Thrasymachus they are let

loose
;
and that a Thrasymachus is the natural and

inevitable offspring and end of the other character,

however far from it at first, and however specious,

—

that, unless morality is founded on a basis of high,

immutable, divine truths, it must perish,—that these

truths are the only security for man’s happiness and
perfection, whether in inividuals or in a state,

—

is the great maxim which Plato would establish

throughout.

“ May it not be,” he says in the Phaedo, “ may it not be,

my beloved Simmias, that this is no right path to virtue, to

barter pleasures for pleasures, and pains for pains, and fear

for fear, and the greater for the less, hke worthless coin ?

May it not be, that only one coin exists, for which to

exchange all these—the knowledge of truth

—that for this, and with this, all things in very deed
are bought and sold—courage, and temperance, and jus-

tice ; that, in a word, but one true virtue exists,—the

virtue which is founded upon the knowledge of truth

(fisrd ^povTi(Tto>c), whether pleasures and pains, and the

like, be added to it or taken away ? But apart from a

knowledge of truth, and bartered one against the other,

may not such a goodness be but the shadow of a sub-

stance, the virtue of a slave, with no soundness or reality

in it ?

* Phredo, i. 119.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

I HAVE dwelt thus at length on the dramatic circum-

stances of the Dialogue, which have been strangely

neglected by commentators, not only as throwing

light on its general character, and giving point and
meaning to many portions otherwise obscure, but (to

repeat it once more) as a suggestion not to overlook

even seeming trifles in any of the works of Plato

—

and as a proof that the Republic, however visionary

and enthusiastic it may seem, bears on it no marks of

haste or carelessness. If the minor features, almost

imperceptible to the reader, are so scrupulously

flnished and elaborated, what are we to think of the

sentiments and outline ‘ ?

This charge against the Republic, of being visionary

and enthusiastic, unpracticd and extravagant, has

been repeated from mouth to mouth, since the days

of Aristotle, to irtpirrov, .... cat ro KOfixpoy, cat to

KaiyoTUfiov, cat ro ^T/rtjrtcov *. And it is to be feared

that in England it is too common for young students

to judge of the work, in the absence of other com-
mentators, by the laborious Brucker—a writer whose
vast accumulation of materials gives to his opinion

an imposing authority, but who, by the common con-

* For unfavourable opinions see Athenaeus, lib. vi. c. ult.
;

Cicero, Epist. ad Attic, lib. ii. Epist 1 ;
Plutarch de Fortun.

Alcxand. tom. ii. p. 328. Francof. : Athcnteus, Deipno. lib. xi.

p. 507 ;
Greg. Nazianzen. in Julian, i, p. 66 ; Tlieodoret, Curat.

Grace. Affect. Eiaput. ix. Op. t. iv. p. 943, 93? ;
Thomaaius,

Christ. Orat. Ac^ein. p. 410, 420 ; Brucker, Hist. Critic,

torn. i. p. 726 ; Arist. Polit. iv. p. 485. c. i. ii. et passim.
* Politic, lib. ii. p. 33, Bekk.
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fession of the best modem philosophers, has showir

himself little capable of appreciating or explaining

Plato.
—“ Platoni Plotinoque judicandis parum ido-

neus*.” But without criticising the criticisms of

others, there is a mode of at once testing the sound-

ness of political theory. Has it ever been realized ?

And this is the test which should be applied to Plato.

In the first place, then, there is nothing visionary

in his sketch of the human mind—in his analyzing it

into an intellectual principle, yovc—and a moral prin-

ciple ;—and again subdividing this into two instincts,

the irascible and the concupiscent, dvf^dc and ewidvfiia.

This is the recognized division of ethical philosophy.

There is nothing visionary in his assertion, that

unless the intellectual principle, meaning by it the

principle of conscience, as well as of the understand-

ing, or, in other words, the principle by which we
perceive truth, whether logical or moral—that unless

this rules within us, our nature cannot be perfect, and

must fall into min. No one can argue for the supre-

macy either of reason or of conscience, and ridicule

this.

There is nothing visionary in his viewing as inse-

parable the individual and the social life in man, and

thus connecting together a scheme of ethics and a

scheme of politics. There is nothing visionary in his

making the state only the development of the man.

If, as he himself says *, societies are formed “ not out

of rocks and stones, but out of individual characters,”

they will present the same phenomena, though on a

larger scale. Citizens will class themselves by the

disposition of mind which predominates in them-

selves, or to which they are subservient. The animal

portion will become the servants, workmen, trades-

* Prsefat. Creuzer. ad Plotinum, vol. i. p. 6.

^ Lib. viu. p. 285.
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men, manufacturers of luxuries—the courageous will

wield the physical force of the nation—the intellec-

tual will become the legislators, philosophers, and

clergy. And such a division of the members of a

state is far more natural and logically correct, than

one made on the difference of their external pursuits,

which Aristotle has adopted, or that of Coleridge,

into the representatives of the permanent and the pro-

gressive principle in man
;

since permanence and
progression depend on the moral principle itself.

Once more, there is nothing visionary in making
the perfection of the state, as of the individual, to

consist, not merely in the possession of these prin-

ciples (for how could human nature be perfect with-

out all its constituent parts ?) but in their proper

balance and adjustment. If human nature be, as

Bishop Butler ^ says, a constitution, the very essence

of a constitution lies in the adaptation and right sub-

ordination of its members. The wheels of the watch

may be good, but the watch is not good till they are

properly put together. A painter may paint in a

portrait a good head, and good hands, and a good

body
;
but if the head is where the body should be,

and the hands where the head should be, the picture

is a monster. We do not praise a man for having

sensibility, or high spirit, or reason, separately, but

for having them all, and each in its place. And we
do not admire a nation for its wealth, or victories, or

knowledge, if its philosophers are oppressed by its

armies, and its armies are mere tools in the hands of

its luxurious merchants. Right relations are in fact

the sum and substance of all goodness and all know-
ledge.

And when we ask for the law which ought to re-

gulate the relations of the political classes, the answer

* Preface to Sermons.

Y 3
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is—the same law, which regulates the dependence of

the affections on the reason of the individual man

—

that is, the natural superiority of the irascible prin-

ciple over the concupiscent, and of reason over both.

These views are so obvious and so consistent even

with popular ethics, that we must look beyond them
for the ground of attack, to which Plato’s political

system has been subject. And the first which will

present itself is the doctrine of Ideas. That legis-

lation should be conducted on principles of truth,

morality, and religion, no one would doubt
;
or that

truth, morality, and religion have a natural claim to

the obedience of man. But when the axiom takes

this form—that kings must become philosophers, and
that philosophy is the perception of ideas—the know-
ledge of the one—the good—the beautiful— of unity

in plurality, and plurality in unity—of that which is

—ret ovra—then a haze comes over the eyes of the

indolent reader, as over the mob in the Piraeus. The
whole work becomes a mysticism, and to escape from
these idle dreams, as Brucker assures him, of a “ fana-

tical cobweb-spinning fancy,” he takes up some sober

practical reality in the shape of a novel. Multo pars

major est, says St. Jerome, Milesias fabulas revol-

ventium quam Platonis libros. In altero enim ludus

et oblectatio est, in altero diflicultas et sudor mixtus
labor! *.

I

“The Platonic Republic,” says Kant, “ is become pro-

verbial as a pretended striking example of imaginary
perfection, that can have its seat only in the brain of the

idle thinker
; and Brucker esteems it ridiculous, that the

philosopher should maintain that a prince would never
govern well, if he were not participant in the ideas. But
we (he adds, most wisely) should do better to follow up
this thought further, and (where Plato leaves us without
assistance) to bring it, by fresh efforts, to light, than to

* Pm'fat. ad Comment, in Isai. lib. xii.
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set it aside as useless, under the very miserable and
shameless pretence of impracticability

A great portion of the ridicule attached to the in-

troduction of the doctrine of ideas into politics arises

partly from the metaphysical perversion of that

doctrine by Aristotle, and partly from the low, im-

poverished metaphysics and degraded views of politi-

cal government introduced among ourselves by the

Sophists, Locke and his followers. v

Morgenstem *, one of the most judicious of modem 1

commentstors,"has boldly pronounced (and we may (

cordially accept his testimony), that Aristotle did not
|

understand the d^sigp of -ika. -Hepiihlip, That he /

haslRisTiTterpreted it, whether intentionally or not, J
is obvious to any attentive reader. He, as well as

Theophrastus, had carefully made an epitome of it *

;

and incidental references to it may be traced in

numberless passages of bis own works, where no ex-

press mention is made of Plato. But to epitomize,

is one thing
^^
ai^d to understandj,.ao.fttheiU- And hovv

witlTajust conception of its purpose, Aristotle should

have pronounced the discussion of the principles ofw-

education to be an irrelevant superfluity, in a work
whose very object was education, itls hard to under-

stand,—rd T dWn rote tidtdey Xoyoie Tr£7rXt/pa>« rov

\6yoy Kai irepl rrjc iraiSeiag irolay rivd cCi ylvtaBai

Tuy <pv\dK(oy. That he has also either misunderstood

/ or misinterpreted the doctrine of ideas may be sus-

\pected even from the sophistical refutation of it

Vhich he offers in the Nicomachean Ethics *, and is

still more clear from his treatment of it in the Meta-
physics. It is in fact a great mistake, and one which

[
has caused a serious injury to the study of philosophy,

\ and therefore to other studies and practice, to inter-

* Kant, Critik der reinen Vernunft. Franc. Dialect, i. 1,

p. 267.
* Comment, in Repub. Plat. v

® Diogen. Laert. lib. v. sec. 22. 43. * Lib. i. 6.
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^ pret Plato by Aristotle. And though Dacier is not

a very high authority, he has introduced into some
most sensible remarks on Plato, an observation which

cannot be too frequently repeated. “ Pour une fois,

que Ton pourra corriger Platon par Aristote, on cor-

rigera cent fois Aristote par Platon It is a mistake,

because however close the resemblance between the

two systems in some points, there are essential diflFer-

ences in the tone of feeling, the mode of viewing

things, the fundamental principles assumed, which

carry them, as they advance, into a wide divergence,

and which would render it impossible for the founder

of one school to enter heartily into the system of the

\pther. I^philoso£hy, as in religiotL, to understand

we muscSe^ve^. \^'^annol's'gB'tKrougK“^nhHple^

tdl v^Kave them in our hand, or rather in our heart

—act upon them—experience their results—test them
under a variety of circumstances—any more than we
can pronounce on the true movement of a watch

without carrying it about with us, and applying to it

constantly on the hypothesis of its being correct.

And a cold, logical, critical spirit, bent on subjective

truth, cutting off everything beyond this world as an
unknown region, on which it were unsafe to venture

—deriving knowledge from without rather than from
within—from experience instead of intuition—placing

itself in the centre of things as a speculative inquirer,

not in a system of persons as a practical discharger of

duties—incapable of realizing to itself a spiritual

world, and therefore plunging deeply into material

and physical inquiries—and, lastly, converting laws,

and societies, and morals into arrangements of taste,

expediency, and reason, instead of positive institu-

tions imposed on us by the authority of God—such a

spirit (and it is the spirit of Aristotle), however nearly

' Disc, sur Platon, (Euvres de Plat, traduit. vol. i.
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it approached at times to the source from which it

had deflected, and qualifled its deflection by remi-

niscences of a better philosophy, could not possibly

have entered into the views of Plato. In Aristotle

—

(let it be said with reverence for so great a name, and
without any wish to supersede his writings by those

of Plato in the work of general education), but in

Aristotle may be traced the seeds of nearly all the

falsehoods which sprung up fully to light in the

Sophistical schools which have followed him
;
and

therefore he cannot be a fit commentator or explainer

of the great antagonist of Sophistry. And therefore

students should be warned against looking to any
source but Plato himself for a view of his doctrines,

especially of his doctrine of ideas. And for the best

interpretation of it, let them consider the system of

belief and of life, under which they are now acting,

and ask, if this also has not its doctrine of ideas,

occupying a place as prominent, and as vitally essen-

tial to the preservation of the whole, as in the Pla-

tonic philosophy itself.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

First then, let them draw a clear broad line between
the meaning of the words o^ra, clmt,. cort, as em-
ployed by Aristotle and by Plato. In Aristotle it

means “ being" as the highest abstract notion, which

we reach by an analysis of our mental conceptions.

iffTiv eiriaTrifiT] rtc, fi detopel to bv^ by, cat ra roOra

virdp^oyra nad’ avrb .... Sib cat bf^iy rov ovroc »T

by, ra'c irpwrac alriag Xrjnrtoy^.” In Plato it means
“ being," as existing permanently, really, absolutely,

as opposed always to ra yiyyopeya— the things

created, and therefore destructible, liable to change,

shifting, unreal—in one word, it means truth. Hence
the metaphysics of Aristotle are a logical analysis of

the primary highest modes of subjective thought.

Those of Plato are a study of an objective Being,

external to man, and of objective laws established by
his will both in the spiritual and in the material

world. That this is the idea always present to Plato’s

mind, is obvious from the pointed contrast which,

whenever he treats of Being, he draws between it

and the “ created ”—ra' yiyyopeya. It is proved

also by the very object of his system, which laboured

to restore some principles of immutable truth, upon
the ruins of that belief, which had been overthrown

by the Sensuism and Empiricism of the sophistical

school. And thus when Aristotle* classes the rd

byra and iSiat of Plato with the metaphysical abstrac-

tions of former theorists, he is first misrepresenting

* Mctaphy. lib. iv. c. I, Duval. * Metapliy. lib. i, c. 6, 7-
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and then refuting him ; a process which, it must be

confessed, he seems to have pursued not unfrequently

in the case of other philosophers besides Plato.

These then are the questions to be answered, before

we can be competent judges of the Platonic doctrine

of ideas.

1. Are there in nature, in the world of sense, in

the moral world, in reason, in religion, any arrange-

ments, rules, principles, facts, fixed and immutable,

when contrasted with varying and uncertain phe-

nomena ?

2. Are these the work of a Creator, and therefore

necessary indications of his will and nature
;
and, as

his works, and not the work of man, are they not

objective rather than subjective
;
something beyond

and above the conceptions, which we form of them
within our minds ?

3. Are they not all to be referred to the nature

and attributes of the Deity himself, of which they

are copies and shadows, and which therefore they can

only faintly represent and lead us up to, as to the

only real and only perfect.

4. Are they not properly called iliai, or forms

(not ideas, let us remember, in the modern sense of

the word), inasmuch as they determine the shapes,

lineaments, proportions, combinations, into which so

much of the world is cast, as came immediately from

God, and after which all ought to be modelled which

is subjected to the rule of man ?

5. Is it not the business of man—the very task

laid upon him in this life—whether in matters of

sensation, or feeling, or action, or reasoning, to realize

these objective truths—to elicit, to arrange, to keep

them constantly before him, to take them as the

mould into which his thoughts and affections—his

whole mind is to run, in order to become again the

image of his Maker ?
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6. What is the process, by which this realization is

effected ? What is there in the constitution of the

mind, which renders it practicable ? What external

aid is required ? Is not the whole operation the

proper and only description of a true education,

and of a right political organization ? And has not

Plato described it accurately and practically ?

These questions cannot be entered into at length.

But if the object of the Republic, as of all the Pla-

tonic philosophy, was to promulgate the answer to

them, and to fix it before the eyes of men—to

prove that truth must be the basis of all goodness,

and of all wisdom—that truth can be found only in

God
;
and that the knowledge of God is the one

great perfection of the individual as of the state—the

bond which holds together all other knowledge—the

might which places the reason as lord over man’s

feelings and affections, and fixes the just subordina-

tion of those many members, which make up the

constitution of the man, and the body of society

—

then this object must be kept in view throughout,

and thoroughly comprehended, or we must not ven-

ture to sit in judgment on Plato.
,

First, then, consider, is there anything in the con-

stitution of the mind itself, which seems to require

the existence of such objective truths, or iBiai, as

essential to its perfection, perhaps to its very ex-

istence. ,

Think how every action of man’s mind, willing,

judging, feeling, seeing, hearing, loving, fearing,

hating—how even consciousness—self-consciousness,

implies the existence of something objective, out of,

beyond, independent of him, who thinks, feels, hates,

loves, or looks into himself—how without such a

fulcrum he cannot move—without such an image he

cannot see— without such an end he cannot advance

—how even his own conceptions, the mere arbitrary
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creations of his fancy, he takes and projects forward

from himself, fixes them apart and independent,

before he can dwell on or enjoy them—how all his

moral affections are moulded essentially on relations

between himself and others, so that take those others

away, and they drop off and perish at once. Without
a belief in objective realities, the mind cannot exist.

It anchors on them, as the shell-fish on the rock

—

colours itself with them, as water is the mirror of the

sky—gazes on them, as the eye of sense, “ seeing all

things, by itself unseen ”—guides itself by them, as

the vessel steers by the stars—is moulded by them,

as the fibres of the plant are shaped by the matrix

of the earth, and by the impulses of light and of

air.

But this is not all.

Unity—unity in duration as well as in combina-
tion—unity within the mind itself, as well as in the

object which it contemplates, is the grand law of the

human mind, the end to which it struggles, the only

satisfaction of its affections. For this it reasons,

forcing all the variety of facts and phenomena under

one universal law : for this it acts, placing before its

eye the filling up of some chasm, the establishment of

some connexion, the perfection of some scheme,

which is now defective,—wanting, that is, in order,

consistency, harmony, and therefore in unity. For
this it requires symmetry and proportion to the eye,

rhythm and melody to the ear, sympathy in feeling,

grandeur in design, identity of pursuit, uniformity of

opinion, command over associations, infinity in all

things. Government, love, friendship, marriage,

society, laws, property, power, obedience, are all

developments of this law. Without unity man’s

mind is a chaos.

But how is this unity in the mind to be attained,

except by the unity, permanence, .and immutability

of its object? It must rest on an object, must
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derive its own character from that object. Shift, un-

settle, disturb the object, and the mind is imsettledalso.

It falls into doubt and perplexity. It loses confidence

in itself. It feels at the mercy of a power which it

cannot command
;
before a future which it cannot

foresee—surrounded by hidden agencies, as if the

ground on which it stood were undermined
;
without

daring to anticipate, or prove, or inquire, or believe,

or act on belief, when the next moment may over-

turn the experience of the last, and it is left without

guidance or end like a vessel tost upon the waters,

rudderless and without a compass, with no port to

make for, and no stars to steer by.

And yet this is the condition into which a man
must ultimately sink, who does not hold firmly,

under whatever name, a belief in objective facts, and
immutable external existences, such as Plato placed

before him under the name of iSiai or forms. Once
make truth subjective, conceive of it as existing only

in the mind, and though at first, as the better class

of Sophists did, you may endeavour to make it

permanent, by universal consent, by authority, by
appealing to the unaltering voice of conscience, to

the unanimous testimony of reason, sooner or later

this must he lost. It must be lost, because you
cannot fix the mind itself. Still the atmosphere, so

that not a breath will disturb either the foliage or the

water, and the refiection will lie unbroken in a calm
and perfect picture. Ruffle the branches with a

breeze, but let the water lie undisturbed, and the

picture may still be traced, though less distinct. But
ruffle the water also, and the picture perishes. And
no energy of thought, no uniformity of circumstances,

no fixedness of habit or purpose, can so freeze and
petrify the mind, that it shall not fluctuate and vary

every hour
;
that even when the objects remain fixed,

it shall always give them back unaltered, much less

that, when nothing is before it, but the reflection
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of its own disturbed movement, it shall preserve any
thing like consistency or unity.

And all systems alike have more or less recognized

the necessity of combining in the education and go-
vernment of man these two principles, of objective-

ness, and of immutability or unity. The Oriental

philosophy endeavoured to absorb the whole man in

the very being of God, as a drop of water mingles

with the sea, so as to destroy all individuality, and
with individuality all the doubt and distraction arising

from a variation of objects. The Egyptian hierarchy

raised up the authority of a priesthood, prescribing

every action of life, ruling over the diet of the sove-

reign as over the pencil of the painter, and the hand
of the musician lest the objective standard of truth

should be shaken by innovation in trifles. Other
Eastern empires surrounded their political laws with

the same magic circle of prescription and identity.

Even when all these external fences had been broken
down, Greek philosophy endeavoured to take refuge

in natural principles, the testimony of the wise, the

uniform conduct of legislators, the voice of mankind
at large, to guarantee the permanence of its principles.

Even sophistry could not exist without them, and
transferred infallibility and certainty to the will, fancy,

conscience of the individual, just as a modem Dis-

senter creates an infallible Pope for every doctrine of
religion, and almost for every act, within his own
reason, and his own heart. Without infallibility or

immutability somewhere, man cannot live
;
and the

only question has been, not whether it exists, but
w'here it resides, and how it is to be found.

All likewise agreed in making it apparently ob-
jective

;
for even the Sophists made the will of the

individual the voice of Nature, and his reason the

* Plato’s Laws.
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unerring interpreter of absolute external truth, so far

as they supposed that truth to exist
;
but what this

Nature was, or what this external truth, they did not

profess to ascertain : and thus, with this pretence of

objectiveness, their standard was in reality wholly

subjective, dependent on the mind of man. And the

mind of man thus let loose from external restraint,

and sanctioned by a presumed authority in its wildest

licences, whether of opinion or of will, soon showed
itself in its real nature. And the theory, beautiful at

first, became at last open profligacy and folly.

iv (3i6rov irporiXeioiQ

(ifitqov, ttxpiXovaiSa

<paiopu)7r6v irorl • • •

XpoviaOtig S’ d-rrsSti^tv
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Tpo^ivaiv diiti[3u>v.

jEsch, Againem. v. 700.
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CHAPTER XXX.

But if these rd 6vra— these immutable, external

facts and laws, are thus necessary to us, what evi-

dence have we of their existence ? Sense presents

at first but a chaos of irregular phenomena. Con-
science, like a flickering lamp, bums unsteadily, and

varies with the breath of circumstances, or vnth

changes in the moral atmosphere in which it lives.

Reasoning is but calculation; and where is the

mechanism so sure as to guarantee its results from

error ? And when sense, and conscience, and reason

are exhausted, what else remains, by wliich we can

learn truth ? Grant even the existence of things

externally, can we gain any notion of these except by
something within us ? Must not all belief in objective

existences depend at last upon subjective evidence ?

We are shut up, as it were, in a prison, and though

we may infer and imagine what is passing without

the walls, it must be by something which is per-

ceived within them. This is the objection now com-
monly made to all deference to authority or historical

testimony. The believer, it is said, chooses his own
authority, and therefore the criterion of truth is

ultimately within himself. It is also the objection

practically made to Plato’s doctrine, that we can

obtain no knowledge of the i^iai except by an internal

action of the mind,—or by ideas, in the modem
sense of the word. And thus his system sinks to a

level with that of the Sophists.

To answer these doubts, let us take the analogy,

in the first place, of physical science. What is its

fundamental principle ? It is, that in the apparent

chaos of natural phenomena, there are an order, and

a plan, however imperceptible to untutored minds,

z 3
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general laws, established analogies, universal princi-

ples of creation—that the strata of the earth are not

tossed on each other confusedly, but are arranged in a

form, an iHa—that the organization of animals, how-
ever various, is developed upon one type—that their

combinations are so fixed, that from a detached bone

the whole frame-work of the skeleton may be, and

has been prophesied, and the prophecy realized—that

one law rolls the planets in their orbits, and throws a

pebble to the ground—that reproduction is similarly

provided for in the animal and vegetable world—that

even the mystical fanaticism, as it has been held, of

Pythagoras, the doctrine that all things are created

in numbers, is after all the true theory of chemistry,

and that “ no combination can take place between

the elements of matter, except in certain fixed nume-
rical proportions The discovery of these forms,

or l^eai, these orra, or permanent existing facts,

—

the extrication of them from the mass of confused

observations, in which they at first lie buried,—is the

great business of what men now call science—science,

as if knowledge and certainty were exclusively con-

fined to matter
;
and as if mind had neither iSiat nor

ovra, or such only as are placed beyond the reach of

man, to mention which is mere mysticism.

Farther, the knowledge of these forms and univer-

sal existences is held necessary not only to our

animal life, for which we cannot provide without

being able to prophesy the future from the experience

of the past by reference to general laws,—but even
to our intellectual perfection. The certainty of these

laws gives, it is drought, certainty and stability to

our knowledge, and the certainty of our knowledge
confers dignity and elevation on the mind.

* See an interesting V iew of tlie Atomic Theory by Dr.
Dnubeney, the distinguished Professor of (’hemistry and
Botany in the Univerbity of Oxford. 1851, p. 112.
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Thus far no physical philosophers can find fault

with the philosophy of Plato. Neither perhaps will

they complain that he wished to make philosophers

kings, or kings philosophers, in order that the patron-

age and encouragement of government might be

employed to promote and keep alive science, or the

knowledge of the ovra and the

In the process also by which those physical phi-

losophers evolve their iSiai, they differ little from

Plato. They would be surprised, perhaps indignant,

at being charged with adopting the principle of the

Platonic Dialectics. And yet Bacon only did for

physical science what Plato, by Bacon’s own con-

fession, attempted for moral science
;
but failed in

establishing so wide a school, simply because ordinary

men are more prone to matter than they are to mind.

Each would compel men to abandon subjective fan-

cies for objective facts, and to bend their theories to

an external law. As the schoolmen of Bacon’s day
had raised a system of physics upon speculative

analogies, and metaphysical abstractions—so the

Sophists of Plato’s day had founded a scheme of

morals, on the quicksand of human reason and indi-

vidual conscience, on belief, sensation, calculations of

expediency, unregulated instincts, forgetting the only

true criterion of right and wrong, of good and evil

—

the positive institutions, and absolute, unconditional

attributes of the Creator of the world. Plato was
the great reformer of ancient ethics, as Bacon was the

reformer of modern physics. And both * followed the

* “ At inductio, quaj ad inventionem et clemonstrationem

pcieiitianim et artium erit iitilis, naturam separaTO debet per

rejectiones et exelusioiies debltas
;
ac delude j)ost negativas

tot, quot sufticiunt, super attirniativas concludcre
;

quod
adbuc factum nou est, nee tentatum certe, nisi tautummodu
a Platone, qui ad excufiendas defiuiUoiics et ideas bae certo

forma induetionis aliquatcuus utitur.'’—Nov. Organ, i. 105.
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only reasoning process compatible with their views

of truth—the process of legitimate induction, founded

on analysis and experiment. “ You are so formed,”

Plato would say to a young man, “ that you can

scarcely help pronouncing in some way on the good
and evil, virtuousness or viciousness of every action

presented to you, as you cannot help affirming or

denying any fact which you see or hear of. There
is a voice within you which pronounces judgment
the moment the case is brought before you. It is

your conscience in morals, it is your intellect in

logic. It pronounces by referring to a book of

precedents within you—to that collection, in one case

of moral principles, which, right or wrong, every

man must carry within him, and by which he regu-

lates his actions
;
in the other, of past experiences

and general axioms of belief, with which alike he

must be furnished, whether they are sound or un-
sound. What accords with them seems right and
true

;
what differs from them seems wrong and false.

But for this decision to be correct two things are

necessary : first, your standard itself must be right
;

secondly, the case, which you bring under it, must
be really such as it appears to you. Fail in either

point, and you fall into error. You assert as an

axiom of geology, that at all periods of the world

organized bodies were created under similar laws as

at present. You find fossils so situated that under

such a system it must have taken cycles of years to

deposit them. Here, it is said, is a fact, and the

words of Scripture must be bent to meet it. Now
both axiom and fact may be false, or the axiom may
be true and the fact false, or the axiom false, and the

fact true—and yet in either case the conclusion drops

to the ground. Prove, therefore, Plato would say,

not only your axiom but your fact by a minute ana-

lysis of its parts and circumstances, by strict defini-
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tions of words, by accurate enumeration of the ideas

which you employ. Granting the hypothesis, not

only that the course of nature always has been iden-

tical, hut that the fossils before you must have taken

so many ages to form—ascertain also that you are

not deceived in the fact before you, by accidental

dislocation of strata, by mistakes of the senses, by
careless observations. Look to your experiments, he
would say to the chemist, see that you have con-

structed them with no extraneous element in them,

no imperceptible deviation from your own calculation.

But even then he would add, look also to your first

principles. All the phenomena of light may seem
reducible under the corpuscular theory, but after all

the corpuscular theory may be false. All the sym-
bols of a cypher may by some strange accident be

interpreted consistently by a key, but that key may
not be the true one. You may judge rightly, that

such an act is murder, such an act stealing, such an

act self-command, or self-indulgence
;
but how do

you know that the law by which you decide on its

merit is itself right—that murder is sinful, stealing

sinful, self-command a virtue, or self-indulgence a

vice ? Conform, he would say, both to the geologist and
moralist, your own conception of the individual fact

to its real external nature, the to op, which is inde-

pendent of any opinion or fancy

—

Eo^a, <pavraaia—of

your own. And go farther, he would say to the

moralist, as the geologist says to himself, and conform

your conceptions of the laws and axioms of morals,

which you bear about within you, to some external

standard, an Idia, or to op, of moral truth. See that

the laws by which you decide are not forged, have

not been interpolated, that you understand them, do
not misinterpret, do not see but a part of them, have

not invented them yourself.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

And here we arrive at the fundamental question of

moral science—the question which the present day is

bound to answer, and to place the answer boldly, and
firmly, and constantly, before the eyes of a wilful

generation, as the only human mode of rescuing it

from the crimes and follies which are thickening

round us. What is the true criterion of right and
wrong, good and evil ? is it what we each think, feel,

like, dislike, praise or blame ? or is it something out

of us, immutable, eternal, the only truth ?

Let us remember that all philosophical theorieshave

their root in a disposition of the heart. And to this

we must look for the cause of the two answers, which

have been given to the question. Give a man humil-

ity and self-distrust
;
let him see and feel the blind-

ness and corruption of human nature
;

inspire him
with that craving of noble minds for communion with

superior beings, for dependence on a higher power,

for extrication from the consciousness of self
;
and he

will not bear to think that he is left to the light within

him, to walk on still in darkness, and alone upon
the earth, with no voice to guide him but the echo

of his own footsteps. Give him on the other hand,

conceit and vanity, shallowness of learning, thought-

lessness, or thoughtfulness divested of moral associa-

tions and affections, involve him in speculation, and
speculation only, shut him up within the shell of his

own selfish existence, give him low and contemptuous

opinions of those around him, and thus throw a slur

on man, and, through man, on the whole spiritual

world beyond him (for you cannot defile the glass
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without obscuring the landscape seen through it), and

he will be quite content to hear that he is an abso-

lute independent judge, that he needs no assistance,

and may be left to himself—that all truth is sub-

jective : and the form which his conclusion takes will

vary with the deterioration of his character, and the

circumstances in which he is placed. It will appear

in many successive phases, gradually sinking and
sinking till it reaches avowed vice. And the history

of this process is the history of all philosophy, morals,

religion, and society, since the creation of man, as

Plato himself has sketched it out in the eighth and
ninth books.

What however is the process by which he, who
cannot be satisfied with a merely subjective standard,

will reach one that is objective ? It will be first by
the instinctive longing for it. To find a thing we
must wish to find it, to wish to find a law over our

will, an immutable, eternal law, perfect, and holy,

and undefiled, a man must have something in his

heart of more than earthly origin, a nature implanted

in him by a superior Being

—

xpvtrioy Kai apyvpioy

6e7ov wapa deuiy aui iy rj? e\ov<rt *. As no
such law of morals can exist except in a moral being,

his heart also must be alive to moral affections

—

affections of faith, obedience, gratitude, love—every

feeling which flows from the relation not of a person

to a thing, but of persons (6px“‘ Trpd^ewc) to persons.

He must have, in the striking words of Plotinus *,

which, if Plotinus had lived before Christianity,

might have been taken as prophetic, r^y avrov KaXXovc

rpoTtpoy iy rale opc^tv, xa'i iiriyywtriy, Kal

trvyyiytiay *, ifal olKetortfros aXoyoy vvyetriv. With

* Repub. lib. iv. p. 124.

* Ennead III. lib. v. Ennead I. lib. iii.

* Svyytvtc is the word by which Plato also expresses the

natural affinity of minds, by which they draw and cling toge-

ther
;
and the word will not be lost on the Christian reader.
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this he will catch at every sound or sight, which
seems to imply the existence of that, which he de-

sires to believe. He will catch at it, as a heathen

wearied and exhausted with the battle in his own
heart, and •with the darkness, and crimes, and mise-

ries around him, must have caught at the voice of the

Gospel—as Justin listened to the old man upon the

sea-shore, when the fire was kindled in his heart

—

Efxov Se irapa^p^/xa Trip ev ry and he
became a Christian*.

As the first symbol and representative of a law
external to himself, law personified in a moral person

like to but above himself, he will place himself under

the government of man *. He will place himself,

I said, thinking of an unhappy Athenian, without a

home, in which he might take refuge, without the

sanctity of domestic ties, made his own civil ruler,

abandoned by religious instructors, and compelled to

* Dialog, cum Trj-ph. IO7 .

* It is interesting to compare the conversions of Justin,

who died a martyr, and of Tatian, who fell into heresy. They
are typical of the two classes of Christians—one, who believe

by the heart and prove by the head
;
the other, who believe

and prove by the head only. Justin’s interview with the old

man, and the effect which it had on him, are well known :

first, “the fire was kindled,” and Justin’s convereion was
completed by dwelling on his words—5taXoyi^6p«voc Trpif

Ifiavrbv tovq \6yovg aiirov. Tatian was converted by the
Bible, and the Bible only, that is, by his own notions of its

credibility and consistency with his reason. The Greek is

very striking

—

Kar ifiavrov ytvoptvof iZ,r)Tovv, ory rpoTry r

dXjjOif IKfvptlv dvvafiai' Tripivoovvn be ftoi rd <nrovbaTa,

avvefit) ypa<paiQ riaiv evrvxfiv jSapftapiKaTc Kai ftoi

TreiaOijvai ravTaiQ avvefit) Sid re ridv Xt^etov rd drvipov

and he proceeds to enumerate the internal evidences of the

Bible TOVTuiv ovv rr}v »cardXiji//tv pcpaiyplvoc, xai

7reiroit]fievog I desire to put eft' my sins.”—Tatian, contr.

Gnecos, § 29, p. 16J. Fol. Even while he adhered to the

truth he seems to have been retained in it by the presence of

his teacher Justin. “ Post mortem pneceptoris,” says Cave,
“ tanquam emeus duce destitutus in prmcipitia se dedit.”

—

Cave’s Hist. Literar. vol. i. art. Tatian.
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choose his own teacher for himself, to be alpenKoc, ii

heretic, and thus to fall back upon himself as a fit

judge and criterion of truth. But on us, thank God !

as yet there has no such calamity fallen. Our homes
are still standing, much as they have been shaken

;

and children are still bom into subjection to their

parents
;
and parents may still be made fit persons

to exercise that power, for which they were ordained

by nature. And we have still not only laws and

legislators, the creatures of our own will, in obey-

ing whom we only obey ourselves, but a sovereign

whom we do not create—a person placed over us

all, without any reference to our choice—an in-

dependent, supreme will embodied in a person, to

whom, and not to laws, as Bacon ', speaking with

the voice of our ancient institutions, declares again

and again, we do our homage, and swear allegiance,

and are made subject from our birth, whether we will

or not. And the Church, maimed and mutilated as

it is, has still its parochial system, with one person

at least planted by external authority in the centre

of each knot of population, to embody an external

law of religious faith and practice. Replace back, as

far as may be, into the bosom of their families the

children, whom we take from them by our forced

system of national education
;
preserve the hereditary

principle in rank and rule
;
and extend the presence

of the Church by multiplying its ministers
;
and you

thus maintain over the mind a body of positive in-

stitutions, incorporated in moral persons, and insure

the first condition necessary in the establishment of

an objective standard of truth for the weaker and
more ignorant of men—those men whom God made
to be governed by men, not to be dependent on them-

' Case of the Post Nati in Scotland, Works, vol. ii. 4io.

p. 518, tXc.
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selves—whom he creates, nurtures, teaches, rules,

saves, blesses, punishes, acts on in every character,

not by himself directly, but mediately through the

agency of man, and to release whom from human
authority is not emancipation but destruction.

And this is enough for the most : let the standard

of truth be correct, and those who obey it will enjoy

its benefit, whether lodged in themselves or in others

—enjoy it as much as they are capable, since their very

position of inferiority implies that they are only able to

be wise through the wisdom of others

—

ao^dy tKeivip

fiipei rj5 o rjpx^^’ teal ravra wapriy-

yc\Xcv‘. Place it over them firom their infancy

—

let habit, prejudice and association bind them to it

—

receive them, as Augustin expresses it, “ into the

citadel of faith,” before they know the dangers from

which they have been rescued, that they may there

be defended and preserved without having been pre-

viously corrupted by vacillation and doubt*.

These are the principles to be remembered, when
we would interpret that part of Plato’s polity which

fixed the relation between the 0u\a«c, or governing

body, and the rest of the nation. How the ^wXaictc

themselves are to come into possession of the truth,

and insure it from corruption, is a subsequent ques-

tion. But supposing them to have received this

deposit, they are to hold it as the palladium of tho

State, to fence it round from the slightest infringe-

ment, to keep it fixed stedfastly before the eyes of

the people, so far as they are able to bear it, to em-
body it in all their institutions, to make it the rule

* Repub. lib. iv. p. 158.

* See bow Plato dreads the miserable effect of this tamper-
ing with early belief—Repub. lib. vii. p. 280 ;

Phajdo, vol. i.

p. 154 ;
and contrast it with the fatal but characteristic maxim

of Aristotle, of seeking truth through the medium of doubts,

anopiau
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and the end of education, the model on which they

work in fashioning all, whom they can reach, to

become the image of God

—

ofxoiiyfxara tov Qeov.

Hence the inflexible maintenance of prescription, the

minute jealousy of innovation even in a note of

music ', the stem resolution to bring the whole man
under subjection to positive law, the boldness with

which he traces the first deflection in society to a

deviation from positive law *, and closes the consum-
mation of its ruin, not merely in crime and folly, but

in lawlessness, the release from restrictions

—

avopia.

Let us not insult Plato by degrading the office of

his ^vXuKCQ into such views of government as Locke
and others have accustomed even Englishmen to

tolerate, as if the ruler of a state was a constable,

an excise officer, or a purveyor of provisions, and
nothing more If any thing could enable us to

appreciate the prophetic grandeur of Plato’s views,

it would be the sight of the Church realizing his

theory of a government, and fulfilling his own ardent

aspirations to see his pictured State in life and motion
—dedffaadai Kivovptva avTO.*,

' Lib. iv. p. 132. * Lib. viii.

* See Locke’s wretched system, passim, in his Essay on
Civil Government. It is gratifying to find that it has been
recently exposed at Cambridge by Professor Whewell, an
xmprejudiced witness, and whose voice must have great
weight in recalling us from the blind idolatry with which a
shaUow age very naturally bowed down to a shallow philo-

sophy.
* Timseus, vol. vii. p. 4.

A a 2
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CHAPTER XXXII.

And there are coincidences not less striking in the

mode in which he proposed to arrange his governing

body, so as to command the whole nation, to keep
garrison as it were in every part, to supply every

individual with an embodied personified law close

to him, to whom he might look not servilely for the

govemiuent of his actions— eXfiov-tc ?£ ^eatraa^uv

TtiQ ttoXewc, ottov KriWioTov ffrparoTTf^£uffa<70at, odev

TovQ re tvlov fxdXiar av Kari\nuy, £t rig fiij idiXei

rote roixoig irtiQeaBai, tovq te ti,u>dEV airafivvoiey *.

This is the great problem in the organization of

the Church
;
and can only be solved by a proper ad-

justment of the principle of incorporation, and of that

of individual influence. It must be a thoughtless

reader who does not pause at the end of the third

book, when he reads of the simple abodes, the austere

system of life, the cells, such as become soldiers,

olm'iaEig (TTparuoTiKag^, the avaaiTia, or common
meals, the prohibition of closed doors, and separate

receptacles for provisions, the revenue raised by an

annual tax, and just sufficient—Tatajiiyovg vapd Twy
dXXit)y TToXiTbiy ii\Effdai puaduy tTiq ^vXaKtjg rotrovrov,

oany /d'ite wepulyai avroig elg roy iyiavToy p»/r£ iv^Ely

and the rigid exclusion of silver and gold—who
reads this, and does not turn to the ancient institu-

tions of the church, its consolidated bodies of clergy,

its cathedrals, its monasteries, the rules of its reli-

gious orders, in more than one instance almost word

' Repub. lib. iii. p. 122. * P. 122. 3 p. i24.
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for word the same with Plato : in one word, to that

principle of incorporation, which, whether carried

to excess or not, is in itself essential to the preserva-

tion and inculcation of truth—which our Lord him-

selfestablished—which the early Church scrupulously

retained—which Romanism sadly abused—which we
have almost lost—and which if we do not recover by
invigorating the debilitated remnants still left in our

colleges and cathedrals, and throwing our clergy once

more not into monastic but into collegiate forms,

the Church in this country will find it hard indeed

to retain her authority and position.

Of any thing analogous to our present parochial

system—a system which itselfrequires to be modelled,

far more than it is at present, on a plan of incorpo-

ration—there are fewer traces in Plato, and on those

which occur something has been said previously. With
us unhappily it is at present little more than the de-

velopment, if the word may be used, of individualism.

Each parish priest, the <l>v\a^ both of his flock (it is

the language of Plato) and of Divine truth, and the

guardian of each against both enemies without, and
the disobedient within the Church, stands before them
single and alone, unsupported by any incorporation

to cover his own defects, to check his own errors,

to sanction his discipline, or to confirm his teach-

ing. And the consequences we are feeling all around
us. And yet individuals must be employed as the

extreme prehensors of that hand, with which the

Church should grasp the whole body of the people

—as the meshes of that net with which, in the

words of our Lord, it is to “ catch men.” But per-

haps both Plato and the Church—the Church I

mean, of later times, plundered and beaten down by
sacrilege, and enervated by political conflicts, and
compelled by them to break up the massive, im-

pregnable squares into which she had thrown her

A a 3
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forces, and to scatter them over the face of the .

country—perhaps both Plato and the Church com-
mitted the same error. Neither of them seem to

have remembered that these prehensors, these fingers

of society in the persons of individual men, are pro-

vided for us already by God in the persons of parents

—that neither the State nor the Church is formed to

act immediately upon individuals, but upon families

—that the family, not the individual, is the primary

element of society—and that when any power forcibly

interferes with the natural institutions of domestic

life, the result must be disastrous. This was one of

the great sins of monasticism. Instead of merely
opening refuges in which scattered undomesticated

individuals—the floating atoms of society—might be

received and formed into artificial families upon the

model of those ofnature (and such apian can scarcely

be overvalued), it too often encouraged men forcibly

to break from the relations of birth and blood ; and,

the moment the vow of perpetual celibacy was im-
posed, it as forcibly obstructed the formation of others.

This also has been the mistake of the English

Church. It has thought more of individuals than
of families. It has created and dispersed abroad a
power inadequate even to cope with children, cer-

tainly not adequate to controul parents. And too

often, especially of late, it has broken up the family

relationship, by transplanting the children into large

schools, and superseding the parental authority. It

is the mistake rather of her poverty than of her will

;

but unless speedily and decidedly corrected, it wdll

have led to serious mischief. And this also is the

gi'cat blot in the Republic—a blot which it is im-
possible to cover. True it is that Plato throws out
his theory of marriage as a mere theory—as a wild

impracticable mode of solving a great problem to the

fancy, not as either possible or expedient to be re-
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alized. True that he warns the reader again and
again not to charge him with the design of realizing

it. True that in the circumstances of his days, in

the hopeless, irredeemable corruption of family life

at Athens, he could scarcely trace the form of that

high instrument in the hands of God, by which man
is to be first reared into life, both in his body and
his mind. True also that he would not destroy the

instincts and affections of nature, but only multiply

and transfer them, so that the whole state should be

one family “ of fathers, children, and brothers * as

Christianity has realized the wish literally in all

its parts, but by a spiritual marriage, and a spiritual

regeneration *. And true that his end was noble

—

to bind together the whole body in one, to extin-

guish all selfish affections, to secure for the child

the highest and most watchful superintendence, to

bring all the members of the polity immediately

under the eye of the ruler, perhaps also even to

purify and chasten (though the hope were vain),

assuredly not to give a licence to man’s worst and
lowest passions. But granting all this, and more,

Plato forgot the family—he set aside the institution

of nature, though only in idea, and has ever since

paid the penalty of being scoffed at and contemned

by men who knew little of his system but this one
blot—men incapable of fathoming the mystery of his

wisdom and purity—to whom but one thing seemed
intelligible, a theory which bordered upon vice.

’ Lib. V. p. 183.
* Perhaps the parallel cannot be stated better than in the

words of .St. Ambrose. “ Augetur benevolentia coetu Ecclesko,

tidoi consortio, initiandi societate, percipiendte gratitu neces-

situdine, mysteriomni communione. lliec enini etiam appel-

lationcs necessitinlinuin, reverentiam filioruni, auctoritateni et

pietatem patruni, gennanitatem fratruin sibi vindicant. Mul-
lum igitur ad cuinulandam simctat benevolentiam nccessitudo

gratae.”—Ambrosius, De OHiciis, lib. i. c. 33.
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And when the reader rests on this spot, he should

also recal the days of heathenism, in which Plato

wrote—before God’s voice had been again heard

commanding men to reverence and preserve his

positive institutions, promising his blessing on obe-

dience, promising that if we trusted ourselves to

those whom He placed over us, whether in nature,

in society, or in the Clmrch, evil and ignorant as

they might be in themselves. He would overrule

their hearts to good—before woman had been raised

from a slave to be the companion and help meet for

man, not by a forced discipline like Plato’s, but by
communicating to her the highest privileges of human
nature, and by chastening the passions of men

—

before, lastly, the light of Christianity had been
thrown on that prophetic arrangement of nature, on

which the marriage union is formed, and had shown
it to be the type and representative of that highest

power upon earth, under which man is really to be

nurtured—imaging the Church in the family, and the

family in the Church, and leading up the eye,

through all the branches of domestic life, to the

grand forms, the iSeai of God, which are their root

and trunk.

When, in fact, we examine the real position of

woman in Athenian society, as exhibited in the

Greek comedies, and other notices of the day, there

is reason to be astonished at the grandeur and eleva-

tion even of this the most objectionable part of

Plato’s writings—astonished that with such a ruin

before him he should have been able to conceive

a plan for restoring it, though the plan itself was an

error.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

Rut we must not dwell more on this point. There

follows next the grave question, what security can

we have, if we trust to these arrangements of nature,

that man will not abuse his power ? and granting

him hypothetically at present to he the channel for

conveying to his fellow man the objective laws and

forms of truth, that he will not misrepresent or lose

them, as philosophers have done, as schools have

done, as hierarchies have done, as eastern priest-

hoods, and modem Rome, and modern Dissenters

have done, and still more as the heart and reason of

every individual man is prone to do.

This security is to be found in the Church chiefly

in the principle of Catholicity, or the establishment

of many distinct Churches, so connected together,

not by union under one visible government, but by a

close communion of independent bodies, as mutually

to check and support each other. In the absence of

this, the provisions made by Plato for guarding his

transmission of tnith are singularly interesting. To
a modem they will appear singularly futile. He
will look in vain for any of those ingenious contri-

vances, which later politicians have devised to pre-

vent the abuse of power. Plato did not think that

to have the privilege of possessing and promulgating

religious truth was a necessary ingredient of a

tyranny. He therefore never thought of securing

the liberty of the subject by shaking off" the yoke of

a Church. Neither did he understand the mysterious

problem into which Milton, Locke, and Rousseau,
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and the Social Contract writers, have cast their ideal

societies : according to which men, in order to secure

their freedom, place themselves wholly in the power
of their governors, reserving to themselves the power
of governing their governors as they choose. Nei-

ther does he seem to have the slightest notion of a

balance of independent civil powers—of any thing

like a civil constitution, at least a constitution in-

tended to move, of which the several parts should so

check and counteract each other, as to produce,

when fully in order, a general stand still. Neither

did he think it expedient (he who placed unity and
consistency high in the scale of virtues), that the

supreme power should be prevented from abuse by
shifting it every day from hand to hand, so that no
one should have the time to do either mischief or

good. Neither does he seem to care whether it is

lodged in the hands of one or of many h Strange to

say, he seems to have thought that monarchies, and
oligarchies, and the rule of the many, were very

illogical classifications of government—for that all

bodies, however numerous, must act through a

majority, and aU majorities must depend on one

voice
;
and that thus no other form than a monarchy

is possible among men, however we attempt to hide

the person of the monarch, and to conceal his own
power from him by burying it under an infinity

of unseen contingencies. Still more strangely he

thinks it needless to prove the right of his govern-

ment to govern, by any appeal to expediency, as if

government were only a means to an end, and not in

itself a natural function and good, by which superiors

and inferiors are held together, and which constitutes

the natural relation between them. He makes the

end of the society neither the good of the governor

* Lib. vi. p. 232.
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nor of the governed, so as to sink one in the other,

but the good of the whole—ov Trpoc tovto

/3\c7TOVT£C r»JV TToXlV oWU^OfiEV, 07TWC £»' TL flfflV tdyOQ

earat Bia<pep6yT(oc sv^aifioy, aXk' oirug oTifiaXiara vKt}

fl ttoXiq'’. And lastly the famous expedient of

modem days has wholly escaped him—the expedient

by which one man is made responsible for the govern-

ment of the nation, and another man or body of men
retains the absolute command over the means by
which it is to be governed, the public purse.

In all these points Plato, it is sad to say, was far

behind the enlightenment of modem systems.

He began with acquiescing in the fact against

which we so vainly stmggle, that somewhere or

another in every society, there must be an ultimate

supreme power, wielded by the will of man, con-

trolled only by moral laws, responsible only to God,

or, in the words of our own English law, “ quae

Deum ultorem expectet.” He did not think, as men
now think, that the way to escape from one power
of this kind is by creating another, or transferring it

from the hand of the king to the hand of a dema-
gogue. He looked to a moral law as the only check

within his reach, and to give it efficacy and strin-

gency he directed all his efforts. His only approach

to any scheme of a balance or division of power is

found in the distribution of the governors into two
bodies, the first and highest (TTpeor/Surepoi) represent-

ing the pure intellectual portion of the community
(intellectual, remember, in Plato’s sense of the word,

as possessing the knowledge of all tmths, ra ovro,

physical, moral, logical, and religious)
;

the other

{yiwrepoi *) embodying the physical power, placed

under the controul of the vrptafivTtpoi, or, as Cole-

ridge would call it, under the clergy of the State,

* Lib. iv. p. 12C. * Lib. iii. p. 117.
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aiding them in enforcing the same truths on the people

at large, regulated by the same laws, or, to use a mo-
dem phrase, allied with the Church on the only prin-

ciples on which such an alliance can be maintained

—

the principle that the Church shall be removed from
the distractions and temptations of physical rule, and
that the physical rule shall be regulated by her

moral maxims and independent testimony to truth.

Perhaps there is nothing in the whole system of the

Republic more remarkable than this division. For
the times of Plato it was a discovery. Far back in

“barbaric times and regions,” it had been imper-
fectly realized and abused in the bicipital govern-

ments of Persia, Egypt, Gaul, and India—in almost

every nation where the light of primeval revelation

had not been wholly lost, and where hierarchies were
associated with kings in the rule of nations. But in

Greece to revive a Church—to disconnect the civil

and spiritual mle, and yet bind them together in one
—above all, to frame a system upon reason which
yet did not terminate in absolute unity, but in unity

combined with plurality—this was an effort of the

human mind, which, more than any other, places

Plato in advance of his age, and nearer to the great

period, when Christianity came down upon earth, to

create that body in each nation, which should occupy
the position of the irpetrfyvTepoi of Plato—which
should hold the yeurepot, or the power of the State

under a similar spiritual influence, and bring them
into membership with the Church, but not trespass on
their secular power. This division, and balance, and
union of the two powers, spiritual and temporal, is

perhaps the true foundation of all political society.

The disarrangement of them is made by Plato * the

key to all history, and the beginning of the downfall

' Lib. viii.
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of states. His great object was to restore it : and
his theory was no vision of fancy, but the result of a

practical analysis of human nature. It was a copy
from the model of a polity framed by God himself

in the heart of man, in which not reason alone rules,

but reason assisted by a spirit of elevation and power,

of conscious command of energy and ambition, the

Qvfiog in alliance

—

irvfifiaxoQ—with the vovq.

Having thus excluded his ecclesiastical body,

(ifptlc, as he expressly calls them in the epitome

which he gives of the Republic in the Timaeus '),

from the temptation to abuse its knowledge and
power, and having raised up an ally which might

also prove at times a necessary check upon its move-
ment—a check, remember, not without its pale, but

within it; in temporals above its rule, hut beneath

it in spirituals,—Plato then addressed himself to

the great task of enforcing the right relation between

the government and the governed. The (pvXaKeg

were to be the “ shepherds of the flock,” “ guardians

of the state,” “ watch dogs,” “ teachers,” “ kings,”

as distinguished from tyrants—men whose heart was

set upon the welfare of their subjects, and whose

whole efforts were to be directed to their real good, to

the increase of their virtue, their wisdom, and their

holiness
;
in one word, to their religious education.

This is the first condition required in the selection

of the upper class—EK\eKrioy ap' ek rwv dWwv
(pv\a.K(i)v TOiovTOVQ avSpac, ot av aKOTEovmv

paXiara <j>alvovrai napa irayra rby j3ioy, o pu' av

rjf ttoXei iiy{]iT(ovTai ^vp<pEpEiv, ird«nj irpodvpig. irouiv'

0 S’ ay pfi, prjSEv'i rpdjr^ irpal^ai av eOeXeiv

This is to be the fundamental doctrine of practice

—

El (pvXaKiKoi Eiai tovtov tov SoyparoQ *. Those only

are to be enrolled in Plato’s clergy who have “ iden-

* Vol. vii. p. 11. * Lib. iii. p. 118. * Ibid.

B b
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tified their own interest with that of the society”

—

who have stood afflictions, heavy afflictions, in

its support—“ who have home pain,” “ have re-

sisted pleasure,” have been “ tried even more than

gold in the fire” (they are Plato’s own words), and
have in all ruled well themselves, shown themselves

“ good guardians of others,” adhered to the teach-

ing they have received, been in all things well

ordered and well proportioned

—

evpvdjuoi teal evdp-

fiotrroi And for the highest testimony which can
be given to Plato’s soundness and discrimination

in selecting these conditions, we need only refer to

the almost parallel injunctions of St. Paul, especially

in his Epistles to Timothy and Titus, and to the

rules of the early Church, respecting the admission

to holy orders.

* Lib. iii. p. 120.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

There is something even more striking in what
follows. How, asks Plato, shall we concentrate the

affections of the rulers on the State which they have
to rule, and give them a hearty zeal in its welfare ?

Their minds are to be set above—delighting in the

contemplation of truth, fond of retirement, hating

the crowd and bustle, the iroXvTrpayfjiotrvyTi of poli-

tical life. And this retirement is not only their

pleasure but their duty
;
for how without contempla-

tion will they be able to preserve and act upon
those eternal laws of truth, laws of morals as well as

laws of intellect, on which the whole state is to

depend ? How shall we make them return from
that bright world of intelligence, in which they are

habitually to dwell, “ to the gaol and dungeon of the

earth ‘ ?” It is one of the problems which meet
us so frequently in studying the nature of man,
where two distinct laws of duty run up into a seem-
ing contradiction, and cannot be reconciled—recon-

ciled, it should be added, without the facts of

Christianity. “ We will invent for them,” says Plato,
“ a fable *. W'e will endeavour to delude them into a
belief (at least nothing but a delusion will reconcile

them to the work imposed on them), that their whole
life— all that they did and suffered, before they were
admitted into our society (let us call it our Church)
—was a dream ;—that a hand unseen was then

forming and fashioning them secretly in the depths
of the earth, ^<rav Be tote rp dXriOei^ vtto yijc iyroc

» Lib. vii.253. * Lib. iii, 121.

B h 2
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TrXaTTOfitvoi cot Tpcfuftevoi—themselves, their arms,
and all which they possess

;
and when they were

fully formed, the earth, which is their mother, brought
them forth, fi yij ai/rovc outra ayrjKe— and
now for her as for a mother and a nurse, (I»c irepl

prjrpdc KOI rpo<f>oD, they must counsel and fight, if any
one attack her

;
and for their fellow-citizens they

must think and labour, as for men who are their

brothers, and are sprung from the same mother earth

—cot vTTep ruiy aWojy iroXiTHy, a»c oyrwy

Kai yriyeyujy Eiayodvdai Two circumstances are

wanting to make this singular dream almost prophetic

of the fact which has been realized in the Church,

and of the feelings with which her members should

regard their duty to her. But they were circum-

stances, which Plato could not even imagine:—one

was the hope of reward to those “ who have laboured

more abundantly the other, that mystery, which
makes it possible for man to look up to heaven
and at the same time down upon earth, and to see

in both the same object of his most elevated thoughts

and affections— that mystery which makes him sub-

mit patiently to the voice of Him wbo formed tbe

State, and enter readily into its service, when he
is told in the words of Plato *, that the object of

tbe legislator is not the good of any one member
of the body, of the hand or the foot, the eye or the

ear but of tbe body as a whole
;

that he has
“ bound and compacted them together to benefit

each other by benefiting the whole that he formed
such men in his state not to do their own will, and
“ turn which way they choose,” but that he might
use them for a purpose of his own, to bind the

whole communion into one : iireXddov, jjiv S’ eytj,

' Lib. iii. 121. * Lib. vii. 263.
® Compare 1 Corinth, xii.
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xaXti', w tpiXCf 5n vofioOErjj oh rovrov jucXet ojtcuc

ev Ti yivoQ iv ttoXei ^tafepoyruc ev irpu^et’ dXX’ iy

dXp Tt] TToXei TOVTO fiTi^ayuTai tyyeyiirdat, ^vyap-

piUTTuyy TOVQ TToX/rac, ireidoi re (cat aVa'ytcp iroiwy

fieradiSoyai dWrjXoie rfjg ihftXeiac ijy ay e/caorot to

Koiyoy Svyaro'i Staiy ii)<peXe~iy‘ cat ahroQ epiroidiy

roiovTOVc dydpaQ iy rp iroXti, tva a^tp rpiireorBai

owTi EKaaroQ (iovXrirai, dXX’ lya Kara^prjrai avrog

avT^, ivl Toy ItiySeapioy rrjg ttoXcwc *. To these com-
mands of duty, which could not exist where men
are formed by themselves, avro/tarot efifvoyrat—m
states where, if they become good, it is by accident,

not by the immediate act and blessing of the parent

state—Plato trusts mainly for the self-devotion of

his governors to the welfare of the governed. Gra-

titude is to produce forgetfulness of self, and labour

in the service of their country and its lawgiver.
“ We begot you,” says the lawgiver to the rulers.

“ eyevv{]aaney, to be both to yourselves and to the

rest of the city as rulers and kings, educated better

and more perfectly than others, more able both to

govern and to obey
;
and therefore in turn you

must descend into the dwelling-place of the others,

and accustom yourself to that spectacle of dark-

ness.”

Having thus provided, as far as his scanty means
would allow, for the due interest of the ruler in the

good of the subject, Plato would next proceed to the

right mode of directing it—that is, to the principles

of education. But this is a subject too wide, and too

interesting at the present moment, to be thrown into

a parenthesis.

That the Platonic education was addressed neither

to the body nor to the mind exclusively—that it

acted on the whole man—that it proposed to conform

‘ Lib. vii. 263,

B I) 3
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men’s wills to those objective laws of action, which
are the measure of virtue, and their reason to those

objective forms of belief, which are real, absolute,

and existing truths—rd oPTa—ra'c iSiac—it is un-
necessary to say : but the process by which this last

work was to be conducted, or the dialectical art of

Plato, which he has touched on at the end of the

sixth and in the seventh book, and has exemplified

in all his writings, must be left for another occasion.

In the present bustle and stir of education it cannot

be studied too often
;
and the few remarks, which

remain at present must be confined to the question,

how the governors, or ^uXckec, themselves were origin-

ally to be put in possession of those objective truths,

which they were to preserve and transmit firom

one generation to another, as the very talisman of

the state.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Let us ask, first, how the polity, to which we belong

as Christians—how the Church came into possession

of her ovra or objective truths—her forms, i^tac,

which every day she proclaims publicly in her assem-

blies, holds them up in the face of the world, puts

them into the mouths of children, builds on them
her whole system, guards them as the apple of her

eye—forms, descriptions, first of the nature

and attributes of God, not invented by man, not

worked out by reason, not dependent on opinion or

belief, but absolute immutable existences, which

would stand for ever and ever, though the race of

men was swept from the face of the globe, and which
it is the highest privilege of man’s intellect to realize

and embrace—her creeds ? Forms again, t^cac, of

morality
;
moulds into which man’s actions are to be

cast, standards of right and wrong laid up for ever

before God in the sanctuary of his own eternal

Being, not mutable by man’s institution, not calcu-

lations of expediency, not air-bubbles of feeling, not

even the voice of conscience in any sense in which

the word is used, save that of an external monitor,

thwarting, opposing, and chastising us with the

voice of God himself—but laws of One who is above

us and beyond us—the forms of the ten command-
ments * ? Once more, where did the Church obtain

* A good exemplification of Plato’s Idealist King is to be
found in our own Anglo-Saxon times. See especially the

Laws of Alfred, which begin with the Ten Commandments,
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her third scheme of l^iag for man—ISiag for his

feelings—patterns after which to shape his affections,

and regulate his desires, adjusting them each to a
rule of perfection, far, alas ! how far from his own
heart, and yet the final object on which his heart

must be brought to rest

—

the Lord's Prayer ' ? These

are the lliaq of the Church—the very objects which

Plato longed to reach—of which he asserted the

existence, though he could not discover them, as

Columbus prophesied of a world, which his eye had
never seen—to know and to realize which he made
the first wisdom of man, fxtyitTTov fiddrifia—for which
he would choose his rulers, and on which he would
found his state. And how did the Church acquire

them ? And the answer is, to a simple Christian,

that we received them from our fathers, our fathers

from an age before them, that age from the Ca-
tholic Church, that Church from the Apostles, the

Apostles from Christ, and Christ from God
;
that

each of these links in the great chain of tradition

conducted the light of truth from one hand to the

other, as Plato would have conducted it in his own
state, each generation rearing up successors to re-

ceive it, and then going to their rest: dWovc ail

TraiStvaarrac toiovtovq ayriKaraXiTroyrac rijc ttoAewc

(jivXciKag etc fiaKapbiy yyaovs airioyrag o'lKely *. And
to minds of simple faith, who hang without reserve

or suspicion on the plain declarations of their fellow

men, the statement is quite sufficient. That at every

and include the decrees of the first council of Jerusalem.

—

Wilkins’s Anglo-Saxon Laws, fol. p. 28.
* Luther, ( I cannot recall his precise words), used to call

the Creeds the science of sciences—the Commandments the
laws of laws—the Lord’s Prayer the prayer of prayers—the
Bible the history of histories. He regarded them as sum-
maries, models, idiai, of all othei*s in their several classes.

And the view is as sound as it is deep.
* Lib.vii. 281.
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link in the chain of transmission such a confidence is

absolutely necessary for the reception of the truth

—

that, where it is wanting, the communication is cut

off—that it does not depend upon logical arguments,

but on a disposition of the heart—that arguments

may be used to guard it from being shaken, but can-

not create it—and that it is the result of a divine or

supernatural implantation in the mind of a spirit in

the hearer akin to that which is in the speaker—«rvy-

yivic' oIkeIov' xpufftov Oiloy irapa deiHv—is the first

principle of the Church. And Plato again and again

recognizes the same truth. Love, rather than faith,

is the word employed by Plato to express this sym-
pathy and dependence of mind on mind. But the

terras are evidently interchangeable. There can be

no love without faith, and no faith without love.

But the Church, besides this supernatural gift, is

provided with a most remarkable array of securities

against the attacks of a curious reason, which ought

thoroughly to be studied, and the difficulty of

arranging them understood, before we can appreciate

either the excellences or defects of the system con-

trived by Plato for a similar purpose. For all the

attacks made by reason on revelation are directed to

prove it subjective, instead of objective
;

to make it

a creation of human feeling and human fancy, and
thus to strip it of authority.

The Church has miracles, persecutions, catholicity,

with all the internal organization by which this

catholicity is to be maintained—each of which in its

place is a proof that what she teaches, she teaches

not of herself, but as a communication received from

without. But of these Plato was destitute. And
how then, as the first founder of a polity, did he

propose to prove to himself and others that the forms

or ISeag, with which he proposed to endow it, were

really iSeae of the Divine Being? or rather, first, how
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did he prove to himself the existence of such a Being
at all ? We answer, in the same way in which the

existence of the God of Israel was made known to

Moses. The parallel is not presumptuous, for

scarcely a Father of the Church has spoken of Plato

without instituting a similar comparison. Before

Plato, as before Moses, there was a visible fact not
merely inferring, but exhibiting a Power out of,

above himself, and therefore to him divine. What
the burning bush was to Moses, the wonders of the

heavenly bodies were to Plato. “ Look,” he says,
“ at the sun, and the stars, and the moon—at the

earth with all its seasons and its beauties *,—are they

not in themselves a power beyond you—a power
which you cannot master, which you cannot even
equal—which is grander, more permanent, more
lovely than any thing which you can create ? Is not
the very essence of religion the acknowledgment of

such a power ? Is not the very consciousness of an
external world the recognition of its existence ? It

may be but a shadow of the Deity—a symbol of a
far higher power beyond it—a veil to hide his pre-

sence—a school to lead you up to him. But in itself

it is divine
;
and therefore there is a God, and all

mankind believe it*.” It is in this sense, he says *,

that the stars, and sun and moon, and planets, are

gods—that all things are full of gods—deuy n\tipr)

iravTa. That they are not mere material bodies, but
are connected in some way or another with mind, he

proves by the axiom, that if both matter and mind
exist, as we know them from our own consciousness

to exist, matter must have been created by mind,

the less by the greater, not mind by matter, the

• Leges, vol. vi. lib. x. p. 358. * Leges, vi. p. 377-
* De Legib. vol. vi. p. 377> 578.
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greater by the less, and that therefore the existence

of matter implies the existence of mind. And in

attributing these creations and these movements, so

full of order, to spiritual beings, watching over them
and tending them as their care—beings who, in his

view, deserve our reverence and worship,—Plato

only infers a fact, which Christianity distinctly as-

serts, of the existence of ministering spirits. He
does not infringe in the least on the unity of the one

supreme God. He represents them as creatures.

He only makes the mistake, impossible for a hea-

then not to make, that the mediation between God
and man is carried on through a spiritual hierarchy

of angels, not through the Deity himself in the per-

son of our blessed Lord. Ask us, he proceeds, for

evidence of the existence of these spiritual powers,

and you may as well demand evidence of your own
existence.

And let us read the indignant words of Plato him-
self, and then consider ifthere is not something wrong,

some mistake at the least, in our present cool, con-

ceding, compromising system of rational evidences to

prove the being of a God—ttwc av tic /i>) Bvfx^ \iyoi

‘Trepi dcuy, tJc cltriy
;
aydyKjj yap j^aXeirSc ^ipeiy,

Kal futrely eKeiyovc, oi rourwv fjfiiy airioi rwy Xoyuy
yeyiyriyrai, Kal yeyvovrai ttwc tovtovq dy
TIC ly frp^eai Xoyoic ivyaiTO yovdtrwy dfia BiSdaKeiv

TTtpi Oiuly TrpufToy d>c ettri' To\fir)Teoy Si’ ov yap dfia

ye Set jjiayilyai, tovc fiey, vtto XaifiapyiacilSoyrjc fifxwy

—(observe where Plato fixes the true cause of unbe-

lief, not in the head, but in the heart)—rove S’ im)

Tou dvfiovadai toic toiovtoic- It is remarkable also

how Plato brings this great fundamental truth, of

the existence of a God, under the testimony of the

senses—the testimony, out of all the three principles

of knowledge within us—“ sensation, intellect, and
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feeling
‘ ”—the most accurate, most common, most

simple—which is the foundation of our existence

—

which, when all other truths have been shaken, stood

out the last stronghold of belief against Pyrrhonists

and Sophists—which brings the peasant and the king,

the child and the man, the ignorant and the philoso-

pher, the good and the bad, alike into contact—direct

indisputable contact—with a stem objective reality,

with a power which checks and controls him, which

he cannot master, and in which, though individual

facts are fleeting before him, like the changes of a

cloud, perishing and rising again with every fluctua-

tion of matter, yet each, the moment it has past,

acquires a solidity and eternity—an absolute being

TO ov—as immutable as God himself. “What is

done cannot be undone.” Not even the Deity him-

self can, in the conception of man, annihilate the

existence of a fact any more than he can annihilate

his own eternal attributes.

It was the same with the first address of Christ-

ianity :
“ That which was from the beginning, which

we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes,

which we have looked upon, and our hands have

handled, of the Word of Life (for the life was mani-

fested, and we have seen it, and hear witness, and
show unto you that eternal life, which was with the

Father, and was manifested unto us) : That which

we have seen and heard declare we unto you*.” “ We
cannot but speak the things which we have seen and
heard^.” “ Thou shalt be his witness unto all men,
of what thou hast seen and heard*."

And what is true of the testimony given by the

apostles to the teaching of our Lord is tme of the

* Tpi'a S’ lariv Iv ry rf/vxy, rd Kvpia TTpa^eoiQ Kai dXtjOeia^,

al(x9tf(Tic, voDf, —Arist. Ethic, lib. vi. c. 2.

* 1 John i. 1. s Acts iv. 20.
* Actsxxii. 15. So also Actsxxvi. 16.
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witness given by history to the teaching of the Catho-
lic Church. That such doctrines were taught by it

as Apostolic, is an external fact cognizible by the

senses, not calculated by the reason.

If this appeal to the senses failed, Plato then fell

back on human authority, on the testimony of parents,

teachers, and legislators, of all mankind—a testimony

in itself a proof that the fact which it witnessed was
not a mere human opinion, not subjective. “ Study
the truth,” he says to the young Atheist : 7rvi/0a-

vofuyoe irapd te twv dWbiv, koX jcal fxaXiaTa ical

irapa tov vofiodirov *. And in the mean time, as

Bishop Butler says to the Deist, ev Se tovt(o rip

To\fit]ayc TTtpi deoiiQ fuj^ey aaefiijaai. But the

whole passage should be referred to, and studied with

profound attention, as a chapter against Atheism.

And thus far for the existence of a God.

* De Legib. vol. vi. lib. x. p. 361.

c c

\
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

But for the character and attributes of the Divine

Being, Plato was obliged to search elsewhere. No
Church had been preserved in his own country to

keep up the knowledge of these truths or iSeac. In

Egypt, indeed, a Church still existed
;
in Italy Pytha-

goras had founded another, and confided to it the

mysterious knowledge, which he had received from

the East, whether doctrines as founded on tradition,

or dogmas as opinions of men. And to these Plato

did undoubtedly look back with a profound reverence

and confidence. But whatever was the belief of his

heart, he required something more to prove the ob-

jectiveness of the theological truths contained in

Orientalism and Pythagoreism. There had, indeed,

been a primitive revelation, and Plato believed it,

and, so far as it might be traced, he enforced implicit

obedience to it. Hence his reverence for hereditary

forms of worship *—his earnest recognition of God as

the author of laws and of society
;

“ Was it from a

God or from a man that laws first emanated ?” 0£«c,

<J ieye, dfog ^—his view of the progress of society, as

a declension, not an elevation®. Hence it is that his

last days, as being farthest from the light, are like

those of the Apostle, and described almost in the

same words when “ men shall be lovers of their

own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers,

disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without

* The Laws. * Laws, vol. vi. lib. i. p. 1.

* Rcpub. lib, tiii. xi. 2 Tim. iii.
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natural affection, truce-breakers, false accusers, in-

continent, fierce, despisers of those that are good,

traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasure more
than lovers of God.” And his picture of the early

days ‘, is of days of bright heroic deeds, when the

sons of God, hyoyoi deuiy *, were still upon earth,

knowing and declaring to men the nature of God as

of their parent,

—

tra^dc irav tovc avnoy irpoyoyovc

ttcoaiy,—whose declarations we are bound to receive,

though they speak without any demonstration, even

without probable proof,—to receive as from men,
who speak of things, which they have seen and heard

in the bosom of their homes : aSvyaroy ovy Otdv
irattTiy dmartiy Kaiirep avtv te ehorwy Kal dyayKni<i>y

dTTO?,E't^E<i>y Xiyovai, a’W <ic oIkeIu <pd(TKov(Tiy diray-

yiWEty, evofityovc yofup TrttrrEvrioy. But with all

this reverence for tradition, Plato knew that the tra-

dition before him was corrupt, too corrupt to he taken

as a standard of the primitive external revelation.

He felt to it as a pious Roman Catholic might feel to

the corrupt traditions of his own Church, which, in-

asmuch as they are corrupt are no traditions at all,

but doctrines invented by man and not received from
God. They contained truths generally recognized,

hut truths mixed with strongest suspicions of falsifi-

cations, and unsupported by the witness of Catholicity,

that is, of many independent Churches radiating from
the common centre of an apostolical body, and pre-

serving separately one common form of unchanged
traditionary doctrine.

In the absence of this Catholicity, Plato was com-
pelled to look elsewhere for his objective truths

relative to the Divine Nature. And he found them
in the unvarying immutable principles of the human
mind.

' See Tiinteus, vol. vii. p. 12 ;
Critias, vol. vii. p, 128.

* Timteus, vol. vii. p. 30.

c c 2
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The first forms or l^iai of the Deity he fixes in the

Republic and in the Laws *,—Power,Wisdom,Good-
ness, Immutability, Truth, Providence. He found

them essentially and inseparably connected in the

first elements of human reason. He could not con-

ceive power, without somewhere or another Supreme
Power,—nor Supreme Power with any mixture of

evil, for evil in the heart of man always implies

weakness, temptation, defect,—nor power in matter

without its emanating from a power in mind, because

mind is greater than matter, and the less must be

created by the greater, not the greater by the less,

—

nor power in mind without wisdom,—nor original

supreme power without immutability,—nor power,

wisdom, and goodness without truth—nor all these

combined in God, without a wish to diffuse his

blessings—to make others like to himself, and to

watch over them when made : dyadog dyadu
ov^eig irepi ov^tvog ov^tTroTi lyyiyverai (pdoyog’ rovrov

eKrog uty, irdvra on fidKierra ejSovXy'idr] ycrtadai irapa-

irXi'ima avreJ. Hence the creation ofthe world : rawrijv

ytviatutQ Koafxov fxdXiar dv rig dp^ijy Kvpiit)Tdrr]v

Trap' dy^piUy <ppoyifu»iy dTO^£')(^6iJL£yog, opOorara diro^i
» w 4\oiT av .

The chain, which binds together these attributes,

is imbedded deeply and immoveably in the human
mind, as in a solid rock. No effort of reason can

dissever them. W’^e may try to fracture the links, as

we may try to conceive the same thing to be and not

to be. But we are thrown back baffled and overcome

by a Power beyond us,—the Power which framed the

mind at first, and stands like a wall of adamant
against us, whenever we would presume to pass the

barriers which He has erected. And thus though as

' Lil). ii. * Lib. x.
® Tiiiia-us, vol. vii. p. 18. * Tima-us, ibidem.
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forms of our conceptions they are subjective, wholly

subjective, just as the sensation of resistance to the

touch, and of heat from burning, are subjective
;
yet

they are objective, inasmuch as they form no part of

our own will or reason, are unalterable by ourselves,

are obstacles to our efforts of thought, resist us, do

not coincide with us. They are as much proofs of a

power beyond us, and therefore of a will beyond us,

as solidity is of the existence of body, of something

which we cannot displace. And yet even in these,

the primary truths of reason,—all of them ostensibly

reducible under the one great axiom of demonstration,

whatever is, is,” and under the one great prin-

ciple of morals, that “ goodness is power, and vice

weakness,” and under the one great principle of mind,
“ that it requires for its full perfection an object like

to itself,”—even in these Plato did not dare to trust

to the subjective logical power, or what men call

reason (as if reason was only calculation by which
the links in the chain are evolved), and though with

the line of demonstration before him, he referred to

an external authority : Trap’ dySpwy fporifiiDy dnoh-
\6fxeyoc.

But were these"'then all the forms, attributes, or

Idiai, which Plato recognized in the Divine Mind ?

Assuredly not. Plato had a more definite creed—

a

sanctuary in this temple of truth beyond that vast

vaulted nave, into which all mankind might be ad-

mitted, who were capable of exercising reason.

The real essence of the Divine nature, it is hard, he

says, to discover, and, when discovered, impossible

to explain to all : rdy fxev ovy iroirfriiy Koi jrarepa

TovEe TOv irayrdg evpeiy re epyoy, Kai evpoyra, eig

irdyrag dcvyaroy \eyeiy '. Again, “ Tell us,” says

Glaucon, “ the road to that knowledge, the highest

* Timseus, vol. vii. p. 17.
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of all—the knowledge of th^ one true God, of whom
the sun is but the type, and the material world, with

all its host of ministering spirits, the creature and the

shadow— to reach which is the end of all things oI

dt^iKoiiiru &(TTrtp blov a’vaVauXa av E'ir), Kai rt'Xoc rijc

TTopelnc. “ Oh, my beloved Glaucon,” replies Socrates,

“ as yet you cannot follow me : w^ere you able you
should see the truth Again, “ What is the really

good, without knowing which all other knowledge is

vain, let us not attempt to see now. It is more than

w'e can reach nXiov yap fxot ^ulvtTai T] Kara n/F

Trapovarav opfjift' itbticiaQai oq bl iKyovoQ rt tov

ayndov (ftaiyiTaiy Kat bfioiOTaroq eiceiru, Xiyity tdeXui *.

And whatever might be the theory of Plato as to this

ibta or form of the Divine Nature, never in any of

his works distinctly developed, we know that he

held it as an opinion, not as an indisputable truth,

however consonant with his reason : idy dpa prjCeyoc

^TToy irnpE\otpEQa ehorag, dyan^y Xpfl*- And this

is the ultimate mystery which hangs over the theology

of Plato. Goodness, wisdom, power, benevolence

are indeed forms of mind, attributes assigning an

end to a work of intellect. But they are not forms

of mind in the sense of a pattern or model after which

a creation is moulded. And Plato must have had
before his mind some more definite notion of the

Divine Form, Ibia, to have traced and realized its

image and shadow in every part of the moral and the

material universe.

' Repub. lib. vii. p. "S?!. * Repub. lib. vi. 238.
* Timajus, vol. vii. p. 18 5 Repub. lib. vi. 238.
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

What then was this iMa tov dyadov, or form of the

Supreme God, under which all other emanations of

his goodness were to be reduced, as casts are referred

to a mould
;
and which a reason highly enlightened

might trace in every portion of the universe ? It

might not be difficult to suggest an answer. But as

it cannot be more than an hypothesis, and should be

supported by a minute reference to the scattered hints

in Plato, and by a long induction of facts,—and with-

out this must appear strange and fanciful,—it will be

better to postpone it. Few things are more likely to

prevent the sound study of Plato, or to prejudice

sober-minded men against him, than an unsupported

assertion that more of truth is found in him than can

be proved really to exist. And for this proof there

is no space at present.

Of this kind has been the attempt,—encouraged

indeed by the refutative analogical arguments used

by Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Origen,

Eusebius, Cyril of Alexandria, and others, but not

perhaps justified by their real meaning,—the attempt

to find, not merely a Trinity, for this may be found,

but the Christian Trinity and Aoyoc, in the Idiai, of

Plato. A satisfactory refutation has been given by
the learned Benedictine editors of Justin Martyr', and
much might be added to their objections.

Of the same kind, and also closelv connected with

the present subject, is the endeavour to find in Plato a

direct prophecy of a communication from God reveal-

' rrrcfat. p. ii. p. x.
'

t
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ing this tSea, and even of the death and sufferings by
which it would be attended. That Plato, with the

fate of Socrates, and the madness of the Athenian
monster, Qr)piov, before his eyes, did anticipate perse-

cution and martyrdom for any one, who attempted to

work a reformation, is certain. That he does seem
at times to cast his eyes round upon the future with

a vain hope that something may arise to realize his

notions of a polity, tire, irov eartv, tire Evrai *, is also

true. But his expectation is nowhere stated dis-

tinctly. And bis longing for it, we should remember,
was not the longing of ignorance after additional

knowledge (for all that he thought it necessary to

know he was prepared already to prove, sufficiently

for the duties of this life, and the hopes of the next).

It was the longing after a Church,—a vroXte. All the

great doctrines of revelation, considered as mere
speculative truth, would have been indifferent to him,

compared with the formation of the society, in which
they were to be preserved and exemplified. He had
no conception of a perfect image of human nature,

nor perhaps of any nature, apart from a polity
;
from

a b^ance, arrangement and right subordination of

“many members in one body.” And it is here that

we are to look, if any where, for a prophecy of reve-

lation,—such a prophecy as meets us in almost every

page of elevated heathen philosophy, where the wants,

and desires, and capacities of men are stated side by
side with the inability of man to supply them, with-

out assistance from heaven.

“Whenever,” says Plato*, “those men who are

truly philosophers, whether in a body, or even one of

them, having become masters of a state, shall despise

all its honours and interests, such as men now covet

—shall deem them mean and worthless—shall value

> Repub. lib. vi. p. 228 ; lib. ix. p. 349.
2 Repub. lib. vii. p. 282.
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deeply obedience to law, and the honour accruing

from obedience—hut above and beyond all shall value

justice or the true rights and duties of persons—when
in obedience to these rights, and in order to extend

them, they shall construct the framework of their

city”—then this polity, which we have conceived as

a visionary wish, may really be brought to light. It

may be difficult but not impossible
:

j^aXtTra pev,

^vyara Si vrj.

But (he proceeds immediately, and repeats it again

and again) “ It is possible on no other condition than

the union of absolute power with perfect wisdom in

the same hands and how far he was from suppos-

ing that such a condition could be realized, is seen in

the melancholy picture drawn by him * of the inevi-

table corruption of any man, however gifted, however
powerful, without a Church, a iroXtc, already formed

to receive him into her bosom at his birth. The very

utmost of his hope reaches only thus far: “You may
argue that all men must be destroyed by this uni-

versal corruption— u»c iroXXj) dvdyKj} ^ia<bdapTjyai.

That it is hard for any to be saved we all confess.

But that in the whole period of the world’s duration,

of all who appear in it, not one single man should

ever escape, one might perhaps hesitate to allow”—
«t»C £P TTavTi tu>v ndyruy ov^iiroT ovS’ dy
eJc (TudeiT) effd' ootiq dfuj>ttT(iqTri(Teu *. Grant that

one such man as we have framed—a man possessing

within him all the forms, laws, types, tSeac, of the

perfection of God, should once appear upon the earth,

with power sufficient to carry out his views—whether

the union in his person of perfect power with perfect

wisdom were the effect of some “ strange coincidence,”

or of some “ external compulsion,” or of some “ divine

inspiration”—iic ni-dc deia^ imv%'oia^—or came round

• Lil). vi. » Lib. vi. p. 232.
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in “ the fulness of time,” with some mysterious cycle

of years, in which Providence dispenses upon man
more copious gifts of a better spirit '—grant this but
once, says Plato again and again, and the mystery of

this dream-like polity would be realized upon earth *.

“ Whether such an event has ever taken place yet in

the boundless course of the past, or is now taking

place in some barbarian region far from our sight, or

will take place hereafter, I will not say
;
but that it

is impossible no one shall assert*
;
and if we may not

see it upon earth, in heaven there is probably a model
of this our city, where he who wishes to behold it

may see it, and hope to dwell dXX’ iv ovpay^ tirwc

irapa^eiypa avaKUTat rip jiovXopiyp op^v, cat opuyn
kavToy KaTOiKii^eiy

This is all that we can trace of a direct anticipation

of a revelation. And yet let us see what follows. How
will such a man, or more than man, the king as well

as prophet of his subjects, proceed to form them into

this perfect polity ?

* Lib. viii. p. 289.
® Lib. vi. p. 228.

* Lib. vi. p. 228.
* Lib. ix. p. 349.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

He will gather round him, says Plato, the few, the

very few *, in whom the hand of Providence, 6c7a

fioipa, has implanted its highest gifts, dt'ioy

vapa diHiy, of wisdom, and understanding, and virtue,

and power, gifts showered out at that time in some
special revolution of nature *. With them he will

proceed to form a society entirely new. He will

reject ’ all those, who have been brought up in the

evil habits of the times, all above ten years of age.

He will take his future subjects as children, and rear

them up himself under his own eye, and upon his

own plans. He will obliterate all the past, erase

fi’om the tablet on which he is to draw the picture of

his state, all that interferes with its perfection, and
will not touch it till it is cleansed, and ready for his

workmanship
;
neither individual nor state will he

touch until they are thus prepared : pttjre iSiwrov,

pTfTe irdXtwc edcXjjffat ay axpaa^ai, ptrjSe ypaipEiy

vopovQ, irpiy T] irapaXaflely Ka^aphy (^iriyaKa), f; avrog

iroiijaat *. He will distribute the powers of the state

into two heads, ecclesiastical and civil, so that neither

shall trespass on the other—the one to preserve and
promulgate the laws and the knowledge of God, the

other to defend the state from enemies without and

within
;

the one will be called TrpeaftvTtpoi, the other

yeuTtpoi ^—both to be associated in the government

;

* Lib. vi. 233, passim. * Lib. viii. p. 287.
’ Lib. vii. p. 282. * Lib. iv. p. 230.

^ Lib. iii. p. 117*
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but the presbyters, or clerisy of the state, to form the

supreme council of advice. The great business of

these rulers will be education : they will watch over

the rising character of the young, exercising and

testing them * with pains and pleasures, and studying

to place each in the post most fitted to his character.

They will break down all castes, castes of blood, of

wealth, of profession, of fashion
;
and leave, in all these

barriers thrown up either by nature or by the vanity

of men, passages for goodness and wisdom to rise up
to the highest ranks, and for evil and ignorance to sink

into the lowest. They will elevate woman to be a

companion and help meet for man. They will watch
anxiously * to raise up a perpetual supply of new
citizens for the state

;
retaining the good within its

bosom, and excommunicating the incorrigible. Great

pains will be taken that the city does not become
either too large, or too small, for the due observance

of discipline
;
(would that the Church of these days

would exemplify this maxim also, as the Church did

of better times, by breaking up her enormous dio-

ceses !) The eye of the state will be over all. It

will embrace all with a common love, unite all as one

family, excluding all hatred and dissension, assigning

to every one his own peculiar work, and making the

good of the whole body to be the good of every nciem-

ber. It will not prohibit the inferior class from agri-

culture, or from any occupation which may minister to

the wants of the body without pampering its vices ;

but it will dread wealth, as the seed of all evil. It

will encourage art, especially music, but make all art

an imitation, not of mere fancies of man, but of the

true, the beautiful, of the same tStai, which are the

foundation of tlie whole polity
;

so that buildings,

and paintings, and sculpture, and music, and poetry,

* Lib. vi. p. 2.‘t3. ^ Lib. v, p, 179.
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and oratory, and literature, every thing may be
formed upon their model—in one word, may be im-
pregnated with the doctrines and affections of true

religion*. It will provide for the young, from the

first dawn of their reason, tales and hymns, which
shall teach them, under the charm of music, and
verse, and fancy, the doctrines of a sound theology *.

It will put a poetry into the hands of the elders,

which shall elevate them to all noble thoughts and
deeds, by placing in their mouths the words and
sentiments of the noblest of their ancestors*. It

will condemn the stage. And how strange a pro-

phecy this must have sounded to Athenian ears, we
can well imagine. It will secure for the more gifted

of the community an education, which shall raise their

reason not only to embrace a faith implicitly, but to

understand, arrange, and trace, the bearings of the

doctrines, which they are to maintain and inculcate
;

but the great problem placed constantly before them
shall be “ to recognize unity in plurality, and plurality

in unity”—to lift up their minds from earth to heaven,

and to allow of no real good but Him who is the

author of all good, the Sun of the Moral World,
from whom they derive their light, and through

whom they are able to diflFuse it*. It will mitigate

the horrors of war *, on the principle that a common
nature is implanted in them and in their adversaries.

It will require neither gold nor silver to vanquish

its enemies, so long as it remains at unity within

itself
;
but break it up by seditions and dissensions,

and it will fall an easy prey*. It will glory in those

who died in defending their country, or in the dis-

charge of duty, as in beings of an inspired order, rov

Xpvffow yivovz ^
;

“ reverencing them as more than

• Lib. X. * Lib. ii. passim. * Lib. iii. p. 95.
^ See lib. vi. and vii. passim. * Lib. v. p. 193.
« Lib. V. p. 190. ' Lib. iv. p. 129.
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human,” “ assembling at their tombs,” “ believing

that they still are watching over their country,” and
“ canonizing them with such honours as the word
of God may allow :” Stanvddfuyoi apa tov Oeou
TrJic XP') ^aifiovlovc re Kal deiovc ndeyai, Kai riyi

^la'jopa, ovroj Kal ravng difaofuy jJ ay iijiyqTai^.

And, lastly, it will possess every virtue
;
not as if

each member were perfect in all virtues—for the

very constitution and unity of a body implies the

imperfection of its parts—but each will be perfect in

its own work and province, and share in all the

goodness of the whole ; having a wisdom, and cou-

rage, and temperance, and righteousness -not its own,
by its union with that body in which they each re-

side *. It will become one perfect man
;

and what
the body is, such will be the individual members of

it
;

practising virtue, not from blind instinct, not

from expediency, but in obedience to positive laws,

enforced by man, as the representative of the will of

God
;

loving goodness for its own sake, for its own
intrinsic conformity to that eternal principle of con-

science, which assigns dominion to goodness and
subjection to vice; not merely looking to another

world, though in another world the reward is sure,

but happy even in this world, though “ scourged and
tortured in prison, the eyes burnt out, the body tom
to shreds *,” happy in the rectitude of its own heart,

and “ a blessing to that nation in which it shall be

made to dwell

Such is the polity of Plato. If the points here

thrown together startle the readers by their close

parallelism with the Christian polity, let them look

to Plato himself, remembering that some of the

wisest of Christians have before this been so startled

' Lib. V. p. 191. * Lib. v. p. 158, et passim.
® Lib. ii. p. 50. * Lib. vii. p. 282.
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likewise at it, as to account for it only by a species

of inspiration from the same Being who formed the

Church. But the chief question to be asked is this :

Was Plato an idle visionary ? Is the Republic a mere
dream? Does it not deserve to be studied most
deeply and most patiently, and that, even in parts

the farthest removed from our comprehension, as

the nearest approach ever made by human reason to

anticipate the designs of God? And shall we be
startled to find that the same “prophetic eye” which
thus traced out so many lineaments of the Church,

four hundred years before it was created, was also

able to foresee, so far as human nature only was
concerned, the phases through which it would pass,

and has supplied the best philosophical outline, which

has ever yet been given, not only of the civil but of

the ecclesiastical history of man. He has done this

in the eighth and ninth books
;
and I propose to give

a sketch of them at some future time.

/
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APPENDIX.

RISE OF THE ALEXANDRIAN PLATONISM.

The history of the Alexandrian school occupies a
space of about 300 years,—extending from the be-

ginning of the third century, when it was founded by
Ammonius Saccas, to about 530, a. d., when the

chairs of philosophy at Athens were suppressed by
Justinian, and Isidore of Gaza, with his colleagues,

took refuge in Persia.

The circumstances which give to it such peculiar

interest are chiefly these :

—

It is, in the first place, the final development, the

last act, in the great drama of Greek rationalism
;

and it is impossible to contemplate the vast influ-

ence, which this spirit, as matured in Greece, has

exercised on the destinies of man, whether with re-

gard to the formation of mind, or to the propagation

of Christianity, without watching, with great curi-

osity, its whole course, but especially its close, when
it seems to have roused itself from a long torpor, and
thrown up, as a last effort, one transient but brilliant

flame previous to its final extinction.

In the second place, it stands in a peculiar relation

to the noblest and best portion of Greek philosophy.

It was a revival of Platonism, but of Platonism in a
new atmosphere and soil

;
and we may observe in this

transition a fact like one of the most interesting pheno-

mena exhibited in botany or zoology, when a plant

D d 3
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or animal is enabled to naturalize itself in a strange

locality by the extraordinary development of some
organ or function originally very subordinate. What
in Plato was a religious philosophy, became, in the

hands of the Alexandrians, a philosophical religion ;

and this is the real distinction, important though
minute, between the two schools.

Thirdly, the new Platonism was the form in which
the same spirit of Greek philosophy, even when appa-
rently dead, lay hid, from the end of the fifth cen-

tury, in the monasteries of the East, from whence it

was transferred into the West through the works as-

cribed to Dionysius the Areopagite. In this, also, it

was revived in the fifteenth century by the exiled Greeks
at Florence

;
and in this introduced into England by

some of our own great theologians, in the most flou-

rishing period of English philosophy. John Smith,

Cudworth, Norris, and More *, were Alexandrian, not

Athenian Platonists
;
and no little injustice has been

done to Plato by assuming them as fitting inter-

preters of a writer, whom they scarcely quote, com-
paratively with Proclus and Plotinus

;
a writer whose

practical views and principles were far removed from
the mere abstract speculations, to which men, who
know little of his system, have persisted in attaching

his name *.

* To these may be added Burnett, Widrington, Wilkins,
and Theophilus Gale.

* Of Plotinus himself, and his doctrines, I have no intention

to speak minutely. English readers of the present day must
have made far greater progress in a deep philosophy, before

they will listen, without ridicule, even to a list of his subjects.

Questions “of Fate”—“of the Es-sence of the Soul”— “of
Intellect, and Ideas, and Being”—“ How from the First and
the One proceeds that which comes after the One”—“ Whe-
ther all souls be one”—“ of the Good and the One as iden-

tical ”— “ of the three principal Substances, and the two
Matters”—“ Whether there are Ideas of Individuals ”—and
“ How the soul is something intermediate between a divisible
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But there is a still more interesting feature in the

history of the school of Alexandria—its relation to

Christianity.

and indivisible essence —these are not questions for English

ears in the nineteenth century
;
though no sensible man will

join in the abuse lavished by Brucker, and other less respect-

able critics, on the frivolity and absurdity of the abstract

speculations themselves, in which the Alexandrian philo-

sophers indulged, and with which it was impossible for them,
as deep inquirers, to dispense, without compromising the very
foimdation of a rationalistic system.

But even the more practical ethics of Plotinus—his inqui-

ries into the nature of man, of virtue, and of the mind—are

involved in an obscurity, which will effectually save them, as

perhaps he himself intended, from being profaned by vulgar

eyes. The first les.sons in philosophy, which he had derived,

in company with Origen, from Ammonius at Alexandria, he
engaged with them not to divulge

;
and such a resolution was

not likely to render the instruction, which he continued to

give, very clear and perspicuous •. Writing he did not prac-

tise till he was nearly fifty yeai’s old +. Even then his tracts

(for they are scarcely more) were confined to a few select

readers
;
and as he neglected to inscribe them himself, their

titles were not a little confused. His subjects were selected

without any order, as accidental questions arose ; and they

were chiefly addressed as answers to the inquiries of his

favourite pupils— pupils, it may be necessary to add, unlike

the idle boys to whom the name is now mostly confined
; but

learned, hard-headed men, who went to school at forty years

of age, and stayed there the rest of their lives 4:. When we
add that he could not endure to look over his own composi-

tions—that his eyesight was too bad to read his own writmg

—

that this writing was far from beautiful—that his words often

ran into each other—that his spelling was not the most accu-

rate—oure Ttjs 6p9oypa<j>iac (ppovTtHiwv, dWd fiovov rov vov

ixofuvoQ—that he threw down his thoughts upon paper, as he
had arranged them in his mind, as if he was copying from a
book, and very often in the midst of some ordinary conversa-

tion, and without minding interruptions—and that this to the

great surprise of his pupils, 3 irdvrti iOavfidl^ofiiv^, was his

practice to the last ;

—

tee shall not be surprised to find, like

• Vit. Plotin. c. iii. p. 52.
* Ibid. c. vii. p. 57-

+ Ibid. c. iv. p. 53.

§ Ibid. c. viii. p. 59.
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It was raised up as the last and most formidable

antagonist of the Christian faith
;
most formidable

from its elaborate assimilation to the system, which
it was designed to combat. Alexandria was the

arena, in which the Apostolical doctrine and the

spirit of Greek philosophy, not limited to any one sect,

but drawn together, and with its whole strength

even Longinus himself, ‘ that with all our anxiety to study the
treatises on the Soul and on Bemg, we are quite unable to

get through them One mistake, says Porphyry, Longinus
evidently laboured under. He fancied the obscurity of the
text was caused by the blunders of the copyist, not knowing
that it was the usual style of the philosopher

;
and that the

edition, of which he complained, was, in fact, the most correct

extant +. Eunapius, another philosopher of the same school,

makes a similar confession ‘ From the heavenly elevation

of his soul, and the perplexed and enigmatic style of his

writings,’ Plotinus, he candidly acknowledges, ‘ was a tire-

some and unpleasant person to listen to,’— €apiig Kai

TjKooc. If it had not been for Porphyry himself, who threw
his language into shape—as a French writer has done for the
modem philosophy of Mr. Bentham—and, in the language of

the Greek biographer, like an electric conductor, brought
down his thoughts to the level of ‘ mortals’ understanding,’

they would still have been soarmg in a region far above tlie

ken of even a philosophic eye.

Probably few rcadei’s, in this degenerate day, will assent to

the notion, that Porphyry, with all his merits as a polisher

and interpreter, has reduced the lucubrations of Plotinus to

that perfect facility and clearness

—

elg to evyvtoarov Kai
KaOapdv—for which Eunapius gives him credit. If the Alex-
andrian system is to be studied, it will be chiefly through the
commentaries of Proclus, who has imbibed far more of the
clearness, and even of the eloquence, of Plato, and relieves

the dryness of his metaphysical discussions by occasional

bursts of poetry, and at all times by the elaborate ingenuity

with which he converts into allegory the most simple words
of his text-book.

• Epist. Longin. Vit. Plot. c. xviii.

t Plot. Vit. c. XX. p. 70.

J Eunap. in Porphyr., p. fl. Edit. Boiss.
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concentred from every school and teacher, met face

to face. From thence the conflict spread to Athens,

Antioch, Rome, and the most civilized parts of the

Roman empire. On each side were ranged the most
eminent men of the times

;
men who, if defleient,

when compared with the great fathers of Greek phi-

losophy, in principles of arrangement, close logical

accuracy, and strict harmony of taste, were yet as

giants, both in learning and talent :—on the one side,

Clement, Basil, Origen, Gregory Nazianzen, Cyril of

Alexandria, Augustin, Epiphanius
;
on the other,

Ammonius, Plotinus, Porphyry, Longinus, Proclus,

Julian, lamblichus, and Hierocles—with Plato, Aris-

totle, and all the leaders of the Grecian schools,

except the Epicureans, strengthening their rear—and
a vast reserve of force, composed of the Oriental tra-

ditions and sects, lying, ready to be employed, not

only in the outskirts of Christianity, but in the very

bosom of the outward Church. It was no longer a

combat between the purity, sobriety, and wisdom of

Christianity, and the gross forms of paganism, its

idolatry and sensuality—but between the Truth, both

moral and spiritual, as revealed to the Apostles, and
the shadows or forerunners of the same Truth, re-

vealed by the God of nature to human reason. On
both sides there was truth—grand, profound, indis-

putable truth—which neither party denied. Each
combated in the name of one God, the maker of

all things, the preserver of man
;

each blazoned the

name of that one God in the mysterious union of

three principles
;
each fought consciously under the

presence of a cloud of witnesses, as a spectacle to a

celestial hierarchy, engaged in guiding, comforting,

and supporting the weakness of human nature
;
each

made the soul every thing, and that soul immortal

;

each acknowledged the degradation of his nature ;

the need of a divine influence to purify it
;
the vision
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of God himself as necessary to accomplish its per-

fection
;
an internal inspiration from the Deity as the

only true channel of knowledge
;

a law of pure,

elevated, self-denying morality
;
the duty of detach-

ing man’s soul from all the lusts of the flesh, and the

lusts of the eye ;
testimony as a foundation of truth,

and faith as the condition of knowledge. Each had
its ancient records, its tradition, its scriptures, its

commentaries, its typical interpretation, its aposto-

lical succession—xpucta (reipiv—its outward forms,

rituals, and ceremonies, even its miracles : one was
the parhelion of the other. Which was the genuine

system became the only question ; and thus, pre-

cluded from the ordinary modes of combating an an-
tagonist-system by condemnation and refutation

—

each carried on the conflict by copying the move-
ments of the adversary, imitating his excellences,

moving arm for arm, foot for foot, so as to perplex

the spectator with a strange identity, and, in the

absence of historical knowledge, to raise no surpris-

ing doubt as to which copied and which originated.

Augustin himself declares, that any Platonist might
become a Christian, “ paucis mutatis verbis et sen-

tentiis.” Hence it is that both Romanists, like Pe-
tavius, and ultra-Protestants, like the whole host of

modern Dissenters—each, anxious to find precedents

and excuses for tampering with a strict definite creed

—have delighted to confound Christianity with Pla-

tonism
;
forgetting that the doctrines, however similar

in themselves, rested and were defended on totally

distinct principles— Christianity, on Holy Writ and
Apostolical tradition—Platonism, on human rea-

son
;
and not distinguishing between so much of the

early teaching of the Church, as was avowedly the

result of human reason, and that which it held as

revelation, prior to and paramount to reason. The
former may indeed be compared, and not unjustly.
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with Platonism
;
the latter is wholly independent

of it.

For the reason which developed the new Platonism

of Alexandria was of a very high order, and accom-
panied for the most part, and for a time, w’ith a pure

and elevated morality. It followed, that in a number
of points the two systems coincided. So far as human
reason was rightly employed by the Platonists, it led

them to the great truths of religion, which were also

contained in the Christian revelation. And so far as

the Christian fathers rightly exercised their reason in

applying, illustrating, and corroborating their apos-

tolical creed, or in investigating questions indepen-

dent of it, so far they trod in the same steps with the

heathen philosophers. To suppose that there should

not be a close and striking resemblance between the

two systems would be to imply that the truths of

sound reason are not the truths of inspiration
;
or

that reason under the Gospel must be a wliolly dif-

ferent thing from reason under nature \
There is, however, another circumstance more

nearly affecting our own age, which compels attention

to the New-Platonic system. There is a great ten-

dency in the present day, among the rationalistic

school, both of Germany and France, to revive it.

The Oxford Plotinus is only one of a series of re-

publications of Alexandrian * writers, by Boissonade,

* Some writers of a peculiar school * have been so anxious

to confound the Christianity of the Alexandriaii fathers with

the Alexandrian Platonism, that they have actually converted

the Museum into the Catechetical school
;
an hypothesis noto-

riously false.

* It is unnecessary to give specimens of the spirit in w’hich

the Alexandrian writers are now, and have been before, put

forward by modem rationalists ; but any reader who wishes

• Centurise Magd. I. 1. 7- P* 397- llospinian De Origin.

Temp. iii. c. xv. p. 413.

r
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Cousin and Creuzer. Taylor lately translated into

English some of the works of Proclus. And it is

singular that the attention of even such men as Mr.
Knox and Bishop Jehb seems to have been turned

in the same direction
;

as if they saw something in

the temper of the times, which led them to anticipate

the restoration of the Platonic system under this

form.

It is evident that men of deep thought and warm
feelings, though they shake off the authority of reve-

lation, and the precise doctrines of ecclesiastical

tradition, cannot rest satisfied without some form of

religious belief. If they refuse to receive one from

others, they must invent one for themselves
;
and by

the necessary workings of the human intellect, which

seeks for strict unity in all things, this belief will

take, under their hands, the form of a pantheistic

system, more or less degenerating into Spinosism.

Although they reject the authority of the Church,

they must obtain some sanction for their creed beyond
their own individual opinion. And they will seek

and find it in that portion of philosophy, and espe-

cially of the Greek philosophy, which corresponds

most nearly with their own views
;
and in the ge-

neral sentiments of heathenism, which they will trace

by the help of bold allegories and symbols in the

polytheistic mythologies of antiquity. Precisely a

similar course was adopted by the Alexandrian ra-

tionalist of the third century. And it seems probable,

to examine the statement may find them in the following

references :—Cousin, Praefat. Gener. ad Procli Opera, vol. i.

p. 69, 60, 24, 111, 25 ;
Pnefat. ad Comment, in Alciab, Prim.,

vol. ii. p. 9 ;
Thomas Taylor, Introduct. to Translation of

the Comment of Proclus on the Timteu.s, vol. i. p. 47 ;
Marsilii

Ficini in Plotinum Prooemium, vol. i. p. 17. Creuzer edit.
;

but especially the preface to the French translation of Creu-
zer’s newly published work on the SjTnbolism of .\ncient

thology.
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that wherever ecclesiastical authority is destroyed, in

an age of so-called civilization, there Christianity

will soon have to struggle with a philosophical creed,

resuscitated under a similar shape, and for a similar

purpose, as 1600 years ago. There is a pantheism

approaching upon us
;
partly an importation from

the metaphysical schools of Germany and France,

and partly the natural growth of our popular literature

and mechanics’ institutes, in districts beyond the

reach of the Church. It is developing itself in the

form of Socialism among the lower classes; and of Phi-

losophical Radicalism, as it is affectedly called, in the

upper; and we ought to be on our guard against it.

To give a full view of the new Platonic philosophy

would require a long and accurate discussion of

several questions.

I. We want a candid account of its system, and of

the logical dependence of its various parts.

II. We should have a careful comparison of it

with the old and genuine Platonism, marking the

differences between them
;
and especially avoiding

such idle criticisms and censures as Brucker, and
other modem writers, have heaped on both *.

' It is scarcely credible, that any one pretending to the

name of a Christian philosopher, having before him the pro-

found logical metaphysics of Plotinus and Proclus, the sin-

gular resemblance of the new Platonism in its most important

doctrines to the great truths of Christianity, and its evident

superiority over the flimsy speculations of most of the pre-

ceding schools, should have ventured to speak of it exclusively

in such language as the following :
—

‘ Ineptum philosophije

genus.’ (vol. ii. p. 190, § 1.) ‘ Invenustuin pullum Veneris’

(p. .3'.«)
;

‘ crassus enthusia.smus’ (p. 365) ;
‘ furor fanaticus’

(p. 367) ;
‘ gentis frivolm superstitio’ (p. 376) ;

‘ pcstilcntis-

siinorum honiinum audacia’ (p. 379) ;
‘ inanes sine mente

sonos’ (p. 383) ;
‘ delirantis ingenii somnia’ (p. 385). But

Brucker, with all his admirable industry, was not a deep
philosopher, and (we perfectly agree with Creuzer) was ‘ little

capable of appreciating a Platonic system.’

E e
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III. Then should follow a similar comparison
between it and the Christian philosophy of the cate-

chetical school of Alexandria, with which it has been

so often confounded.

IV. We require a comparison between it and
Gnosticism

;
showing the identity of the stock from

which they both sprung, namely, the self-will of

reason combined, as it always is, with a great dispo-

sition to servility
;

but marking the differences be-

tween them—differences which mainly consisted in

these two points : first, that the Gnostics partially

acknowledged the Christian revelation—the Platonists

rejected it ; and, secondly, that the Gnostics, though
their system was evidently connected with the logical

metaphysics of the East, professed to hold it on the

principle of implicit faith, while the Platonists avow-
edly worked out their tenets by human reason. One
was reason under the garb of faith, the other faith

under the garb of reason.

V. It would be interesting to inquire into the

coincidence between the esoteric theology of ancient

heathenism, and the metaphysical interpretations

forced by the Alexandrians upon the symbolism, under
which that theology had been gradually veiled.

These, however, are not the questions into which
I propose to enter at present. There is a previous

inquiry more immediately interesting to ourselves,

and which will take us into a much more open and
easy field.—What was the history of the rise of this

new rationalistic religion ? and was there in that

history any thing analogous to that which is passing

before our own eyes, and which may presage a similar

result ?

To understand, then, the rise of Alexandrian Pla-

tonism, we must first realize to ourselves the state of

the civilized world, and of the human mind, at the

period when it commenced and flourished.
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It is not an uncommon error to speak of the de-

clining days of the Roman empire as a time of general

irreligion
;
and Gibbon’s sneering language has been

borrowed as an accurate statement, even by peisons

professing a knowledge of the facts sufficient to enable

them to explain the history of early Christianity

Perhaps no epigram was ever hazarded by an histo-

rian more false in all its parts than Gibbon’s decla-

ration, that “ the various modes of worship, which
prevailed in the Roman world, were all considered

by the people as equally true, by the philosopher

as equally false, and by the magistrate as equally

useful.” On the contrary, the popular feeling en-

listed itself on all sides, as it always must do, in the

worship of exclusive peculiar deities. The reason of

the philosopher was employed in showing, not that

all these forms of devotion were equally false, but

that all were equally true. And the toleration of the

magistrate, though extensively given, was conducted,

so long as it was possible to maintain a state reli-

gion, upon the partial and exclusive principle of

recognizing no creeds but such as were hereditary,

national, or Roman *.

But without entering at present on this very inter-

esting inquiry, it may safely be asserted that the pre-

vailing temper of the public mind, at the beginning

of the third century, was a deep, sincere, overwhelm-
ing sense of a power presiding over man, above him,

but close to him
;

in whose hands man was a toy to

be sported with, or an embryo to be moulded into

form
;
but to whom, in all his actions, he was bound

to look up as a weak and dependent creature. This

feeling, rightly directed, is religion : abused, it be-

comes superstition. But it is something very distinct

* Gibbon’s Decline, vol. i. c. 2 ;
Pjiley’s Evidences.

* See this point elaborately proved in Walck. de Roman.
Tolerant. Nov. Comment. Gottin;'., tom. iii.
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from that cold, self-important, presumptuous spirit,

which marked a preceding age with epicurism, scep-

ticism, and atheism. It is something far higher and
better

;
and at the period of which we are speaking,

it had spread over all ranks, the emperor as well as

the peasant, and had peneirated especially the schools

of philosophy.

A Christian will view it with interest, as a provi-

dential preparation of the soil for the reception and

growth of Christianity. The historian will look to

its origin
;
and here the first phenomenon which

presents itself is the confluence, under the Roman
empire, of the Eastern and Western world.

Without any minute analysis of causes, it is a fact,

that from the most remote antiquity a different cha-

racter has been stamped on these two branches of

the human race. Climate, soil, natural constitution,

habits, institutions, even the physical geography of

countries, may have caused the difference. But to

illustrate it generally, and with those qualifications,

which must be implied in speaking of human nature

in masses and large descriptions, it consisted in this :

that in the East man is everywhere impressed with
the religious instinct mentioned above

;
that is, with

a profound abiding consciousness of a real, living,

controlling power existing above him in a distinct

personality. In the West, this instinct is deficient,

and at times seems wholly lost. The eye of the East
is always turned upward, and fixed on a Being like

to, but greater than itself. The eye of the West has

no such vision, and either sees nothing, or wanders
about capriciously upon any chance object that oc-

curs. The East contemplates persons
;
the West

studies things. Persons and Things form the two
great divisions of the universe

;
and according as

men’s minds are bent on one or the other, not only
their religion but their politics, morals, arts, man-
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ners, and philosophy -will take their peculiar form

and complexion.

Thus religion in the East was a worship and
adoration : in the West, it became speculation and
theory, or an engine of government, whether political

or moral. In the East, philosophy was employed
in imagining a spiritual hierarchy of angels and
spirits, demons and aeons. In the West, it analysed

ideas, or generalised the laws of nature. Morals in

the East were founded on religion. The whole code

of ethics resolved itself into obedience to God,

imitation of God, union with God. In the West, it

is a scheme of calculation, a balance-sheet of plea-

sures and profits, or a deduction from intellectual

relations. Government in the East absorbs the whole

body of the state in the person of its head. The
many are lost in the few, or rather in the one ;

and
if the obedience of the subject is voluntarily ren-

dered under the influence of the predominating idea,

by the same influence the caprice of the ruler is itself

subjected to a spiritual authority above him *. The
West is the land of democracies. In the East, belief

rests on testimony, and education is carried on by
authority. In the West, truth is argued out, and
tested by its accordance with the reason or opinion of

the hearer. Even where authority prevails, and
ordinary men are willing to submit to it, its moral

influence is not sufficient, but, as in the system of

Romanism, requires to be supported by a physical

arm. Even the arts partake of the same distinctive

character. In the East, in all their greatest works,

these were employed to realise before men the pre-

sence of some gigantic power, which they were bound
to obey. Architecture was thus their chief province

;

* See tills point eloquently illustrated in Burke’s Speeches

on Warreu Hastings.

E e 3
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and where painting and sculpture were introduced,

they were made vehicles for suggesting mysteries, or

were tied down by rigid laws which still maintained

the principle of slavery even in the exercise of fancy.

To raise a pyramid as a tomb for a single cofBn
;

to

excavate mountains into temples
;

to bridge over

seas for the passage of troops
;
or cut a canal through

an isthmus, were all efforts embodying one common
idea, the idea of power. In the West, art performs

very different functions, except when imbued with

the spirit of the church. It pleases the eye, minis-

ters to comfort, spreads luxuries, facilitates inde-

pendent exertions, increases the power of the indi-

vidual, instead of exhibiting a power above him
;

is regulated by no fixed laws
;
embodies no moral

institutions
;

is pervaded by no high sentiment ; is

destitute of unity and grandeur
;

is, in fact, a mere
plaything, or tool. Before the creations of Eastern

art the individual is lost and overpowered. Before

those of the West he is raised into self-importance,

and triumphs in his own superiority.

Hence, also, the different spectacle which history

presents on each side. There, vast massive empires,

spreading over immense regions, consolidating a va-

riety of races, preserving their outward form and
principles of polity throughout the changes not only

of years but of dynasties, so that the history of the

East three thousand years back is its history to-day

—a form of government absolute and fixed, trans-

mitted, unchanged, from hand to hand through in-

ternal usurpations and foreign conquests—a religion

dogmatic, mystical, and hierarchical—a code of laws

exalting the human will on one side, as much as

they abased it on the other—and a system of subor-

dination in society, making of one class gods, and

‘ Laws of Plato.
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of others slaves : this is the general sketch of the

history of the East. In the West, it is very different.

Here, Society, instead of exhibiting a tendency to

concretion and centralization, is every day breaking

up and crumbling to pieces. Each separate locality

begets a distinct national character, and a separate

civil polity. History is full of migration and colo-

nization. Changes, not merely of persons but of

principles, creep on, converting monarchies into de-

mocracies, and democracies into monarchies. Military

prowess— birth— wealth— intellect, succeed each

other as elements of power and authority. Laws ac-

cumulate on laws—races exterminate races—religion,

from a vast imperative, external system, kept sa-

cred from violation by its followers, dwindles into

a plaything for the reason, or an instrument of hu-
man selfishness. The basis of society, if basis it can

be called, is no longer immutable law, but expedi-

ency or passion. The future is every thing, and the

past nothing. The unity of the body is lost in indi-

vidual will
;
and the active, spontaneous, self-seek-

ing element in the human mind developes itself with

an energy tending to subvert all external control

—

to sweep away laws in politics— forms in common
life—hereditary institutions, and even fundamental

axioms in morals and religion— till it sinks down for

a time exhausted in the ruin which it has made, and
gives scope for the Eastern principle to assert a tem-

porary sway.

This was the condition of the western world at the

commencement of the second centurj’. Human in-

tellect in Greece, let loose from all restraint of autho-

rity, had run through its natural career of dogmatism,

doubt, and scepticism '. School after school had risen

' See this strongly describeil, Jnst. Martyr, Dialog, enm
Tryp, p. 217- Journal ties Syavans, 1717, Juin, p. 654.
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and fallen
;
and philosophy, in mere weariness and

despair, was thankful for any authority which might
excuse it from doubting any more. In Rome the

human will had run through a similar course in the

political convulsions of democracy, and willingly suc-

cumbed to the tyranny of the emperors, as the only

safeguard against its own excesses. The calamities,

also, of the civil wars, heightened by the subsequent

atrocities and commotions, to which the empire was
exposed under many of the emperors, and even the

numerous natural prodigies of famine, pestilence, and
earthquakes prevalent at that period, contributed to

encourage, as Thucydides observes of Greece, the

general tendency to superstition. In many cases, in-

deed, this tendency developed itself in the form of

fatalism, or, what is nearly akin to fatalism, a belief

in chance *. The superstition is the same in each.

In each there is the same sense of an overruling power,

before whose caprice man is wholly helpless
; and

whether this power be a person, or a law, or the ne-

gation of all law, the eft’ect is the same, of crushing

man’s energies and reason.

In the meantime, the foundation ofAlexandria had
opened a passage for the dogmatism of the East into

the heart of Italy and Greece. The Grecian cities of
Asia Minor had been permeated by the same spirit,

tlirough their connexion with Syria and Pergamus.
Even before this, the invasion of Persia by Alexan-
der had effected a singular fusion of western and ori-

ental ideas *, and the Roman conquests had ended in

bringing back into the metropolis, not only the spoils

Hermia> Irrisio Gentil. sec. xix. Tatian, Oratio ad Gra;cos,

§ 3. 5, pass. xli.

' Tacitus.
* Plutarch expresses this strongly : ijffirif} Iv Kpnri'iQi

Tfia'up piKaC roiic /Slave icai rd 7/f)rj, Kcti rove yapave (cat

Sialrac. De Fortiui. Alexand. p. 329. Arrian, vii. II, 14.
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of Asia and of Egypt, but their opinions and gods.

Chaldees and Magi, Gauls and Jews, priests of Isis

and worshippers of Serapis swarmed in the capital it-

self
;
and the mode in which the worship of the last-

mentioned god forced its way into Rome is a fair in-

dication of the general progress of religious sentiment

:

—First celebrated in private chapels—then publicly

prohibited— then its temples ordered to he destroyed

—then permitted within a mile of the city '—then

excluded only from the pomoerium “—then formally

recognized and established. The most rigid principle

of Roman policy, namely, the exclusion of all foreign

worship was too weak to resist the popular feeling.

The altars of Serapis and Isis, says Tertullian were
ordered to he overthrown by the senate, and were re-

stored by the violence of the people. Even when the

public soothsayers had commanded the demolition of

their temples, the decree was reversed by the trium-

virs ‘
;
and even the discovery by Tiberius of the pro-

fligacy of the priests of Isis could put no check on the

mania for adopting their worship Rut a religious

spirit must embody itself in a definite creed, and in

some positive form. And liere was the difficulty.

Throughout the whole of what was then considered

the civilized world, definite crecHs and positive forms

had almost ceased to exist
;
and the mode in which

this obliteration had been effected is worthy of notice.

I'he great hierarchies of the East, especially of Egypt
and Persia, which had been in those countries the

original depositories of religious knowledge, and had
fenced it round with singular precautions— with castes

and ceremonies, and mysteries, and the exclusive

possession of science ®—had been undermined first

' Dion Cassius, lib. liv. c. vi. * Ib. lib. xl. c. xlvii.

* Advers. Gentes, lib. i. c. x. Apolog. -c. vi.

* Dion Cas-sius, lib. xlvii. c. xv.
^ Josephus, Antiq. lib. xvi. ® See Dionys. Ilalicam.
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by their own abuse of their own authority, and then by

the overthrow of the established political dynasties,

either through foreign conquest or internal faction

—

and the spiritual supremacy in each case passed evi-

dently into the hands of tie civil power. Even the

few hints now remaining of the state of Persia after

the accession of Darius are full of interferences with

religion on the part of the State. The same may be

said of Egypt. Heathenism, as well as Christianity,

had its princes who cut off the ears of their Magi, or

burned them alive, plundered their temples, killed

their sacred animals, established new idols, and pa-

tronized self-taught reformers, and new-invented ri-

tuals
;
and it is not a little remarkable that this trans-

ference of spiritual power from the church to the state

commenced at a parallel period, about the sixteenth

century, both in the Diluvian and Christian aera. Zo-

roaster, Budha, Confucius—the Luthers of their day

—all seem to have appeared about the same time.

In Greece and Rome authentic records commence
at a similar stage of history. The origin of both in

colonization cut them off more or less from the roots

of their ancient traditions and hereditary hierarchies *,

and the scene opens with a view of the State in full

possession of the spiritual rule. If in Greece oracles

and family priesthoods imposed some check on the

original regal powers, it seems to have been slight.

' The oft-quoted words of Plato in the Timaeus (vol. vii. p.

8. Leip. edit.) are too striking to be omitted. Solon, he says,

on inquiring among the Egyptian priests, found that neither

himself, nor any other Greek, knew scarcely an iota of ancient
history

—

a^tCov cure avrov, ovn dXXov "EXXtjva ovSiva
ovSiv, il»c tTTog liirtiv, tldora irifn riiv toiovtwv. ‘ The
Giveks are always in their childhood, ‘was the priest’s address
to him. N*ot iari tAq \f/vx^C irdpreg' oiiSt^iav ydp tv aiiToie

t;^frf, ft’ apxniav aKoijv, iraXauh’ ovSi ftd9t)fia ^pdvy
iroXiov ovStv. ‘ Ye have not among you one ancient dogma
derivtsl from the tradition of your fathers, nor one branch of
knowledge covered with the hoar of time.’
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And the history of Calchas, in Homer, probably in-

dicated a general contempt for the heathen Church,

and its natural consequences, a curse from heaven,

and dissension among men. When the civil power
passed into the hands of the people, the spiritual su-

premacy attached to it was exercised, as it naturally

will be, when religion is left at the mercy of popular

will. The gods were maintained as a popular part of

the government, and ridiculed by the very mob that

adored them, as images of Romish saints are first

prayed to for assistance, and then pelted, if assistance

is withheld. They were worshipped with plays for

the amusement, and with sacrifices for the dinners,

of the populace. Religion became a luxury of the

people—at least, the pretence of religion—and so long

as this was secured, reason might speculate at will,

and exhaust every form of infidelity or heresy. And
the influx of foreign deities was such as to become a

standing jest against the nation

In Rome, much more vigorous efforts were made
to save the nation from this last curse, and to guard
some definite line of religious belief. Though the

church— to use a word which will familiarize the fact

to our mind—was but an establishment,—the crea-

tion of the civil magistrate, with Romulus and Num.a
for its founders,—they took care to give it some kind

of independence by forming its priests or clergy into

colleges (collegia et sodalitia), and perpetuating them
by the privilege of co-optation. To secure its uni-

formity still more, they inculcated, as a fundamental

maxim of state, the principle of an hereditary national

religion *. ‘ The Gods of their fathers,’ the Roman

* Strabo, x. 18. Plat. Repub. lib. i. sec. 1. Wetstein, in

his notes to Acts xvii. 16, lias collected the principal passages

illustrating the SuaiSai^ovia of Athens.
* Livy, lib. i. c. 20. Cicero de Lcgibus, lib. ii. c. viii.

Warburton, Divine Lcgat. vol. i. p. 308. Tertull. Apolog.

7
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worship,’ ‘ the established creed,’ were their watch-

words. They prohibited most rigidly the introduc-

tion of any foreign worship. Again and again the

Bacchanalian and Egyptian rites were driven from

the city, not only as immoral or seditious, but sim-

ply as foreign. As conquests absorbed new nations

into the body of the state, care was taken to preserve

both the strictness of this principle and the necessary

toleration, by receiving the deities of the conquered

people into' the Roman Pantheon. But this could

only be done by a formal declaration of the legisla-

ture
;
and even when the emperors had united in

their own persons the sacerdotal and political autho-

rity, the consent of the senate seems to have been

necessary to sanction such an act. Where this ad-

mission did not take place—and still it was necessary

to tolerate the religion of the conquered state—the

same principle of adherence to an hereditary national

creed was recognized as the basis of toleration. The
suppression of human sacrifices in Gaul is supposed

by some to have been the first instance of an inter-

ference with the established religion in a subject pro-

vince. Each was permitted to retain what had been

received from their fathers. As Rome gradually be-

came the point of confluence of foreigners—an epi-

tome of the habitable world

—

iiriTOfjn) otcou^uVi/c
*

c. V. p 56. Eusebius, Hist. lib. ii. c. ii. Livy, lib. iv. c. .10 ;

lib. XXV. c. i. ; lib. xxxix. c. ix. Valer. MAxim. lib. i. c. iii.

See especially the advice of Miecenaa to Augustus. Dio Cass,

lib. lii. c. xxxvi. Sueton. Octav. c. xcvi. Spartianus Adrian,

c. xxii. Tacitus. As the subject is one of great interest at the

present time, we imiy subjoin one or two more references,

which any one who wishes to pursue it will find useful. IJyn-

kershoeck Opusc. i. p. 341. Walsh, in Nov. Soc. Reg. Gutting.

Coniinent. t. iii. p. 8. Everh. Elnieiihoerst, Not. ad Minuc.
Felix, p. 25. edit. Orizel. Christ. Kortholtuu Pagan. Obtrec-
tat. lib. i. c. V. p. 75.

* Athenajus, lib. i. c. xvii.
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—it became necessary to allow the practice even

there of foreign rites to foreign visitors, and thus to

make it also, what Theophilus called it, rijc

SntriBaiiioyiac. But this was permitted with restric-

tions, which, according to Dionysius, were so suc-

cessful for a time, that the state at large was not in-

fected with a passion for these rites : ovSeroc elc i^ijkov

t\ri\vds tG>v ^EViKwv iiriTT)Bevfid-u)v rj ttoXic Brtfioariif

For instance, in the case of the suspected Bacchana-

lia, if a foreigner conscientiously felt bound to cele-

brate them, he was to give notice to the Praetor Ur-
banus

;
the praetor consulted the senate in a house

of at least one hundred. If the ceremony was allowed,

it was to take place with no more than five persons

present—no pecuniary fund was to be raised—no
priest or regular officer to be appointed. And in

other respects precautions were taken, not unlike

those with which the meeting-houses of Dissenters

were first permitted in our own country, when dis-

sent had become hereditary *.

It was not possible, however, that any civil restric-

tions should keep up the distinctions of religions

when they were thus brought together side by side

into one vast metropolis. It became more and more
expedient, and even necessary, to enlarge the Roman
Pantheon. Whether Tiberius really wished to enrol

our Lord in it or not, there is nothing in the state-

ment itself at variance with the later policy of Rome.
Severus sacrificed in his chapel to Christ, Abraham,
and Orpheus®. And Heliogabsilus advanced still further,

and proposed to amalgamate together all the religions

of the empire, with himself as their type and centre
;

* Dion. Halic. Antiq. Roman, lib. ii. p. 91.
* See Ralph Fabrett, Syntag. Inscript, on the Bacchanal

Stat. in Miiseo Vindobonensi. Drakenborch, Not. ad Livium,
tom. vii. p. 197 .

3 Lamprid. in Alex. Sever, c. 22.
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or, as Lampridius more strongly asserts, as the one
God and one priest :

‘ ne quis Romae Deus, nisi He-
liogabalus, coleretur—ut omnium culturarum secre-

tum Heliogabali sacerdotium teneret This last

fact is perhaps the nearest approach to a public recog-

nition by the State of the principle of syncretism in

its widest form : for Julian excluded Christianity.

But the act of an Heliogabalus can scarcely be reck-

oned as an act of the empire
;
and it is remarkable,

that with this one exception, the opposite principle

of an Establishment was preserved almost uninter-

ruptedly at Rome, and regulated the conduct of the
Christian emperors as well as of the heathens.

State policy, however, is one thing, and public

opinion another ;—and the deep religious feeling of
the age, coupled with the variety of existing reli-

gions, led necessarily to the formation of a syncretis-

tic system, which should recognise truth in each and
all, and frame some theory by which they might be
reconciled together. This was done in one shape by
an easy and popular abstraction. ‘ In this battle of
religious systems,’ says Maximus Tyrius, ‘ in these

factions and dissensions, you may trace throughout
the whole world, one according voice and rule, that

there is one God, the King and Father of all
;
and

many other gods, children of the supreme God, who
are associated in his rule. This says the barbarian

and the Greek, the native of the continent and of the

island, the wise and the unwise And the Alexan-
drian philosophy was nothing more than the ex^Mn-
sion and logical evolution of this popular syncretism

—an attempt of human reason to justify that assent

of the heart to a great truth, felt too deeply to be de-

nied, but for which it had no definite authority—no-

' Lamprid. in Helioppib. p. 3.

* Max. Tyr. Dissert, xvii. p. 193. So also Minuc. Felix,

a. xix.
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thing but a mass of witnesses contradicting each other

in particulars, and agreeing only in the foundation of

their statements.

But if it was thus impossible even for the perse-

vering State policy of Rome to exclude the syncretis-

tic spirit from its Empire, we may expect to find that

spirit still more triumphant in a spot, where the same
causes for its spread existed, and no such policy was
ever exerted. And the history of Alexandria, the

first seat of the New Platonism, is too full of curious

hints and instruction to ourselves, to be passed over

lightly.

The New Platonism grew up in a Grecian city,

founded in an Egyptian soil by a foreign conqueror,

apart from any local or hereditary associations of

feeling—and on the very spot where fonner kings of

Egypt, dreading the innovations of Greek colonies,

had planted a garrison to drive them olF*. The vil-

lage Racotis, which that garrison inhabited, became
Alexandria. It was laid out by Dinocrates with all

the systematic regularity of Grecian art, on a plan in-

dicating at once the gigantic and the novel character

of the foundation. And it was solemnly consecrated

by sacrifices both to the gods of Greece, and Apis the

deity of Egypt *. The very object of its establish-

ment was to form a connecting link between the east

and the west, and to bring into one focus the com-
merce of the world It was adorned from the first

with temples to Isis, as well as to the gods of Greece,

and peopled with a mixed assemblage of Egyptians

^u\oy d^v ical ttoXitikoi’—mercenary and seditious

troops, like the Mamelukes of later ages—ro fuado-

• Strabo, Gcog. xvii. p. 1 142 ;
Plin. Nat. Hist, lib. v, c. 10 ;

Uiod. Sieul. lib. xvii, p. 200 ; and Achill. Tat. lib. v, c. 1,

3117 »
Savary’.s Letters on Egypt, vol. i. p. 21. 42.

• Arrian, Exped. Alex. lib. iii, c. 1.

• Arrian, Exped. Alex. lib. iii. p. 105, cd. Grouov.

F f 2
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^opdcov TToXu Kat avdywyol'—and a confluence ofGreeks

from the west—fiiydSeg "EWijyti To this was

added a large body of Jews, to whom was assigned a

district and ethnarch of their own, pretty much as

was afterw’ards the case at Rome *. Alexander him-

self had already embodied in himself the principles

on which it was founded, and was subsequently to

rise to eminence. His Greek origin and eastern

tastes, his boldness, ambition, and personal beauty

—his instruction in the school of Aristotle—his af-

fectation of intercourse with philosophers—his pas-

sion for literature, and especially for Homer—his

purveying for Aristotle’s menagerie—his efforts to

blend together the Persian and Grecian manners—his

abandonment of his hereditary country and institu-

tions—his sensuality—and, not least, his assumed
respect for the deities of all countries alike, the God
of the Jews as well as the gods of Greece—ending in

the impersonation of himself as Bacchus, and his

claim to a relationship with Jupiter Amnion, are all

features subsequently developed in the history of his

own city, and important to be noticed as giving a

compendious view of the causes, which paved the

way for the establishment of a Syncretistic Theology
within its walls.

His plan for Alexandria was followed by his suc-

cessors. It became an immense reservoir for all

classes of people—the largest emporium in the world—fieyi(TToy ifnrope'ioy ri/c oJ«:ou/i£i'ijc*—the chief of

cities, ‘ vertex omnium civitatum the peyaXoiroXis

Jj itoXvnoXic 'AXeidyBptia ®—or, as it is called by
Eustathius, ‘ the city’—as only second to Rome

* Strabo, from Polyb. lib. xvii. p. 1)31, ed. Fal.
* Joseph. Antiq. lib. xix. c. 5. s. 2.

^ Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 11732.
* Amni. Marcell. lib. xxii. c. 16.

^ Philo ad Place, vol. ii. p. Ml. ' Iliad. B.
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Not only commercial men were brought there in

numbers, hut students from all quarters flocked to-

gether to its schools— elg f/y Kal fi Travraj^ddev

ovyeppel veottiq tS>v irepi (pi\o<70<piay iawovSaKOTuy ‘—
and no less than fourteen thousand are said to have

been accommodated there at one time. ‘ I see among
you,* says Dion Chrysostom, ‘ not Greeks only, or

Italians, not merely Syrians, Libyans, Cilicians, Ethi-

opians, and Arabians, but Bactrians and Scythians,

Persians and Indians, who flow together into this

city, and are always with you And the fact will

not be lost among those who look at the growth of

our own enormous towns in the present day,—on the

numbers of foreigners who are settling in England, as

Englishmen are settling abroad—upon the tendency

of inventions in the present day to root up as it were
the whole population from the place of their birth,

and send them floating about the world, or to gather

them in large masses,—and who remember that the

wisest of ancient legislators, when they were endea-

vouring to preserve purity, and permanence, and re-

ligious truth in their system, thought few things of

more importance than to limit the size of their cities,

and to exclude foreigners from settling in them.

From this mixed race of inhabitants there was
formed at Alexandria a singular national character,

which also, perhaps, may suggest some thoughts of

things nearer to ourselves.

Its natives were, in the first place, most indus-

trious. It was full of manufactories. They appear

to have had little leisure for anything but business

:

—
‘ Civitas,’ says Hadrian, ‘ in qua nemo vivat oti-

osus They were celebrated for their manufactories

* Gregory Nysa, in Vit. Gregorii Thaumaturgi.
* Orat. IIp6e 'AXtKav. p. 252.
* Vopiscua in Vit. Saturn. Hist. August. Script, p. 248,

cd. Salon.
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of glass and paper, and especially what we should call

Manchester wares ‘Without eyes to see,’ continues

Hadrian, ‘ with gout in their feet, gout in their hands,

they still find something to do.’ Other communities
of no mean origin have thought quiet contemplation

and retirement necessary for soci^ as well as indi-

vidual good; but the Alexandrians thought other-

wise. Of course they were very wealthy. ‘ Civitas,’

says Hadrian in tlie same letter, ‘ opulenta, dives,

foecunda.’ Every luxury of life was to be found
within its walls. The ecclesiastical authority in Egypt
had no sooner been destroyed, or transferred to the

civil power under the Ptolemies, than the people,

firom a remarkable attachment to old institutions,

seem suddenly to have passed into an opposite ex-

treme, and to have embraced with their whole heart

the doctrine of anti-finality in reform. Such was
their love indeed ofreform, ro<raurf/i' irov vturepoirouay

aurwv, that Augustus* was obliged to place tliem

under a peculiar jurisdiction. No senator was al-

lowed to travel among them without permission from
himself—their old magistrates were suppressed, and
the power centralised at Rome

;
and the greatest pre-

cautions were taken to prevent them from constant

revolts. ‘ They were liberals,’ says Hadrian ^ ‘ liberi,

novarum rerum usque ad cantilenas publicas cupi-

entes ;’ /cov^ot, says Dion Cassius *
; irov^drarot,

adds Herodian, Kai iiri role /Ipaj^vrarotf p^ara kivov~

fxivoi^.' A very slight offence was sufficient to pro-

voke them to threaten a rebellion, pdXiara cc fUKpQv
Kat (Hiv T'vj^ovrwv 'mtpvKOTn^ aytptdt^eerdat*. ‘At the

slightest spark’ they would kindle into a flame ;

—

‘ genus hominum seditiosissimum,’ says Hadrian : but

* (Mccro in Rabir. Posth. * Dion Cass. vol. i. p. 647.
* Voj)isc. Vit. Saturn, p. 245. * Vol. i. p. 647.
* Anton, et (Jet. lili. iii. p. 173.
* Pliil. Jud. adv. Piac. vol. ii. p. 519. cd. Mang.
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we may add, on the authority of Caesar, that, not

unlike more modern rebels of manufacturing towns,

their violence ended often in threats

—

dpaavyaadai

ftiy TTpoTTETtararoi, ay^piaaadai Bi affOereararoi^ No-
thing, we learn from another passage in the same
author, could be bolder than their language : they
spoke out in their meetings everything which came
uppermost—hcXaXijffai Tray, 6 tl ttot ay iiriXdp

TTpoTTEriaraToi. At the first quarrel they thought
nothing of bloodshed

—

Bia (j>6y<ay del j^o/povyrec.

Whether they were in the habit of using pikes and
clasp-knives Dion does not say : but he does add,

that when a real battle was at hand,—or, as we may
translate his words, when the soldiers made their ap-

pearance, they proved sad cowards
;

irpoc Be Bt/ iroXe-

fioy ra re Betya avrov tj>Xavp6raroi eitri. Even their

dinner-parties were not of a more pacific character.
* As for our friends from the fair Alexandria,’ says

Athenaeus *, ‘ when they invite a party, they bellow,

they scream, they swear at the butler, the footman,

and the cook. The children run helter-skelter, cry-

ing and blubbering with boxes on the ear. Even
the lady of the house does not escape a hearty

cursing.’

With this turn of mind it is little surprising that

they were not over-respectful to their rulers
; irefvKaai

Be JTwe fiyai (piXoaKwfjifioyeg, Kai Xeyeiy everr6\u/c viro-

ypa^ciQ fj TratCtdc, dTrofipiirroyTeg eic rove inrepi^oyras

iroXXa )(apieyTa fxey avrolc BoKOvyrn, XvTnjpd Be role

iTKiofdelffi *'—
‘ They are extremely fond of scofiing,

and ridiculous representations of persons, and jesting

;

they throw out against their governors a number of

jokes, which seem very witty to themselves, but are

* Dion Cassius, vol. i. p. 021. * Lib. x. c. 17.

* lierodian, lib. iii. Anton, et Geta, p. 173.
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not a little painful to the parties ridiculed.’ Whether
or not their print-shops, if they had any, were full of

caricatures of their sovereign and their magistrates,

no ancient writer informs us. Nor can we trace any
hint of daily and weekly publications issued for the

purpose of libelling them. That they hissed and
hooted their kings may perhaps be more easily in-

ferred. But the usual form for expressing their con-

tempt was the use of nicknames. And few of their

sovereigns seem to have escaped in this way from
their libellous tongues, dveiiieva oTO/iara /cat a'j^d-

Xiya *. Tryphon, Physcon, Kakergetes, Cybiosactes,

Philadelphos, Philopator, Philometor, and Auletes, are

each names thus applied. To Sosibius, the minister

of Ptolemy IV., whom they wished to get rid of, they
gave the title TroXu^f/oFtoc—the long-lived. Antony’s
courtiers, probably not the most delicate of men, were
Koirptioi *. Demetrius of Adramyttium, who was
charged with stealing a bracelet in the temple of

Jupiter, was Ixion. Caracalla was the old Jocasta.

Apion, a very laborious, or as, in older English, we
should say, a very painful grammarian, was fid^doc,

labour itself*;—and Eratosthenes, another learned

man, who never gained a prize, but came in second
for everything, they appropriately denominated B^ra.
‘ You can easily understand,’ says Hadrian, ‘ what
they said of me after 1 was gone, as well as of Verus
and Antonine'*.’ Hadrian, however, smiled at their

jests. Caracalla viewed them rather more seriously,

and repaid them with a general massacre®. With
this abusive turn, when they had notliing to fear from

I Philo de Virtut. vol. ii. p. 570 ;
Dion Chrysostom, IIji6e

’AXtSav. p. 249.
* Dion Cass. vol. i. lib. i. p. 204. * Herod, p. 174.
* Vopisc. in Vit. Satur. p. 245.
* Dion, lib. Ixxviu p. 1307.
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their superiors, was coupled, as we may see in certain

leading characters of our own day, a most prodigious

power of nauseous and fulsome flattery, when there

was any thing to hope. ‘ Of all the people in the

world, none,’ says Philo ',
‘ were so ready as the

Alexandrians to salute and worship Caligula as a god
;

’

—Ativoi yap tlaiv tclq KoXaKtiaQ, icai yoijrttac, na\

viroKpicreti, irapiaKivaanivoi [ley ddirac \6yov. It was
not likely that this turbulent mob, fuyas nal avvire-

(poprffiivoz oyXoQ*, should possess any of that virtue,

which the Romans called gravity
;
but for which the

Greeks, as being destitute of the thing, seem almost

to have wanted a name. In their extreme levity, and
frivolity, and taste for dissipation, the Alexandrians

remind us of the French character, before it was
soured and darkened by the crimes of their revolu-

tions, but which is not yet obliterated. It is in h’rance

that great efforts seem to be making for the revival

of Philosophical syncretism. ‘ Would you only, gentle-

men, be serious and attend for a few minutes,’ is the

exordium of Dion’s address to them *,—apa yt fiov-

XoKxO' ay, i3 av^pcc, (nrovSdaai ypoyoy apuKpoy, ical

vpoaixeiy— ‘ Since,’ he proceeds, ‘ your whole life is

spent in childish sports, and in attending to nothing

—sports, and pleasure, and laughter, you have in

abundance—and,’ he adds, in happy ambiguity, Kal

yap avroi ytXoioi tore— ‘ but as for seriousness, I

discover nothing but an entire want of it. If only

once you could be silent when you are addressed on

a grave and serious subject—interested and attentive

as you are at a horse-race, or a concert, or an opera-

dance. One hour only, a single hour of sober

thought,’ he adds, ‘ would in such a life as yours

> PliUo Jud. de Virt. vol. ii. p. 670 ;
Herodian, lib. iii.

p. 173.
* Plulo dc Virtut vol. ii. p. 563.
’ Dion Chrysostom, Onit. llpoc 'AXt^avSptic, p. 245.
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be everything—like an hour’s rest to a man in a
delirium.’

Horse-races and music appear in fact to have been
the absorbing passion of Alexandria

—

fxan'Ofiiyijv, says

Chrysostom, vttu Bpofjuoy tTnriKuiy^. ‘ The
moment you come into the theatre, or on the course,

you lose all sense of common things. Men, women,
and children, are seized with a sort of phrenzy

;
you

fight, scream, howl, throw stones at each other, d^mce
about like madmen.’ Whether they paid thousands
a year to foreign singers, for singing what they could

not understand, history does not inform us. But evi-

dently in the Alexandrian, as in the London season,

concerts and the opera were the prevailing amuse-
ments. Probably, they named their carriages, horses,

and other things, which they most valued, after their

favourite performers—rose up to receive them with

shouts when they appeared on the stage—buried them
under crowns and chaplets. Chrysostom’s account

seems to imply as much. He says nothing, however,

of their turning their holiest temples into concert-

rooms, and setting the most solemn mysteries of their

religion to music, to be sung in them by profligate

men and women, in the place of their priests.

The kind of music which they preferred we may
learn from Athenaeus. Unlike the simple sober

strains, to which Plato, with so many other wise

legislators, attached such importance in the formation

of character (and the value of which may be traced

even in the Christian state)—the Alexandrians de-

lighted in full orchestras
;
and scarcely Exeter Hall

or the Worcester Music Meeting could produce a

band of instruments more various, or with harder

names, than the list of Athenaeus *. Twenty kinds of

* Dion Chrysostom, Orat. Ilpoc 'AXi^ardptlg, 262.
* Lib. xiv, p. (i64.
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flutes, the lyre, the magadis, the harbiton, the nabla,

the pectis, the clepsiambos, the skindapsus, the pa-

ri^mbis, the psaltery, and the enneachordon—they

played upon like first-rate performers— efiireipSic

tyovai Kal re\viKijg. And all of them it is feared

would have come under the ban both of Plato and
Lycurgus, as TroXv^op^a, Kai TravappovtKa. In one

respect, indeed, their taste for music had penetrated

fiuther than it has yet reached with ourselves. We
have indeed ministers of state, archbishops, and
bishops, princes of the blood, and the greatest con-

queror of the day, who direct ancient concerts, and
preside over musical festivals. Cut if we may trust

Dion (and there is too much honesty mixed with his

bitterness to doubt his word), even the Westminster

Halls of Alexandria, its House of Commons, and its

London University College, could not resist the

general mania. He assures us that judges, and bar-

risters, and professors, not only directed the singing

of others, but sang themselves, irdvrtc Kai

pqropcC) Kai oro^torai—and he adds presently the

SiKatrnipiov.
‘ Pass by the courts of law, and you

cannot tell, from their singing, whether they are

drinking, or trying causes. If you happen to live in

the neighbourhood of a professor’s house, you would
never discover it by the sounds that issue from it.

Go to the exercise ground, they are drilled to music.

Consult a physician, he asks your symptoms, and feels

your pulse, to some popular tune. Your whole life,’

he concludes, ‘ has nearly become one great revel,’

—KiySvyevei S’ 6 fttog ir)(eS6y dwag yeyoyiyai Kwp.og

t\g *.

ITie musical meetings, however, of Alexandria gave

way at times to their passion for horse-races. Ascot,

Doncaster, and Epsom, great as their fame is, must

’ Lib. xiv. p. 259.
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fail before the interest of the course of Alexandria.

If an Egyptian Taglioni made a whole theatre leap

from their seats in ecstasy
' ; if every nerve was

strained * to catch the quavers of a Pasta from Helio-

polis or Memphis ®
:

‘ when,’ says Chrysostom, ‘ you
come on the race-course, who can describe your cries,

and tumult, and agony of interest
;
your rapid change

of gesture and colour, and,’ he adds, ‘ your cursing

and swearing {j3\a(r<f)ijfitac) *'i If instead of looking

on the horses, you were yourselves under the lash,

you could not be in a worse state ’. It would appear

they crowded into the theatre, or, as it should be ex-

pressed to modern ears, into the grand stand, fight-

ing, and falling upon, and abusing each other, as if

life depended on the event. During the running,
‘ they could neither sit nor stand.’ ‘ Pale with anxi-

ety’
—

‘ huzzaing to the horses ’—
‘ with every hand

stretched out’
—

‘ leaping up like madmen’— * fighting

with each other’
—

‘ uttering all kinds of horrible lan-

guage’—‘ very often cursing their gods’—and at times
‘ losing their clothes in the struggle’—they presented,

says Dion, the spectacle of a people ‘ gigantic as a
Hercules in strength, but like Hercules in his state

of phrenzy, fallen and foolish®.’ And he does not
seem to think that such amusements would give the

most favourable impression of a national character, or

that it was one of the points on which a nation might
pride itself before foreigners. * They are,’ he says,
‘ but trifies

;
but how can it be, that a people who

make so much of trifies can be sober-minded in any
thing ® ?

’

On one point, indeed, of great public interest in

England, they appear to have manifested what to us
must seem a singular indifierence. For the drama,

* dvatrtjSav rStv p. 256.
* avvT€tvta9e rote ^(T/xaen, ib. * Ib.
* Lib. xiv. p, 260. » Ib. p. 264 « Ib. p. 260.
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as poetry in its grandest form, they seem, like our-

selves, to have cared little. Gay spectacles, proces-

sions, and melodramas, they obviously enjoyed. If

any theatre in London would have attracted an Alex-

andrian, it would have been Astley’s. But what is

more extraordinary, he would have disdained even

Van Amburgh’s exhibition of lions and tigers, and all

the shilling monster exhibitions, which captivate an

Englishman’s curiosity. Ptolemy Soter, indeed, once

procured, at some expense, for his theatre-royal, a

black camel and a piebald man. The poor Alexan-

drians, however, were unaccustomed to such sights.

They took fright at the black camel, and ran out of

the theatre. And the piebald man they only laughed

at, greatly to the disappointment of the monarch L
Upon which king Ptolemy presented both to Thespis

the flute-player, just as a royal or illustrious per-

sonage might now present Signor or Signora Such-a-

one with a Swiss giantess, or the living skeleton, or

the Chinese dwarf, instead of a gold snuflF-box, or a

diamond ring.

But we must not dwell more on these trifles,

though, as indications of the soil in which the Alex-

andrian philosophy took root and flourished, they are

far from being valueless or without instruction to

ourselves ; and it is singular how precisely the same
traits of character developed themselves in Rome
under similar religious and political circumstances.

There were two other features of more direct im-

portance in the history of Alexandria, namely, the

literary and religious policy of its rulers.

Wherever there is an independent hierarchy, or, if

we may venture again to apply the word to heathen-

ism, a church, it is its business to educate the people.

The Egyptian priesthood, indeed, like the Roman,

* Lucian, Prometh. vol. i. p. 21.
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appear to have exercised their spiritual power rather

in crushing the reason than in developing it
;
and

under their rule education must have been very

limited. They needed a Reformation—a Reforma-
tion, which should compel them to discharge their

duty
;

not one, which should deprive them of the

office. For the instruction of the young and ignorant,

let us never forget, especially in these days, cannot

be carried on without simultaneous education. While
you are teaching facts, you must also inculcate prin-

ciples, and form habits. But education cannot be

conducted without authority

;

and authority without

religion can never be permanent, or, if permanent,

must be ruinous—and therefore none but a religious

body can be wisely entrusted with a national educa-

tion. But the Egyptian sovereigns, like modem Ger-

man princes, and modem English ministers, thought

otherwise. Perhaps their priests or clergy were in-

corrigible
;
perhaps the great tmths which that clergy

evidently held of old had been lost in a general cor-

ruption
;
perhaps the idolatrous system, with all its

licence of popular superstition, which had been per-

mitted, if not introduced, as a mode of familiarising

common minds with general principles of religion, no
longer admitted of being purified, as certainly its sup-

port was incompatible with the diffusion of a sound
education—or, it may be, the existence of a church
possessed of such spiritual power was by no means
the wish of the princes, whether Persian or Grecian,

who claimed their crown, as William III. was advised

to do, by right of conquest, and resolved to concen-

trate in their own persons both the state and the

church.

We can well, indeed, imagine them unwilling to

return under that heavy yoke, which Diodorus de-

scribes, when even the king’s dress, and dinners, and
promenades, were subjected to the inspection of their
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priests. But in avoiding this extreme, like kings of

more modern date, they fell into the other. Ptolemy
Soter *, like Alexander before him, found himself, by
conquest, the sovereign of two nations (for the Greeks
in Egypt really formed a distinct people), each with

its own religion. As a military man, he probably

cared little for either
;
but as a conqueror it was his

interest to conciliate both his Pap^ Egyptians and
his Protestant Greeks

;
and if he had been blessed

witli a parliament, he probably would have com-
menced his reign with recommending an Act of Com-
prehension. But as this great happiness was denied

him, he seems to have contented himself with follow-

ing the plan of his illustrious predecessor who founded

the city, and raising temples to Isis, side by side with

what the Egyptians probably called chapels or con-

venticles to Venus, Bacchus, and Hercules. To iden-

tify the two systems more closely, he placed a statue

of Jupiter in one of the Egyptian temples, just as an

English king, who came at the head of an army from

foreign parts, might have longed to hear the works of

Calvin and Zwinglius read by a bishop of the English

church in the cathedral of St. Paul
;
and to fuse the

rival sects, as he probably considered them, still more,

he sent for his own high-priest from Eleusis. His
liberal sentiments, indeed, appear to have taken a far

wider range than a mere toleration of two distinct na-

tional religions, under articles, as it were, of union.

Theodorus, sumamed the Atheist, having been ban-

ished from Athens on account of his profligate opi-

nions, and subsequently from Greece—though, accord-

ing to Diogenes Laertius, he overthrew all religious

creeds

—

7ravrd7ra<rtv d('aipu»' rag Trepi dtuiy —
* A curious parallel case among many others in history may

be found in the reign of the Sultan Akber, as given in Mr.
Elphinstone’s valuable History of India, vol. ii. p. 316, 323.

* Lib. ii. p. 57.
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was not only introduced at court, but received and em-
ployed

;
and, says Matter, very naively, ‘ I do not find

that any one there was shocked at his doctrines’— ‘ Je

ne trouve pas que sa doctrine ait choque personne

Stilpo, whom Ptolemy expressly wished to take with

him from Megara, had also been banished even from
the democratical Athens for the same offence. ‘ Do the

gods,’ said Crates to him, ‘ delight in prayer?’ ‘ Ask
me,’ was Stilpo’s reply, ‘ not in the street, but when
we are alone And the only interdiction on opinion,

which we hear of, was a prohibition laid upon Hege-
sias the Cyrenaic against promulgating his inconve-

nient doctrine of suicide*. Perhaps the Ptolemies

had anticipated the modern discovery, that punish-

ment only tends to encourage crime. Or, perhaps,

they did not deem blasphemy a crime at all, but

merely an innocent mistake—a view of tbeir opinions,

which might be confirmed by their friendly association

with the mistaken parties.

One excuse must, indeed, be made for Ptolemy’s

liberality, that a considerable affinity existed between
the Egyptian and Greek religion—the same affinity,

in fact, as between popery and dissent. The Egyp-
tian was the oldest—not so old as the great funda-

mental catholic truths of the unity of the Godhead,
and of his relation to man, out of which it sprang,

and which it suffered to be overlaid and buried with

the grossest popular superstitions—but far older than

the modem theories which the ‘ boys’ in Greece had
contrived to frame out of its remnants. For these

Greeks had been severed from its hierarchies, knew
nothing of the meaning of the fonns and symbolical

doctrines which they had retained, were left without

restraint to interpret and modify them at will, and
thus converted them, by the working of their own

* Matter, Sur I’Ecole d’Alexaml. vol. i. p. 68.

* Laort. lib. ii. art Stilpo. * Cicero, Tuscul. iL 1—34.
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minds—the people into an easy, luxurious, anthro-

pomorphic theology, embodying the vices, the poli-

tics, the imagination, and the moral character of

Greeks—the philosophers, into empty words. And
yet, by a little compromise on each side—by stretch-

ing the several creeds here and there—by procuring

from the Egyptian papal chair some relaxation of that

contemptuous excommunication, which they seem
to have dealt out on their Greek ultra-Protestant

brethren—and by bringing the Greeks (which it was
no hard matter to effect) to adopt something of the

doctrines of Egypt, even if they would not submit

to its hierarchy, Ptolemy might hope to produce a

general harmony and union conducive to the civil

security of his new dominions. Of course he would
be most jealous of the old papistical Egyptian system,

as most powerful, and most threatening to the abso-

lute supremacy of the crown
;
and his dissenting sub-

jects would receive the largest encouragement. He
would be anxious, as William III. was, for the peace

of their consciences, and the binding them together

—

to support him against any attack whether within or

without.

But Ptolemy (whether Soter or Philadelphus, is

not clear, nor is that point material) seems to have

advanced a step further. If any religion at all is to

be preserved in the midst of many discordant sects,

no one of which is to be exclusively acknowledged as

true, it must be by inventing a doctrine, which shall

contain those points only, in which all agree. To
perform this work of abstraction or eclecticism, it is

not necessary to apply to any abstruse philosophy.

It is soon done by a rough pantheistic creed, not en-

tering into details, but framed with strength sufficient

to act like the bed of Procrustes on all the other

creeds submitted to its measurement—lopping off

some, and lengthening out others
;
and the introduc-

og 3
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tion of the worship of Serapis into Egypt seems to
have answered this purpose. That Serapis was the
pantheistic emblem, there can be little doubt :

—

‘ Deum ipsum,’ says Tacitus ‘ multi JBsculapium,

quod medeatur segris corporibus, quidam Osirim, an-
tiquissimum illis gentibus numen, plerique Jovem, ut
rerum omnium potentem, plurimi Ditem Patrem, in-

signibus qum in ipso manifesta, aut per ambages, con-
jectant.’ The answer given by Serapis himself, who
may naturally be considered a good judge, to Nico-

creon, king of Cyprus, who begged, in the general

perplexity, to know who he was, ran as follows :

—

Ei/ii 9tbc ToioffSe ftaOtiv, olov k* iyu> fiirut.

Ovpdvioc Kofffioc Ke^aXrj, ci QaXaaaa.
Fala fioi iroStc fiffi, rdo’ ovar’ iv aiOepi xetrai.

’Ofifid Tt ri/Xavyis Xa/iTrp&v ^oc tjtXioio *.

The same theory is contained in the received ex-
planation of the basket on the head of the statue ;

the three heads of animals—the lion signifying the

present time, the dog the future, and the wolf the

past. The snake twined round the figure was a
symbol of the zodiac. ‘ On s’etoit aussi forme de
Serapis une idee comme d’un dieu unique, qui com-
prenoit les attributs de toutes les autres divinites, ce

qui donna lieu aux payens de publier, que les Chre-
tiens et les Juifs, qui ne reconnoissoient qu’un seui

Dieu, adoroient Serapis*.’ And thus the Emperor
Hadrian writes to Severianus :

—
‘ Illi qui Serapim

colunt, Christiani sunt ; et qui se Christi Episcopos

dicunt, unus illis Deus est. Hunc Christiani, hunc
Judaei, hunc omnes venerantur gentes*.’

This view is still further confirmed by the remark-
able fact of the subsequent association of Isis in the

' Hist. lib. iv. c. 84. * Macrob. SatumaL lib. L c. 20.
® Acaddmie des Inscript torn. x. p. 600.
* Vopiscus in Vit. Saturn, p. 246.
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worship of Serapis. To embody the object of adora-

tion in a female form is the natural tendency of poly-

theism and idolatry, because it unites the two opposite

tendencies of looking up and looking down, worship-

ping a Being as our God, and at the same time com-
manding it as our creature. It is evident in the

corruptions of Christianity as well as in heathenism
;

and Serapis originally shared the honours of his temple

at Sinope with a sister goddess, Proserpine. But the

philosophical unity of pantheism would have been
sadly embarrassed by this dualistic worship

;
and ac-

cordingly the embassy, it would seem, who were sent

to invite Serapis into Egypt, were strictly ordered to

leave Proserpine behind. But the popular instinct

appears to have prevailed over philosophy, and very

soon to have supplied the place of Proserpine by Isis.

The worship of the two was united
;
and, in the end,

Isis seems to have concentred the chief devotion to

herself, much by the same steps which led even
Christians first to the associated and then to the

almost exclusive adoration of the blessed Virgin ‘.

Even of old, Isis had usurped much of the worship

of Osiris
;
and she was herself evidently an emblem,

like Serapis, of a pantheistic creed. ‘ Te tibi, una,

quae es omnia,’ is an inscription to her, found at

Capua. ‘ Sum quidquid fuit, est, et erit, nemoque
mortalium mihi adhuc velum detraxit,’ was inscribed,

according to Plutarch, in the temple of Minerva, who
was also Isis’. So also Apuleius’ introduces Isis

giving this account of herself:

—

‘ En adsum, rerum Natura parens, elementorum om-
nium domina, saeculorum progenies initialis, summa nu-
minum, regina manium, prima coelitum, Deorum, Dea-

* Ammian. Marcell. xx. 16. Brotier, Tacit. Not. et Emend,
ad Hist iv. 84. Montfaucon, Antiquit^s Expliq. tom. ii.

p. 149, et teq.

* Plut. in laid, et Osirid. * Metamorph. lib. xi. p. 747-
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rumque, facies uniformis, quae cceli luminosa culmina,
maris salubria flumina, inferorum deplorata silentia nu-
tibus meis dispense :—cujus numen unicum multiformi
specie, ritu vario, nomine multijugo totus veneratur or-

bis. Me primigenii Phryges, Pessinuntiam nominant,
Dedm matrem ; hinc autocthones Attici Cecropiam Mi-
nervam, illinc fluctuantes Cyprii Paphiam Venerem

;

Cretes sagittiferi Dictyanam Dianam
;

Siculi trilingues

Stygiam Proserpinam ; Eleusinii yetustam Deam Cere-
rem; Junonem alii, Bellonam alii, Hecatam isti, Rham-
nusiam illi ; et ^ui nascentis Dei Solis inchoantibus illus-

trantur radiis, ^Ethiopes, Ariique, priscique doctrina pol-

lentes ^gyptii, ceremoniis me propriis percolentes, ap-
pellant vero nomine Reginam Isidem.’

If Isis could venture to appear under so many ali-

ases, it is not surprising that some difficulty should

be found in tracing and identifying Serapis. Mont-
faucon * has discussed the question of the antiquity

of his worship in Egypt previous to the Ptolemies.

Some have supposed him to be the same with Osiris,

but Herodotus does not mention him, and no trace

of him occurs in the Isiac table. By some of the

fathers he is supposed to have been Joseph, son of

Jacob
;
and Augustin “ represents him as Apis, king

of Argos, and adds a very forced etymology for the

Ser. The Abbe de Fontenu, in an essay on the his-

tory of Sinope, from which the statue appears to have
been brought *, has endeavoured to trace it originally

from Egypt, through either the Syrians, Phoenicians,

Colchians, or Milesians, all of whom were connected

with Egypt and Sinojie. We learn from medals that

the worship prevailed in Asia Minor, in Thrace, on
the coasts of the Euxine, at Athens, in Moesia Infe-

rior, Arabia, Phoenicia, and Syria
;
but without more

precise dates than we possess, little can be inferred

as to its antiquity and original locality. Even the

> Vol. ii. p. 2. liv. i. c. 10. * Civit. Dei, lib. xviii. c. 5.
* Academic des Iiisuript. tom. x. p. 500.
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place, from which Ptolemy procured the statue, is a

matter of doubt. The best authorities name Sinope

;

others, Pontus
;

others, Seleucia ;—Isidore says An-
tioch. According to Athenodorus, it was ordered to

be made by Sesostris on his return from his conquests

;

and the hint is not without its interest, as connecting,

in another instance, a pantheistic creed with the po-

litical rule over several nations with distinct religions.

Montfaucon seems to doubt, if the real figure of the

original statue was known : but Clement gives an
interesting fact, that it was composed (may we not

think with a symbolical meaning ?) of every kind of

metal and precious stone—gold, silver, brass, iron,

lead, tin, sapphire, bloodstone, emerald, and topaz,

—not, as Gibbon renders it, laid on in plates but

melted together apparently into a sort of mosaic ena-

mel : Xsdvac ovv ret Travra Kai dvafii^a^ E-)(^p<aat Kvdvtp *.

Clement states that it was black, like some of the

most ancient idols of popery.

Tacitus has narrated at length the circumstances

which induced Ptolemy to procure this idol, and the

various fables connected with its arrival in Egypt

;

and it must be confessed they are very suspicious.

But the only point of interest at present is the igno-

rance of the Egyptian priests respecting it, and the

assistance given in obtaining it by Timotheus, the

priest of Eleusis, who appears to have been the clerk

of the royal closet, and director of Ptolemy’s con-

science, and to have been at hand for the occasion.

Macrobius distinctly states that the Egyptians were

compelled to acknowledge the new deity against their

will
—

‘ tyrannide Ptolemaeorum press!
’—and that, as

his worship included practices at variance with the

rites of the country, his temple was not admitted

* Hist. c. xxviii. p. 113.

* Clement. Alexand. Protrep. c. iv. see. 48.
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within the pomoerium. It was placed accordingly in

Rhacotis, and a temple raised for it, which, in splen-

dour and the number bf its columns and statues, was
rivalled only by the Capitol of Rome *

. For though
the nation originally abhorred the new religion, the

state had funds, which it could and did employ in

propagating it—funds probably administered by a

committee of Ptolemy’s Lords of the treasury.

Two more traits may be mentioned which are not
without interest

;
the liberty which Ptolemy ^ it is

said, took of burying one of his Mistresses, Blisti-

chis, under the shrine itself; and the received cha-

racter * of the god. In the words of the Abbe de Fon-
tenu, ‘ C’est de ne faire que du bien a tout le genre
humain, et de le corabler de ses bienfaits ’—no bad
illustrations of the influence of a pantheistic scheme
on the respect of its followers, and of its own lax in-

dulgent morality. The last-mentioned feature natu-

rally soon attracted a crowd of votaries. ‘ Serapis om-
nium maximus Egyptiorum deus,’ says Augustine.
‘ Serapin dedita gens superstitionibus super alios colit*.’

‘Alexandria Serapin atque Isin cultu paene attonitae

venerationis observat We soon find a temple at

Athens
;
and at last, though not without resistance,

the worship penetrated into Rome.
‘ II eSt vrai,’ says Montfaufon *, ‘ que Rome s’opposa

long temps a I’introduction de ces monstnieuses divinites.

L’an 686, Piso et Gabinius, consuls, les chasserent de
la ville. Quatre ans apres, par un decret du s^nat, les

temples d’Isis et de Serapis furent ras^s jusqu’aux fonde-

ments. On acheva de les d^truire apres que sept ans
furent ecoules. Le culte Egyptien s’y glissa encore de
nouveau, et auroit fait de grand progres, si Agrippa

* Amm. Marcell. lib. xxii. c. 16. * Clement. Alex. tup.
^ Acad^m. des Inscrip, tom. x. p. 600.
‘ Tacit, lib. iv. Hist. c. 83. * Macrub. Satur. lib. i.

* Antiq. Expl. vol. ii. pp. 2, 2?3.
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^dile ne I’avoit d^fendu de nouveau, et n’avoit ordonne
qu’on ne pourroit I’exercer qu’a cinque cent pas loin de
la ville et des faubourjjs. Sous I’empire de Tib^re le se-

nat fit de nouveaux efforts pour chasser les dieux Egyp-
tiens. Mais ils forcerent tous les obstacles, et s’y eta-

blirent si bien, qu’un grand nombre de lieiix publics

prirent le nom d’Isis et de Serapis, et que leur culte ne
c^da depuis a celui de pas un des autres dieux. Ils les

habillerent k la Romaine, et les Grecs & la Grecque.’

These are but imperfect hints
;
and the whole his-

tory of Serapis is acknowledged to be full of difficul-

ties. But there seems some foundation for the sug-

gestion, that Ptolemy, instead of being urged by a

dream to introduce this new deity into Egypt, was in

reality pursuing a politic and well-concocted scheme

—just such a scheme as would occur to any ruler,

whose subjects professed different religions, while

he himself cared for none, and was only anxious to

undermine the influence of an old and established

—

may we once more say— church ? It was a scheme

of comprehension, of liberality, in which peculiar

doctrines were to be overlooked, differences of forms

set aside, recognised institutionsneglected—but which

offered to conciliate alt who cared neither for doctrines,

forms, nor institutions, by embodying in one short,

easy, indulgent creed, the few points in which all

were agreed, and ended all doubts and disputes upon
theology by one simple definition of the deity— ‘ Unus
qui est omnia’—a definition which has always been

the last conclusion of purely human reason, when
casting off the shackles of revelation, it has plunged

boldly into the depths of theology, but which certainly

is not an encouragement to ordinary minds, to try

and escape from mysteries, if such a mystery must
await them at the end.

It is not impossible that similar designs may have

led to the singular patronage extended by the Ptole-

mies to the Jews, who, as holding the great doctrine
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of the unity, were naturally confounded with the phi-

losophical Unitarians of pantheism. And if, further,

when the Jews were settled in Alexandria, the go-
vernment was embarrassed by the religious quarrels '

which perpetually arose between them, and the Greeks,

and the Egyptians, (for the atmosphere of Alexan-
dria seems always charged with religious dissension,) *

we can easily understand the anxiety to discover some
middle term—‘a tertium quid’—which might stop

the pressure from without, and quiet this strife of

tongues.

But however well arranged this plan of religious

comprehension might be, it is evident that it could

have had no effect so long as the education of the

Egyptians was in the hands of the ancient hierarchy.

You cannot introduce a new religion without intro-

ducing at the same time a new system of education.

The two go hand in hand. The Ptolemies, like men
wise in their generation, neglected neither; and to

match their system of religion without a creed, they

contrived a plan of education without religion. It

could not be otherwise.

The first Ptolemy, though a military man, was also

a literary man, like Physcon and several other of his

successors. Arrian * refers to his works as a valuable

authority
;
and he had gathered round him, as we

have seen already, many literary characters from

Greece, eminent for their talents, whatever might be
thought of their piety. Perhaps no better parallel

could be found to the state of the Alexandrian court

during his own and succeeding reigns, than that of

the court of Prussia under Frederic II. Both were

military princes
;
both estranged from their national

' Philo-Jud. Adv. Flacc. voL ii. p. 521.

* Euseb. ViL Const, lib. iiL c. 4-23.

* PiTjefat. ad Exped. Alex.
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church
;
both drew to their capital a crowd of lite-

rary foreigners from a country far advanced in intel-

lect and infidelity. Voltaire, D’Alembert, Helvetius,

Maupertuis, and Wolfe, were modern copies of Theo-
dorus, Hegesias, Menedemus, Straton, and Colotes

The verses of D’Amaud and Algarotti hold about the

same rank in poetry, as those of Acantes, Timon,
and Sotades. Like the Prussian court, the Alexan-
drian had its materialist physicians, and its light me-
moir-writers. The D’Argens, Thiebaults, and La
Mettries of the heathen world. There was the same
literary rivalry between the king and the scholars

;

the same ‘ petits soupers the same envyings and
quarrellings. ‘ No sooner,’ says Lord Dover*, ‘had
he collected round him all that Europe could furnish

of men the most eminent in talent, than his court be-

came the focus of the lowest intrigues and jealousies.’

And there was the same comprehensive liberality in

matters of religion. Frederic patronised Wolfe with

one hand, and the Jesuits with the other, making his

own infidelity a middle term, just as Ptolemy wor-

shipped Isis and Venus, under the intermediate abs-

traction of Serapis. And as Frederic founded his

Academy, Ptolemy Philadelphus founded his Mu-
seum *.

The history of this Institution is very little known.

It is scattered through a number of works
; but it is

remarkable as perhaps the first attempt to place a

purely literary body, dependent wholly on the Crown,

at the head of the education of a nation. Perhaps in

every country up to that period education had been

confided to domestic or religious controul. It was

left for Alexandria to establish the first specimen of

a London University. It consisted of a large buiUl-

I See Diogen. LaerL, passim.

* Life of Fred. II. voL i. p. 483.

® Plutarch, adv. Colot. Moral.
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ing attached to the palace (probably a portion of the

government offices), like the palatine school of Char-
lemagne, and was built on a splendid scale. It con-

tained cloisters or porticos

—

Trspiirarov *—for the pur-

pose of giving walking lectures, which had been be-

come an usual form of public instruction since the

days of Aristotle
;

* a public theatre or lecture-room—£^Spa
;
a large hall

—

oJkov fxiyav, where the pro-

fessors and fellows dined together

—

avaairiov rwv
fiCT£\6vT(t)v Tov Movaetov (tnXoXuytap apBpojy: and the

celebrated library of 700,000 volumes. The college,

with the palace, were both situated in a distinct and
fortified quarter of the city, the Bruchion

;
and a •

class of critics, who never think of endowments for

learning, without also thinking of eating and drink-

ing, have insisted that the name was corrupted from
TTvpoj^eloj^*, in allusion to the quantity of provisions

consumed by the professors *. Without wishing to

destroy any analogy which may be supposed to exist

between the collegiate bodies on the Nile, and those

on the Cam and the Isis, or to deny the etymology
itself, which is sanctioned by Eusebius and others,

it must be suggested, for the credit of the Museum,
that, besides the college buttery, there appear to

have been in the same quarter of the city the public

granaries, which were burnt together with the library

when Alexandria was taken by Julius Caesar *
: for

Alexandria, notwithstanding its trade with India, its

arts, literature, luxury, and busy manufactories, ap-

pears to have been full of paupers, crying for bread *,

and dependent for it on the public purse
;
a strange

inconsistency, which we must leave to be explained

’ Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 793. * Aulus Gell. lib. iii. c. 1.

* Salniasius ad Spartian. in Hadriano. * Antiq. Roni.
® Dio, lib. xlii. p. 202.
® Dion Chrysoat. Ilpof ’AXfSav^. 257.
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by the great manufacturers of Manchester and Bir-

mingham
It appears that the Academy of Alexandria was

not supported by a regular endowment. Endow-
ments are, in the first place, expensive, and men do
not make them without having designs for the public,

benefit, of more than ordinary elevation and piety.

To care for posterity is a good symptom, but it is not

common. But they also produce too much indepen -

dence for an arbitrary government to like them
;
and

they deprive the giver of a gift, of much of that pride

and self-congratulation, which is the most common
charm of liberality to ordinary minds. Accordingly

though the Museum was supported by a common
fund—xpq/xara votvo*, this was supplied fi"om the

treasury
;
and the accounts seem at times to have

been (we have no doubt the sarcastic Alexandrians

^ One cause appears to have been that there was a party in

the country who continued (it is a curious fact) the plan adopt-
ed by, Joseph in the book of Genesis, and bought up the com,
so as always to have the command of the market. This party
seem to have been originally the kings, and subsequently the
Roman emperors, whose chief difhculty and anxiety, says
Tiberius, was to provide for the supply of corn, when Rome
had given up agriculture, and depended for her subsistence on
foreign countries. (Tacit. Annal. lib. xii. p. 468. Brotier.)

And although those foreign countries were under her own
dominion, were her own i)rovinces, close at hand, with no
power to dispute her command of the sea, or to encourage
them to withhold the supply, we may find that famine and
consequent popular turbulence were of common occurrence at

Rome
; too common for the peace of its rulers, or the good of

the people. Sometimes Rome had only supplies for fifteen

days (Tacit. Annal. lib. xii. 468) ;
sometimes only for eight

(Seneca ad Paulinum, c. xviii.). But then the monopoly of

an agricultural interest was destroyed. And who would de-

fend a monopoly in the staff of life ? Strange that the govern-
ment was obliged to succeed to it, and to prevent absolute ruin

to the empire, by taking it out of the hands of the millers, and
becoming monopolists themselves.

* Strabo, ib.
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had a word like it) overhauled by the Sovereign him-
self. Athenseus at least has recorded an anecdote,

which throws light both on the literary gambols of

the monarch and his savans

;

and also on the danger,

in such an establishment, of indulging even in rhe-

torical figures without leave from the crown.

Although the Greeks had neither Quarterly nor

Edinburgh Reviews, they had a number of critics

;

and criticism not of the most liberal or enlightened

character, seems to have been one of the pastimes of

the court, even in Alexander’s time. Even Aristotle

thinks it necessary to give rules for answering it

—

\vtreic
'—which, to a modem ear, sound rather un-

worthy of the dignity of a philosopher. Criticism, it

may be added, was also one great occupation of the

Pmssian court, and not of the most benevolent kind.

In the Museum, however, there existed a singular

specimen of the race, whose delight seems to have

been, not in finding faults, but in excusing them,

—

Sosibius (o XvTiKoc;), the apologist, the answerer of

objections. In indulging this benevolent practice, he

was at times, as we may well suppose, put to some
difficulty

;
and one of his usual methods of rescuing

the unhappy attacked from the arms of the critic was
by the figure Anastrophe. Thus the distich of Homer
was objected to

—

aXXof flip ftoykiov dvaKivif^^aaKt rparrel^rjc

nXfIov top. Nsorwp 6 yipwv d/jLoytjri dupev.

How could Nestor, the old man, raise a weight too

heavy for Diomede, Achilles, or Ajax ? The whole
difficulty, explained the kind-hearted Sosibius, is re-

moved by the figure Anastrophe. Take ytpo/y from

the second verse, and place it in the first, and then

it will mean, that no other old man could raise it, but

Nestor could. Ptolemy Philadelphus thought fit to

* De Arte Poet., ad fiii.
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make a different use of the same figure. He ordered

his Chancellor of the Exchequer to withhold Sosibius’

pension, and to declare that it had been paid already.

The unhappy Sosibius, pressed perhaps by his Coptic

washer-woman, protested that nothing had been re-

ceived. The king was appealed to, the books pro-

duced, and the payment pronounced to have been
made. ‘ Here, sir,’ said Philadelphus, ‘ is your
name—so much to Professor Soles—so much to So-

sigenes—so much to Bion—so much to ApoUonitts

=So-si-bi-us. Take them from their places and put

them together, and there is your receipt—by the fi-

gure Anastrophe.’

Probably, however, these freaks of royal wit were

rare ;—and the entertainment of the learned society

seems to have been ample and splendid
;
so much so

as to excite considerable envy. Unhappily we are

here compelled to confess, that at Alexandria, as

elsewhere in learned bodies, the dinner-table comes

forward rather too prominently. The Museum itself

came to be known as the AiyvTrr/a rpaVefa, Alywria
ahrieric ‘ ;—and critics have given the same meaning

to the term kvkXoc, which is often applied to it—sug-

gesting a King Arthur’s round table, encircled by
literary knights;—ol kv Movaei^ oiTov^tvoi^ is

the common designation of the professors, used by
Philostratus

;
and the sarcastic Timon could not but

seize the trait :

—

IloXXoi fiiv ^oaKovrai Iv kiyiirnf Ko\v(p{)\tp

BijSXtacoc \apaKiXrai, antipira St)(tioo)PTtc

Movoeaiv iv raXdp<i>^.

—

where M. Matter*—we will hope more from delicacy

to the philosophers than from ignorance—translates

* Pliilostr. passim.
* Neocorus, Mus. Alex, p. 2773. Aiit. Gro;c.
® Athenaius, lib. i. c. 41.

‘ * Hist, de I’Ecolc d’Ale.xan.
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ftoffKovrai by ‘ lose their colour ’ with study—while

Graevius and Gronovius both propose giving an ad-

ditional blow to the unhappy fraternity, by convert-

ing j^apakttrat, ‘hedged and fenced in with books,’

or ‘ armed with pens,’ into KopuKelai * chattering like

crows in a basket.’ One exception we are bound to

mention, in noticing this sweeping charge against the

members of the Museum, of fattening on a learned

leisure. Philetas, one of their most distinguished

grammarians and critics, and tutor to the second Pto-

lemy, is expressly recorded by Athenaeus ‘ to have
so reduced himself by his studies, l(r)(p6y irdy to

aHfia Sict rag ^t]Ti]atig, that he was obliged, according

to ^lian *, to wear leaden bullets in his shoes, lest

he should be blown away by the wind
;
and he came

to a melancholy and untimely end through the same
unwearied exertions in the cause of science, having

wasted away, or, as it is expressed, evaporated *, in

an unsuccessful attempt to unravel the sophism of ‘ the

Liar.’

We may easily suppose that a royal Institution of

this nature, looking to the lax theology both of those

who supported, and ofthose who subsisted in it, was not

agreeable to the old ecclesiastical authorities. If they

did not publicly remonstrate, they probably looked

on with much jealousy
;
and as they were a body too

strong to be despised, it would appear that the reli-

gious prejudices of the country were in some measure
consulted by placing the establishment under the su-

perintendence of a priest of Isis

—

Upevg 6 irri rov Mov-
atiov reraynEyog*. Whether or not, though a priest,

he was also an Egyptian Whig, we do not venture to

say. But he was probably one, who did not disap-

prove the government plan of education, and thought

genenal knowledge and physical science of far more

* Lib. ix. * Var. Hist. iv. 14.

® Suidas, Art. Philet * Sti'abo, lib. xvi. p. 7113.
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importance to mankind than mere doctrinal theology.

That the government were not without adherents in

the hierarchy may be inferred from the liberality of

Manetho, who, at royal request, translated many of

the records belonging to the priests, and divulged

their secrets. It may be worth while to add, that if

the Egyptian Establishment was propitiated by the

appointment at first of one of its own members, the

rule does not appear to have been observed after-

wards—at least if we may draw an inference from an
obscure passage in an anonymous work which
speaks of a contest between the Egyptians and the

Greeks, ‘ quis eorum Museum accipiat or, as Go-
thofred himself explains the words, which party

should be placed at the head of the Museum. But
the translation is perhaps too bold

;
and, as we hear

no more of the priest, it is an easier conjecture that

the oflSce sunk into insignificance and contempt, as

such offices, under such circumstances, naturally

would do.

It must he needless to point out that the Univer-
sity of Alexandria was conducted on the most liberal

principles in the admission of its members. The pro-

fessors and fellows were appointed by the crown, and
they comprehended distinguished men from all quar-

ters of the world, rove £>' irdirri rrj 7j7 iWoyt^nv^ *,

without national or religious distinction. The Ptole-

mies we know gathered round them literary men of

all classes
;
and Zoilus is the only instance given of

a repulse *. Homer, indeed, was the idol of the

Alexandrian literary world
;
and we must not there-

fore be surprised, that to abuse him was no passport

to the royal favour. In later times, the emperors ex-
ercised the right of appointment. Thus Hadrian gave

* Vetus Descript, Orbis, edit, a Jacob. Gothof.
* Philostr. Vit Soph. lib. i. Vit. Dionys.
* Vitniv. Prsef. ad lib. vii.
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a fellowship to the poet Pancrates for suggesting that

a newly-discovered species of the red lotus had taken

its colour from the blood of a notorious wild boar,

which Hadrian had killed in hunting ; and that it

might be appropriately named after Antinous, who
had recently been drowned in the Nile It is pro-

bable that such a test ofgenius was not thrown away;
and that it produced far greater elFects in stimulating

a rivalry of talent in the same line of compliment,

than any examination to which modem students are

subjected at an election to our college fellowships.

Dionysius of Miletus * and Polemon * were also ap-

pointed by Hadrian, and Zeno by Julian‘S.

But there is a still more important question re-

specting the members of the college of Alexandria

—

a question which was once asked by an illustrious

lady respecting a learned society in the university of

Oxford—what did the fellows of the Museum do ?

And on this we must confess ourselves nearly as

much at a loss for an answer, as the respondent to the

royal querist is maliciously supposed to have been.

That they ate and drank, history, as we have seen,

has abundantly informed us
;
that they possessed a

magnificent library is also well known
;
but a little

anecdote has reached us, through Vitmvius, which
may suggest doubts whether it was generally used *,

at least in an honest way. It appears that one of the

Ptolemies (in the passage, as it stands, there is evi-

dently an anachronism) had instituted some games,

disputations, and recitations, in honour of Apollo
;

and the fellows of the Museum were called upon to

perform their part in the ceremony. One of the

judges being absent, the name of Aristophanes was

* Athciias. lib. xv. c. vi.

* Philostr. Vit. Dioii;^’8. p. 524.
* riiilostr. Vit. Polcm. p. 532.
* Julian. Epiat. 5. ^ Pr^ef. ad lib. vii.
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suggested as a proper person to supply his place
;
and

the reason assigned was, that he had attracted atten-

tion—perhaps, we might say, had made himself singu-

lar—by his regular attendance in the library. As the

recitation proceeded, the audience applauded, and
applauded—Aristophanes alone refused to approve

;

and the only competitor, whom he condescended to

notice, was one whom the audience rejected. The
pit of an Alexandrian theatre was, at all times, a

scene of uproar. On the present occasion it became
unmanageable. But Aristophanes remained unmoved

;

and at last confirmed his decision by informing them,

that every candidate but this one had ‘ stolen ’ his

verses.

Attached to the museum there was also a botanical

garden ', in which Ptolemy Philadelphus had collected

a variety of plants from the south, and a menagerie,

or zoological garden *, which latter science had
reached such a height, and made such discoveries for

the improvement of human happiness, that it was
even enabled to rear pheasants for the royal table,

though they were, unhappily, ‘ very expensive eat-

ing ’—•KokvTtXez (ipQfia. Fondness, indeed, for these

studies, particularly for the latter, is a characteristic

of an Alexandrian age. They amuse without fatigu-

ing—give scope for curiosity, without requiring much
exercise of mind—fill the ignorant with wonder, and

provide the learned with subjects intelligible to the

vulgar, and on which, therefore, they can always

find an audience to stare at and admire them. When
old ladies have no better object for their affection, or

have forgotten their religious and domestic duties,

they take to cats and monkeys, and excuse their

fondness for the brute creation by calling it compas-

sion for their helplessness, just as the Zoological So-

* Philostratiis, Vit. Apollon, vi. 24.

* Atheiieuus, xiv. p. 654.
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ciety apologize for the cruelty attending its ‘raree

show ’ by talking of science. Whether the members
of the Museum, on sacred days devoted to meditation

and retirement, used to throw open their gardens to

a fashionable mob of Alexandrians, as an appropriate

religious exercise, writers have not informed us.

Critical discussion was another amusement
;
and,

if we may trust Matter, whose accuracy, however, is

doubtful, they appear to have had regular field-days

for the purpose of this literary skirmishing :—
‘ Les

membres du Musee s’entretenaient habituellement

de ces sujets
;

ils se distribuaient les roles de de-

mandans et d© repondans ’

—

ivaTariKoi Kai XvriKot *.

Writing verses was another—and verses not lightly

thrown off under the impulse of the moment, or flow-

ing into the easy forms of common metre, but elabo-

rated by the most anxious care into shape and flgure

—the shape of birds, axes, hammers, triangles, and
eggs. Occasionally these tasks were relieved by the

business of compilation, and the treasures of the li-

brary were reproduced under a variety of light forms

;

for the Alexandrian readers delighted in anecdotes,

marvellous stories, memoirs, journals of travels, re-

miniscences of one’s own times, private scandal, short

pithy extracts from works too grave to be read through-

out
;
and though they had not yet arrived at regular

magazines, those omnibuses of literature, which jour-

ney about the streets of the literary world monthly
and weekly, to pick up every wandering scribbler

who has only a few pages to go, and cannot afford a

book of his own—they evidently understood (nearly

as well as ourselves) the art of providing slop and
puddings for tlie weak stomach of a sickly reading

world.

* Porphyr. in Scholiis ad Iliad, i. 684. Valcknaer, Dissert
de Scot. p. 145.
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At a later period under the Roman empire, we find

Claudius adding to the original building, and appa-

rently increasing the number of fellowships—role Lv

Tf KXavSiw vvy ao<j>i(Treiov(nv ^
;
and their chiefbusiness

appears to have been, to read out certain histories

written by the emperor himself once every year, as

the statutes are ordered to be read in most colleges,

or, rather, as a fixed series of lectures—‘ velut in au-

ditorio^.' Whether similar practices had prevailed

before, is uncertain.

We may naturally expect to find that a lively war
of wit was carried on within the walls of the Museum.
Form a society of exclusively literary men, without

religious principle and sound internal government to

check them, and active serious duties to engage them
in a common object, and you make a hot-bed of jea-

lousy and rivalry. Give the combatants a ready lo-

gic, and you arm them for the battle ;
add an Alex-

andrian spirit, and the war must be interminable.

Think of the little, lively, swarthy Egyptian ‘ catch-

ing fire at a word, and always on the qui vive for dis-

pute and repartee ®,’ shut up in the same precincts

with the subtle, logical, contentious Greek—the

Greek armed with all the arts and stratagems, the

spring-traps, and gins, and lassos of the sophistical

school
;
the Egyptian as resolved not to yield, as he

was at all times to refuse payment of his taxes till

nearly scourged to death, or to confess a crime even

on the rack \ Then think of the nicknames and sa-

tire—the libels and counter-libels, the caricatures,

and scandals in which both parties delighted

—

avd-

* Athence. lib. vi. c. 9. * Sueton. Vit. Claud, c. 45.

* Homines Aigypti suffusculi sunt . . . gracilenti, et aridi

—ad singulos motus excandescentes, controversi, et reposco-

nes acerrimi. Ainmian. Mareell. lib. xxii. c. 16.

* vEliaii, V. H. lib. xxii. c. 1C.
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fxeva Koi ay(a\iva oro/iara
'—adea arofiara, (i\d(r-

yXHaarat AiywTrrow*; then of the rival sects

established within the same walls
;

and we might

suppose that all the majesty of the adjoining court,

and the police of the Alexandrian Bow-street, would
have been unable to maintain the peace. It is satis-

factory, however, to be able to remove such appre-
'

hensions. With the exception of two cases, which
are mentioned elsewhere, of death from logic, we have

met with no such calamitous results but one
;
and

even this, we will hope, is a metaphorical statement.

Menedemus, the Eretrian dialectician, is certainly

charged by his biographer with tendency to pugilism

whenever he engaged in argument; and his opponents

seem equally vivacious, for Menedemus rarely escaped

without a black eye : iy rale ^ririjffetriy wit fjLd\tfiOQ

^v, t5(T0’ virwma <pep<t)v airrjti^.

But in general, the professors and fellows appear

to have been pacifically inclined, and many compli-

ments passed between them. Callimachus, among
others, wrote a poem in praise of the Museum

;
and

in the spurious Epistles of Apollonius, the learned

Society of Alexandria are gratefully acknowledged
‘ as offering a relief from the barbarism of Greece.’

Much of this is to be accounted for by the yielding,

elastic nature of the philosophical principles pro-

fessed. Men clad in the hard armour of Stoicism, or

any other high-minded system, can scarcely encoun-
ter each other without real blows, real hurts, a real

battle :—but Stoicism paid few visits to Alexandria

;

and men, padded with the soft pillows of scepticism

and Epicurism, might fence together from morning
till night, and retire without a scratch.

* Philo de Virtiit. vol. ii. p. 570.

* Chrysos. Iloniil. in MartjT. .(Egypt, tom ii. p. 099. Bened.
ed.

^ Diog. Laert. lib. i. Art. Meiiexed.
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One more occupation of the Museum maybe men-
tioned. It was the art of medicine—an art highly

necessary to all men, but those who live temperately

and exercise themselves in hardy pursuits. Moderns
may well be astonished to find Plato, in his Repub-
lic, declaring that the very existence of physicians is

a proof of vice in a nation
;
but it is singular that

the early Christians seem to have taken a similar

view, and to have thought that a regular discipline

of the body in abstinence and endurance of labour

was a far wiser way to health than ‘ quacking our-

selves

—

roaoTp6(l)ia. They seem to have been rather

ashamed of being ill—at any rate, ashamed of not

curing themselves in a manly way. We are far from

wishing to cast any slur upon the distinguished Col-

leges of Surgeons and Physicians, which flourished at

Alexandria and which now flourish in London
;
but we

fear they must be taken as correlatives and infallible

witnesses to the self-indulgence and vicious gratifica-

tions of their respective metropolises. Alexandria, we
know, was famous for introducing dissection. Its

medical school soon, indeed, sunk down from expe-

rimental science into magic and astrology
;
but its

fame lasted longer than that of any other department

of the Museum. It was enough, says Ammian, to

say that a physician came from Egypt *. It is worth
remarking that this unusual demand for physic pre-

vailed in a city expressly built by Dinochares with a

view to a healthy circulation of air*,—on a soil so

fertile as to yield a centuple produce of some seeds,

of wheat from seven to fifteen fold, and sometimes as

high as twenty-four,— in a climate, where scarcely a

day passed without clear sunshine, where the ground

was covered with flowers, and, as Strabo and Am-

* Lib. XX. c. xvi.

* Died. Sic. lib. xvii.
;
Plin. Nat. Hist. lib. v. c. 10.
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mian assert, a man might almost ‘ believe himself in

another world.’

It is evident that to become a member of this

learned body by no means implied exclusion from the

fashionable world. On the contrary, it was rather a

passport to admission to the court cirde and the royal

table
;
and the nature of these parties might probably

be learned from anecdotes of the petits soupers at

Potsdam. Josephus ' has left an account of the enter-

tainment, at which Ptolemy Philadelphus is sjid to have
received the translators of the Septuagint. The king

himself took his seat in the middle of the table, and
the guests ranged themselves on each side. They were
served according to Jewish customs. The usual

priests, prayers, and sacrifices employed on such oc-

casions were, with great delicacy and liberality of

feeling, put aside. One of the translators, a priest,

was requested to stand up and offer an extempore
prayer instead, which was received with loud ap-

plause. After supper, Josephus proceeds, the king

began to philosophise, and proposed to them questions

on physical science, intermixed with logical problems.

Sometimes the royal sage illustrated his philosophical

theories with a practical joke. Having once enticed

a stray Stoic, Sphmrus, to his table, (Stoics, as we
have before said, being of no ordinary occurrence at

Alexandria,) he presented him with some artificial

pomegranates, and while the teeth of the philosopher

were deeply embedded in the wax, begged to know,
not in the most courtly tone—hyefioritjtv 6 fia<Ti\tvc *,

—what he then thought of his own maxim— ‘ that

the wise man was never deceived by appearances.’

But the mysteries of logic appear to have formed the

favourite discussion— discussions sometimes attended

with more fatal results than the mastication of paint

* .Aiitiq. lib. xii. c. ii. * Diog- Laert. lib. vii. § 177-
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and wax. The unhappy Diodorus, famed for his own
invention both of the Veiled and the Homed Sophism,

was one night at the royal table caught by Stilpo in

a similar trap. Unable to extricate himself, he re-

ceived a severe rebuke from the king, together with

the nickname of Kpovog—nearly equivalent to our

English ‘ old fool ’—which Diodonis took so much
to heart, that he left the room, went home, wrote a

book on the problem, and died of despair '. Hadrian,

at a later date, is described as passing his time in

proposing questions to the professors, and answering

them himself* : and any one familiar with the private

history of other literary monarchs, especially of our

own Elizabeth and James I., will recognize this as

no uncommon exercise of the royal prerogative. Jt

might be amusing, and not uninstructive, to review

generally this history of the alliance between royalty

and literature, from Croesus and Solon, down to Na-
poleon, with his donkey-mounted savans on their

march in Egypt
;
and it would exhibit little advan-

tage either to one side or the other. The indepen-

dence of mind and genius, and the supremacy of tem-
poral power, can only work together hamioniously

when the two are equally balanced
;
and this cannot

be, except where religion intervenes to give real self-

respect to the philosopher, and real self-restraint to

the prince. The connexion of Frederic and Voltaire,

beginning in the grossest flattery and ending in the

meanest recrimination, is but a sample of the whole

But after the establishment of so many petty mo-
narchies at the breaking up of the Macedonian em-

* Diog. Laert. lib. ii. § 1 . * Spart. in Iladr, c. xx.

* One of the chai’ges which the king condescended to bring

against Voltaire, was the embezzling some odds and ends of

chocolate, and i)ocketing wax candles, in order to indemnify

himself for certain deficiencies in his promised salary—

a

charge not the more regal, because it was probably true.
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pire, it became the fashion for courts to gather round

them a tribe of literary men. Letters were written

entreating philosophers, if they could not come them-

selves, at least to send some of their disciples

Pensions, office, comfortable living, were held out as

lures *. At times the royal mandate went beyond a

lure, and Perdiccas threatened Diogenes that, if he

refused to come, he (Perdiccas) would certainly be
the death of him : el fif] eXdoi irpog avroy, airoKrevely

Sometimes the invitation was refused, especially by
the Stoics *

;
and when it was accepted, the surly

virtue of philosophy rose up occasionally in rebel-

lion against the patronage which it condescended

to accept. Even the Eretriac Menedemus risked the

loss of his life from Nicocreon by criticising his card

of invitation to a monthly dinner at the royal table *.

But the whole system presents a melancholy picture
;

and instead of regarding it with satisfaction, as we
are commonly taught to speak, it should be a warn-
ing both in its principles and effects against the vain

attempt to raise by temptations of luxury and money
any really good or noble creations of the human in-

tellect. Make men of talent what they should be as

a whole, and you may expect them to be a blessing

and an ornament to mankind. But to make them
this, they must have self-respect, high objects to

work for, freedom from unworthy trammels, and re-

tirement from the corrupting air of a luxurious court.

They must have independence—just such an inde-

pendence as secures them against want, while it pro-

hibits self-indulgence. For this you must have en-

dowments, and with endowments, institutions vene-

rable, elevated, and sacred, to create a similar spirit

I Seethe lettera of Antigonus to Zeno. I.aert. lib. vii. § 7 .

* Laert. lib. vi. § 44 ;
lib. vi. § 311, 41 ;

Suidaa in Straton.
* Laert. in Diopcn. * Laert. lib. vii.

; § 185 ;
lib.iv. § 39.

^ Laert. lib. ii. § 1329.
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in those who are living within them. Wliere these

are to be procured without religion and the Church
it is hard to say

;
but without them, literature and

literary men, will, if they arise at all, prove only a

nuisance to society, and a poison to national virtue.

How far this is borne out by a review of Alexandrian

literature we may see hereafter.

But before we proceed to this point, there is ano-

ther office which we should expect to find discharged

by the learned society of the Museum—the office

of practical, as well as of speculative education.

We might naturally expect to find something like

Schools attached to something like a University
;
and

it may be with some regret, though perhaps without

much surprise, that we shall be unable to trace

the slightest hint of such a system in the earlier

times * of the Ptolemies. The same deficiency is ob-

servable in the history of the French philosophers

who served as heralds to the French Revolution, and
in the Academy of Frederic. Nothing could be more
patriotic and comprehensively benevolent than their

views. Their talents and lives were to be spent in

spreading truth, correcting errors, reforming abuses,

extending the power and knowledge of mankind, and
converting this benighted earth into a paradise of

happiness and fireedom. But one mode—and some
persons might suppose the most obvious and only

mode— of accomplishing their purpose they seem to

have quite overlooked : they did not attempt practi-

cally to educate the rising generation. They wrote,

and published, and reaped the harvest of their labour

in an ample return of popular wonderment
;
but the

^ Aristarchus is indeed mentioned by Suidas as the dvri-

of Crates
;

but we fear the term cannot be con-

stmed to mean two rival schoolmasters, in our modem sense

of the word : at the most it would imply two rival schools of

philologv.

I i 3
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drudgery of tuition, the condescension to inferior

minds, the patience and long endurance of conquer-

ing stubborn wills, and drawing out dormant faculties,

and enlightening stupidity and ignorance, they left

to others
;

if any attempt was made, it seems to have

been limited to a select circle of submissive disciples,

or to have taken the form of mere professorial lec-

tures, in which the vanity of the teacher was fully

indulged without the slightest sacrifice of indolence

or patience. The fact is remarkable, and it is worth
while to bear it in mind, when systems of education

are propounded which happen to leave out the only

condition, under which, with the exception perhaps

of a false, momentary, and dangerous enthusiasm, we
can expect to find men willing to devote themselves

heartily and laboriously to the instruction of the

young. Can education be carried on—has it ever

been carried on—in this way, without religion to in-

spirit and support, as well as to direct the teacher ?

At a later period, however, than the Ptolemies,

Alexandria begins to assume the character most fa-

miliar to us under the notion of an University. It

becomes a place of education
;
and the Museum must

naturally have taken a considerable share in it. It

is remarkable that this sudden and spontaneous de-

mand for instruction, accompanied with the establish-

ment of new schools in every part of the Roman em-
pire, was simultaneous with the rise of that strong in-

stinct of religion—or, if religion is not the word, of

superstition—which preceded the formation of the

New Platonic philosophy. Society had lain dead,

reason was exhausted, morals corrupted, truth torn to

atoms—all the higher interests and duties of life

crushed under the weight of the Roman domination.

Patriotism had nothing to expatiate in, and religion

had become a farce
;
and then, when every thing

seemed lost, a fresh stirring commenced beneath the
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surface, and man began once more to raise his head,

and cast up a longing look for some higher and bet-

ter things. The same phenomenon is to be observed

preparatory to the Reformation. The same may be

observed now, and it marks an approaching crisis.

Not only at Alexandria, but at Rome, Athens, An-
tioch, Marseilles, Ephesus, Rhodes, Pergamus,
Smyrna, in Cappadocia, and various other parts,

schools sprung up about the beginning of the Chris-

tian era, as they are springing up now, and (which is

the chief point to be observed) with similar novelties

and errors in their construction.

Under the old and original systems of government,
both in the heathen and Christian eras, education was
carried on by collegiate institutions, belonging not to

the State, but to the Church. There is no doubt,

that in Egypt, Persia, and other Eastern empires,

there were institutions analogous to the first schools,

which rose up in Christendom under the wing of our

cathedrals and monasteries ; and the advantages were
obvious. The corporate character of these bodies

contributed to ensure uniformity and stability of doc-

trine. They compensated for the defects of indivi-

dual teachers. They stood over the pupil, from first

to last, with a moral authority which controlled his

passions, while it elevated his sentiments. They
were enabled to take in a wider range of education

;

and they offered a retreat and reward to the young,

whose education was finished, far better, and more
congenial, than any which they are now compelled to

seek in the wide world. Their independence of the

State was another advantage
;
they were not exposed

to the fluctuations of politics
;
they stood between

the roused energies of a reason often turbulent, and
of youthful passions always rebellious—between these

and the supreme civil powers
;
and prevented those

collisions, which, in the absence of such a medium.
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must naturally prevail between crowds of undisci-

plined students and the government, which is obliged

to coerce them. The German universities require a

regiment to manage them
;
the pupils of the Ecole

Polytechnique are admirable hands at a barricade

;

and the Roman emperors were compelled to place the

under-graduates of Rome under the strict surveillance

of the police *, and to threaten unruly members with

transportation to Africa. It is not said that the

education of the middle ages, in these monastic bo-

dies, was perfect, or anything like perfect. The loss

of Greek literature left them without any adequate

exercise for the intellect; and the authority which
presided over the schools, as over the church, was
often abused to tyranny, and still more often neglect-

fully relaxed. But the principle of educating by col-

legiate bodies incorporated in the Church, instead of

by individuals, or shifting commissions appointed by
the State, is of incalculable importance

;
and its aban-

donment by the foundation of state universities was
one of the first steps to that career of insubordination

both in human will and human understanding, to

which we are now indebted for the calamities that

beset and threaten us.

In England, and in England only, the same mer-
ciful Providence, which has interposed so often in

behalf of an ungrateful people, led the Church almost

unconsciously to raise up her own power within the

civil power of the universities, as they emanated from

the Crown, by founding colleges to receive the stu-

dents under something like domestic protection. The
colleges are the representative of the Church, and the

university of the State
;
and when, by the multipli-

cation of colleges, the circles of each were made at

last to coincide, so that no one was a member of the

* Guizot, Civilization dc I’Europc, vol. i.
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university without being a member of a college, the

union of Church and State was completed. The uni-

versities became consolidated with the Church
; and

all the dangers of political interference with the quiet

sacred duties of education were prevented, while all

the benefits were preserved, which might be derived

from the legitimate superintendence and co-operation

of the Crown.
But for our colleges, the universities would by this

time have been in the hands of philosophical radicals,

instead of English Churchmen. Hence the attacks

which have been made on the collegiate system
;

hence the plans which were contrived and executed

by Whig governments * of revolution date, for corrupt-

ing the universities through the colleges, and to which

we undoubtedly owe the low state into which they

had fallen previous to their recent resuscitation by
their own energies

;
hence also the efforts to raise

up rival places of education to Oxford and Cambridge,

in which no such bar should exist to the diffusion of

democratical principles. And hence also—that is,

from the want of colleges—the great schools and
universities of Christendom, previous to the develop-

ment of the collegiate system, and those of hea-

thenism, between the Ptolemaean era and the sixth

century, became the focus of every mischief, which

can result from a high pressure of intellectual excite-

ment removed from all moral control. They became
what our educational reformers would make of Oxford

and Cambridge, and every other place where they

would raise either a German university or a new-
fangled ‘ National School.’

Crowds of students wandered about the world,

picking up a little rhetoric at Athens, then running

off to a course of grammar at Rome, and then settling

• See a curious proposal of this kind in the “ Collectanea

Curiosa.”
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for a time under a philosopher at Alexandria. Where-
ever an eminent popular professor fixed himself, there

rose a school *
;

and students flocked together, re-

moved from parental control, with no regulated sys-

tem of thought, and no restraint upon their fancy or

their life. Having full licence to choose their own
teacher, they chose, as we might naturally expect,

the most florid, worthless rhetorician, or the wildest

enthusiast. They listened to him, as long as they

liked, deifying him—(it is the constant language of

Eunapius)—and worshipping him with an adulation

which converted the whole tribe of professors, as

Philostratus observes, into a set of ‘ peacocks.’ As
the government patronised all sects alike, and en-

dowed * chairs of Stoicism, Peripateticism, Epicurism,

* Polemon, a celebrated sophist, says his biographer Phi-
lostratus (Vit. Sophist, art. Polem.), almost made the fortimc

of Smyrna by giving his lectures there.

* Athenteus, lib. xiii. p. 610. This was done, among others,

by the Antonines at Athens, who assigned an annual stipend

of 10,000 drachmas to each of the chairs—not a very liberal

allowance, considering the habits and wealth of the day (Lu-
cian. in Eunuch. Pliilostr. Vit. Soph. lib. ii. c. 2) ; but these

salaries were augmented by fees. Gibbon’s remark on the fact

is worthy of him :
—

‘ It is remarkable,’ he says, ‘ that the im-
partial favour of the Antonines was bestowed on the four

adverse sects of philosophy, which they considered as equally

useful, or at least as equally innocent After baiiish-

mg Epicurus, and silencing his doctrines, they recalled him

—

convinced, by the experience of ages, that the moral eharaetcr

of philosophers is not affected by the diversity of their theolo-

gical speculations.’—(vol. iv. c. xv.p. 116,4to.) Other men than
Gibbon have understood that the moral and theological specu-

lations of Epicurus—as of every other teacher pretending to

the name of a philosopher—were so blended as to be insepara-

ble ; that, in fact, religion was a part of morality, and morality,

of religion
;
and that religion could no more exist without a cor-

resj>ondnig theology, than a man’s body without his bones, or
affections without an object to rest on. It is indeed remark-
able, that such men as the Antonines should have considered

Epicurism and Stoicism equally useful, or equally innocent.
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and Platonism, with the most liberal promiscuousness,

all symptoms of definiteness or stability of doctrine

—or, indeed, of belief in anything but the whim of

the moment—were effectually destroyed. The choice

of teachers being open, the professor was compelled

to court instead of governing his audience
;
his fees

depended on his popularity
;
and the lamentation of

Augustine is borne out by many other writers, that

to cheat the professor of his pay was as common at

Rome, as to insult him in the lecture-room was com-
mon at Carthage. The rivalry of these learned indi-

viduals was not confined to their chairs in the schools,

where each endeavoured to establish his own supre-

macy, and theory after theory rose and fell like sand-

hills in an hour-glass. It extended beyond the

precincts Battles—and battles between opposite

classes, and sometimes between different countrymen,

who ranged themselves into national lectures under

national professors, disturbed the streets of Athens

—just as they used to disturb the streets of Ox-
ford, before the collegiate system was formed ; when
Welshmen were banded against Irishmen, Englishmen
against Scotchmen, and even founders of colleges

were compelled to insert in their statutes, that

‘ Northmen should not abuse Southmen, nor South-

men Northmen.’ The whole population, say both

Gregory Nazianzen * and Eunapius, took an interest

in the rival chairs
;
and no sooner did a vessel arrive

at Athens, than men stationed ‘ at the quays, on the

They might as well have assentfed at once to two systems of

astronomy as equally true, one of which made the sun go
round the earth, and the other the earth round the sun.

The real fact was, that no philosophy at all was taught in

these chairs
;
and the schools had dwindled down uito mere

theatres for rhetorical display. All principle had vanished,

when contradictions were equally patronised.
* Eunapii Vit. Promres. p, 133.

* Oratio in S. Basilium.
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heights, in the streets,’ seized on the youthful candi-

dates for academical honours, and carried them off in

triumph to the favourite professor, and the boarding-

house •which he patronised. The same writers give

an amusing account of the process of matriculation

among the gentlemen undergraduates of Athens. No
sooner was a freshman announced than the whole body
waited on him, and led him off to the baths, in a tri-

umphal procession, insulting him and abusing him the

whole way, till they arrived at the door, which they

assaulted, and, to use an academical phrase, ‘ sported,’

and left the poor man half dead with alarm and vexa-

tion
;

the discipline appears to have been so severe

and painful to an ingenuous mind, thatEunapius ex-

presses the deepest gratitude to his tutor Proasresius,

for having interfered to save him from it
;
and Gre-

gory, in his funeral oration on Basil, congratulates

himself on having been able to perform the same kind

office for that dear friend. Other traits occur in scat-

tered writings which imply alike a coarse and undi-

sciplined, and almost bru^ tone of mind in the an-

cient universities
;
and though we are not to confound

mere juvenile ebullitions of vivacity with a reckless-

ness and want of feeling, or to deny that doors are

sometimes ‘ sported ’ at Oxford and Cambridge, and

bonfires lighted at times in one college, and fireworks

disseminated in another, an Englishman may well be

proud of the general disciplined gentlemanly feeling

which pervades his collegiate universities, and which

so keeps down the rude, insolent spirit too generally

prevalent in assemblages of young men, that with all

their freedom of association quarrelling is most rare,

and duelling—the very life of a German student

—

altogether unknown. All this, also, is owing to our

collegiate discipline
;
and unless we wish to see the

young men of England reduced, in tone and habits of

life, to the level of German students, or, what may be
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still worse, to that of the medical tyros in London,
we shall not suffer any new system to be introduced,

which, though it increased the number of students in

our old universities, would leave them without the

domestic shelter of a college. Far rather shall we
join in the efforts, which the governors of the London
Hospitals are, it is understood, now making, to pro-

vide them with simDar institutions for the accommo-
dation of the medical profession.

Of the effects of this style of education it is scarcely

necessary to speak. If on education, as it is said,

depends the fate of a country, to this we must ascribe

the formation of that spirit under which nation after

nation fell a prey to Rome
;
through which Rome

itself, exhausted with civil wars, sunk under the

tyranny of the emperors, and the arms of the north

;

and liberty, virtue, reason, and truth disappeared

from the heathen world, until Christianity came down
from heaven to revive their ashes. The great mass

of Alexandrian literature has perished by its own ac-

knowledged worthlessness. The Greek of the later

days is almost valueless— the Roman is but a faint

copy from the Greek ; and the only portion which is

original and commanding was called into existence

by the crimes and follies of a most profligate age.

When strength of mind again appears, it is in the

form of Christianity
;

and Guizot’s observation on
France is true of the whole of that period, ‘ that with

all the advantages of patronage, establishments, pub-

lic favour, and prescriptive influence possessed by
the heathen universities, it was in the Christian

schools alone that any advance was made by human
reason, or any contribution stored up for the benefit

of truth*.’

’ Guizot, sur la Civilisation de I’Europc.
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But we must proceed to one more and the last

point.

With this tendency to remove restrictions, both on
the private life and course of study of the pupil, and
on the extravagances and fancies of the teacher, there

was naturally coupled a phenomenon, which has re-

vived in the modem parallel period—an enormous
multiplication of books. We must not join those who
would abolish the printing-press, or prohibit reading

;

but we may hold, as the wisest of men have held,

that much reading without much thinking, and either,

or both together, without a living moral power stand-

ing by to interpret, explain, correct, apply, discrimi-

nate, and confirm written teaching—to prepare the

mind for receiving it, and to impress it on the mind
when received, by a system of catechetical instruc-

tion—is not merely useless, but is most highly per-

nicious.

A book cannot speak
;

it cannot answer interroga-

tories
;

it cannot rebuke presumption
;

it lies power-

less in our hands
;

it rouses no shame by its presence

;

it provokes no reluctant curiosity
;

it stimulates no

industry, except in minds of the highest order, and

in subjects intrinsically inviting
;

it cannot compel

attention, nor punish neglect. The mind sits list-

lessly and indolently waiting for the ideas as they

come, without taking trouble to anticipate, arrange,

or sift them, and looking only to be amused
;
and the

living principle within us soon learns to domineer over

the dead letter, to pronounce on it as a judge
;

to

criticise and pervert; to make it the mere echo of

itself
;

to teach instead of being taught. Unlimited

to one class of subjects, it ranges over the wide field

of literature, picking up a smattering of everything,

and knowing little of any. It will read for display,

because to study for truth’s sake is a painful, laborious
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process ;
and either a meretricious rhetoric, or a cap-

tious logic, or a farrago of bare facts, will be the

object of its pursuit, because these only will enable a

man to gain an easy applause in ordinary society.

Hence conceit, arrogance, frivolity, and the whole

tribe of literary vices. Hence also the pretension to

an universal knowledge—to something which may
enable the possessor to shine on every subject and in

every company. And as rhetoric, logic, and what is

called general information, have each this advantage,

we find them all the prevailing fashion in the Alex-

andrian aera, as well as in the ages preceding the

Reformation, and in our own.

Nor must we forget the inevitable result of a mul-
tifarious reading without a guide—the loss of truth

—

that truth which is but one, and which few can keep

in sight, when wandering over a variety of systems.*

Hence mainly the syncretistic principle of the Alex-
andrian school—a principle exhibited in the very

first formation of the Ptolemaean library. Demetrius

Phalereus was especially enjoined ‘ to collect together

all the writings in the world. The king, it is added,
‘ wrote letters to every king and governor, entreating

them to send him every kind of work,’ poets, novel-

writers, orators, sophists, physicians, medico-sophists,

historiographers, ‘and others,’ whatever the precise

character of these authors may have been. When he

inquired of the librarian how many had been accu-

mulated, he was reminded not only of the Jewish

scriptures yet unobtained, but of a ‘ multitude of

works still lying hid among the Ethiopians, Indians,

Persians, Elamites, Babylonians, Assyrians, Chal-

daeans, and Latins *.’ And, according to Cedrenus *,

’ Epiphon. dc Mens, et Pond. § 9. Joseph. Ant. lib. xii.

c. 11. . 2 Epiphau. ib.

® Hist. Comp. p. 136, ed. Xylander.
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he even procured the translation into Greek, not only
of the Old Testament, but of Chaldaean, Egyptian,

and Latin works, to the amount of 100,000 volumes.
We must be cautious in receiving such statements,

but the principle is allowed.

The next step to the formation of such a library ’

was the creation of a similar literature
;
and never

was a parallel more remarkable than between the

literature of Europe in the last 200 years, and that

which rose up in Egypt under the patronage of the

Ptolemies, to pave the way first for a sceptical phi-

losophy, then for a frivolous physical science, as it

is cdled, and then for pantheism : but this subject is

too large and important to be treated cursorily, and
must be reserved for another occasion.

But the whole subject of popular literature requires ,

the deepest consideration. The press is pouring out

every day a tide of books, which distract the atten-

tion, weaken the judgment, corrupt the taste, and defy

the criticism of the public by their very multitude.

Every one of us, young or old, man or woman, fool

' The history of the Alexandrian library is perplexed
;
but

for those who wish to enter into it, the followuig works may be
referred to :—Strabo, Geograp. lib. xiii. p. 609 ; Amniiaiius

Marcellinus, lib. xxii.
;
Plutarch, Apophtheg. Reg.

;
Athena?us,

lib. i. c. 3 ;
Vitruvius, Prmfat. lib. vii.

;
Josephus, Antiquit,

xii. 2 ;
Contra Apion, ii. ^ ;

Ireneeus, iii. 26 ;
Clemens Alex-

andria. Stromat. lib. i. c. 22 ;
Cyrill. Hierosol. Catechet. iv.

34 ;
Epiphanius de Mens, et Ponder. 9 ;

Hieronymus Com-
ment. in Daniclem, lib. xi ; August. Civit. Dei, xviii. 42. Be-
sides the following modems, Justus Lipsius de Dibliot. 11 ;

Bonamy M^m. dc I’Acad^mie des Inscriptions, ix. 10 ; Bech,
Specimen Hist. Bibliot. Alexand.

;
Sainte Ci'oix, Magasin En-

cyclop. tom. v. p. 433 ;
Reinhard, Ueber die letzten Schicksaler

;

Matter sur I’Ecole d’Alexandrie, vol. i. p. 47 ;
Guericke on

the Catechetical School
;
Fabricius, Biblioth. Grtec. ed. Hjirles,

vol. iii. p. 500. We must not forget the work of the learned
Joachim Madems, who has given an account of all the libra-

ries in the world, including those which were collected before
the flood ;

—
‘ Dc Libris et Bibliothecis Antediluvianis.’
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or wise, thinks himself able to say something, which
may catch the public eye, and raise himself either

money or notoriety. The whole world is become a

great school, where all the pupils have turned them-
selves into teachers

;
and the ravenous appetite of an

idle people, always craving for some new excitement

or amusement, and ready to swallow the most un-
wholesome food, is daily stimulating the market.

What should we say if man had the power of so

volatilising a grain of arsenic, that its effluvium should

spread over a whole country, entering into every

house, and penetrating to the most vital parts of the

body ? And yet, until it is shown that the human
mind is good itself and a source of good,—that it is

not, what we know it to be, save only when purified

by religion, corrupt itself, and a corrupter of others :

this power, which every man now possesses and so

many exercise, of diffusing their thoughts over the

world, and insinuating them into the heart of a na-

tion, is in reality the power of spreading a pestilential

miasma.
And therefore the subject of popular literature is a

question of deep anxiety
;

and the Church ought
without delay to examine it, and to provide a litera-

ture for this country, which, if it cannot expel the

present from the market, may at least supply the

wants, and prevent the infection of the sounder part of

the population. Some steps to this end have already

been taken, and it is to be hoped they will be fol-

lowed up. Instead of being alarmed at the assertion

so cunningly made in order to drive truth out of the

world, lhat every science and art should be cautiously

kept apart, and religion and politics be confined to

one province of their own, let it be boldly maintained

that religion and politics have no such separate pro-

vince—that they are the lords and masters of the

whole range of science
;
with a right to interfere and
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overrule the moment, though not before, their laws

are impugned in any part
;
and demanding to be re-

cognised in all—to have their names proclaimed and
their decrees registered in all—in allegiance to their

paramoimt authority.

We cannot indeed bring men to believe, true as it

is, that to write is not to be wise— that to read is not

to learn—that literature is no proof of enlightenment.

Talking much, we know from the highest authorities,

is a sign of folly
;
listening greedily to the idle talk

of others is no great symptom of sense
;
and whether

we hear with ears or eyes, and talk with tongue or

pen, it matters little.

But we may by great exertions construct a fresh

literature less mischievous than the present—a new
river, instead of the ditch-water of the Thames. We
may at least fumigate the press

;
and for this purpose

every book written should be imbued and impreg-

nated with sound principles, both religious and politi-

cal. Poetry, history, philosophy, travels, novels,

reviews, newspapers, grammars, every thing should

contain in them the great truths, which it is required

to inculcate on the human mind. Home Tooke and
Cobbett wrapt up their democratical poisons in syntax
and etymology. The Jesuits made even the Gradus
ad Paraassum a disseminator of popery. Give me
the making of your ballads, said a keen observer of

mankind, and I care little who makes your laws.

And it is because w'e have neglected these simple

lessons, that boys can scarcely find a history of the

day which does not make them admire rebellion and
despise obedience—or a book on morals, which does

not set religion aside—or a poem, which is not a

pander to some silly sentiment, or some vicious

passion.

I have here thrown together a few observations,

which have occurred in examining the rise and pro-
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gress of the Alexandrian philosophy. No system of

philosophy falls from the clouds
; it is the growth of

time and circumstances, and preceded hy many symp-
toms—often slight, and at first sight fanciful, but to

a careful observer, very real. It was when a belief

in a definite system of revealed religious truth had
been destroyed by popular licentiousness, by the had
policy of kings, by the extravagance of rationalism,

by the corruptions of the professed teachers of the

truth, and the dissensions of those who rebelled from
it—that reason fell back on a new religious creed,

invented by itself
;

full, if we trust to those whose
principles had overthrown the old creed, of the gross-

est superstition and absurdity. Doubt and scepticism

had left the human heart without any thing to satisfy

its cravings, and the human intellect without foun-

dation or support
;
and both heart and intellect fell

prostrate under a new system of doctrine, which be-

fore any one would acknowledge it, was compelled to

take the worst form of the old. It gave again to the

educated few truths which the sceptic and the sophist

had covered with ridicule
;
but gave them mixed with

falsehoods and stripped of the only authority, on which
they could legitimately be embraced—the authority of

a definite revelation, committed to the guardianship of

a Church. Its spirit entered into the populace as

well as into philosophers
;
and instead of atheism, it

engendered a blind superstition. Magic, astrology,

divination, fanaticism—which received, with open

arms, the first madman or impostor, who pretended

to communicate with heaven—succeeded to popular

irreligion. Those centuries, like ours, had in abun-

dance their Irvings, and Southcotes, and Thoms, and
Bryans, and Owens, and Matthews, in the persons of

their Alexanders * and Apolloniuses, and the whole

* Lucian, vol. ii. p. 207.
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bigoted and credulous train, who first embraced Chris-

tianity without due allegiance to the authority of the

Church, and then fell away into the ranks of the

Gnostics.

The circumstances which preceded the growth of

this spirit were the same as in our own day—luxury

—commerce—manufactures—a commixture of people

—accumulations of the populace in large cities

—

habits of lawlessness and self-indulgence—the de-

struction of old institutions, civil as well as religious

—the breaking up of great hierarchies—the creation

of ill-governed schools—the substitution of instruc-

tion for education—the diffusion of general information

in the place of sound practical knowledge—the en-

couragement of physical science in opposition to a

deep philosophy—the spread of habits of criticism,

and disputation, and scepticism—civilization (so called)

mistaken for improvement—the encouragement of lite-

rary men apart from religious principles, or positive

duties—the unregulated increase of books—and an
universal adulation and subjection of mind, not to

the legitimate authority of truth, but to a tyrant, or

to fashion, or to public opinion
;
as a parasite sub-

mits to the master who feeds him, or a popular dema-
gogue fawns upon his mob, and yields without struggle

to the pressure from without. And now in Europe,

exactly in proportion as these causes have operated,

Christianity is giving way beneath an invading pan-
theism. In Germany, in France, even among edu-

cated men in England, whose education has not been
carried on in the great schools of the Church, or on
the principles of the Church, pantheism is an avowed
creed. Among the dregs of our population, though

under no classical name, the same spirit is working.

Socialism is a vulgar pantheism
;
and that it will gain

ground, and prevail to a considerable extent, we can-

not doubt, any more than that a seed will thrive in a
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soil well fitted for its reception. Whether Providence

has in store for us any aid to meet and expel it—any

resuscitation of his Church—any wide-spreading cala-

mity, which may rouse men from their dreams, and

throw them back on the realities of the Church—or

that Church will be left, amidst the fiood, a small and

narrow ark, still holding the truth committed to it

above the waters, and in the face of the world, though

few receive it—it is not for us to prophesy. But

man cannot he an atheist

:

and when atheism is ex-

cluded, and the truth which comes from God is rejected

as false, what remains but to fill up the void by a

system invented by man, and, in flying from a Catholic

religion, to fall down and worship an idol ?
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AdimantuSjHis character,239;
ethical system represented

hy, 241.
iEgypt, relation of their re-

ligious system to that of the

Greeks, 340.

Affection, use of, 69 ;
princi-

ples of, §9 ;
allowed by

Plato, 64.

Age, character of the present,

1 ;
tendency of, to lose sight

ofmoral m physical science,

74 ;
prevalence of sophis-

try in, 25 ;
notions of edu-

cation, ib.
;

inclination for

universal knowledge, ib.
;

loss of authority, 92 ;
would

take education out of the

hands of the church, 121 ;

parallel of, with Athens,
123

;
parallel with Alex-

andria, 380

;

exposed to

Pantheism, 381.

Alexander, his character, 328.

Alexandria, the link between
the east and the west, 321

;

its building, 327 ;
seat of

the new Platonism, 329
;

circumstances of, ib. ; its

inhabitants, ib.
;
character

of, 330
;
literary policy of

its rulers, 337 5 religious

policy of, 339
;
its comlaws,

351
;

its library, 376 ;
rise

of its philosophy, 378 ; its

literature inferior, 373 ;

fond of music, 334
; of

racing, 335
;
levity of cha-

racter, 333
;
fond of nick-

names, 330
;
cowards, 331 ;

seditious, 330

;

influx of

people into, 323.

Aristophanes useful for the

study of Plato, 41 ;
cha-

racter of, and object, 4L
Aristotle, technical form of

his works, 3 ;
peculiarly

useful in education, ib.
;

character of his style, 19 ;

contrast of his dialectical

system with Plato, 89 ;
his

t^te dramatic, to be cor-

rected by Plato, 248
;
did

not understand the re-

public, 247 ;
his recom-

mendation of doubts, 266.

Athens, character of its de-

mocracy, 24 ;
why inclined
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to encourage the Sophists,

45
;

its courts of law, 137 ;

its encouragement of rhe-

toric, 136
;

fondness for

Eristicism, 132 ;
taste for

the dramatic, 147

;

ana-

lysis of Athenian theory of

beauty, 148 ;
university of,

157 ; intellectual character

of, ; fondness for rhe-

toric, 158
;

for musical

style, 173
;
loss of an ob-

jective standard of truth

in, 264.

Authority, recognised by
Plato, 85—90 ; connection

of with Dialectics, 88 ;
ad-

mitted by all schools alike,

91 ;
the great question of

the age, 92

;

loss of, at

present, 92.

Books, their use and position

in teaching, 324 ; their

defects, ib.

Brucker, his opinion of the

new Platonism, 313.

Cephalus, his character, 219
;

why removed by Plato,

22L
Christianity, its theory of

faith compared with Pla-

to’s, 83 ; its influence on
intellect, 373.

Clitophon, introduction of,

231.

Church, how it promotes
education, 121 ; a check
upon the pursuit of univer-

sal knowledge, 128
;
main-

tains an objective standard
of truth, 265

;
realises

views in the republic, 289 ;

its collegiate character,
268

; heathen churches,

276 ; duty of, 277 ; liow
led to its duty, 279 ; ideas

of the church how obtained,

283
;
how anticipated by

Plato, 300.

Colleges, use of, 367 ; schools

of the church, 368
; attacks

upon them, 369
;
how con-

nected with the universi-

ties, 368
; needed in medi-

cal schools, 373.

Dialogues, difficulty of ar-
ranging them, 33 ; the
general structure of Plato’s

binary, 189 ;
origin of, 151;

Plato’s analogy to the

Scriptures, 2111 ;
place of,

in Plato’s plan of educa-
tion, 201.

East, comparison of, with the
West, 316.

Eclecticism, nature of, sound
and unsound, 14.

Education, the object of

Plato, 24, 34 ;
individual

affection required in, 81 ;

Athenian, 1JL8 ;
admitted

no innovation, U9 ;
how

extended safely by the

Church, ib . ;
proposals of the

Sophists for improving it,

120
;

ancient, expensive,

178 ;
its object pleasure,

179 ;
irreligious, 180

;
con-

nected with immorality,

ii. ;
ancient, ofuniversities,

373.

Eristicism, connexion with

sophistry, 130 ;
fondness

of Greeks for, 132

;

its
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materials, 133 ; date of,

134 ;
gave rise to logic,

135.

Frederick II., parallel of his

conduct with that of the
Ptolemies, 34i).

Glaucon, his character, 23fi.

Homer, why denounced by
Plato, 144.

Ideas, doctrine of, and its

object, 8Q ;
basis of phy>

sical truth, 81 ; several

classes of, t6. ; called by
Bacon, forms, 8Q ; ob-
jective, 82 ; source of, in

the Divine Mind, 84 ; Pla-
to’s doctrine of, ^ ; main
objection to the republic,

248 ; not understood by
Aristotle, 247

; explana-
tion of, 250

; objective im-
mutable existences, 253

j

unity of, i6.
;
necessaiy to

man, 254
;

all systems re-
cognise'' them, 235 ; evi-

dence of their existence,

257 ; existence in physical

science, 258
;
mode of evo-

lution, 238 ;
the palladium

of political society, 2.58
;

how secured, 273
;
ulterior

doctrine of, 2i>3.

Ionian school, soiu-ce of the
sophistical and sceptical.

Knowledge, universal, pro-
fessed by the Sophists, 125

;

its evil consequences, ih. ;

desire of, to be repressed,
ib.

Language, instrument of the
Sophists, 5D 132.

Library, Alexandrian, its

formation, 376.
Literature, introduction of a

written popular one into

Greece, 144 ;
why dram-

atic at Athens, 150

;

writ-

ten, effect of, in education,

133 ; Plato’s opinion of,

134 ;
why dangerous, 325 ;

new one needed, 377 ; con-
nexion with patronage,

363.
Logic, captious, of

phists, 136 ; its

131.

the So-

origin.

Lysias, principles of his judi-

cial rhetoric, 140
; brought

forward in the Phsedrus,
ib.

;
why selected by Plato,

132 ; immoral, 1^ ; his
style, 163 ; his speech in

the Phsedrus, 187.

Medicine, studied at Alex-
andria, 361

; sunk into
astrology, ib.

Morals, principles of morals
the foundation of all belief,

66 ; the loss of them lead-
ing to scepticism, 20,

Museum, Alexandrian,history
of, 349 ; how supported,
3M ; liberal in the admis-
sion of its members, 355

;

its studies, 336 ; connection
of, with government, .362

;

not practically engaged in
education, 365

;
panegyrics

on, 366 ;
its medical school,

361 ; its head, 354 ; its

critical studies, .352.

New Platonism, its com-
L

1
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iiieiitatoi'H’ opinion of the
Phiednis, 111 ; allegorized

it, 112 ;
school of, 1105

;
re-

lation to Greek philosophy,

305; itsmodem revival. .30fi.

311 ;
its relation to Chris-

tianity, 308
;
what required

to understand it, 31.3.

Oratory, why so important at

Athens,^ ; connexion with
Sophistry, ib.

Pantheism, rise of, 379 ; now
spreading, 381

; natural

growth of, 312.

Phaidrus, first published dia-

logue, 36 ; its place in the
series, 92 ; its affinity to

the republic, 96 ; contains

Pythagorean doctrines, 98;
contains outlines of the
whole system of Plato’s phi-

losophy, ih. ; most perplex-

ing, 99 ; binary structure

of, 199 ; subject of, 102 ;

Outline of, 105
;

not a me-
taphysical allegory, 108

;

political as well as ethical,

106 ; the type of a class of

characters, 184
; outline of

the dialogue, 187.

Philosophy, Grecian, the great

instmment of education, 12 ;

preserved in Oxford, 3. 13 ;

its connexion with Chris-

tianity, 12 ; different kinds

of, 69 ;
Greek schools of, not

capable of accurate classifi-

cation, 1.30.

Plato, the study of him reviv-

ing, 2 ; caiise of the revival,

2. 4 ; not sceptical, 3 ;
com-

mon judgment on, 4 ;
influ-

ence of, S ;
contrastbetween

him and Aristotle, 35 ;

not unsystematic, 9 ;
grace

of his compositions, 19 ; in

what sense not eclectical,

14 ; application to the state

of the times, 15. 49 ; prac-

tical, not speculative, 1^ 22 ;

connexion with Pythagoras,

16 ;
Athenian democracy

the clue to his system, 19 ;

illustration of his practical

character, 29 ;
antagonist

of the Sophists, 21 ; his ob-

ject educational, 24. 34 ;

respect felt for him by
Christian fathers, 22 ; his

coincidences with Scripture,

31 ;
less energetic than

Pythagoras, 55 ;
elaborate

in polishing his works,

55
; his motives and prin-

ciples of education, 67 ; his

principles of affection, 59 ;

ids mode of attacking So-

phistry, 63 ; his notion of

ignorance, 66 ;
destroyed

the authority of the .So-

phists, 22 »
reason for his

employment of irony, 22 >

for his poetical embellish-

ment, 29 ;
his myths, 69 ;

his philosophy essentially

religious, 69 ;
clue to his

writings, 96 ;
his object

political, 119 ;
his power of

parodying, 165
;

defended

from the charge of immo-
rality, 161 ;

his minute
touches to be attended to,

186 ; his daQkvtia, 216 ;

his characters real, 235 ;

overlooked the family tie,

271
;

his view of govern-

meut, 275 ;
his mode of

arriving at divine truth,

287 ;
his appeal to the

senses, 288
;

his belief iu
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revelation, 290 ; his prophe-

cy of, 297 ;
his plan, 299.

Plotinus, his works, 307-

Polemarch,hischa(racter,223

;

typical of the irascible prin-

ciple, 225.

Politics, connexion of, with

morals, 109.

Porphyry, his connexion with

Plotinus, 318.

Professors, how appointed at

Athens, 370.

Ptolemies, parallel with Fre-

derick of Prussia, 348 ;
lite-

rary taste, 352 ; founders

of the museum, 349.

Pythagoras, more energetic

than Plato, 55.

Rationalism, necessarily sub-

jective, 82 j
Plato’s view

of, 85.

Republic, subject of it, 204 ;

position of, in relation to

the other dialogues, 205 ;

its outward form, 210 ;
its

date, 212 ;
locality, 214 ;

why made a narrative, 215

;

the persons present at the

dialogue, 216 ;
highly fin-

ished, 243 ;
considered visi-

onary, ib.
;
why not vision-

ary, 244.

Rhapsodists,their origin, 146

;

office, 147.

Rhetoricians, their connexion
with the Sophists, 114;
attacked in the Phredrus,
ih.

;
their history where

found, 116 ;
succeeded the

Wranglers, 136 ; influence

of, in democracies, ih.
;

their declamations the ori-

gin ofnovels, 153 ; absorbed
the office of education, 155 ;

exhibition of, in a later age
than Plato, ib . ;

origin of

modem professorships, ib. ;

of sermons, 156 ;
their

audience, how gathered,

162 ;
their robes and lec-

ture rooms, 163 ;
mode of

delivery, 164 ;
subjects of

their declamations, 167

;

artifices of style, 170 ;
love

of applause, 174 ;
compared

with modem universities,

176.

Rhythm, effect of, on Athe-

nian ears, 159.

Rome, its theory of tolera-

tion, 321 ;
its religious feel-

ing, 315.

Science, physical, source of

scepticism, 67 ;
compared

with moral science, 68.

Serapis, introduction of the

worship of, 341 ; type of

pantheism, 342 ;
character

of, 346 ;
gi’owth of his wor-

ship, U).
;

statue of, 345 ;

original site of, doubtful,

.344.

Semions,onginof, 156 ;
Greek,

why rhetorical, 157.

Socrates, why his character

chosen by Plato, 77 >
not

faithfully represented by
him, 78 ;

personification of

the Greek comedy, 78 ;
his

character drawn out in the

Phjvdnis, 185.

Sophists, Plato the antagonist

of, 21 ;
origin of, 42 ; cha-

racter of first Sophists not

bad, 43 ;
primary doctrine

the uncertainty of know-
ledge, ih.

; Athtms a fit

field for, 44 ;
oratory taught
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by them, 47 ;
etymology of,

50 ;
advantages enjoyed by,

52 ;
their use of language,

51 ;
paid for their labours,

52 ;
political advantages,

53 ;
immoral character, ih.

;

influence of, upon young
men, 54 ;

how attacked by
Plato, 66 ;

connexion of,

with physical science, 71 ;

a foreign importation,
;

their profession dangerous,

118 ;
their boasts, 121 ;

profession of universal

knowledge, 124 ;
their cap-

tious logic, 130 ;
their im-

morality, 153 ;
their style

parodied by Plato, 166 ;

necessary degradation of

their schools, 230.

Synthesis, contrasted with

analysis, 37 ;
employed by

Aristotle, 35.

Trasymachus, his character,

228 ; contrast with the
other Sophists, 229.

Universities, history of mo-
dem, 367 ; ancient, turbu-

lent, 371 ;
allowed students

the choice of their teachers,

370.

Youth, in what light to be
regarded, 57.

Zoology studiedat Alexandria,

367.

THE END.
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